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THE INFLUENCE OF religiosity IN THE

construction OF MEANING

FROM advertising MESSAGES INTENDED TO
PROMOTE LIFESTYLE VALUES

lillian billing
depart of communications
master of arts
religiosity has largely been ignored by consumer research as a factor in
the negotiation of meaning from magazine advertisements containing lifestyle
messages

A meaning based study was undertaken to seek to identify its

presence and emergence within a religious audience

methodology employing in depth
designed

A qualitative

phenomenological interviewing was

latter day saints three
six members of the church of jesus christ of latterday

men and three women

were invited to give their interpretations

feelings towards four magazine advertisements

thoughts

and

A second in
depth
indepth

phenomenological interview was conducted with each participant to provide
life world contexts
individual lifeworld

conceptual construct

analysis employed

life themes

motivator unique to each participant

a previously tested

to identify a paramount

life themes

existential

were consequently

examined for influences of personal and institutional religiosity

expressions

of religiosity were found to be influenced by individual life themes

though

findings indicate conflicts with personal values derived from religiosity

interpretive consensus was not found in particular incidences or on particular

values

findings also suggest that proximity to christian lifestyle values rather

than to simply

mormon

lifestyle values more fully suggest incidence of

shared interpretive strategy in evaluating lifestyle appeals within advertising
messages

the

study indicates that aligning a product with messages

containing values that promote lifestyle conflict is not serving the best
interests of the product nor its intended market
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CHAPTER ONE

introduction
scholarly research investigating whether religion has a role to play in
making meaning about advertising messages is scarce

yet it has been

observed that both religion and advertising speak to human needs to fulfill
desires as well as provide solutions for identity and meaning

kavanaugh

1984

peck

1993

observes that the core values of capitalist society

marketability and consumption

are used to define human aspirations and act

as measures of individual self worth

Is there then an arena of conflict for people who are audiences to both

in the absence of a body of

religion and advertising that begs recognition

scholarly literature this study proposes to gather data with the aim of

identifying emergent patterns of meaning negotiation
on grounded theory assumptions suggested by

research will proceed

glaser and strauss

1967

namely that qualitative data most usefully serves emergent conceptual
working and that comparative analysis of qualitative data provides
frameworking
frame
evidence with which to support conceptual categories

such a research

rationale privileges theory construction over theory testing and is particularly
appropriate for mapping new conceptual domains

statement

and justification

of the research

question

socio cultural
most ads originate from and disperse through the same sociocultural

meaning based perspective has not been
context as the consumer yet a meaningbased

1

comprehensively theorized or researched

mick & buhl 1992

existing

meaning
based studies deal with interpretive analyses of ads and their formal
meaningbased
features

eg goldman

without actual consumerlaudience
consumer
audience data
consumeraudience

mccracken

1989

scott 1990 stern 1989 williamson 1978

1992

however a

minority of researchers within the field of consumer research have argued for
increased use of personal interviews for consumer advertising research

buhl 1991 lannon & cooper 1983 mick and politi

eg

1989

religion and advertising both speak to human needs to fulfill desires and
provide solutions for identity and meaning

stout & buddenbaum

1996

peck

1993

in a similar vein

observe that the primary issue is how religiosity

for consumer research the effects of

contributes to interpretive processes

religion as a possible mediating variable in interactions involving mass media
specifically advertising must look to the religious audience as its unit of

analysis
it has been proposed that advertising plays an important role in
capitalist society by helping to persuade citizens that the construction of self
and individuality is dependant upon discerning consumption

the promise

from advertising is a unity of substance and identity through consumption

peck 1993

the

myth is that desired personal qualities and social

relationships are attributes of objects that can be purchased
the object an individual acquires the qualities of their image
1978

by consuming
williamson

advertising research mostly fails to evaluate audience mediation

strategies of advertising messages and tactics

lindlof et al 1992 calls

a

it fails to account for what

conflict over the emergence and articulation of

meaning in the cultural sphere

between author text reader

advertising viewpoint the conflict is one in which
the struggle over effective symbolism

2

peck

1993

from an

capital is gained or lost in

from a religious audience perspective an empirical study of consumer
reading evaluations in terms of consensus and dissensus
dissen sus is desirable to

commoditydefined
defined self value
understand the negotiation of conflict between commodity
and realizing self
hood by
selfhood

themselves and god

believing trusting and loving one another

kavanaugh

lastly audience research

1984
19849

is significant to feminist scholars as it is

thought to provide for a better understanding of the influence of popular
culture by asking the audience about their interpretations
van zoonen
boonen

1994

uses and experience

religiosity and gender are both rooted in heavily

prescriptive traditions

wilsons

1978

survey of religions in american society

concludes that the single most important contributor to the definition of sex
roles is religion

further ideas about gender roles and attitudes have

d9 dantonio
traditionally been guided by religious norms da
antonio

1980

lampe

1981

religiosity then appears to be inextricably linked to the construction of self
identity perhaps providing a metanarrative
meta narrative of identity that subsumes or at
ors of identity
least influences all other social prescriptors
prescript

in a similar vein media are generally construed as
gender

stern

that express and incorporate gender discourse
1993

technologies of
van zoonen
boonen

1994

proposes that by using gender as a segmenting variable it is

possible to uncover expectations and values commonly defined as masculine or
feminine in media texts

similarly the influence of religiosity on gender needs

to be understood in order to account for any negotiation of conflict in

secularized and religiously influenced gender roles

literature

LHERATURE REVIEW

fitting a communication

the literature review builds upon

model

an observation by stern

1994

that

advertising is most often researched upon an inadequate communication

drawing upon the work of umberto eco

model

1987

the traditional model

of communication representing sender message receiver presumes that
decoding occurs on the basis of a shared code between sender and receiver

such

a model

however ignores the fact that there are a number of codes and

submodes
codes as well as sociocultural
subcodes
sub
socio cultural factors that contribute to make a message
66an
an

empty form to which various possible senses can be attributed

the root problem with this model

425

is that it is derived from oral speech

As such eco would claim that it fails to capture the communicative

models

interactivity between advertisers and consumers

instead it treats sources and

recipients each as singular constructs does not account for diversity of

interpretation

and assumes a passive message recipient

stern 1994

there are special characteristics however that distinguish advertising
from word of mouth constructions that render it more akin to created literary

like literary text advertising

text

employs the same fictionalizing techniques

of story drama poem song lecture etc

stern 1994

another important consideration not anticipated by the traditional
generic

communication model is that both source and receiver are capable of

multidimensionality as singular entities in the real world whereas literary text
and

commercial advertising text is the only entity in the communication triad

that resides solely within it
1987

for review

reader response theory see staton
according to readerresponse

multidimensionality of source and receiver requires that the

creator of meaning
communication model account for the recipient as a co
cocreator

this acknowledges that readers must fill
4

in textual gaps and become creative

participants in interpretations

stern 1994

applied to commercial advertising text meaning becomes a dual function
willingness unwillingness to
of firstly actual consumer willingnessunwillingness

personals expectations implied within the text

10

play along with the

and secondly that

meaning also resides in the authorsponsors
author sponsors intentions and expectations
driven by sources outside the text

stern adapts martins literary model

1986

to represent the

transformation of Las
swells speech communication model to accommodate
lasswelfs
lasswells
advertising as text

speech

who
to whom
tells what
whotells
whatto
message
me
S
s s age receiver
sender
sendermessagereceiver
enderme
ender

literary
advertising

text reader
author
authortextreader
sponsor
advertisement consumer
sponsoradvertisementconsumer

generic

the triad has become relevant

to advertising as text in that it specifies

the literary components in marketing terms

with these comments and observations in mind the literature review will
concentrate on those theoretical approaches to meaning that privilege its
construction and location in the processes of interaction between individuals
and social phenomena

although the review will present key theories offering conceptual
insights consistent with the theoretical aims of the research question a

justification of their fittedness to this research enterprise is also attempted

religiosity
it is interesting to note that as early as 1961 gerhard lenski proposed
the idea of religious groups as networks of informational relations and
communications

lenski proposed that distinctive norms are
5

a reflection of

the experiences of past generations not merely the result of the socioeconomic

sood & nasu 1995

condition of the religious group

suggests an anticipation of Lind
loFs
lindlofs
lindloff

though lenskis work

interpretive community

construct

subsequent consumer research has not focused on an interpretive meaning
dimension of religiosity

this

is evidenced in a variety of studies

an examination of religiosity

mcdaniel & burnet 1991 for a review
variable in meaning construction

see
as a

in the tradition of mass communication

semeiotics has only recently begun to
theories of social construction and social semiotics

make an appearance

see stout & buddenbaum

1996

it is already understood that religion plays a role in the socialization

terpstra

process of children by their parents

&

david 1991

in adults

habits and attitudes affecting lifestyle

religion continues to influence values

De lener 1990 harrell 1986
belener
delener

choices including consumer behavior

it has

solving and decision
also been noted that religiosity may be pivotal in problem
problemsolving
making processes

iggi pargament et al 1988
1991
kaiser 11991

empirical investigation of religion and religiosity constructs in consumer
behavior has been rare

nevertheless the viability of

De
lener 1994
belener
delener

religiosity as a construct in examining consumer behavior has been established
by wilkes burnett & howell

findings from their empirical research

1986

showed that religiosity successfully correlated with selected lifestyle variables

contributed directly to their model along with gender age and income

and

could be operationalized through multiple measures

stout and buddenbaum

1996

observe that as important as religion is

to the social fabric of the united states

for its influence

studies of mass media rarely account

most insights draw from research in the sociology of religion

yet this research fails to account for the importance of communication
phenomena in the development of personal religiosity
6

7

the debate instead

centers on the role of mass media as being on the one hand a useful

institutional tool to aid personal spirituality and conversely
distracting or secularizing influence

8

having a

both instances presume a powerful

effects model of mass media

scholars of mass media have usually defined religiosity in terms of the
expectations of religious institutions

often ignoring the idea that personal

religiosity may be a factor in media use

yet

as stout & buddenbaum

1996

observe a primary issue is how religiosity contributes to interpretive

processes

to
sood

&

understand religious constructs an important distinction is drawn by

nassu
hassu

1995

between religion and religiosity

they observe that

religion like nationality is more an ascribed condition religiosity however is

predominantly a personal phenomenon cornwall et al

1986

note that a key

mechanism for maintaining a personal religious identity is a focused emotional

attachment coupled with behaviors that find their source in personal and
individualized religion

the researchers identify

personal and institutional
commitment and behavior

religiosity
commitment
participation

two modes of religiosity

each mode comprising three components

these are used to identify

namely traditional orthodoxy

belief

six dimensions of

particularistic orthodoxy

spiritual

church commitment religious behavior and religious
in testing the model the researchers found it to be generally

useful in studying mormons and that their results support their contention
that religiosity is best viewed as multidimensional

for consumer research the effects of religion

as a possible mediating

variable in interactions involving mass media specifically advertising

must

look to the religious audience as its unit of analysis
in an audience where religiosity is a factor there appears to be immediate

7

and irreconcilable differences of ontology epistemology and value systems

between capitalist consumer culture founded on comparisons of envy desire
and power

goldman

1992

and the christian imperative of

believing

trusting and loving one another themselves and god kavanaugh

1984

in

day saints LDS
brief members of the church of jesus christ of latter
latterday

commonly referred to as

mormons
cormons
Mormons

see their place both in the world and in

pre earth
pre ordained plan that explains their preearth
their church as part of a great preordained

existence the purpose for their mortality and the inevitability of death as a
like nature
gateway to continued progression towards a christ
christlike

truth may be apprehended by means of spiritually drawing close to god
its source who is described in LDS scripture as the same yesterday today and

forever and who does not vary presumably allowing LDS church members
access to epistemological absolutes
materialism is held to be the consequence of insufficient focus on the
purposes of god and in trusting in appearances
vain things of the world

and

the glory of men

materialism equates with the
in their covenants between

themselves and god LDS church members dedicate their time talents and
every thina god has given them to the building up of his kingdom on earth
everything

the mormon work ethic has become firmly established within common
lore with the LDS churchs 19th century emphases on abstinence modesty

self sacrifice and self reliance continue to be major themes in
thrift prudence selfsacrifice
day LDS church conferences
modern
modernday

LDS pioneer heritage its lessons

sacrifices and values is a theme that is promoted and reinforced tirelessly in
conferences and sunday church meetings

these traits suggest an interesting

parallel with max webers observation of a correlation between similar ethics
in protestant countries in europe and increased industrial development

compared to more modest strides in catholic european states
8

A significant proportion

of utahs present LDS population traces its

descent from 19th century pioneer emigrants whose family records
and faith are

memories

continually revived as teaching examples to the rising generation

of saints

and yet even

a casual viewer of mormon society in

enthusiastically even

communities appear to be comfortably

within mainstream american consumer society

lenskis

1961

utah observes that its
assimilated

what then is to be made of

idea that distinctive norms are a reflection of the experiences

of past generations

social semiotics
according to james beniger
programs have experienced a

1987

mass communication research

paradigm shift

that can be characterized as

changing dependant variables from attitudes to cognitive processes

and

independent variables from persuasive communication to active audience

the interest

engagement in mass communication

in the new paradigm focuses

on processes involving information on both an individual and societal level

from

a media use perspective

jenson

1991

much attention to its context and purposes

notes that few studies have given

instead the focus has

concentrated on the texts and production strategies of media as such

jenson

1991

locates the antecedents of contemporary social semiotics

and the idea of an interpretive community

of charles sanders peirce

in the philosophical pragmatism

simply stated pragmatism for peirce represents a

shift from a philosophy of the human subject to a philosophy of language and
the development of a new conception of truth that is linked to communication
and practice

from peirce such a conception understands knowledge as

processual and mediated by signs that knowledge is the sum of historical
9

constructions of social consensus having practical consequences

and lastly

that the institutions of knowledge and communication are key in the process of

the philosophical import of this

social change

conception of meaning

production departs from the cartesian notion of the individual as the
foundation of knowledge and introduces instead
the only possible public sanction of knowledge

interpretive
1

communities of knowers
knowels as
ibid

communities

from literary criticism

the idea that audiences can

be identified as communities through their

shared strategies of interpretation suggests that audiences may have preexisting meanings that mediate mass media offerings

littlejohn 1992

at

issue here is the tension between an essentialist approach in media content
analysis and a more relativistic tendency that allows for divergent

lindlof et al 1992

interpretations

from

conceptions of interpretive communities differ in significant ways

literature the idea is credited to stanley fish who was looking for a way to
subject object dualism to account for the dynamic process of
collapse the subjectobject

fish proposed that an individuals interpretive reading of

reading texts

a text

is legitimized by the interpretive community to which a person belongs

lindlof et

1992

al

the interpretive

community establishes conventions

towards texts such that a text becomes the sum of strategies used to produce
an interpretation

meaning is therefore removed as an inherent characteristic

of an object and is instead the result of numerous factors of social
construction

importantly the idea of an external objective standard of

jud
metadiscourse
discourse is eliminated
gement or some sort of meta
judgement
comments that

lindlof further

while its physical character is fixed only an actual reader can

10

activate the codes and strategies that create meaning
2

from pragmatic

ibid

semiotics

while acknowledging that mass communication studies credit stanley

fish

jensen

as the source of the argument

1995

points to the notion of

interpretive communities as originating from peirce and pragmatism
on peirce that signs are

drawing

not what we know but how we come to know we can

justify saying we know

suggests that interpretation is a continuous process of

social negotiation rather than one act

the

result is that the meaning of signs

is not determined by reference to inherent characteristics but rather by their

position with the system of meaning production as a whole

applied to mass communication studies social semiotics views media
reception and use as social practices which operate in institutions and
interpersonal relationships

lindlof 1992

findings from qualitative studies

of audiences indicate that specific meanings intended by mass media are often
modified or opposed as well as appropriated by audiences for alternative

understandings of social reality these findings lead jensen
66

66meaning
meaning

as both a social and a discursive phenomenon

p

1991

to consider

both in people

and texts

the role of interpretive communities

in relation to social institutions

reveals that contradictory constructions emerge as ambiguity
audience discourses

the concept of

or polysemy

in

polysemy states that several

interpretations coexist as potentials in any one text depending on an

audiences culture and interpretive conventions

jensen

1995

polysemy is not

only a feature of different meanings that audiences derive from media
discourses but may also be a feature of audience discourses

for

the audiencepublic
audience public

other institutions

mass media become

acting as an

1991

institutions to think with

in between realm

11

jensen

p22

mass media

about

produce a

cultural forum

newcomb & hirsch 1984

that not only serves

consumption purposes but also allows for a culture to trace beliefs test

boundaries

realities

and provides for individuals to explore alternative identities and

jensen

1991

however jensen
it

66

does not believe this analysis goes far enough as

1991

represents
66represents a perspective from only one type of social institution

consider
consi der
institutions

does not

the relations of feedback between the mass media and other
and

stops short of a model that might account for the specific

social and cultural differences made by mass media and by their recipients

including the difference that consists of maintaining the status quo

22

jensens
jensen s emphasis on the significance of social structures of mediation as

well as the discursive phenomena from mass media is that together these
combine to bring an interpretive community into existence
the phenomenon of the LDS religious community

this anticipates

obedience and heed to

church authority directives and counsels is accepted by the majority of church
members as an indication of both religious ascription as well as defining a
common measure of a members degree of religiosity

the corporate structure

of LDS church authority thus serves to orientate LDS membership world views
in general and for the purposes of this study mass media in particular

stout & buddenbaum
with

As such

for LDS membership

the church becomes an

see

institution to think

serving to legitimate preferred strategies of

interpretation and understanding
defining interpretive

communities

according to lindlof 1988 interpretive communities within mass media
audiences reveal recognizable properties that he terms genres of content

interpretation and social action

As such

12

an interpretive community comes

into being as social needs literacy skills and interpretive procedures converge
on the content of a specific media offering

radway

1984

for example romance readers see

stimulating regenerative processes for that genre

commonalities of interpretation

such as selection

semiotic

decoding and application

lindlofs genre of

exhibit dimensions of intersubjective agreement

interpretation comprises not only an identification with a specific genre but
the individuals own construction of those generic conventions

producing a

conversation between the individual and the generic tradition

referents of

acculturation not only allow interpretive communities to understand the
content in similar ways but delineate shared sets of behavior towards a media
offering
and

taken together these genres provide

symbolic alignments

a

repertoire of descriptors

constituting an interpretive community

A topology
topolog
topolosY of defining factors is also proposed by jensen

condition for the emergence of interpretive communities

as a

1991

being socially

competent means that an individual is able to recognize and decode forms of

these skills arise from

communicative interaction and interpretation
exposure to mass media

firstly then discourses and genres of media offerings

require relevant strategies of interpretation that orient specific practices and
begin to define an interpretive community

secondly because mass

communication presents the audience with depictions of familiar
socioeconomic institutions these institutions serve to provide a context for the
interpretation of everyday reality

thirdly jensen defines practices

as socially

meaningful activities that constitute a framework orienting not just specific
interpretations but also routines of media use

the configuration of practices

and institutions combine to form a contextual historical configuration in which
mass media recipients interact and from which interpretations arise
way

in this

jensen believes that meaning arising from interpretive communities is
13

both discursive and social

jensens

1995

insistence on socially contextualizing
contextual izing media experiences

in order to fully account for meaning construction requires an understanding

of how the relationship between church and individual plays out in an
interpretive negotiation of advertising texts

advertising
advertising and advertisements work because audiences understand how
to use the rules that govern the movement and connection of meanings in ads

the structure

or form of ads is its own ideology according to robert goldman

he believes that

1992

ads carry interpretive rules that perpetuate a logic of

commodity relations
consumer ism compelling an audience
commodity logic is an ideology of consumerism
to participate in the assumptions of consumption

this

has become so

commonplace that it appears to be normal namely to presume that

there is a

line of equivalence between the product and the glamorized traits of the model

williamson 1978

however goldman

promote these assumptions as normal

1992

points out that in order to

meanings have been steered by

advertising into signs that can be inscribed on products

the logic promoted

by the commodity imperative to sell goods is that when signs are defined as

real they are real in their consequences

hence the logic would make us believe that if we wear product A our
experience of the product is qualitatively different than if we wear product B
because of the difference of image

houghton

1987

having convinced the consumer that the completeness of individuality is
attained through consumptions
qualities

advertising endows goods with subjective

presented as the consumers own qualities
14

which the consumer can

peck

recover or enhance by purchasing the product

1993

A study of advertisements during the period 1977 to 1990 leads

goldman

1992

to propose that there has been

contestation and ideological reincorporation
pa
p2

a dialectic of interpretive

serving

commodity culture

simply stated audiences have developed resistance to advertising and

the process of being positioned by ads

in response to this alienation

advertising has hegemonized
hegemonizer audience resistance by incorporating reflexive
self awareness about its own advertising tactics within the ads themselves
selfawareness

feminism is a case in point

in an attempt to manage the ideological

contradictions between femininity and feminism goldman

1992

points to

how advertising has reframed a political discourse into a discourse of style

using a capitalist ideological rhetoric of possessive individualism

by

advertising

tells women that if properly outfitted they can be in charge of their lives and

their relations with men

increased social power is presented by advertising as

a function of voluntary self festishization

rakow 1992 is skeptical of calling the discursive practices arising from
advertisings interpretive strategies an interpretive community

she instead

sees ads targeted to address a marketers demographically identified

interpretive community

namely a target market

properly understood
the interpretive community does not precede the reading or
viewing of the advertisement reading or viewing the ad is an
instance of calling the interpretive community into existence
the
work of the advertisement is to call the individual into that
1
I
what
producing
to
not
community whether beshe
wants
or
she
he
heshe
prefer to call a coerced interpretive community p 139

the

point is that rakow like goldman identifies an advertising logic

which is far from innocent because it is a logic that calls into existence

15

communities based on categories the reader does not identify with herself or

himself and who has no real inclination to participate in

resistance serves

only to stimulate ever more subtle uses of advertising logic by advertisers

entailing further social consequences

goldman

1992

claims that the commodity culture imperative of ever

increasing production of commodity signs has lead to a crisis of credibility and
belati
relativising
relati vising of value

when audiences are no longer able to differentiate

signifier from signified there is no fixity of meaning

constant symbolic

construction and reconstruction of value has exhausted its truth claims

the constant depletion of cultural

signs to serve the inexhaustible need

of commodity meanings has forced advertising to

cannibalize itself feeding

on the recycling and recombining of previous advertising styles and signs

the result

ibid

in much advertising at present is that it has become

increasingly self referential and intertextual
inter textual

clearly from goldmans critical interpretation of advertisings
hegemonic practices

coupled with an invasive and seemingly a compelling

consumer logic advertising qualifies as

this begs

an institution to think with

a question of the research problem

how do individuals within

a religious LDS community maintain the integrity of their prescriptive religious

values in the face of advertisings hegemonic and often oppositional lifestyle

onslaught
stout 1996 has chronicled the attitude of LDS church leadership toward
media issues identifying numerous criticisms of how media are used in
society

admonitions to church membership to avoid soap operas talk shows

and R
rated movies are continuing themes
rrated

advertising is criticized for

promoting hedonistic values and enticing church members to unnecessary
purchases

also identified by stout

1996
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is an emerging trend in church

authority guidelines that depart from encouraging individual interpretation
and analysis of media fare

admonitions from the pulpit and in church

publications now favor a more rules based didactic approach

perhaps

reflecting the perception of media as a growing societal threat to family values

however a quick view of LDS society does not suggest a community under
siege nor indeed does it appear composed of individuals wracked by the angst

some accommodation would therefore

of intolerable value contradictions

appear to be a reasonable assumption

recalling ecos

1987

sub
codes
suggestion that a number of codes and submodes
subcodes

as well as sociocultural
socio cultural factors contribute to make a message

to which various possible senses can be attributed

425

an empty form

it might be supposed

creator of meaning through interpretations
that the recipient is indeed a co
cocreator
and accommodations not anticipated or intended by the source

an

exploratory study that puts audience members at the center of its investigation
is therefore warranted

jensen

1991

questions the critical argument that particular structures

of media discourse may be a sufficient condition for an ideological impact

this argument assumes that ideology

is located in media discourses

is an argument over the location of meaning

the

issue

ideological or otherwise

semeiological
semi ological theoretical framework represents
according to jensen a critical semiological

media discourses as meaning products

jensen argues instead for a contrasting

framework that can accommodate the analysis of meaning production as
process or social practice

such a contrasting reformulation departs from the

matter dualism and instead focuses upon meaning as
cartesian legacy of mind
mindmatter
a continuing and changing process of temporal and relational dynamics

17

active

vs passive

reader models from literature

literary analysis tools provide

a set

of concepts for identifying textual

elements in ads that both reveal and affect contemporary consumers
1989

stern

considers them appropriate for uncovering the layering and complexity

multi faceted analytic approach
of advertising text that requires a multifaceted
just as literary arche
archetypists
typists find common bonds in magic myth
history religion and patterns in the unconscious consumer
researchers have investigated several of the same sources to
explain consumption patterns in terms of rites and significances
for example comparing advertising to myth and defining it as a
meta
metacommunication
communication of myth and ritual stern 1994 p323

reader response theory
critics in the 1960s favoring reader response and deconstruction
theories re
reexamined
examined the role of the author and proposed instead a dynamic
and transactional relationship between readers and texts

the active role of

the reader in constructing the meaning of a text was emphasized

reader response theory the reader is seen as being in dialogue with the
in readerresponse
text filling in what the author leaves out and thus becoming a participant in
the construction of meaning

what prevents meaning construction becoming

isolated anarchy and makes possible a correspondence of similarity is a shared
agreement in social communication and a communal familiarity with literary
patterns and themes and social and historical contexts

structuralist literary critics believe literature occurs within the
parameters of a subsurface system of textual codes
possible from infinite interpretations of a text

polysemy of meaning is

reading and understanding

fiction as fiction is possible because readers have internalized fictional
conventions that allow webs of association

the implication of polysemy

that no two words ever mean the same thing making synymity impossible

18

is

psychoanalytic critics such as bloom lacan holland were interested in
the psychological relationships between reader and text

for example they

observed that fiction provides a panacea that reveals to the reader that hidden

by projecting themselves into

fears and desires are common to all mankind

arh
throu 47anh
the text readers create meaning by reading themselves into the text through

identification with characters and settings
deconstructionist critics draw from post structuralist work and posit
language as revealing binary structures

concepts such as truth self etc that

appear selfsufficient
self sufficient are said to be defined by negating the opposite inferior
one

stern

1994 p324 5

meaning based studies of advertising
1

mick & buhl

92
19
1992

mick and buhl

1992

note that a majority of advertising studies are

interpretive analyses lacking consumer data

meaning based
in developing a meaningbased

model for empirical application the researchers create a hybrid model based
upon theoretical

interactionism
psychology

premises derived from symbolic and interpretive

existential phenomenology

analytic psychology

person alogical and humanist
personalogical

text reception

aesthetics

semiotics and

anthropology
from these theoretical underpinnings the researchers define two
constructs to capture the mechanisms of the construction of the individual

life themes

firstly

developed
status

represent a persons
person9s existential concerns of identity

sense making

linked to values

projects

which are limited and relatively invariant once

relationships

they share some conceptual features with but are not

life themes

are manifested in the second construct

life

self concepts
these represent changing personal development of selfconcepts
19

selected from culturally available alternatives and reveal personal orientations

life projects

engage the individual in defining planning

and coordinating a

consumers are thought to look at advertising for symbols ideas and

life

revisions
revl sions with which to advance their projects
revi

life

projects are distinct

the

though not mutually exclusive spheres that identify the self in some way

national community and family spheres constitute the social self whilst the
fourth sphere the private self represents the individuated self that is

autonomous and self contained

the informants

and magazine ads were purposively sampled

the

study

36 who were interviewed twice each using
consisted of three brothers aged 29
2936

type interviewing modes to emphasize the human
phenomenologicaltype
phenomenological

the first interview introduced

experience

the ads and the second interview

focused on lifestyles and helped to develop a picture of life history

from

these interviews patterns were looked for that related ad experiences to
informants9
life world to identify life themes and life projects suggested
informants own lifeworld
9

by experiences of the ads
2

stern

&

holbrook

stern & holbrook

1994
1994

reproduced mick and buhls meaning based

approach but additionally introduced gender as a component and accounted
for textual regularities inherent in text or literary genre

genre influences the

writers observance of conventions and norms as well as the expectations of the

reader
using a cologne ad from the 1980s as an exemplar the researchers
demonstrated that the exemplar conforms to genre conventions

in this case

the advertising authors statements about what the text was intended to be

validity to the internal evidence provided by the text
lend validityto

examining both

author and text led the authors to classify the advertising genre as
20

romantic

1I

ffantasy

following a literary analysis of romance genre in terms of male and

female reading styles and preferences

the researchers hypothesize that male

and female interpretations and evaluations of the ads nature and meaning will

differ

the method used

by the study adapts holland & shermans

1988

approach of conducting dialogue with each other to produce male and female

interpretations of gothic novels

instead of entering into a tape recorded

discussion that is later transcribed

interpretive protocols

the researchers use agreed written

independently produce their own responses within

these protocols and exchanged with each other by mail in successive

interaction

though not representative the study is presented as an

exploratory effort to elicit male and female reader responses to an

the

advertisement targeted to both sexes

interpretive analysis of the data

used a framework of binary oppositions in genre conventions for male and
female fiction such as traits social standing

sexual identity and overall

also the attitude of each toward the

sai for both heroine and hero
sal
appraisal
apprai
aparai
I1

relationship
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summary
the literature

review is indicative of a significant development in the
As livingstone observes

field of mass communications audience research

attempting to maintain a polarity between administrative and critical

1993

modes of research ignores the complexity of the interaction between text and

viewer

by seeking insights from different approaches to guide this study it is

plural sim may provide a more comprehensive ability
hoped that the resulting pluralsim
to capture the meanings offered by the participating respondents

this study and the literature review then

the task of

is to attempt to integrate

socio cognitively oriented work on the comprehension of text with connotative
sociocognitively

interpretive work

it attempts to treat interpretive mediations from both a

discursive as well as social framework

in considering text audience

and context

this research project

subscribes to abandoning the separation between cause and effect that

characterizes the old polarities

the traditionally isolated categories of viewer

media and effect are untenable as research shows text and audience as

interdependent rather than discrete elements

similarly the traditional

separation of interpersonal and mass communication must also account for the

overlapping processes that underlie both

the key understanding

see silverstone & hirsch1992
Hirsch 1992

to be drawn from the literature review is that

each of the variables under investigation is multidimensional in nature
example

for

messages remain empty until activated with any number of codes

sub
submodes
and subcodes
codes

eco 1987 or in other words

until realized by actual

rather than ideal

texts must be considered virtual

readers

p7
livingstone 1993 pa

advertising works because audiences understand how to use the rules

which

submodes
sub codes reveal a denotative reading and which reveal connotative
codes and subcodes

or ideological levels of meaning

here we are interested to know if a particular
22

polysemy of interpretation arises from LDS culture and interpretive
conventions and what its contours may be

if religiosity

is a group network whose norms are informed by the

experiences of past generations how does one account for a seemingly trouble
free assimilation of LDS norms into american mainstream consumer culture

on the one hand religion is said to influence values habits and attitudes
affecting lifestyle and consumer choices and on the other that advertising
promotes an irresistible consumer logic that compels a reader or viewer into a

coerced

clearly a simple polarity of media effects is

interpretive community

insufficient to explain a complex social contradiction confronting LDS

audiences
uncovering the layering and complexity of advertising text calls for a
multi faceted analytic approach that allows for a dynamic of interrelationships
multifaceted
between variables

the

several dimensions discovered of religiosity in general

and here one suspects also true for LDS religiosity in particular provide layers

of interpretive expression for both personal and institutional religiosity

firstly then do LDS audience members see conflicts in values they learn
from advertising with values derived from religious associations

it is reasonable to ask whether when reading an advertisement
portraying lifestyle images

there arise differences of interpretation ascribable

to personal and institutional religious consideration

further do these individuals employ considerations of what they believe
their church would say when interpreting ads

life themes
the argument of

the new paradigm is that research needs to give

attention to context and purposes or as harroway puts it knowledge must be
situated in order to have meaning

within interpretive community theory the
23

need to consider the relations of feedback between the mass media and other

institutions is critical to understanding

all it has been proposed that a
afterfall
After
afterall

combination of both discursive and social elements bring an interpretive
community into existence

with this in mind the study proposes to account

for context by utilizing the humanistic concept of life themes

life themes have been identified by philosophers such

as merleau ponty

and sartre as well as psychologists such as allport and kelly as the way people

goals
structure agals
aoals and means to create coherence

socio cultural and
sociocultural

transformational experiences give rise to life themes
is

pertinent to advertising

hollands idea that literary interpretation emits from identity themes with

text meanings being neither inherent to nor about a text but of and about

research suggests that once developed life themes are stable mick

readers

buhl

&

1992

socio cultural context it is
because most ads circulate through the same sociocultural

reasonable to distinguish between first order significations which correspond
to obvious meanings

and connotative meanings

the latter being more variable

and less predeterminable and for the purposes of this study

the more

revealing mick & buhl 1992

this departs somewhat from

a pure application of phenomenological

focused for the purposes of
interviewing in that the interviews will be semi
semifocused
attending to the ads

and questions of biography to encourage life themes to

emerge
it is anticipated that religiosity will influence life themes but to what
degree
themes

also what parts of personal and institutional religiosity influence life
can these be recognized as manifest in the context of personal and

social practice
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CHAPTER TWO

methodology
the purpose of this chapter is to review how the research question
practically examined the chapter comprises a review of the research
question and theoretical concepts
selected

was

a justification of the qualitative method

a justification of a phenomenological approach to data collection

discussion of the preliminary survey questionnaire
the selection of the study participants

a

the selection of the ads

and a review of the data collection and

analysis

research problem and theoretical

the challenge of

concepts

the study was to understand the processes of meaning

construction arising from individuals who appear to share distinct communal
norms of communication

personal religiosity and allegiance to an organized

institutional religion one which emphatically rejects the materialist and self
indulgent values promoted in much lifestyle advertising

the paradigmatic premises of
knowledge

the literature review cast meaning

religiosity and gender as being processual and relational rather

than essential in nature

meaning is not a feature of objects but of dynamic

interactions characterized by consensus rather than descartes
posteriori dichotomy of discovery

this being

so

apriori or
apriori

a-

cartesian method and its

ill
successor measures of knowledge are illequipped
equipped tools for methodological

post modern suspicion of cartesian dualism
understandings that display a postmodern
knowledge has explanatory value only when it is situated displaying context

haraway

1988
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peirce for example stated that knowledge is
constructions of social consensus
1995

the sum of historical

jensen

having practical consequences

dimensional personal
similarly religiosity though a multi
multidimensional

phenomenon

nevertheless is arguably

lenski

reflecting the past

fish suggests is

1961

a reflection of accumulated norms

cited in sood & nassu
hassu 1995

reading as

a dynamic process involving both text and reader

defined by

strategies and practices common to literary genres and communities of readers
pratt 1986
texts

this

fishs

correct9 reading of
aim is to challenge any notion of a corrects
correct
9

is apparent whether the text is literary or commercial in nature

stern 1994

an attempt

to chart meaning construction from advertising texts will

view audience as a

tension between an essentialist approach in media content

analysis and a more relativistic tendency that allows for divergent
modern understanding of self as less essentialist
postmodern
interpretations with a post
and more relational

grodin & lindlof 1996

it will also account for the

ope
ail
all
ali zing a
operationalizing
context and purposes in which the study is carried out operation
rationalizing
operationali

conception of meaning that is

both discursive and social

habermas uses the idea of knowledge interests

jensen

1991

to characterize the

relationship between ways of producing knowledge and the social interests

three forms of knowledge interest are proposed

that guide its application

control through prediction in the natural sciences
understanding from the humanities

contemplative

and in the case of the social sciences a

legacy from the first two of both quantitative and qualitative analysis to

engender emancipation

habermas sees social science as not only serving what

should be but also what might be

sciences and the humanities

in spite of the legacy from both the natural

the balance tilts towards generating knowledge

that serves predictive control over social agents and institutions
26

for example

64

64explaining the cognition and action of media users with reference to their
explaining

demographic characteristics

jensen

1995

although social science research stemming from traditions in the
humanities offers a contemplative understanding of media texts as cultural
expressions

jensen believes methodologies are called for that position

audiences in a process of reflexivity about the social purposes of mass

communication

this

will avoid the limited explanatory value of text centrism

without also examining institutions and audiences of mass media that too often
fall to the abstract theoretical analysis of critical theories

justification

the

of qualitative

goal of interviewing is to

and meanings of things

singletary

method
capture the participants understanding
indepth
in selecting in
depth

1994

phenomenological interviewing as the method for this research and consistent
with the philosophy of meaning as process

the interviews anticipated that

responses would not be independent of the contexts that produce them

the

interviews encouraged the respondents own language to reveal their thoughts
and provided for both respondent and interviewer to mutually negotiate the

meaning of the objects of inquiry

according to lindlof 1992

lindlof

fishs

aim for the concept of interpretive

community is to challenge any notion of a

theoretical and epistemological grounds

1995

correct

reading of texts on

and not the study of actual

communities with social and historical identities

As a result he offers no

framework of theory or method suitable for studies of culture and
communication

however anderson and meyer

1988

suggest looking to

audience interpretations that may be the result of social categories such as
class gender or race or communicative practices that transcend all of these
27

returning to jensens point that knowledge interests dominate modes of
inquiry
inqui ry he calls for a methodological pluralism a combination of different
I1

forms of evidence as the only possible source of new insights into the social

conditions of reception
As this study was concerned with understanding not only the audiences

personal religiosity but also the social context comprising both advertising

imperatives and church directives

jensons recommendation of

accounting for both discursive and social elements was fitting

discursive notion of

interpretive community

a methodology

alone

a

does not adequately capture

social influences and predictors contributing to meanings that may be distinct
to an LDS interpretive community and that is as such

a socially constructed

interpretive community
phenomenological

this approach trades

interviewing

on the premise that meaning becomes accessible

when the individual reflects on the constitutive factors of personal experience

schutz

1967

the idea that meaning
in

is a process of reflexivity has its early antecedents

blumers critique of traditional analysis of variables which he considered

insufficient to accommodate the interpretive behavior of human action
instead he proposed

research that privileged the people who have developed

their own activities of defining experience

attinasi 1992

in practice the phenomenological interviews used in this study were
semi
structured
semistructured
semi-

elicit a

carried through according to an interview guide designed to

detailed description and understanding of the meaning of themes in

world of the interviewee
the life
lifeworld

mick & buhl 1992 p317

six possible phases have been identified that may occur between
28

description and interpretation kvale 1983
1
A spontaneous description of the interviewees life world with
respect to the phenomenon of interest

the spontaneous descriptions

allow the interviewee to discover
previously unrealized meanings about his or her life world
2

confirmation andor clarification is achieved by the interviewer
explaining hisher
aisher interpretation back to the interviewee
3

4

transcribed interviews are interpreted on three levels
a
interviewees self understanding
drawing in broader contexts to read between the lines to
extend the interviewees meaning
c
interpretations drawing upon theoretical assumptions
b

5

the

6

description interpretation
A possible extension of the de
scription
descriptioninterpretation

analysis is given back to the interviewee in a second
interview for correction and elaboration of interpretation

continuum to action from resulting experiences and insights
affecting both interviewer and interviewee

jensen

1995

argues that phenomenological interpretations that bracket

experience account only for
familiar phenomena
practices

p46

an em
empathetic
pathetic

aesthetic understanding of

with little reference to situated social agents or

he further argues that current theories of culture

communication especially

and

require concepts and methods for examining

communication as a contextualized social practice

p195

survey questionnaire
assessing the dimension of religiosity through interview alone seemed
doubtful people are often naturally reticent about intimacies of religious
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belief
it was therefore decided to use a survey questionnaire to allow the
researcher to gain a fuller understanding of the religiosity of each interviewee
from their self disclosure

following jensens concern that phenomenological

interviews require grounding in context the use of the survey served to aid

understanding of the degree of belief and involvement for each participant in

the questionnaire followed

LDS religious and institutional practices

lous dimensions identified by cornwall et al
religious
relia ious
reila

1986

the

and used in their

conceptual model which was tested to account for specific LDS religious
dimensions

an important advantage of

this model is that it distinguishes

between personal and institutional religious beliefs

allowing for responses to

questions of belief behavior and commitment

the questionnaire

was administered to participants in advance of

meeting the researcher and their interviews to encourage participants to be
candid and to avoid answers given for impression management
manaa
manar ement for the benefit

of the researcher

given jensens insistence on accounting for social institutions other than
media institutions

accounting for the influence of institutional religious belief

contributed towards an understanding of the relationship between subject

religiosity and advertising messages

selection

of magazine

the study employed four
the first half of 1997

advertisements

ads from popular magazines available during

each was selected on the basis of its appeal to a

value theme with which to position a product and also provide
lifestyle
lifestylevalue
symbolism for reader interpretation

of

the four ads one was selected that

made an exclusive appeal to a female audience
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another to a male audience

and two that appeared to target both genders

pure new wool

1

this

ad was selected on the basis of an appeal to both men and

women with elements that may provide an interpretive talking point for a

religious audience

for example

woman in a prone position

a public display of affection

a revealing neckline on the

a man and a

womans sweater and

advertising copy that suggests a double entendre
2 GMC

jimmy

the target audience

appears to be women and the ad was of interest

because of the accoutrements of a lifestyle that seems consistent with upper
middle class pursuits

equestrian preferences

skiing art collection horticulture and european style

the

female model suggests an active and organized

life style with money and leisure consistent with a moneyed social class

her

profile is one of graduate education professionalism and independence from
day to day family routine
3

bally

the bally

shoe ad is targeted at men and was selected from GQ magazine

this ad and its product was of interest because of the distinctly individual
style of the shoe and its european provenance suggesting a refined taste

unusual quality and a commitment to fashion

the party atmosphere of

the ad

war salon setting displays a young dancing couple that invites
and the pre
prewar

lifestyle interpretation

the womans

dress is skimpy and sleeveless in contrast

to the formal lounge suit and tie worn by the man
4

versace couture

the double page black

and white glossy spread is an appeal to both men

and women who may have a taste for and interest in european high couture

the

ad was interesting for its representation of an extended family and a
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the inclusion of

pronounced appeal to social class

two non caucasian

children ads an element of speculation and is discordant with immediate

preconceptions of a socially formal family and challenges traditional social

though the viewer is supposed to understand a photo from a family

ideas

album its dissonance with LDS ideas of family should raise interesting

comparisons
interview subjects

the study population consisted of six participants three men and three
women the researcher asked a long time friend and resident in utah to
identify possible participants from her church social and work circles who
were unknown to the researcher given that religiosity was a key interest in the

study participants were further qualified as being
day saints or

mormons
cormons
Mor mons

the

active

or practicing latter

selection of participants was also to some extent

determined by the relevancy of the ads to the demographic and socioeconomic variables targeted by the advertisers however within this target
some diversity of profession

attempted

education and family situation and status was

this enabled life themes

to emerge from different circumstances to

allow for a greater variation of community religiosity

data collection
the questions implicitly identified
question

and analysis
as constitutive of the general research

and guiding the study called for a reflexive contemplation in

response to the ads

further the research project also called for a method of

analysis that anticipated the correspondence between personal and wider
social contexts from which meaning construction can be understood

it was therefore decided to conduct two interviews of approximately one
32

employing phenomenologicaltype
type
phenomenological

hours duration with each participant

interviewing the interviews followed a similar interview agenda to the one
described by mick & buhl

1992

semi focused approach to how the
namely a semifocused

ads were experienced forming the first interview and during the second

a

personal interview using questions to prompt self description in order to
reveal life themes

both the first and second interviews were conducted and

tape recorded in the residences of all but two of the participants who found it
more convenient to be interviewed elsewhere

pre

test

A pre test with a male and a female participant was carried out to

evaluate the proposed methodology the use of the religiosity survey and
subsequent interview procedures

both confirmed that they felt no hesitation

in complying with an anonymous survey and confirmed that they were

comfortable and relaxed with the format of the first and second interviews

first interview

at

presentation

of the four magazine

the commencement of the first interview

time to look at each of the ads and read the copy

ads

each participant was allowed

when the participant

indicated that he or she had finished this exercise the researcher asked them
to select the order in which each ad would be discussed

As each ad appeared

before the participant and after allowing for time to look at and read the ad

tell

the researchers opening request was

this ad

me about your first impressions of

further remarks or requests from the researcher either followed the

self revelatory
participants own responses or attempted to draw further selfrevelatory
disclosure and analysis
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second interview

the second interview

0

exploring the participants

life world

was arranged at the conclusion of the first and

within one week of the first interview

the purpose of

the interview was to

allow the participant to talk more generally about their lives and topics of

personal interest from which to later determine primary and secondary life
themes

the

interview began with the researcher asking each participant to

describe how they imagined their close friends and family might describe them
to a third person

from that point questions emerged from participant

comments as well as questions that attempted to have the participants

illustrate their own priorities and motivations in respect of themselves and

their families and with some reference to the advertisements discussed during
the first interview

analysis of data
analysis began by following the procedure used in mick & buhls 1992

transcripts were typed from both

ng based study of advertising
meaning
meani
beani
1I

recorded interviews

the data consisted of twelve interview transcripts

single spaced pages
hotalling
to
totalling
talling three singlespaced

the researchers interview notes and the

four magazine ads used during each first interview

insights from transcript

readings were recorded in margins and correlated with either the advertising
or life world interviews

units of analysis

life world interview
1I
primary life theme
from the life theme interview analysis proceeded

to look for each

participants primary life theme through emerging patterns
34

after numerous

readings with different formulations variously compared for fittedness and
inclusiveness throughout the entire

life world transcript

incidences of the

participants9 primary life theme were then underscored
appearance of the participants
9

using coloured crayons

2

secondary

life theme

color coding was also used to identify a secondary life theme one shared
by virtue of common community and religious affiliations by all participants

though a shared secondary life theme was identified it was felt that this
theme also revealed significant differentiating characteristics for each

participant that would be useful for increased explanatory value

these were

duly noted and explicated for each participants shared secondary life theme
3

religiosity
incidences of religiosity that were either manifest or latent were also

color coded and further insight was gained by reference to each participants

religiosity survey questionnaire to discover insights into the composition of the
religiosity within the cornwall et al
4

1986

framework

advertising
comments about advertising in general advertising use as well as

comments about mass media related topics

were color coded and often

referred back to the first interview where the four ads were presented for

discussion
5

other variables

though not within the primary focus and scope of this research project
the researcher was interested to note the extent to which references to class

and gender appeared and these variables were color coded for later researcher
comment and possible future reference
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interview presenting

the primary and

four magazine advertisements
secondary life themes gleaned from

the

life world

interview were used as units of analysis to interpret participants9
participants comments
9

about the four magazine advertisements

color coding was used to identify the

emergence of life themes in discussions about the various elements within each

of the ads

identification of the emergence of religiosity as well as references

to class and gender were similarly color coded

following the completion of comments about the ad the participant
chose to begin with the research asked questions about advertising and

advertising use to provide a richer understanding of its context within the

participants life

discussions on the second and subsequent ads were then

continued
cross over of the variables under examination occurred
not surprisingly crossover
with some frequency

referenced between
and the variables were in turn cross
crossreferenced

each participants two interview transcripts
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CHAPTER THREE
FINDINGS

meaning
meaningbased
based

analysis

lifestyle advertisements
as a segmenting variable

of four magazine

utilizing religiosity

the following studies

explore the interpretation and negotiation of

meaning of six research participants who are members of the church of jesus

christ of latterday
latter day saints

they comprise three women and three men who

are actively involved in the religious andor social life of the LDS church

following the rationale of mick & buhls study 1992 in which their
meaning
based model stresses the individual and where the objective is to
meaningbased

understand advertising and the influence of religiosity from a consumer
viewpoint

the following analyses are organized by participant rather than by

privileging the ads used within the study

NOTE

each participant profile is the sum of three developmental analyses

namely

an explication of the participants primary and secondary life
themes
the first analysis will illustrate the appearance of comments that

1

contribute to the identification of each participants life theme a theme that

represents

profound existential concerns that the individual addresses

consciously or not

in the course of daily events

mick and buhl 1992

A secondary life theme is also identified one that is inherently common

and influential to all as members of an LDS community in utah and as
day saints
participating members of the church of jesus christ of latter
latterday
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the

cente redness
secondary life theme is focused on family centeredness

and its expression in

terms of LDS institutional religious and cultural ideals

participant comments that are considered key to identifying their life
themes are italicized

both the participants primary and secondary life

story excerpts
lifestory
themes are only identified at the conclusion of the life

table 1
2 an analysis of the participants

the comments elicited by

use of life themes

the four ads are explored for incidences of the

influence of life themes in interpreting their

participants

see also

message and meaning to the

excerpts are presented to create a picture of meaning negotiation

and the correlation of the ad with the participants own life world
3 A

twopart
two part analysis

of the influence

of religiosity

using participant excerpts the influence of religiosity is firstly explored
in relation to the participants life themes and secondly

the influence of

religiosity in relation to the participants use of life themes when interpreting
meaning within the four ads

fictitious names have used to preserve confidentiality
participant excerpts is arranged alphabetically

the order of

firstly the three female

participants

andrea belinda and claire followed by the three male

participants

alan boyd and clive
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ANDREA
andrea99
16andrea

99

16

an explication of
ofandreals
ofandreas
Andreas primary and secondary life themes
time LPN nurse
she
andrea is 24 years old and works as a full
fulltime
studying parttime
part time to qualify as an RN nurse

is also

As well as being divorced with a

five year old daughter she is pregnant with a second child

exhusband
her ex
husband

is

not the father of the child and she is no longer involved with the childs

she lives alone in a house that is owned by her mother and plans to

father

at

continue working and studying after the birth of her second child

the

there are three things in my life that 1I am

present time andrea says that

focused on right now and that is my family and the church and school

being pregnant unmarried and a single mother in an LDS community is
somewhat unusual

but andrea is enthusiastic about the support and love she

feels from her church ward
in the situation

im

in

ive

1I

might be just stuck in the night but

ive

found

found theres just a lot of concern and a lot people

wanting to help

much of andreas energy and concern is concentrated in providing for
her family and school is a means for andrea to do that

she is acutely

conscious of the material and lifestyle sacrifices her present financial ability

sometimes 1I get frustrated

requires

shopping a whole lot

1I

try not to notice them

1I

dont

go out

it is frustrating and its hard and its not fun having to

she goes on to explain
yeah basically the only
A school is so that 1I1I can afford my family
thing we take with us after this life is education and nothing is
more unattractive than an ignorant person education is very
important to me number one 1I have a real thirst for learning in a
lot of different areas not just nursing and a lot of it is so that we
can have a nicer life

live on so little

B
byy
1

64

nicer life

andrea means not living on welfare not living from
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paycheck to paycheck being able to afford nice clothes

not being able to

afford nice things is not easy for andrea
A sometimes 1I1I get frustrated 1I1I try not to notice them 1I1I dont go
out shopping a whole lot it is frustrating and its hard and its not
fun having to live on so little
As a single parent in a traditional family neighborhood

andrea is

self confident and secure people
concerned about raising her children to be selfconfident

adding
A 1I want to be a good mom to teach my daughter and this little

one pointing to her pregnancy to teach her all about to teach
her educationally and to give her a strong testimony A witness of
truth in LDS terminology and to help her have a really strong
faith and to be kind and patient and nurturing to help her grow in
anyway that she cares to
Q
how do you think your daughter feels about fitting in with other
children in the neighborhood
A 1I dont know if fitting in is really that important 1I didnt really
fit in a whole lot in high school or elementary 1I think a lot of the
girls were really jealous and really made things hard and 1I never
did fit in but im really grateful for that experience 1I think its
made me stronger 1I think as long as you can be yourself and stand
up for who you are and what you believe in

andrea talked at length about learning to cope with fitting in at school
and how she had believed that something was wrong with her

but then 1I

realized theres not and just because someone acts a certain way is not my

problem

providing an example of family unity for her children is also

important to andrea

she is aware that the focus of at least this

neighborhood is good values and the family

her own parents divorced when

ath grade and her fathers presence was sporadic after that
she was in 8th

of andreas resolve originates from the example of her mother
he
A my mom has been the best example to all of us just because sshe
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much

raised us all by herself and shes always worked very hard and is
very clean and neat and does the best for all of us shes set a
s
all
been best
and
really good example theres
four
girls
weve
there
friends growing up hanging out doing whatever my moms
tremendous she loves her grandkids and spends a lot of time with
them which really helps
completing her family by getting married again and having her children
sealed to her is one of andreas dreams andrea believes that
A
in this church women are kind of on a pedestal and theyre
revered men are supposed to care for them take care of them
the general authorities are always talking about how important
women are

though andreas present circumstances do not conform to this ideal she
says that she does not find any pressure of expectation to be a certain type of

woman

id

be hyper
sensitive because im a single
hypersensitive
mom and ive felt nothing but warmth and people wanting to help
1I think the church and the gospel are here for one reason and
thats to help everyone to make it to the celestial kingdom and the
programs and different things are set up to help you get there

A 1I guess

if there were

in the meantime

though

nurturing selfconfidence
self
confidence in her daughter so

that she can feel comfortable being herself is a key focus for andrea
A one thing 1I didnt have growing up was a lot of self confidence
and 1I really try to instill that in her shes got a lot and 1I think itll
just grow as she gets older and 1I think that shell realize that hey
just because theyre that way is their problem and im OK

living in

a neighborhood of varied incomes

immediate neighbors

are

andrea pointed out that her

pretty comfortable and just dont act the part

she

describes their generosity as spontaneous and unfeigned and andrea considers
them to be good friends also

however she recounts overhearing her
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neighbors children talking about someone being poor
A it kind of upset me a little bit because 1I dont think parents
should talk about other peoples status in aront
jront
front of their children
dont know if they ever did but 1I certainly wouldnt talk in front
my children because 1I wouldnt want them to treat those people
any

1I

differently

andrea observes that a lot of people will judge how good of a person
you are by how successful you are or by the things you have
Q how do you respond to that
A 1I think its pretty shallow the church would say the world puts
too much emphasis on how much you have or what you have or
what you do that kind of makes up who you are or how good you
are or how bad you are and of course thats nonsense

though recalling this incident was clearly painful to andrea she doesnt
believe it to be representative of her neighborhood as the neighborhood is
64

the ward is
however andreas

64relatively just moderate and 1I dont see that at all in our ward
relatively

the term used to describe her local church congregation

participation in her ward involves more than merely attending sunday
services

in talking about her church she describes it as peoples way of life

its what they believe in and how they live and it controls their life
Q Is that a good thing that it controls your life
A 1I think its a good thing 1I really do 1I think not in the negative
way at all 1I think you have a value system and you live up to it 1I
think anything that inspires you to live better than what you are
whether thats LDS or as long as you are always trying to acquire
better and be better people be kinder and more christlike
christ like

while talking about life in an LDS community andrea described modesty
of dress as being a symbol of mormon identity such as avoiding short skirts
thin straps and halter tops

making reference to the wool ad andrea used it

as an example of the style of clothing to avoid
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A
like you know the ad for wool sweaters nothing that puts you
in that sort of situation the church tells you that you dont want

someone who wants you just for the way you look its who you are
dress
and since ive
thats important and being modest in your dres
become pregnant 1I can see how my attitudes and the way 1I dress
actt and my thoughts and ideas
affects my attitude and the way 1I ac

and
interestingly in a response to a question askin
asking9 how her church leaders
respond to class she believes

acquiring things

dont come down on being upper class or

they

and continues to describe her experience of dating a guy

who went out of his way to tell me all his suits were armani and all of his

tennis shoes had to be nike

when

1I

remind andrea that earlier she had told

me that she likes men in sophisticated clothes she continues

17
I do

theres a

f

sense 0of class a sense of status

andrea9 s lifestory
life story interview reveals a young woman who is
in summary andreae
andreas
aware of the comparative novelty of her situation within her community

though she expresses feeling warmth and support from her community in
spite of her circumstances there is a definite sense that she is aware of her

history of being outside mainstream conformity as practiced within her church
and community and many of the material rewards that flow from that model

that she is unable to provide for herself or her children andrea is clearly
self identity and to promote the integrity of her
fighting to preserve a positive selfidentity
social material and spiritual purposes for her family

andrea is intently

focused upon her familys growth and personal development

herself as their most important influence

economically

and recognizes

emotionally and

spiritually in trying to create an environment and future in which her
children can develop true that is to say

identities
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aspirational
aspirational latterday
latter day saint

hem e
primary life T
theme

throughout all of her comments about her childhood her family and
her future andrea is concerned about the need to develop a healthy concept

of self within a community framework of religious beliefs and cultural
practices

she recognizes that an important part of this is the ability to enjoy

even a moderate material parity with her neighbors

cannot attain this

and that presently she

similarly andrea is anxious to improve her spiritual and

religious life for her own sake and for the sake of her children within an LDS

within this context a primary life theme of andreass could be

community

aspi rational versus not being
described as a tension between being aspirational

aspi
aspirational
rational

secondary life theme

the
centered

secondary life theme which all the participants share is being family

in andreas particular case her primary life theme influences her

secondary life theme producing a tension between family realism and family

idealism
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ANDREA

an analysis of andreas use of life themes
primary life theme
Aspirational versus not being aspirational
Aspirational
being aspirational

secondary

life theme

family realism versus family idealism
product advertising is something that andrea tries not to notice
finds the experience frustrating

their

she

images remind her of the things that

when this happens she chooses to

she would like to buy but cannot afford

remember things that she is grateful to have
A it would be nice to have those other things im sure we will but
when 1I start getting depressed felling 1I cant afford this or 1I cant
afford that 1I just think well 1I have a lot

when andrea does notice advertising she is quick to separate between
advertising that she finds creative and that which she terms inappropriate

she questions the values that are used in advertising and is sensitive to the
messages her daughter may be exposed to
to sex is particularly offensive to her

advertising that makes an appeal

andrea believes that advertising should

be for advertising the product because if she likes the product then the

product will sell itself

pure wool
andrea desires to bring her life and the lives of her children into a
conformity with standards that are expressed in terms of her LDS community
and her interpretation of directives and teachings received from her church

her present circumstances and their history fall short of her aspirations and
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she evidences some confusion in reconciling those differences

for example

from discussions about the pure wool ad andrea interprets the message of the

that to be
basically

if you wear the clothes the opposite sex will find you attractive
which she thinks is inappropriate

however by the end of the

discussion she her further comments suggest a conflict with wanting to meet
the attributes of being a desirable woman and confusion about how that can be

given an appropriate expression
Q what do you think about appeals to be desirable
A 1I dont think thats wrong 1I think everyone wants to be desirable
and attractive 1I dont think theres anything wrong with saying if
you wear a product you will be desirable or you will be attractive
but not showing being desirable maybe im just being over
sensitive embarrassed laugh

andreas recent sensitivity

to this balance is expressed in a realization

she shared from her life themes interview about standards of dress and

modesty prescribed by her church which also references the ad for pure wool
Q what does modest mean
A dont wear really short short skirts or halter tops or probably
nothing more four inches above the knee because when you sit
down it rides all the way up technically short sleeves nothing
like thin straps or 1I dont know laughs
like you know the ad
for wool sweaters nothing that puts you in that sort of situation
the church tells you that you dont want someone who wants you
just for the way you 1look
ook its who you are thats important and
being modest in your dress and since ive become pregnant 1I can
see how my attitudes and the way 1I dress affects my attitude and
the way 1I act and my thoughts and ideas and

at

the moment

who you are

looks and appearance for andrea

is still very much an important matter of

drawing critical comments about advertising

practices that are not without some irony and again seem to point to

uncomfortable comparisons

as well as confusion about what
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andrea truly

aspires to be
A 1I really hate the way they get the really skinny beautiful not the
ii
everyone
ke that
the mill
average
person
ilke
like
not
run
kind
looks
of
of
ofthe
runofthemill
mi
so dont
a news thing on 2020 or primetime
Prime time or something it was
about this girl who had had umpteen face lifts and different things
so she could look like barbie 1I dont
im pregnant now but 1I
usually dont look like this 1I mean 1I usually take really good care
of myself and im usually in a size 6 11I mean im not this big
horribly obese person

andrea

is disillusioned about the lack of values used in advertising and

the promises they imply
A 1I think that advertising as a whole they dont really use a whole
lot of good values any more 1I think its all oriented to you know if
you wear this youre gonna have this and so if you wear this you
can be this 1I think its all pretty risque now and more oriented to
1I dont think this picture sells a wool sweater
sex than anything

her initial motive for criticizing the pure wool ad was based on her
interpretation of the image and that it was selling sex which was offensive to

her because of the possible negative impact it might have on younger viewers
however the image also prompted uncomfortable feelings in its

of the ad

andreae
andreas s
comparison with her own life a comparison that touched on both andrea9
primary and secondary life themes
Q how does the ad make you feel
A A little envious 1I guess shes skinny and

im

not in that situation
where 1I can be like that with someone or that theres no one in
my life at the moment and im in a different situation you know
when you have kids you know what 1I mean

these
effective

are not helpful reminders

and andrea suggests that to be

if pure wool is all they wanted to advertise it would make more

sense just to have like the product and talk about the way it was woven or
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whatever

andreass assessment of her use of advertising

is simply

if 1I like

the product then its the product that will sell itself not you know the way

they are

which are messages that distract her appreciation of the product

pure wool is a product that is consistent with andreass desire to be able to
afford nice clothes

andrea wants to align herself with elegance and wool as a

natural fibre has a cachet for her that is comfortable with her primary life

theme
A 1I love wool because of the way it feels its thick and warm and
the ads not really to do with it being a natural fabre
fibre which is what
1I really like 1
1I like elegance rather than cheap
I guess with my taste
stuff you know like grunge style with the cropped tops and

platform heels

bally

andreass identification with natural materials and their association with
good taste and style appeared in her comments regarding the next ad she

considered the bally shoe ad
A 1I love leather and they were made in switzerland and 1I would
love to go there A lot of the european products are 1I don
dontt know
they look better they feel better 1I guess theres a little bit of
prestige ive loved leather always leather and suede

believing that successful businessmen and
bit of style or class and education

anyone with maybe a little

would wear a shoe like this andrea seems

to draw a contrast between herself and others in her neighborhood
especially not round here in
A maybe not so much your average
orem in this little community maybe it wouldnt go over so much
because its more expensive or you know what 1I1I mean people
pay less
a low budget shoe store
payless
round here go to bayless
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in general a lot of the people around here are more just large
family smaller income and not so much worried about the fashion
end of things just the more down to earth everyday get food on
the table

A

this assessment

is in contrast to the tastes of men that

andrea prefers to

date and suggests an aspiration for a partner and lifestyle that appreciates
fashion and style as a distinction from simply being content with what andrea
describes as average
Q how do you feel about men who wear products like this
A ive known a few men and im more attracted to men who are
more classy sophisticated cleaner and who dress better maybe
they seem more mysterious
they just look better you know when
men dress nicer then generally theyre successful and theyve got
is
way
carry
and
the
better
the
themselves
some self
selfconfidence
confidence

without someone in her household for whom she would be able to buy a
shoe like this andrea nevertheless identifies herself with the ad by remarking

step father or her neighbors husband and even an old boyfriend
that her stepfather
would wear this type of shoe

these are people who she believes would go

out of their way to look the part because they can carry it off if you know

what 1I mean

GMC jimmy

andreass identification with

a style

class or ability to afford luxury items

though presently beyond her own means and circumstances

appears again

with the GMC jimmy ad
A 1I really like it my sister has one of these and id feel safer in a
someday ill be able to
four wheel drive during the winter time
afford it you look at it and think oh someday

however even with her identification with the GMC jimmy ad and the
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relevance of the vehicle to her own family lifestyle and her association with it
via her extended family with her sister owning that model andrea9
andreae s conclusion
andreas
that

yeah it would be relevant to me and my family but price wise no

not possible

its

invokes her secondary life theme of balancing family reality and

family idealism

identification continues further when andrea sees a relevance between

herself and the female model who though interpreted as being

probably the

of the mill lower class kind of
upper class maybe not just your general run
runofthemill
people

shares similar activities with andrea who also likes the outdoor way of

life lives close to the mountains likes to ski and loves horses

far from

an

appeal to class alienating andrea the ad serves only to reinforce what she

believes to be an aspiration that is true of everyone however it is tempered
again in conclusion with her secondary life theme
A everyone wants to be classy to reach out of their little circle of
everyone wants to improve their own
life or what theyre doing
means 1I dont know 1I have a friend that says champagne taste and
a beer budget 1I think its good that people try and move up or
whatever if you never stop reaching some day youll get there and
1I dont know
1I think its good so long as you can afford it but then

versace
in contrast with

andreass willingness

to claim even a removed

identification with the bally and jimmy ads the versace ad does not provide
any proofs of identification within

andreas own

sphere of experience those of

her family members or anyone else she personally knows and serves only to

remind andrea of the limits of her circumstances
Q do you find any identification with this ad
A im stuck here in utah not in england
theres really no
identification really except for it would be nice to be able to it
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makes me wish 1I were a part of it to have the nice clothes to have
this as a house a summer home perhaps

while andrea questions whether the versace ad represents a family
portrait because if so it would appeal to an LDS value of family
family centered secondary life theme causes her to reflect that
andreass familycentered
everything you have in life can be lost or stolen or broken

being family

centered with
wi th a concern for providing a secure lifestyle for her daughter and
unborn baby

andreas circumstances force her

between family reality versus family idealism

implicate europe and european products

to confront the tension

both the versace and bally ads

a continent that

andrea would like

to visit and clothes that she would like to afford but the reality is that

stuck here in utah not england
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im

ANDREA
A

1

influence

twopart
two part analysis
of religiosity

andreas response

on

of the influence

andreas

life

of religiosity

themes

to the preliminary questionnaire

designed to measure

various aspects of religiosity expresses a full commitment in terms of belief

commitment and behavior to both traditional and particularistic orthodoxy

though it seems apparent that in andreas personal circumstances this may
not have always been her situation she currently desires to meet the standards
and attainments prescribed within her churchs belief system of doctrines and

the

ordinances

aspi
aspirational
rational nature of her primary life theme is

predominantly influenced by her adherence to the teachings of the LDS

church

to

the extent that they emerged these teachings serve to guide her

interpretation of the motives and tactics she sees in advertising messages
aspi rational impetus is guided the particular orthodoxy of
much of andreas aspirational

her LDS church membership as indicated in her desire to bring herself and
her family into accordance with the directives of her church as she
understands them

while she makes necessary sacrifices to try to live within her means and
recognizes the limits of her present situation she is encouraged by the
teachings of her church to strive to lift herself and her family into a higher
standard of living

andrea believes that this will be accomplished through her

obedience to the teachings of her church As a result she aspires to a number

of achievements within the spheres of her family personal and social life most
of these consistent with the life she desires as an LDS church member and her
ultimate heavenly or spiritual destiny
A 1I think the church and the gospel are here for one reason and
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thats

to help everyone to make it to the celestial kingdom and the
programs and different things are set up to help you get there

andrea is looking to bring her present life into a conformity with this
goal by getting married and having
good life

andrea sees this objective being pursued and achieved in her own
families here care about providing for their families

neighborhood where

both economically and spiritually
the family

my kids sealed to me and give them a

good values and

and where the focus is

having a marriage partner is an important part of andreass self

identity as an LDS woman
Q what do you think it means to be a christlike
christ like woman in your

church
A when you think about being a woman you think about being a
wife and a mother and having kids
Q and if not
A just being the best you can be whether youre married or have
kids 1I think theyre the same spiritual goals you may not have to

worry about someone elses spirituality and spiritual growth but
you still have your own

however remaining single either unmarried or as a single mother seems
to fall somewhat short of the mark when one considers that

women are kind of on a pedestal and theyre revered

remarking that the

andrea justifies this by

general authorities are always talking about how

important women are
6men
men are supposed to

amen

in this church

andreas understanding of that importance is that
them
care for them take care of
until this state
ofthem
efthem
and

of affairs is accomplished in her own life andrea recognizes that some of the
good life she wishes to provide herself and her children must come through

her own efforts in her further education

in accordance with her secondary

life theme andrea is not prepared simply to wait upon the chance of finding a
marriage partner to take care of her lifestyle aspirations
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yet for andrea

education has a critical personal dimension as well as a spiritual imperative
A school is so that 1I can afford my family yeah basically the only
thing we take with us after this life is education and nothing is
more unattractive than an ignorant person
education is very
important to me number one 1I have a real thirst for learning in a
lot of different areas not just nursing and a lot of it is so that we
can have a nicer life
Q whats a nice life
A not living on welfare not living from paycheck to paycheck
being able to afford nice clothes 1I dont need a lot just to be able
to live better
A thought that goes some way in compensating her for the frustrations of

being able to provide so little for herself and her children is that

the church

tells you you dont want someone who wants you just for the way you look

its

who you are

thats important

at

the moment andrea finds it hard and

also frustrating to live on so little and it is a situation and condition that she
feels allows some people to judge how good of a person you are by how

successful you are or by the things you have
to be

pretty shallow

andrea states that she finds that

and believes her church leaders

would say the world

puts too much emphasis on how much you have or what you have or what you
do that kind of make up who you are or how good you are or how bad you

are and of course

thats nonsense

even so her circumstances suggest a

sensitivity towards judge
ments of that kind as for example when andrea
judgements
overheard her neighbor kids

saying something about someone being poor

upset andrea because she does not think

peoples status in front of their children
to be obtained in being poor as
a value system that

it

parents should talk about other

certainly there is no spiritual merit

andrea believes her church provides her with

if lived up to will inspire both better character and aid a

better living standard
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A 1I think you have a value system and you live up to it 1I think
anything that inspires you to live better than what you are
whether thats LDS or as long as you are always trying to acquire
better and be better people be kinder and more christlike
christ like
A belief system that provides for not only spiritual development but does

not condemn social status or material prosperity is also how andrea

understands the attitude of her church
members to

though the church expects of its

help the poor type stuff and give to help to other people they

dont come down on being upper class or acquiring things

1I

guess as long as

you are being honest and paying your bills and paying your tithing

2

influence

of religiosity on andreas interpretation

ds
of four Aads

depicting lifestyle values
andrea repeatedly cites her church its teachings and its leaders in
describing her thoughts about herself her family and those things that are
important to her and it is with reference to her institutional religiosity that

andrea formulates many of her comments about the selected ads she looked
at

this

is particularly true for

andrea in relation to issues of sex and

immodesty with reference to appearance in particular

she admits that how

you look is important when considered in light of church prescribed standards

of dress and modesty

though andrea says there are changes from more
fit into an LDS community though dress

conservative dress codes in order to

modestly
Q
A

what does modest mean

dont

wear really short short skirts or halter tops or probably
nothing more than four inches above the knee because when you
sit down it rides all the way up technically short sleeves nothing
like thin straps or 1I dont know laughs
like you know the ad
for wool sweaters nothing that puts you in that sort of situation
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dress that andrea considers immodest and advertising that she believes
makes an appeal to sexuality conflicts with standards she has accepted from
her church

in the ad for pure wool andrea uses the term inappropriate

judge the meaning she reads from its visual
the wool ad is that
1

own experience that

she reads from

this

is reinforced for andrea by her

the way 1I dress affects my attitude and the way 1I act and

my thoughts and ideas and

worse for the ad andrea believes

which is an approach that she says

anything

to

if you wear the clothes the opposite sex will find you

attractive I dont think its appropriate

sex

the message that

9

its selling

is more offensive to me than

it is the image that the ad uses that is too suggestive to andrea

she believes that

everyone wants to be desirable and attractive

not think there is

anything wrong with saying if you wear a product you will

and she does

be desirable or you will be attractive but not showing being desirable

bally shoe ad she again notices the clothes and observes
that or let my little kid wear such immodest clothes

1

I

in the

wouldnt wear

andrea is not only

reading the ads for herself she is also determining their potential visual effects
on her daughter
A its kind of offensive but it doesnt really 1I mean you can look
at it or not look at it or whatever but 1I think theres little kids and
OK society puts so much on sex and immodesty and all these
different kind of things but 1I think the real problem 1I have with it
is for the younger viewers who see it

ads with lifestyle images like this and especially some of those perfume
ads

pose a threat to the religious lifestyle she wishes to encourage for her

daughters development
a really strong faith

to give her a strong testimony and to help her have

immodest clothes are in direct conflict with andreas

idea of how a woman should be evaluated because
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the church tells you you

dont want someone

this

who wants you just for the way you look

benign message that andrea interprets in the ad for pure wool
the use of female physical ideals resulting in women
way

instead of actually being themselves

an attractively dressed model

the

is not the

she laments

trying to look a certain

GMC jimmy ad also depicts

however andrea ascribes the idea of class to

the clothes the model wears and is immediately sympathetic with the lifestyle

depiction
accepts that

life

nor

is she troubled by the appeal to a social class and in fact

everyone wants to be classy to reach out of their little circle of

As far as andrea is concerned her church authorities

on being upper class or acquiring things

dont come down

and this allows her to express a

belief from her personal religiosity that sanction her ambitions

as long as you

are always trying to acquire better and be better people be kinder and more

christ like
christlike

the

class appeal used in the GMC jimmy ad is consistent with

andreas religiosity

and allows her to observe that
A 1I think its good that people try and move up or whatever
never stop reaching some day youll get there and 1I think its

if you

good

andrea uses her institutional religiosity to give authority to her
understanding of her life and her aspirations for herself and family

to

the

extent that andrea expresses religiosity that could be termed personal
religiosity it is an attempt to show that her desire for a better material life is
like
not inconsistent with being christ
christlike
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BELINDA

an explication of belindas
primary and secondary life themes
belinda
for both interview appointments belinda arranged to come to the
belinda is 34 years old is married with a

university campus after work

teenage daughter and a younger son and chooses to work full
time as an
fulltime
employee of one of her churchs institutions

coming from a family that was

completely immersed in the affairs of her church and now herself working as
one of its employees much of

context

belindas comments were influenced by church

belinda is at a stage in her life where she has just come to a

realization that 1I dont do a lot for myself because 1I have felt selfish if 1I take
some time and go off and pursue this hobby or go out with the girls or

something

she talks about how hard she finds it to admit that she needs to

sh herself because of the guilt she feels
nourish
nouri
Q where do you think the guilt originates from
1I think probably from my own mother
B thats a good question
and because 1I was raised in the church and had a lot to do with the
church
sometimes other women actually make you feel more
guilty or theyre more critical of what you do than men are well
for example as a working woman ive almost all of my married life
been a working woman and although we dont hear as much
criticism at church as we used to fifteen years ago you still get it
you know you get relief society lessons about staying at home and
being with your family and thats what the lord wants you to do
and the prophet is telling you this
1I

she admits though that her number one priority is her husband and
family

one of belindas stated reasons for choosing to work now without

economic necessity is that

happier when

im

1I

enjoy working 1I feel like

at home because

which 1I feel is fulfilling to me

ive got

something

im
im

a better person

jeel
feel
iveel
ifeel

doing during the day

however she finds that other women are often
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very critical of that particularly women who are full
time homemakers
fulltime
B and im not sure whats the root of that 1I guess what 1I think is
that they maybe they would like to do more and they dont so they
lash out at you
Q how do you manage the conflict between knowing what the
prophet has said and no longer having an economic necessity to go
out to work
B 1I dont feel guilty about it any more because 1I feel 1I have the
right to make decisions for my own life and my husband 1I you
know we discuss it its something ive not taken lightly and 1I just
think oh im going to do this it was a big decision to make we talk
to each other pray about it and it feels right for me and it feels
right for my family and so 1I dont feel guilty anymore

working LDS women are not a minority as belinda points out and she
thinks that the church may be changing in its attitude because of that fact

and so 1I guess 1I feel eventually they are going to come around to my way of

thinking

1I

dont feel wrong about it

in the meantime belinda is testing the water to find out how other
women in her ward feel looking for different points of view

As a teacher in

her wards womens meeting she wants to feel that others will allow her to
express her views
B 1I kind of slip things in 1I feel like sometimes and its surprising the
ou get from the women in relief society that its good
responses you
to know that some of them feel the same way and some of them
will get upset about it you know theyll want to stick to the lesson
but 1I will talk about working women and try to get across the point
not to change their minds necessarily but just to get them thinking
theres another side to this
prompting the issue at her place of work is another way in which belinda
strives to

issuer
get them thinking about another side of the issued
issue

she laments

aso
4so
so narrow minded
are
who
work around her
that many of the young people
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they

dont see the whole world

having to unquestioningly conform to a

consensus is not how belinda views issues that affect her life and community
B mormons are a very small percent of the population and what we
try to do as a church is make everyone think the same as us and 1I1I
dont agree with that and so 1I sometimes will deliberately say
something contrary to get a discussion going to get them thinking
about another side of the issue an example of that is the gay
issue last year 1I guess it was the gay clubs in schools which im
not opposed to 1I would have discussions with the people in my
office just trying to get them to think about the other side of it Is
it really a choice this persons making could that really influence
other children to become gay or lesbian like 1I say im not trying
to change anyones mind and sometimes its not that 1I believe that
its that 1I want them to be more open minded 1I dont think the
church encourages people to think for themselves or to be open
minded in fact it punishes people that do that

thoughts about her future and getting older have prompted belinda to
question what she might be when her children are no longer dependant upon
her or if her husband should die
B what do 1I have left
if ive given everything to them and to the
house and done nothing for me and theyve all progressed and 1I
havent also 1I just want to be more independent not that 1I want
to leave my husband but you know we do have a partnership and
you know its interesting at the beginning
more and more 1I realize
when 1I got married 1I didnt really like that 1I wanted him to make
decisions because thats the way 1I had been raised and thats the
way my parents did it but now 1I like the equal footing that we
have and 1I just want to be able to continue to progress and to grow
so that we can always be equal because he is he is growing and

progressing

to

illustrate her concerns belinda describes a young woman friend who

attended her churchs privately funded university
BYU

brigham young university

not expecting to graduate because she thought she would get married
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when this didnt happen she went on a mission at age

21 for eighteen months

returned thinking that she would now get married and start a family

now

shes graduating from BYU has not married and still has no other plans
B 1I dont want to be like that 1I mean im past that point and 1I am
married but 1I dont want to be dependent in that way 1I want to be
able to stand 0onn my own two feet if my husband should drop
dead tomorrow you know 1I want to be able to handle the finances
and be able to go out and buy a car and you know run the house
and things like that 1I dont want to be a weak person

belinda feels that she is lucky to have a husband who supports her
aspirations and shares household responsibilities with her

she feels resentful

of church directives that she thinks intrude beyond matters of faith
Q do you find any of your values present you with conflicts
B the main thing to me and fortunately 1I am in this church and
was raised in this church but more and more the main thing to me
is just that 1I believe in christ 1I believe in god and 1I live a good life
and so sometimes the directives and the policies and the counsels
are peripheral 1I guess 1I dont feel that 1I have to 1I dont think
they are important and sometimes 1I think the church gets into so
many different little aspects of our lives that are not necessary and
we teach that we teach them correct principles and let them govern
themselves
but the leaders dont allow us to do that and
sometimes 1I resent them because 1I1I think they really dont allow us

though

to

this

is perhaps further illustrated later in the interview when belinda

was asked how she felt about directives from church authorities on media

rated movies
offerings such as avoiding R
rrated
1I
B for me personally 1I like to be the one to choose the movie
1
1
I never
I
directive
t
their
to
directive
don
stick
their
dont follow
dont
go and see a movie if 1I dont know about it first im not just blindly
going to the movies and so if its something that sounds
interesting to me and appeals to me ill go and see it even if its an
1I wouldnt say that im desen
R
sit ized
iced to bad language or nudity
desensit
desensitized
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guess 1I wish it wasnt there but it
doesnt make me want to walk out of the movie so 1I1I guess 1I feel 1I
want to be able to make that choice myself

when 1I see it 1I think well

1I

this sense of intrusion has become critical for belinda at work where
shes beginning to think she would feel more comfortable
separation between the church and my job

shes changing

1I

guess with a

she notes that its interesting how

especially coming from such a strict religious home the

church was my parents life and

im

finding that its not for me actually

important part of it but its not my whole life

later

its an

in the interview

belinda returns to talking about her job and the struggle she has to be
recognized as a contributor in some of the decision making
B 1I was thinking about that about my job and started to talk about
it and got side tracked that very often well mostly men are the
managers and when it comes down to a decision they always have
the final say and you know 1I think 1I have a lot to give to this you
know im an experienced person its very difficult because they
will use the church and the priesthood to keep you in your place 1I
guess my solution for that is to find a job thats not connected with
the church

belinda points to efforts she and her husband have made to let their
daughter know

that she is a valuable person that she can do anything she

wants have any job she wants

however belinda has already noticed

discrepancies in the attitudes she has tried to encourage in her daughter and
the experiences her daughter finds in her community church activities
Q do you see your daughter in any conflict with church programs
and values
B she has already experienced that
she would come home from
the youth meeting and ask how can the boys get to go and
mountain climb and we paint little wooden things you know we
have given her every opportunity and not kept her to just
traditional feminine roles so she thinks she can climb a mountain
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can play basketball like a boy because shes never been told
otherwise at home so it has been a conflict sometimes another
recent thing that happened she came home from a church meeting
and said is it true that the prophet said you shouldnt marry
someone of another race
because we have tried to teach you
know you should love everybody no matter what color or what
religion what sexual preference even we have been very liberal as
far as that goes and so she it seemed so strange to her that our
church would encourage something like that and she couldnt
believe it was true so she is in conflict already with some of the
1I

teachings
concern for her daughters unfettered development leads belinda to
comment that she has been talking to her daughter about the importance of
1I

dont want her to fall for someone that
doesnt treat her well that abuses her or doesnt value her or treat her as an
however belinda notices that these concerns are less pertinent in her
equal
carefully choosing her friends

daughters mind than the importance of how she looks
acknowledge that appearance is important you know your first
impression is important but as a society we place far too much
emphasis on the outside and not whats on the inside and so its
very unfortunate if youre not a vogue model you dont get taken
seriously on the other hand if you are a beautiful blonde you are
pigeonholed assumed to be beautiful and youre dumb 1I dont
1I1I
know if men believe that you can be beautiful and intelligent
mean 1I do but 1I1I think it works against us as women were
constantly talking about that to our daughter
im always talking
to her about not placing too much emphasis on that but you know
she wants the boys to notice her and at this point the boys are not
interested whether she can have a conversation with them about

B

1I

anything
while accepting that her daughter is still young enough to be affected by
advertising and peer proscriptions that promote values of appearance
is aware that

belinda

though she does not ascribe much importance to them herself
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these values are important to others beyond young people like her daughter
Q in what ways do you see yourself different from characters
portrayed in advertising or media images
B 1I wouldnt describe myself as materialistic
its interesting last
time you asked me to look at the ads and describe what values 1I
saw and 1I kept thinking well 1I dont see them promoting any
values and when 1I thought about that afterwards 1I thought that
was a little bit narrow of me because 1I1I was thinking in terms of my
values of having a close family belief in christ of service to
others things like that and 1I1I was looking at the people and the
ads and thinking theres nothing there because from those ads they
are materialistic appearance and image was very important those
were their values but 1I1I was thinking they dont have values
because those are not my values 1I like to look nice but 1I dont
think im consumed with my appearance or my image and
sometimes you get that impression from those ads

belinda and her family live in a neighborhood where the income level is
generally higher than their own

sons between possessions iiss not important
comparisons
however making compari
I1

lawyers
1I

to her

with neighbors who are doctors dentists and

dont find myself thinking

well 1I need to have a boat because they

have a boat now and we really should be buying skis and going skiing
Q how do you feel about the acquisition of goods
B its distasteful to me
A show of money like that people who do
it just for show buy something and park it out front so everyone
can see it 1I dont like that 1I think its sad theyre lacking
something to me in their lives that theyre basing their value on
their possessions and it does happen in a mormon community 1I
think the world generally is becoming more materialistic more
1
I dont know if we can blame
centered
more
self
selfish
advertising on that though im sure its helping it along but 1I think
its a general trend and its happening in the mormon community

too
Q
B

what is it that you think these people lack
maybe just self esteem a feeling of individual worth

if they

need outside things showy things to get approval from other
people theyre lacking something personally that maybe they
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don
dontt feel good about themselves they dont feel confident they
bont
need to have a nice fancy car so that they can feel the same as their
neighbor and feel that they are worth something

belinda is more concerned with being worthwhile to herself and others

17
I

want people to like me because 1I am a good person not because of the things 1I

have but because they like me

thats

pretty simple but thats how 1I feel

in summary belinda has become aware of an evolvement in the way in
her family and her community that has

which she thinks about her church

meant realigning attitudes that she had previously accepted because of
tradition or even comfort value

in particular she is concerned about

developing her interests and her thinking beyond the demands of her family

responsibilities
attaining

to experience the personal growth she sees her husband

since the conclusion of our meetings belinda has quit her job with

the church and is now working in a corporate environment

primary life theme

belindas primary life theme emerges from her agitation with

a status

quo in her attitudes that no longer fulfills her needs leading her to experience
a tension between being fulfilled versus

not being fulfilled

secondary life theme
though belinda is concerned to extend her personal development
she is committed to being family

home based roles
beyond traditional homebased

centered versus not being family centered

the expression of belindas

family

centeredness revolves around being inclusive of other peoples lifestyle choices

rather than dismissing their validity
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BELINDA
6belma99
melinda

an analysis

belindas
of belinda

use of life themes

iek
iel
irl

primary life theme
being fulfilled versus not being fulfilled

secondary

life theme

being accepting versus not being accepting

belinda is at a stage in her life where she is keen to explore new ways of
thinking about herself her family her church and her society

from her

primary life theme interview belinda states that she has sometimes failed to

recognize
recogni
recagni ze the beliefs and desires of others as values because they are not her
I1

values

its

interesting last time you asked me to look at the ads and
describe what values 1I saw and 1I kept thinking well 1I1I dont see
them promoting any values
and when 1I thought about that
1I
1
1
1
I
because
me
bit
was
little
narrow
thought
a
that
I
I
of
afterwards
was thinking in terms of my values of having a close family belief
in christ of service to others things like that and 1I was looking at
the people and the ads and thinking theres nothing there because
from those ads they are materialistic appearance and image was
very important those were their values but 1I1I was thinking they
dont have values because those are not my values

B

being independent enough of any form of prescribed thinking to be able
to make a personal evaluation also extends to

belindas attitude to advertising

though she thinks that it plays a role and that it is necessary as a way to
inform people of available products belinda thinks that it can also mislead
B 1I dont think it should become important that we should be
getting role models or it shouldnt be determining our values so its
a necessary thing but it shouldnt have too much power
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thinking beyond advertising messages and being able to critically
evaluate them in terms of personally held values is an issue of maturity that

belinda believes renders some groups in society more vulnerable than others
think certain groups are more vulnerable thinking about
teenagers who are struggling and theyre at the point where theyre
trying to find themselves and they are an especially vulnerable
group that might glean the wrong values and messages from

B

1I

advertising

the issue of vulnerability

is largely connected with experience for this

group
think some people might look
think oh 1I can be like that if 1I do
has or color my hair like she did
was younger but then you realize

B

1I

at a picture of a pretty girl and
what shes doing or have what she
1I may have felt that way when 1I
it doesnt work

A social responsibility that is cognizant of differing abilities within

society in response to the idea that advertising has a social influence is a

sentiment consistent with belindas family centered secondary life theme

it is

important to be inclusive in a consideration of others and not to think entirely
within the framework of ones own values and beliefs

incidence

of primary and secondary life themes in the
interpretation of advertising examples

GMC jimmy

on first examination belindas response to the GMC jimmy ad was that
the female model was nothing like her pointing to the womans pursuits as

being in a different class

an equestrian

and

someone with lots of money

not just the regular mom type person which is what 1I guess 1I think 1I am even
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though 1I am a working woman

the initial interpretation of the

immediately alienated belindas consideration of the vehicle

to

ad message

someone who

is looking for new avenues of personal development in line with belindas

primary life theme the ad was threatening in its use of an exclusive appeal to a
social class that belinda felt excluded from remarking that it was annoying
because 1I

dont want

ad also ran counter to

to feel that

im

in a lesser class than anyone else

the

belindas family centered secondary life theme of being

inclusive of others leading her to conclude that the ad was

not promoting

family values
B

it looks like were talking about a couple and their pets and so

with the value system that 1I have which is very family oriented
this seems more selfish 1I would say its promoting more material
things and individualism rather than family

belinda did find other aspects of the ads message to be consistent with
her primary life theme and reflecting the transition in her thinking from
being wholly family and other focused to a focus on her own need for personal
growth

from the initial dismissal of the ad in line with her established

thinking belinda also offered a more reflective consideration of parallels in
line with her primary life theme

for example from her early comments

belinda states
B my first thought on reading this one is that this woman is
nothing like me you know an equestrian to me they are talking
to a different class of people actually
Q what class
B someone with lots of money not just the regular mom type
person which is what 1I guess 1I think 1I am even though im a
working woman 1I dont think its talking to working women
probably a more educated woman yeah because shes pursuing her
masters so 1I guess it turns me off a little bit just because its
things that im not really into
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whereas a little later the initial disassociation gives way to belindas own

aspirations

like it that she is so varied in her hobbies you
you
yon
know 1I think thats a good thing in a person so thats goodyou
good you
know 1I have a family 1I have children and so for me my husband

B

well actually

1I

and my family come first although 1I realize its important
at some
point in my life 1I would like to go to school and maybe spend some
me developing hobbies but at this point its just not
time
more ti
appropre
ap
propri ate for me 1I dont think
appropriate
appropri

although belinda does not believe she will ever live the material lifestyle
depicted even after her children are no longer dependent she decides that
that lifestyle is more a matter of choice about disposable money than an issue

for belinda the real issue of choice is not simply material
dont think theres anything wrong 1I think women should be

of right or wrong
B

1I

able to pursue a career or education and better themselves we
shouldnt be stuck in the home well we shouldnt not be able to
have choices 1I guess is what im saying obviously this woman has
some choices and the money to make them

pure wool

the

image used in the pure wool ad seemed to have little identification

with behavior that she could recognize within herself
ever be as free as that rolling in the grass in the park

1I

dont think

1I

would

As an image to sell

wool it was surprising to belinda causing her to remark that she would expect

this type of image to accompany a perfume ad because it is usually how young

people are portrayed

whos
belindas thinking is about her teenage daughter chos

getting into that realm
B 1I honestly dont like her to see a lot of public displays of
affection not that its going to make her do anything its just 1I
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think a mothers reaction at this point
Q do you feel that you daughter is vulnerable to lifestyle

depictions
think people can become
and a place for intimacy and
pornographic or anything but
just becomes more matter of

B

1I

this

de
desensitized you know theres a time
desensitizer
sensitized
when you see it 1I mean its not
when you see it in ads like that it
fact more an acceptable thing

is not simply about inappropriate behavior in public

comments

about her daughter from belindas life themes interview place them in a
context that more clearly reveals her primary life theme expressed in terms for

her daughter

im

always talking to her about not placing too much emphasis
on looks but you know she wants the boys to notice her and at this
point the boys are not interested whether she can have a
conversation with them about anything
they are looking at looks
and im trying to teach her that in the long run thats not
important her education is important pay attention to that and do
well in school and 1I always tell her eventually it will all fit into
place hoping it will
willi dont want her to fall for someone that
doesnt treat her well that abuses her or doesnt value her or treat
her as an equal

B

is to
what belinda wants for herself her daughter and other women Js

decide for themselves how to be sexy and glamorous to be desirable without
conforming to somebody elses idea of that
B 1I want to be
obviously 1I want to be desirable 1I want to look nice
and smell nice but 1I dont want advertising to tell me how to do
it and 1I dont necessary want to look like this woman 1I dont think
people should be expected to be desirable or sensual 1I like to be
independent and encourage that thinking in others around me so 1I
dont want 1I wouldnt like to think that advertising was trying to
make us all the same or tell us what to do how to dress how to be

the

formula of desirability offered by the pure wool ad fails to meet
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belindas secondary life theme of being inclusive because it only seems

to

speak to an unconnected individual without reference to family which is an

integral part of her identity
B again its not really a family thing its a couple thing like the first
ad we looked at 1I mean theyre not trying to appeal to a mother or
a father even so again its almost a selfish thing indulge yourself
reveal yourself and wear this and be glamorous and sexy in wool
and at this point in my life 1I guess im more attracted to things that
are geared to the family because that
thatss whats surrounding me
thats on my mind all the time so 1I would say its not one with
family values

the ads proclamation that the

rules no longer apply

also comes into

conflict with belindas secondary life theme of not being inclusive of others
and by promoting a focus only on the physical body neglects the growth and

development that is the foundation of her primary life theme
B the rules no longer apply which again is very selfish to me
reading that im a person who likes rules 1I guess and trying to be
considerate of other people and when 1I hear the rules no longer
apply 1I just dont like that phrase actually theyre saying how it
used to be never reveal the figure in the presence of the opposite
sex and now theyre saying its OK we want you to be shapely and
flaunt it 1I dont think we should flaunt it 1I1I think very often
theres too much emphasis placed on the outside on physical
beauty and physical attributes and we end up with very shallow
relationship
relationship
relationships
shlp s are based on physical
shi
s
the
relationshi
relationships
p
because
shl
shi
relationshi
relation
relation
attractions rather than a deeper spiritual relationship

bally
belinda was disappointed that the ad sought to make a class appeal
relying upon an association with a label rather than promoting an appeal to
its quality as a distinguishing benefit
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wonder if 1I did have a lot of money and 1I could go anywhere
and buy whatever 1I wanted 1I would think about it differently
it
would be nice to have something hand
handcrafted
crafted its going to be a
0
o be comfortable but the way its advertised
shoe
its
going
better
here its more the name youre buying bally and getting a good

B

1I

feeling
being able to discern the better part of an issue is something that belinda
is trying to help her daughter understand

a concern that reveals the

motivation of her primary life theme of being fulfilled

in this instance it is

the substantive difference of intrinsic quality versus the dubious symbolic
value of a label
B 1I think because 1I have a teenager 1I keep going back to that you
know theres a certain type of jean you wear a certain label okay
swenty dollars you
and even if you could buy the same style for twenty
twent
still have to go to this store and get this label and pay fifty dollars
re wearing these
youre
for a pair of jeans so that you can say that you
jeans and 1I dont know how to get it across to my only daughter
it doesnt matter to me anymore im not interested in labels 1I want
to look nice but 1I dont need to spend an extra thirty dollars on
1I guess
1I dont need that affirmation
something to look nice
that
im cool

belinda admits that sometimes she might wish she were a little more
glamorous and ads such as these can serve as a prompt for her to
up

smarten

but she has never been a trend
trendsetter
setter is never going to look like a model

but yeah 1I do want to look good looking good on her own terms however
B personally 1I have never been a trendsetter
trend setter not the height of
fashion any way 1I like to look in style for the period but there are
1I mean there are some people that
some people that like that
naturally do that well and 1I dont seem to emulate them 1I guess 1I
want to do whats right for me 1I want to be comfortable and look
good in the way that 1I feel most comfortable whether its the height
not 1I feel anyway as long as 1I look nice and feel nice
of fashion or noty
that im ok so its not important to me to follow these people
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versace
the group of people in the versace

ad also seemed like trendsetters
trend setters to

belinda but she saw a distinction between the older couple and the younger
members of the family group feeling that

they actually dont look like they fit

in with the rest of the family
B with the two older people in the picture they dont look like they
are just spending leisure time doing nothing just playing and using
up all of their money
for some reason 1I feel like they are in
some of the others seem vapid like theres
quotes hard workers

nothing else there

didnt seem geared
family but it still isnt like

belinda remarks that whereas the earlier ads
towards family people now here we are with a

my

family
look at this and then 1I think about my family and you know
what these people for one thing they dont look happy it seems a
very arty picture and the people 1I cant think what word 1I need to
describe this they look aloof they dont seem like ordinary
everyday people

B

1I

the emptiness of the composition

its removal from her own family

where there is experience of work achievement and happiness leads belinda
to conclude that certainly in the case of the young members of the family

their job is simply to look good
B theyre buying expensive clothing and trendsetting
trend setting you know
youve got earrings here and even the little children have a certain
look about them that makes you wonder whats behind you know
is there anything there behind them the faces so it makes me in
this case 1I think sometimes 1I think 1I would like to have more
money and be able to buy whatever 1I want but 1I wouldnt want to
end up like this because they dont well actually they filmed them
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that

all without smiling they took pictures where theyre all serious
and it kind of looks empty
Q what do you think they lack
B thats a good question 1I was going to say experience real life
experience you know when you dont have money things dont
ings more when
come easily and sometimes you appreciate things
youve had to work for them so yeah real life theyre living a

different life
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BELINDA
melinda
A

1

influence

twopart
two part analysis
analyse
analysi
is

of the influence

of religiosity

of religiosity on belindas life themes

characterizing belindas religiosity is to show a growing conflict in the
widening division between her personal religiosity and the institutional

though

religiosity that has characterized much of belindas life in her church

belindas personal religiosity still looks to her church for some of its
conceptual impetus

particularly in relation to her secondary life theme her

motivations are centered in her own goals of fulfillment rather than

belinda was raised in an active LDS

conformation with church directives
family environment where

the goal is that you grow up and you get married

in the temple and you live happily ever after

often in traditional LDS family

practice decision making is the responsibility of the husband and father and
this was the pattern belinda observed in her family and expected to continue
in her own marriage

finding that her husband required more of a

making process was at first unwelcome
decisionmaking
partnership in the decision
him to make decisions because

thats the

way 1I had been raised and

1I

wanted

thats the

way my parents did it this is no longer the case however
B but now 1I like the equal footing that we have and 1I just want to
be able to continue to progress and to grow so that we can always
be equal
because he is he is growing and progressing
s0
al
aiso
also

guess im pretty lucky in my marriage because my husband
wants that too he doesnt want to have dominion over me we
have always been equal and he was the one at the beginning that
kind of drew me out and said you know its okay you can have a
say in this and you can make decisions to the point where 1I wanted
1I dont think the church
to and 1I didnt at the beginning

B

1I
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encourages that at all

growing and progressing is the essence of belindas primary life theme
and its pursuit brings belinda into some conflict with areas of institutional

religiosity that were previously unquestioned in her life

she is now looking to

activities outside her home and family to help her grow

this

is not to say that

her family has become less important
B 1I guess my number one priority is my husband and then my
family so 1I highly value my own little family and so a lot of what 1I
do is revolving around them

taking time for herself is not easy for belinda because its hard for me to
do actually because 1I feel guilty

and she locates the source of her guilt from

her mother

and because 1I was raised in the church and had a lot to do with

the church

she also points to other women and those who are homemakers

in particular who

actually make you feel more guilty or theyre more critical

of what you do than men are

reviewing the opposition that belinda feels from some within her church
is important in defining the nature of religiosity on her primary life theme

belinda seems to be separating what she sees as the important principles of her
religious belief from LDS cultural traditions
B another thing that ive been thinking a lot about recently is more
and more 1I think just having good christian beliefs is enough for
people we make a lot of fuss about being the only true church
and 1I think there are a lot of good people in other churches that
1
I am
me
fortunately
thing
to
are living good lives
and
main
the
in this church and was raised in this church but more and more
the main thing to me is just that 1I believe in christ 1I believe in god
and 1I live a good life

this statement

is consistent with
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belindas representation of herself

through the religiosity survey questionnaire

the survey

shows her to attend

her church meetings on a weekly basis and regularly attends her other
meetings

it also shows her to be more emphatic in areas that define ner
her
ber

personal beliefs and commitments to a more personalized relationship with

god

though the church remains an important and integral part of her life

and the life of her family belinda also states that
B
the church was my parents life and im finding that its not for
me actually
its an important part of it but its not my whole life

she is also more questioning of some of its fundamental tenets

for

example from the survey questionnaire belinda is unsure about the
proclaimed status of her church as being the only true church on the earth
and also whether the founding prophet joseph smith
and jesus christ

actually god the father

most of belindas criticisms of her church show a conflict

with its practices and directives that are in opposition to her primary life

theme for example developing activities outside the home or working
B well for example as a working woman ive almost all of my
married life been a working woman and although we dont hear as
much criticism at church as we used to fifteen years ago you still
get it you know you get relief society lessons about staying at
home and being with your family and thats what the lord wants
you to do and the prophet is telling you this and yet im at the
point of my life right now where we could get along without my
income but 1I enjoy working 1I feel like im a better person 1I feel
happier when im at home because ive got something im doing
during the day which 1I feel is fulfilling to me

belindas personal religiosity comes to the fore again in regard to this
because she qualifies her love of her working life by admitting that it was
something she discussed with her husband and also prayed about
B 1I dont feel guilty about it any more because 1I feel 1I have the
right to make decisions for my own life and my husband 1I you
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know we discuss it
think oh im going
to each other pray
right for my family

its something ive not taken lightly and 1I just
to do this it was a big decision to make we talk
about it and it feels right for me and it feels
and so 1I dont feel guilty anymore

belinda resents what she sees as the churchs intrusiveness on areas of
her life that she believes are her decision
B and sometimes 1I think the church gets into so many different
little aspects of our lives that are not necessary and we teach that
we teach them correct principles and let them govern themselves
but the leaders dont allow us to do that and sometimes 1I resent
them because 1I think they really dont allow us to

being able to come to her own conclusion and be responsible for her own
behavior is illustrated in belindas comments about her churchs directive not
to watch R
rated movies
rrated
1I
B for me personally 1I like to be the one to choose the movie
dont stick to their directive 1I dont follow their directive 1I never
go and see a movie if 1I dont know about it first im not just blindly
going to the movies and so if its something that sounds
interesting to me and appeals to me ill go and see it even if its an
1I wouldnt say that im desensitized to bad language or nudity
R
when 1I see it 1I think well 1I guess 1I wish it wasnt there but it
doesnt make me want to walk out of the movie so 1I guess 1I feel 1I
want to be able to make that choice myself

to

some extent belinda is trying to promote a more questioning personal

religiosity both in her church and amongst members of her church who are
colleagues at work

one of her sunday responsibilities is as a teacher in a

womens
women9s religious meeting relief society that she feels has been really good
for her confidence
1
B
I get nervous
and
person
a
shy
basically
of
quiet
kind
im
about doing that but its been really good for me to help me be
more confident and know that 1I can do that but also to be able to
talk about some of the things that 1I kind of slip things in 1I feel like
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sometimes and its surprising the responses you get from the
women in relief society that its good to know that some of them
feel the same way and some of them will get upset about it you
know theyll want to stick to the lesson but 1I will talk about
working women and try to get across the point not to change their
minds necessarily but just to get them thinking theres another
side to this 1I do this in my office as well we have a lot of students
and 1I just sometimes feel theyre so narrow minded they dont see
mormons are a very small percent of the
the whole world
population and what we try to do as a church is make everyone
think the same as us and 1I dont agree with that and so 1I
sometimes will deliberately say something contrary to get a
discussion going to get them thinking about another side of the
issue an example of that is the gay issue last year 1I guess it was
clubs in schools which im not opposed to 1I would have
the gay dabs
dubs
discussions with the people in my office just trying to get them to
think about the other side of it Is it really a choice this persons
making could that really influence other children to become gay or
lesbian like 1I say lym
im not trying to change anyones mind and
sometimes its not that 1I believe that its that 1I want them to be
1I dont think the church encourages people to
more open minded
think for themselves or to be open minded in fact it punishes
people that do that

working for a church organization has now become more difficult
because belinda feels excluded from decision making

and her continuance

there is further complicated by belindas awakening to her sympathy with
some feminist objectives
B its interesting because 1I would not have described myself as a
feminist but 1I think 1I am not militant or anything and 1I guess the
problem is that when people hear the word feminist they just think
of the militant feminists out there but 1I do agree with a lot of their
messages and the things they are trying to accomplish which is
naturally the
difficult in the church because of the priesthood
1I was thinking about that about my
men always are the leaders
job and started to talk about it and got side tracked that very
often well mostly men are the managers and when it comes down
to a decision they always have the final say and you know 1I think 1I
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have a lot to give to this you know im an experienced person its
very difficult because they will use the church and the priesthood
to keep you in your place

restrictions of participation on the basis of traditional priesthood
decision
making is
decisionmaking

a practice that

belinda is anxious does not inhibit her

daughters development
and 1I have made an effort with my own daughter to let her
know that she is a valuable person that she can do anything that
she wants have any job she wants

B

belinda is concerned that her daughter has already begun to notice
behaviors in church activities that differ from the teachings belinda has given

her in the home

whereas belinda and her husband have taught their

daughter that she is not restricted to purely feminine roles her daughter
complains that whereas the boys got to play basketball the girls had to do craft
activities

A recent confusion for her daughter of concern to belinda resulted

coun selled its members
over her daughter learning that a church prophet had counselled
counseller
to marry within their own race
B because we have tried to teach you know you should love
everybody no matter what color or what religion what sexual
preference even we have been very liberal as far as that goes and
so she it seemed so strange to her that our church would
encourage something like that and she couldnt believe it was true
so she is in conflict already with some of the teachings

it is belindas personal religiosity that most clearly influences her
developing ideas about her own needs those of her family and also her

relationship to her church

her desire to become more independent of

prescribed patterns of thinking leads her to be more sensitive towards those
directives that belinda sees as imposing restrictions upon herself and her
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daughter

most of the restrictions that she struggles against are principally

those that are gender based involving decision making being a working
mother developing hobbies and interests outside the home

and generally

looking for recognition on the basis of merit rather than gender
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2

influence of religiosity

depicting

lifestyle

on belinda
belindas

s

interpretation

ds
of four Aads

values

belindas secondary life theme and its harmony with her institutional
religiosity combine to form the basis of many of her comments about family
and belindas assertion that her family is her first priority in life

the

relevance of all four ads seemed to be measured in its relevance to belinda
from the degree that she either recognized family values or their departure
from values that belinda felt were consistent with family specifically her own

from the GMC jimmy ad belinda observes that it looks like were talking
about a couple and their pets and so with the value system that 1I have which
is very family oriented

this seems more selfish

though belindas primary life

theme is concerned with being fulfilled and she is looking to growth beyond

her home environment to attain this it is clearly not going to be at the expense

of her family

belinda sees the GMC jimmy ad as promoting more material

things and individualism rather than family

the development that belinda

is

seeking through her primary life theme is not an ei
eitheror
theror proposition for her
B
I have a family 1I have children and so for me my husband and
at some
my family come first although 1I realize its important
point in my life 1I would like to go to school and maybe spend some
more time developing hobbies but at this point its just not
appropriate for me 1I dont think
1

the

pure wool ad also suggests a preoccupation with self that omits

family and conflicts with her religiosity which leads belinda to comment that
B
its not really a family thing its a couple thing like the first ad
we looked at 1I mean theyre not trying to appeal to a mother or a
father even so again its almost a selfish thing indulge yourself
reveal yourself and wear this and be glamorous and sexy in wool
and at this point in my life 1I guess im more attracted to things that
are geared to the family because thats surrounding me thats on
my mind all the time so 1I would say its not one with family values
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the alienation from family values
relevance of an ad to belindas own life

is one focus that determines the

in the bally shoe ad the alienation is

further compounded by the out of state image the visual suggests to her and
conflicts with the institutional religiosity that characterizes much of LDS utah

society

none of these pictures really represent the type of people that
live around here look at these people its more like california
this one gave me a california feeling or new york where the actual

B

city or the whole state is more trendsetting
trend setting they live a different
kind of a lifestyle than we do here in utah
Q what makes the difference
B well one difference is the mormon values here in utah the
emphasis on family 1I think in utah we are to some degree

sheltered from outside trends

belindas search for correspondence of meaning with her own life and
values particularly family values

is further frustrated with the versace ad

because the family values she reads are so different from her own family

values
B 1I think 1I must live a more conservative lifestyle

in the others 1I
talked about families and how they didnt seem to be geared
towards family people and now here we are with a family but it still
isnt like my family

the difference that troubles belinda

is that the family looks

vapid like

theres nothing else there and she ascribes this to their lack of real life
experience

her own experience suggests to her that when you dont have

money things

dont come easily and sometimes you appreciate things more

when youve had to work for them

another theme that runs throughout the ads and one that displays a
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conflict between her primary life theme and her institutional religiosity
focuses on belindas growing resistance to conformity

belinda believes that

mormons
cormons
Mormons are a very small percent of the population and what we try to do as
a church is make everyone think the same as us and 1I

dont agree with that

in the versace ad
B
another thing that 1I feel is good that might be classless is that
they show a lot of individualism and 1I think thats a good thing 1I
dont think we should all look the same sometimes in a family or
even in our culture in our church we try to make people all the
same and 1I resent that sometimes

this idea emerges

another pleasing difference in the ads image for belinda and one that
corresponds with belindas personal religiosity
people from different races

concerns the integration of

belinda recounted that her daughter had been

troubled with a report from her church not to marry someone from a different
race

belinda describes this tenet of her personal religiosity
B
because we have tried to teach you know you should love
everybody no matter what color or what religion what sexual
preference even

the bally

we have been very liberal

as far as that goes

trend setters and the
shoe ad leads belinda to think of trendsetters

imperative of following fashionable trends

prescription belinda would rather

do

in contrast to this type of

whats right for me

1I

want to be

comfortable and look good in the way that 1I feel most comfortable whether its
the height of fashion or not 1I feel anyway as long as 1I look nice and feel nice

that

im

OK

belinda is also provoked by the pure wool ad and its appeal to be

sexy or desirable under its terms

it and 1I

but 1I

dont want

them to tell me how to do

dont necessarily want to look like this woman

1I

wouldnt like to

think that advertising was trying to make us all the same or tell us what to do
how to dress how to be

the perceived independence of
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the woman in the

GMC jimmy ad is a point of correspondence with herself

independent woman 1I feel that

im

pretty independent and it looks like she

has a family we have that in common

hobbies

she looks like an

1I

like it that she is so varied in her

you know 1I think thats a good thing in a person so thats good

appeal of independence

the

particularly in a woman elicits an observation from

belindas personal religiosity that is in conflict with her institutional religiosity
that prefers women in the home
B 1I think women should be able to pursue a career or education
and better themselves we shouldnt be stuck in the home well we
shouldnt not be able to have choices 1I guess is what im saying

with a teenage daughter at a vulnerable stage in the development of her
self identity belinda is concerned with images that suggest a womans worth is
primarily her looks

belindas institutional and personal religiosity coalesce to

the degree that she believes that

as a society we place far too much emphasis

on the outside and not whats on the inside

inappropriate public displays of

intimacy concern belinda and because of her teenage daughter

1I

honestly

dont like her to see a lot of public displays of affection 1I have a teenage
whos getting into that realm it makes you think of the skin of being more
intimate and closer

belinda is concerned about the vulnerability of teenagers

who are struggling to find themselves who

messages from advertising

might glean the wrong values and

belinda does not believe the ad is

one with family

and is concerned with teaching her daughter about appropriate timing

values

for intimacy
you know theres a time and a place for intimacy and when
you see it its not full frontal or anything but maybe were
showing just a little bit too much in these ads 1I dont think its
necessary to go that far

B
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the

emphasis on physique is something that belinda feels undermines

her objectives for her daughters self confidence
B 1I think very often theres too much emphasis placed on the
outside on physical beauty and physical attributes and we end up
with very shallow relationships because the relationships are based
on physical attractions rather than a deeper spiritual

relationship
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64clj&
CLAIRE

an explication
claire

her work

9

of claires
claire s primary and secondary
ciaire

is thirty
five years old
thirtyfive

life themes

married and a mother of three

children

as a part
time nurse allows her to plan her working hours to be at
parttime

home with her children during some part of the day her husband works as an

engineer and together their joint salaries are in excess of

50000 a year

though working part time claire is planning to return to school to acquire
further nursing qualifications

claire had invited me to meet her at her home

there was little evidence of children or their effects as 1I entered the house
not only was my visit expected but 1I was very quickly aware that it had been
thoughtfully planned for
though warm and friendly

claires demeanor throughout both our meetings
was measured
this had less to do with her

willingness to be candid but seemed to be more her confidence about giving
thoughtful responses
namely

for example claires response

to my opening question

how do you think your friends and those who know you well would

describe you

suggests a desire to be candid in conflict with self
conscious
selfconscious

doubt
dont know friendly maybe a little bit of
patient 1I dont know

C 1I

in describing herself claire confides that she is

a perfectionist

a lot calmer on the

outside than 1I am on the inside
C the stresses in my life are maybe more my personal life or my
relationships with
with people how people feel about me as an
my expectations of what people expect of me create
individual
stress in my life I dont think people expect as much of me as 1I
think they do
1

the

need to please to be acceptable to herself her husband and her
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community seems to occupy much of claires thinking
Q you mentioned that other things seem to bug other people but
not you
C
ill get really caught up in well my house isnt clean and the
corners are getting dusty and 1I feel like it needs to be perfect all
the time and its not of course its not but 1I get caught up in that
just my household has to be really in order for me and its an
important thing for my husband too hes much more 1I mean
the man im married too doesnt roll his socks because it stretches
the top if that says anything about him and so hes a lovely
person but 1I think 1I create a lot of stresses because im worried
about pleasing him so some of that 1I may hold in instead of oh
1
I mean
know
you
way
you
own
socks
the
to
your
what
want
fold
instead of making waves

claire attributes her anxiety to please to her home life principally a
father whom she describes as being strict and a little bit abuse

so that was my

mechanism for survival to please
C and most the time it doesnt bother me but there are times when
life gets so busy that ill kind of have to let things go and 1I dont
think he really cares as much 1I think he cares about if the house
ouse didnt
got vacuumed that day he may comment oh the hhouse
and ill take it very personally and he meant nothing by it you
know but im well if you don
dontt like it than vacuum it and then 1I
feel bad about that
in response to a later question about impressions of equality between
men and women in the society of her church claire described it as a

partnership with men holding priesthood authority

and women having the

power to create life
C its a total partnership
theres a lot of concern in the church
1I
1I dont feel that in my home
about unrighteous dominion
havent seen that a lot in my neck of the woods but 1I dont have a
problem with this 1I dont feel like im any less powerful because
19 m a woman
im
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at

another point in the interview 1I returned to questions about pleasing

authority by again asking claire about her church
Q do you find any conflicts in role expectations for you as an LDS
woman and how you would really like to be
1I wish 1I
C no 1I dont in fact 1I wish 1I could be more like they
could stay home with my children all the time 1I wish 1I could be
that mom that 1I didnt realize how hard it would be to work and
to be a mother and didnt realize what an important job that was
too 1I think you just think oh what a hard job it is what a hard
job it is

asked what her feelings were about the prophets advice for women to
stay at home with their children
C 1I guess for me and 1I guess we all rationalize ourselves away but
ive always thought like ive had an ideal situation as a working
mom 1I couldnt ask for a better situation

the situation that claire describes that

allows her to feel comfortable

with her churchs direction appeared almost rehearsed
C weve never had to leave our children with a babysitter
grandma was always the babysitter which is a better babysitter
than mom 1I think she loves as much or more than 1I do and so 1I
never had to struggle with the feeling that 1I was leaving my child
with somebody who may not care about them as much as 1I do
and 1I love what 1I do 1I love being a nurse I still like taking care of
people and 1I love the people 1I work with theyre good friends
1
I wasnt at work
ways
some
in
my
kind
social
out
of
if
thats
though id probably find something else
1

motherhood or

being a good mom

is the value that claire says she

most strongly identifies with in her church
C being LDS gives me some guidance and direction that women
that arent LDS may not get just the guidance about trying to be at
home with your children as much as possible the guidance to pay
their tithing to be financially prepared to be spiritually prepared
1I think the church tries to teach how to teach our children to be
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well rounded and to be educated spiritually educationally and

financially

the impression that

much of

claires worry for her children

to be well

rounded stems from what she describes limitations from her own non LDS
childhood is almost palpable

it emerges more clearly as she describes her

desires for her sons and daughter

though she wants

them all to know that

they can accomplish anything they want to do
C 1I want them all to know that the most important thing for them
to do in this life is to marry a good person have a family and that
thats a top priority for them

claire believes that from her early experiences she has
patient to be tolerant

because as she sees it she

learned to be

didnt have much choice

claire remembers how she was misperceived at school
C 1I didnt do well in school as a child 1I was put in remedial
everything 1I was considered a problem and 1I1I knew 1I1I wasnt but
ath
when you get that kind of feedback you start to wonder about 5th
ath grade my family
grade 1I realized 1I could do it and about 6th
lifestyle started to change too

also
my family wasnt a strong LDS family when 1I was little and 1I felt
those limitations and 1I felt bad about not being accepted or
involved

C

the circumstances and influences of her parents lifestyle
contributed to claires sense of estrangement from LDS social
youth claire

also
norms in her

1
in
her words I
believes she is still affected by them

they ever go away

dont think

consequently providing her children with understanding

about how to create the right impression and how to fit in is very important in

claires role

as a mother
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growa
A priority for me is to help their little self esteems grow
grow11I want
them to learn as many lessons in life as they can and work through
them so that they grow from them instead of letting them conquer
now the problems we get in life and then id like to be
them you Vknow
able to educate them all enough that they can grow and progress as
much as they want to and theyre not limited by what 1I1I didnt do as

C

a parent

also
when my children were very young 1I used to say to my
husband now honey dont cuss because theyll learn to cuss and
that will limit them and what they can do because if theyre
cussing in a home that is LDS and they dont approve of that then
the parent might limit that child from playing with them and
maybe that comes from the fact that my family wasnt a strong LDS
family when 1I was little and 1I felt those limitations and 1I felt bad
about not being accepted or involved because of the community
and you know primary and young womens were activities that 1I
saw the kids go to and do in your area and not that they mean to
exclude you its just their culture and so if youre parents arent
up to date on when those activities are and whats going on then
you discover you may not be included
C

As

claire continues to reflect simply being up to date as LDS parents

though a necessary condition for social integration is not sufficient in itself

claire believes that children play an important role in helping to integrate
their parents
you know this neighborhood that 1I live in right now is the best
C
one yet some of the others it seems like when we were starting
out and were a little less active in the church and in just kind of an
apartment setting that you dont get there isnt even a
community it doesnt feel like
children play a lot in how you get
along in your neighborhood 1I think kids tend to bond parents
more than your social group or church or whatever the children
flipping back and forth from home to home make you
communicate with you neighbor next door and you learn more
about each other through your children 1I think that was what the
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barrier was the road and being across the street on a little bit
and just kind of alienated from the group and kind of at a
different level
A significant factor in the sense of alienation that has troubled

since early childhood seems rooted in notions of class

present neighborhood as

upper middle class

claire

she identifies her

and thinks that the notion of

class is more important to her than she would prefer
C 1I dont know why that is 1I think its just a society kind of thing 1I
dont know why we get caught up in that why do we get caught up
in that
but we do its bred into you from the time youre very

young
once again the imperative of protecting her children from the exclusions
of her own childhood seems to underlie its importance to claire
C im comfortable here 1I probably wouldnt be comfortable any
higher up or any lower down but how do we decide thats where
1I dont know
we belong
Q what is it that you think would make you uncomfortable either

higher up and lower down
C id probably lose a value system and maybe thats where it comes
from you know the value system id lose the children my
children play with are good kids and 1I may not have that 1I guess it
boils down to they have the same values 1I do 1I mean that may be
really wrong for me to say my child may not have as good a friend
in a lower class because theyre little kids but theyre taught
different values in their home
Q what values for example
1I just maybe feel like thered be a
C maybe that they wouldnt be
higher chance of my children getting involved in drugs or stealing
or being deceitful in some ways

being an active LDS parent has helped claire overcome many of the
social limitations she has experienced

however she also seems to conclude

that her happiness in her present neighborhood is related to its position within
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a social scale

whether 1I feel the same way on the opposite scale you know a
higher class you know maybe the pressures from being in that
situation well maybe here 1I just feel like 1I have a sense of myself
and that 1I1I can be true to myself and 1I wouldnt be able to be lower
or higher

C

this

is contrasted with

claires experience

in a lowerclass
lower class neighborhood

earlier in her marriage

yeah nobody cared who we were or what we were this is one
example and maybe this is why 1I feel this way they didnt even

C

care enough about us as people

claire then goes on to describe how she and her husband suspected a
neighbor family that

lived in an apartment across the street 1I dont even

know what nationality they were but they werent
makes any difference

1I

dont know that that

were siphoning gasoline from their car and how her

husband bought a locking gas cap and then left out a can of gasoline that had
been spiked with sugar
C
the next day they couldnt get their car going my husband
went out and helped them push it into the driveway and said gosh
ve got sugar in your gas you know because
it sounds like you
youve
and thats my husband thats his aggressive probably wasnt
right but that was a way to teach them a lesson 1I just thought like
yeah exactly nobody valued us as a person nobody took the effort
to come get to know us and we meant nothing to them except for
that we were a kind of parking lot they could take gas from to drive
their car 1I didnt know anybody nobody ever took the effort

another factor in claires sense of acceptance in her present
talking
straighttalking
neighborhood is its seeming acceptance of her husbands straight

manner
but this neighborhoods been real accepting of my husband
and hes a little bit on the rebellious side so theyve been

C
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accepting of him as a person hes pretty outspoken he says it like
it is and if you dont like it its no skin of his chin kind of person
but weve done well here and the people have been really nice and
accepting they seem to appreciate him more here than 1I have felt
in other neighborhoods
im sure that has to do partly with our
religion and 1I1I think it has a little bit to do with the social economic
part of it too 1I dont know if 1I think the more education you
have the more your worlds opened up maybe and youre more
judg mental and 1I feel maybe thats whats
tolerant and less judgmental
happened people have been really kind to us here
How
however
everl life is not entirely without its continuing conflicts for claire
and her husband

A near neighbor is a source of conflict for them and other

neighbors over the construction of a large storage building that obstructs
views

the situation

earlier

class neighborhood
lower
lowerclass
weve been trying to handle it

has overtones of the disregard that upset claire in her

as tactfully as we can but im not
married to a very tactful husband and oh really hard situation

C

trying to be

like but not being taken
struggling with being christ
christlike

advantage of how you protect your investment in your home and
community but without stepping on anybodys toes its impossible

what has been the response to your concerns from your
neighbor
1I
C theyre just not nice people theyre just its been a struggle
went to try to talk to her to see if we could just come to some kind
Q

of a understanding of one another and she was so angry with me
that we would even feel like we had the right to say that building
was ugly that we even had the right to
that said to me that
they didnt care about what they did to me as their neighbor they
only cared about themselves and when 1I went to approach her
about it that clarified it she just gave me an ear full for about an
hour and 1I didnt go over there to fight 1I just wanted to talk and 1I
explained that to her but she certainly wasnt christian or mormon
in what she told me so yeah thats probably my biggest obstacle
right now nobodys going to win

to

summarize claire exhibits a sensitivity to feelings of being
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misunderstood by others and feeling vulnerable in her acceptability to others

to

compensate for this claire has a perfectionist approach to what she does

maet her own standards
and frequently fails to meet
m6et
is a school experience that claire is still fighting

remedial
being thought to be remedial9

9

outward indicators therefore

take on an added significance and social circumstances involving

neighborhoods and perceptions of class take on an added significance

conformity to social norms especially within the context of her church
becomes an indicator of success and provides a sense of stability that

compensates for

claires sometimes fragile self confidence

primary life theme
given the sensitivity that claire has towards her personal and social
identity a primary life theme exists in being comfortable with self versus not

being comfortable with self

life theme
recalling claires early

secondary

family experiences

the importance of being

family centered versus not being family centered is similarly true
is especially pertinent to

claires family objectives

A focus that

is fitting her children to be

full participants of church and social circles consistent with a middle class LDS

identity

this objective

might be terms as being included versus not being

included
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CLASKE
6cla
acla
claire

9

an analysis of claires use of life themes
primary life theme
being comfortable versus not being comfortable

secondary

life theme

being included versus not being included

advertising is okay as long as it is kept in perspective

As far as claire is

concerned that perspective cannot include all that she wants to achieve
because that would be impossible but which is nevertheless what she thinks
advertising is about

for claire it

is the difference between wanting a

better

garden house and settling for the reality of a comfortable home
homes & gardeny

claire believes that advertising is about perfection but a perfection that is the
result of a value system that is so incredibly confused

in the case of

advertising claire thinks the values are also false
C you know 1I think that when we look at advertisements were
supposed to be perfectly well kept ideal weight a better homes &
gardens home one child two child tops and out in the work force
doing your thing
Q how do you feel about that
1I dont know that it brings you great happiness
maybe ten years 1I
would probably would have said yes 1I want to climb to the top of
the ladder 1I just think theyre false and 1I think it brings an
incredible amount of stress to try to keep a perfect body and a
perfect home and a perfect family and a perfect job its impossible
theres no way you can do that

claire has found herself shifting her allegiance from the ideals proposed
by advertising which cause her stress
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to a consideration of standards of reality

it is a solution that accords well with claires primary life theme

around her

for example

id

C 1I have an image of myself as
like to be but 1I know im kidding
myself the older 1I get but 1I can probably tone up a little bit we all
d would like to be again
have these ideals what we used to be an
and

but its impossible
Q how important are looks to you
C the more 1I start to grow old 1I think 1Iive
ve started to look at older
lve
women and see how some grow old kind of gracefully and 1I think
as long as youre taking the time to stay well kept it doesnt matter
you
11
al
1l still
youll
or
pounds
you
have
or
you
an
get
ten
wrinkles
extra
if
think that persons attractive

by measuring her standards by the examples she finds within her
community

claire is also satisfying the imperative of her secondary life theme

reinforcing a behavior that more easily allows her to fit in

by choosing as

more meaningful the standards expected of her peers rather than those that
are offered through advertising messages

claire is exhibiting incidences of

both her primaryy life theme her family centered secondary life theme

the

need to feel comfortable in her social environment and the reinforcement of

peer approval as a proof of remaining acceptable
C 1I have a lunch group with ladies every tuesday and we probably
influence each other on what we get and how the group gets
influenced 1I dont know but we talk about you know the things we
like what we buy my daughters into a certain kind of shoe where
did you get those shoes 1I got them for a cheaper price here you
know that kind of thing

versace
claire did not immediately recognize what the ad was selling and
wondered what the ad was trying to tell her
looks like this is a nice family

while at first deciding that

claires interpretations about
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the nature of

it

their wealth and class quickly escalated into alienating comparisons
mage
iimage

the ads

of wealthy people caused claire to position herself in relation to her

ling dis
revealing
own interpretation of it revea
disassociations
associations with her primary life theme
C 1I wouldnt be comfortable there because 1I dont feel like im that
level id like 1I would like to be the kind of person that a person
from this kind of class could come to my home and feel
comfortable but also that a person from a lower class could come
to my home and feel comfortable 1I feel like im somewhere in the

middle

on one level the ad has nothing to offer claire because she feels she

is

already living the dream she aspired to
C im just a mom in an upper class neighborhood and we shuttle
kids to school and its what 1I dreamed about being 1I just always
thought id be a mom in a neighborhood with then it was a station
wagon when we dreamed as kids but shuttle little boys back and
forth to baseball practice and thats pretty much what ive become

the prospect of

having to mix with her social superiors is something that

she avoids
C 1I may not go into a certain situation because 1I may not feel

worthy

it may stop me doing things on the upper end but the
lower end 1I feel comfortable with I never felt comfortable in the
upper end and that might be because of the way 1I was raised even
1

though my dad did very well and ended up being very politically
active and my mother is very much with the social scene at BYU
which is not real wealthy but its you know they did fine but 1I
think they never really felt like thats where they belong

claire believes that clothes play a role as indicators of class and believes
that first impressions are formed from them she sees the versace clothes as
being traditional

and within her ideal of the tradition of seriously wealthy

families she was not able to see how the non caucasian children fitted in or to

inter racial mix
reconcile the interracial
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try not to be judgmental
judg mental 1I try to get to know the person
individually before 1I make a big judgement
jud gement but 1I know because of
the way that 1I was raised and 1I was raised in a totally caucasian
environment that 1I have you know built in feelings that 1I dont
always recognize and ill make a first impression judgement
jud gement that
may not be flattering to me

C

1I

claire believes that wealthy families tend to be more aggressive about
how they who they marry

though the ad seemed to present a family

centered scene the formality that claire associates with great wealth leads her
to see the ad in terms of acceptance on the basis of conformity

opposition to her own family and the values they share

this

claires
ciaire
claires

is in

further

interpretive comments touched on her secondary life theme
C they tend to want to marry like people its expected of them 1I
feel like even really wealthy families still kind of match
make if
matchmake
that makes any sense trying to pick an appropriate mate for their
family instead of maybe marrying for love

whereas claire states that her family displays affection and
express true feelings with each other

are able to

the versace ad presents an unacceptable

ethic of parenting to her one that denies children acceptance should they
break rigid social codes

this

is another incidence of dissonance between her

interpretation of the ad and her secondary life theme
C theyre pretty reserved theyre not going to shout hooray for
1I think theyve been trained to not get too
anything are they
excited about
neither too excited nor too you know upset or
1I wonder if theyre
sorrowful theyre just kind of monotone
really happy with each other do you know what 1I mean
they
look kind of distant it seems like to me they cant that they may
not be able to express true feelings with each other because theyre
not
other than these two right here theres not a lot of affection
in this picture if that makes sense they arent able to express their
feelings with one another like they should be able to at least 1I
think they should be able to this family seems as if theyre just
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expected to live without making mistakes

jimmy

GMC

the social positioning of

the GMC jimmy ad provided claire with an

immediate identification with none of the puzzlement
dissonance of the versace ad that preceded it
looks like where we belong
model
and

and

this

one 1I can relate to
and

and of the female

1I

can relate to her

after reading the models to do list claire

a lot of ways

thought that she was perhaps

this

it led claire to exclaim

she just feels like shes my kind of person

were similar in

discomfort or

a little fancier than 1I am

not the details decided claire that the ad

but the similarities if

sells that automobile for me

however after reading the description of who the model was supposed to be
the harmony that at first existed between the ad and

claires primary

life

theme began to disintegrate
C oh sh
shee makes her own jewellery
jew ellery 1I didnt see this this didnt
jump out at me until now her description
but obviously her
clothing
she looks a little inflexible to me just the way shes
dressed and because she has a list that shes going to be cropping
off and 1I can relate to her but 1I feel like 1I have to be more flexible
than she is that picture to me makes me feel like shes inflexible
shes too neat and tidy to be a mother of three or four children
shes on her way up shes going to get things done her way

claire had earlier talked about looking for a new vehicle and had
narrowed the list down to five

though the jimmy is socially positioned as

self confessed upper middle class neighborhood
claires selfconfessed
needs something bigger for her needs of the models jimmy

compatible with
lifestyle she
observes that

ashes
shes only got room for five and a little luggage

claire believes her final decision will be

and although

a compromise between me and my

husband and what our needs are and the best value for my money
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she

she is not

for

impervious to choosing a vehicle that will assist her secondary life theme

example
suburban seems to be a big thing for this kind of neighborhood
right now where maybe in a different neighborhood it would be
something else suburban is a social status thing because of our
environment 1I mean were LDS families with lots of children and

C

lots 0of family activities going on
Q what is it about a suburban
C its large enough to carry a big family 1I think you can put eight
to ten kids in there get everybody where theyre going
but theyre
in there and theyre comfortable
its large enough that theyre
1
I think
so
its a pricey car its not a cheap car and
comfortable
everybody knows that laughs

bally

the bally shoe

ad provoked an immediate dislike with much of

response showing it to be in opposition to her primary life theme

claires

though

claire did not like the shoe it was the picture used by the ad that had such a
powerful interpretive meaning for her
C it feels like maybe a business party or some kind of an evening
party that me and my husband wouldnt want to go to but you end
up going to because you have to make an appearance and you
never enjoy yourself like these two are although they always make
nd
you think that if you go to a party like that youre going to A
and
ive never gone to a party like that and enjoyed myself yet or felt
comfortable there because everybodys trying to put on airs

she further believes it to be the type of business party to be at where
your promotion might be kind of vulnerable
to be somebody that theyre probably not

wear this shoe only if

youre

and with people who are

claire thinks that someone would

so worried about making a first impression
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trying

this might be

an effort that claire would attempt herself

in her life themes

interview she admits to being subject to stresses over how other people feel
about her and their expectations of her but claire does not believe her
husband would even consider this shoe
wonder what was wrong with him

contrast to herself

this

if he came home with that on
is because

claires husband

id

in

is pretty outspoken he says it like it is and if you

dont

like it its no skin off his chin kind of a person

claire concedes that the bally ad and the status label it represents is
so
something
methina she would consider for her son
somethina
C the only time 1I buy a label is when 1I buy levis for my son
because its important to him and theres a certain stage in life
when you just dont get through it unscarred if you dont have the
esy
esq dc
do you know what 1I mean
clothes
cioth
right kind of cloth
and then you get

past that

the empathy that emerges

here invokes

claires secondary life

theme

and she is particularly anxious that as a mother she does all she can to help

her childrens self esteem grow

part of this process is the recognition she has

of what being accepted sometimes requires she relates that her husband was
teased when he was young for not having the right clothes though claire says
she did not have this same experience

from her own life themes interview

though claire had a similar experience where she felt excluded because her
family was not a strong LDS and that she felt bad because of it

pure wool
just as claire believes that one should reach a point where labels cease to
be important so she believes expressions of affection in public should not be

expressed beyond a certain point

claires objection
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to the pure wool ad is that

they are making a sexual appeal and maybe

she thinks

acceptable to me

thats

why its not

because claire is unable to gauge the duration of the kiss

the couple in the picture share she makes a distinction about what is

acceptable
maybe there are children off playing and shes the mom and
reaches over and kisses him and thats fine

C

however

like at disney world we were standing in line and two young
people in front of us couldnt keep their hands off each other in
the line and 1I thought oh this is just too much A little flirting is

C

fine but they couldnt keep their hands off each other and im
thinking let us alone its getting annoying its distracting to me
and it makes you uncomfortable or the people that are standing
around like were invading on a private moment

the
is

ad seems to provoke an anxiety for claire because she hopes that she

still attractive to my husband without being all decked out and

overdressed
66

she is also skeptical of the implies result interpreting the ad as

drying
arbing to give you the impression that wools going to take care of your
arying
trying

romantic lifestyle

the

ad fails to relate to her because

1I

dont think wools

ever going to make my figure look like that no matter what

claire claims that

this approach amuses her but her comments suggest underlying influences
from her primary life theme
C
its such a strong ad you look at it and
longer apply okay so 1I dont have to wear
sweater any more 1I get the point 1I might
sweater 1I dont care for the picture but it
1I kind of makes me chuckle
it amuses me

you think the rules no
a T
shirt under my
tshirt
would buy a wool
doesnt offend me either

Q why
C because 1I just think well she wears it in a way
w i th
with
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id never

get away

Q
C

and if you could
if 1I could 1I might but

1I

cant but

1I

dont think

1I

could really feel

confident doing that

though claire believes the pure wool ad is making a sexual appeal her
need to please does not prevent her from rejecting advertising prescriptions to
be desirable

claires reasoning

women have different roles so

is that

as a woman 1I want to be desirable and

thats okay

to me to be sensual

however it

seems as if claire believes that this expression of a womans difference should
be a strictly private provenance

for when it comes to advertising using sexual

appeals for public consumption

then claire states that

me

the add also

its

not acceptable to

is in conflict with what claire believes is possible for her to

attain in the face of unrealistic comparisons with advertising images

to

accept advertisings standards of a desirable woman is a losing battle and one

that claire is attempting to resolve
C 1I just think theyre false and 1I think it brings an incredible
amount of stress to try to keep a perfect body its impossible
theres no way you can do that youd sure like to at 35 be as
thin as you were when you were 18 have the same complexion
and it doesnt happen its unrealistic

claire resolves the stress to finding a standard with which she can be
comfortable as well as realistic with the view that

as long as

youre taking the

time to stay well kept it doesnt matter if you get wrinkles or you have an extra
ten pounds

all

you need is to keep clean brush your hair and put on a little

makeup
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CLAIRE
6

A

influence

1

twopart
two part analysis
of religiosity

on

of the influence

of religiosity

claires life themes

claire reveals that during her childhood her father was
little bit abusive

she believes that her mechanism for survival

this early experience

please him

very strict and a
was to try to

has had continuing repercussions on her

relationships with other people

the

stresses in my life are maybe more my personal life or my
relationships with people how people feel about me as an
individual my expectations of what people expect of me create
stress in my life

C

claire has found that in bringing her life into harmony with her
particular orthodoxy being a committed LDS church member the impact of
these stresses is considerably reduced

the church

demonstrated to clair while she was still young

as rescuer was

her fathers eventual

involvement had an impact on his behavior towards the family as claire recalls
44
.11

4

my dad became more interested in the church and eventually went through

the temple and so some of his behaviors changed too in the way that he

treated us

claire has not always been as committed to her church as she is today
How
even there is a comparison to draw about the quality of her life in relation
ever
however
to the degree that she and her husband remain committed members of their

church

claire remembers a time when we still werent terribly active at that

point but 1I went to church and the kids went to church but 1I still felt kind of
alienated
neighborhood

claire attributes her sense of alienation to the quality of her then
which was composed of a number of people who were not
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members of her church

neighborhood has had an important effect on claires

life themes
sure that has to do partly with our religion and 1I think it has a
little bit to do with the social economic part of it too 1I dont know
if 1I think the more education you have the more your worlds
opened up maybe and youre more tolerant and less judgmental
judg mental
and 1I feel maybe thats whats happened people have been really
kind to us here

C

1I

it has nevertheless been necessary to maintain a certain level of both
personal and institutional religiosity to accommodate

claires life themes

she

is sensitive that her children are included in the society of her neighborhoods

and this has required some behavioral modifications
C you know 1I think we live in a society as much as they probably
try not to judge others we do we make a judgement
jud gement and even
when my children were very young 1I used to say to my husband
now honey dont cuss because theyll learn to cuss and that will
limit them and what they can do because if theyre cussing in a
home that is LDS and they dont approve of that then the parent
might limit that child from playing with them

children

the motivation to ensure her children and by extension herself and her
husband

are included in the society of the neighborhood stems from an early

experience of claires own that has contributed to her primary life theme
C my family wasnt a strong LDS family when 1I was little and 1I felt
those limitations and 1I felt bad about not being accepted or
involved because of the community

claires responses

to the religiosity survey questionnaire show her belief

and her commitment to be strongly aligned with LDS orthodoxy and her

attendance at church meetings is as frequent as her nursing schedule allows

claires religious behavior displays a willing conformity
principles of christianity today claires religiosity goes
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to the fundamental
a long way in quieting

some of the stresses brought about when she finds herself in conflict with her

life themes

being LDS given me some guidance and direction that women
that arent LDS may not get just the guidance about trying to pay
their tithing to be financially prepared to be spiritually prepared
1I think the church tries to teach how to teach our children to be
well rounded and to be educated spiritually educationally and

C

financially
As comfortable and included as claire now feels in her present situation

there are still some residual conflicts that are current in her life

worried about pleasing and in particular her husband
marriage as a partnership

claire is still

though she sees her

it is nevertheless divided along the lines of

when asked if she felt she had

institutional roles taught by her church

enough voice in the affairs of her church claire said that she felt she did and
a partnership and men have

then went on to describe her marriage as

priesthood power yeah and great and thats a good thing to have but a
woman has the power for creating life and it takes two to do that

theres

partnership
dominion

because

1I

im

a lot of concern in the church about unrighteous

dont feel that
a woman

the

in my home I
1

dont feel like im any less powerful

irony here is that on the issue of keeping an

orderly household while important to claire
husband too

hes

much more

1I

its an important thing for my

mean the man

im

married to doesnt roll his

socks because it stretches the top if that says anything about him

hes

a lovely person but 1I think 1I create a lot

about pleasing him

its a total

claires vulnerability

of stresses because

to pleasing

and

im

so

worried

others to accommodate

her life themes is also evident in her life presently in a dispute with neighbors
who are also members of her local LDS church
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these neighbors seem less

troubled about accommodating claires concerns
C that said to me that they didnt care about what they did to me
1I didnt go
as their neighbor they only cared about themselves
over there to fight 1I just wanted to talk and 1I explained that to her
but she certainly wasnt christian or mormon in what she told me
so yeah thats probably my biggest obstacle right now
nobodys
going to win

2

influence

belinda
of religiosity on belindas

interpretation

s
of four ads
ad

depicting lifestyle values
As well as questioning the values that advertising messages contain

claire also finds those messages create stressful expectations that stand in
opposition to her life themes
1I just
C 1I just think our value system is so incredible confused
think theyre false and 1I think it brings an incredible amount of
stress to try to keep a perfect body and a perfect home and a
perfect family and a perfect job its impossible theres no way you
can do that

claires

way of dealing with the stress of so many expectations is to find a

consensus amongst her LDS female peers

not only does this strategy relieve

claire of the stress of choosing between so many expectations it aligns itself
with her life themes and with the cultural expectations of her religiosity
C 1I have a lunch group with ladies every tuesday and we probably
influence each other on what we get and how the group gets
influenced 1I dont know but we talk about you know

ironically claire had prefaced these comments by saying that she was no
longer trendy

so 1I buy what 1I like and 1I

when 1I was a teenager

dont have

to be in style any more like

when asked what had changed to bring this about

claire attributed the change to

my maturity level and not having to worry

about it if 1I think somebody expects me to meet
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1I

just meet what 1I expect

from me

while this may be true of clothes
clothes that carry designer labels it does

not appear true of other purchase selections

for example claire

thinking of buying a new vehicle and her deliberations suggest
between the kind of car that we want
LDS family life

is currently

a balance

and a vehicle that is consistent with

however it is also important to factor in the expectations of

the social status of claires neighborhood
C probabl
probably there is a social status too suburban seems to be a big
thing for this kind of neighborhood right now where maybe in a
suburban is a
different neighborhood it would be something else
social status thing because of our environment 1I mean were LDS
families with lots of children and lots of family activities going on
its a pricey car its not a cheap car and everybody knows that

expectations of her own environment serve as a comparative contrast
when looking at advertising images

for example

in observing the clothes

worn by the women in the versace ad claire likes the clothes but

because of my environment this wouldnt do
sleeveless dress

this

of course

as she points out a woman in a

is not an acceptable dress standard for an LDS woman

nor are romantic images acceptable unless claire can reasonable suspect some
legitimacy in their relationship
because

1I

the

ad for pure wool is solved for

clair

guess to me its a married couple and so thats maybe why it

problem because theyre a little older

isnt

a

she continues to make inferences that

correspond with her own situation
C maybe there are children off playing and shes the mom and
reaches over and kisses him and thats fine

claire also states that if its just a kiss thats fine but she is bothered by
this one doesnt bother me some of them do
images that are immodest
because

shes not immodest but some of them have no clothes on

claire

used a similar strategy with the bally shoe ad to try to determine the nature of
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the relationship of the man and woman in the visual
C im trying to decide if shes a wife or a date or an escort you
cant tell if shes really enjoying herself or if shes pretending

seeing family parallels and talking about them in relation to her own life
and activities as an LDS mom determines

claires enthusiasm for

an ad

the

GMC jimmy ad presented a female model with whom claire found lifestyle

similarities

and family tasks that they share though without claire revealing

any manifest religiosity in her analysis

the versace

ad family reminded claire

of the composition of her own recent family gathering for the blessing of a

baby
it was very similar to this we had two sets of grandparents
everybody was dressed probably as nice as these people are and
they all looked nice and we took family photos and maybe
somebody would look at our photos some day and say oh thats a
to
nice home and a nice area and nice people and nicely dress
think the same thing of our family

C

where the family didnt correspond with claires experience was the
inter racial element that at first caused her to
dissonance created by the interracial
remark that it was interesting and later she expanded on this in terms of her

environment
C 1I try not to be judg
judgmental
mental 1I try to get to know the person
jud gement but 1I know because of
individually before 1I make a big judgement
the way that 1I was raised and 1I was raised in a totally caucasian
environment that 1I have you know built in feelings that 1I dont
jud gement that
make a first impression judgement
always recognize and

ill

may not be flattering to me

though many of claires comments about the ads did not frequently
implicate her religious orthodoxy in any manifest way her religiosity does
reveal itself in the motivations of her life themes
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no
ilo
iio

to

the extent that her life

themes guide her interpretation and identification of the ads

various

meanings the latent underpinnings of her religiosity emerges in her critical

analyses and observations

ill
ili
iii
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ALAN

an explication of alans primary and secondary life themes
at alans request both interviews were conducted at his office where
works as a property co
coordinator
ordinator
as a nurse

alan

is 43 years old his wife works full
time
fulltime

their combined income
native of utah alans wife is

and they have three children

of 50000 per year

though not a

he

expects to remain in utah for the foreseeable future

at

is in excess

and he

the time of the

interview and unknown to the interviewer alan was in the process of being

offered a job with a new employer involving considerable marketing
responsibility and a significant increase in salary

alans

As well as working full time

wife is also taking additional prerequisite
pro requisite classes in order to pursue a
pre
prorequisite

first degree in this she has

alans

full support and the children are old

enough that they do not require constant supervision and care

alan sees himself

as

more affected by what 1I can understand and glean

about something rather than how it affects me initially you know or
emotionally
66

lie qualifies this rational objectivity by stressing that while he is
lle
ile
he

not emotionally stimulated

with my own family

that is
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not to say that

im

cold hearted like

in fact he describes his family as somewhat

demonstrative and very caring about each others well being

although alan describes himself as having many conservative values he
is keen to point out that he is

not by any means locked into a mind set of

values that would typically be understood as being conservative

alan

qualifies his meaning by pointing to his passionate advocacy of civil rights
A ive always made it a practice to start everyone 1I meet at level
ten
len some people start people at one and then youve got to prove
yourself to them 1I give everybody the benefit of the doubt and if
at all possible try to maintain a ten there will always be people
who will disappoint you but you have to live with that
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0

referring to the influence that the 1960s civil rights movement had upon
his think
ilig alan points to a front page clipping of the assassination of robert
thinking

kennedy that he has framed on his office wall and recalls that

the first book 1I

ever read page to page or cover to cover was martin luther king
Q why do you think you have such a passion for civil rights
A 1I guess it affected me emotionally 1I guess you could say im
pretty black and white in my perception of the things 1I dont like 1I
just dont like injustice and dont want to be a person who wants to
facilitate any injustice id rather be one who is trying to equal the
playing field 1I guess

born and raised in new york alan draws a contrast between his earlier
exposure to diversity of cultures and lifestyles and his observations of

attitudes in utah

how do you find these values fitting in here in utah
1I find that some of the people who are born and raised in utah
are ignorant of other cultures and ways of life and value systems
and theyre somewhat intolerant of other peoples beliefs rather
than trying to learn about them and understand why they believe
the way they believe they just discount them and say theyre
wrong and were right and theyre not because truth 1I find that
truth is in most cases and with most people the product of what
they were taught and how they assess truth based on those values
not to say they are right or wrong thats how theyve been taught

Q
A

thats

how they believe

alan states that there is

what is called real truth and thats not always

the same thing as what people believe is true
is that it means

you

cant understand another

the significance of

this to alan

man until you walk in his own

moccasins you have to walk his walk before you can judge him

relating his

feelings to LDS church doctrine alan believes that all humankind have
same life potentials

and that everyone is free from predestined results
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the

we are all given the same rights powers and potential as any
other person because were here and 1I do not believe there were
fence sitters everybody has to make a choice and we all made a
choice to be here

A

alans

sensitivity to fair play for all in society is alert to advertising

having

messages that he thinks seek to manufacture perceptions of difference

worked for a time in the advertising industry alan has no illusions about what
he thinks are their objectives

1I

see a lot of advertising what theyre trying to

do is to appeal to certain classes of people social economic appeals

alans

concern is that by pigeonholing markets advertising promotes notions of status
and class

from his own advertising experience alan describes having seen for

himself advertisings practice of encouraging social division when in two
campaigns for bread he remembers one was designed for white people and the

other was designed for black people
A 1I find the advertising medium to be very bigoted socially they
are appealing and patronizing a social statement that exists in our

country
Q
A

which is

that

we distinguish between class and wealth and millions of

socio economic class and what
dollars are spent researching socioeconomic
markets to go after theyre not distinguishing or determining
whether its right or wrong just that
thatss where the moneys at
Q
how would you describe your feelings about this on your
decision to buy items portrayed in ads
A it comes to maturity 1I guess but im not swayed so much by how
it looks socially or economically
im not going to buy a lexus or
BMW or anything like that its a lot of money for transportation
which is not its luxury and 1I like to ride in nice cars like
everybody else but to spend an exorbitant amount of money on it
just to say keep up with the joneses is not my cup of tea and 1I do
feel that people spend a lot of their conspicuous consumption the
games that people play to stay ahead of everybody else either that
or to keep up
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whereas alan sees himself as

a thinking person

advertisements 1I like to be informed

like

in

the fact of the matter is that he finds

advertising manipulative in its devices and messages

As a result he sees

acquiescence to advertising appeals as making appeals that are not only
morally flawed but encourage morally flawed behavior
Q
how do you respond to ideal types represented by advertising
images
1I1I dont
A measure up
As a matter of fact it turns me the other
way 1I guess 1I resent it 1I dont like being manipulated and thats
what a lot of advertising is its manipulation and 1I think thats most
of whats going on around me im not really swayed by im not
easily impressed but when 1I am impressed its generally for
genuine values I think its a flaw in character to have to try to
1
I feel
your
way
the
wealth
flaunt
thats
1

nor does he relate to stereotypical male values for men to be to
emphasize

machismo or you know superiority or masculinity thats cheap and

very shallow

most of the emphasis that 1I see in advertising is very shallow

rather than appealing

to

peoples values they appeal to their most base

instincts and sex
in rejecting advertisings popular prescriptions and definitions of
success he nevertheless believes that

appearance

has become too important

he refers to a saying or prophesy of brigham
youngs that visitors to the salt lake valley would be unable to distinguish a
latterday
latter day saints are not
latter day saint from a black dogs leg meaning
within his own local community

distinguished any more for anything as far as
as 1I can tell from anybody else

mainstream culture

modesty of

appearance as far

with the alignment of LDS appearance with

alan believes true success should anyway be measured

within the context of the home and that
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your own self
seif
selfactualization
actualization in your

relationship with christ
that he thinks that

should be paramount before anything else

beyond

success is not a bad thing its just what you do with it and

emphasis
how much em
P hasis you place on it
A 1I guess my biggest priority is to make sure that my familys
successful in gaining a set of values will be long lasting and to
avoid the appearance of pretension trying to be something theyre
not and 1I guess making sacrifices that 1I need to so that 1I can fulfil

that
standards play an important role in

alans

life and his ideas about

lasting values extend to
equality responsibility and the development of long
longlasting
his family life values that

will have the greatest consequences eternally in

long term effects rather than short term effects

the practice of values

and

their relationship to consequences involves alan drawing lines in his life
influenced by the teachings and directives of his church
1I know that something that 1I have adopted and that has been
A
said in church councils is not to patronize R
rated movies
rrated
rated movies
hollywood 1I draw lines in my life and we dont see R
rrated
we havent seen one in years 1I wont do that or 1I cant expect my
children not to do it if im doing it 1I have to keep the same
standards 1I expect them to keep not because im an adult and 1I
can do it and you cant
youve mentioned R
Q
rated moves what about room for judging
rrated
artistic merit in such a wide spectrum of movies that carry an R

rating
A no

Schind
draw the line yeah everybody says go see schindlery
schindlers
lers
list like advertising advertising counts the dollar vote the
dollar is a vote every dollar stands as a vote and 1I will not
patronize an industry that is in conflict with my own personal
values therefore 1I have in actually drawing a line its a
compromise because there are pg13 movies which in my
estimation should be R
rrated and unfortunately its hard to
decipher what is acceptable before you get there
1I

rated
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obedience to directives is something that alan believes is going to
become a source of conflict and division within the church

because the

church is not going to change its standards so as the gap widens the church
will become more adamant and we will probably become more criticized
because of it

alan sees rules and lines of division in role priorities as playing a
necessary role in allowing the church to function properly

matter of class distinction within the church
women

but its not a

there are differences

anybody who says otherwise is ignorant

in men and

alan believes the

differences are important and necessary for the church to govern itself

effectively
I guess thats partly why the church hierarchy or church was
set up the way it is because the mean are the ones who are
expected to get the job done and unfortunately because of that
they seem to miss some of the emotional issues that are involved in
1I think thats where the women kind of pick
their decision making
up the pieces .1I1 think any good priesthood holder who would have
a position in the church needs to have a wife to counsel him in his

A

1

1

decision making

alan believes these differences in no way obstruct or interfere with
equality in his marriage his family life or his duties for his church but
acknowledges that as a general practice it is problematic
1I think thats one of the big problems that we have men taking
A
the attitude that they have to make all the decisions and not have
to counsel with their wives
thats wrong

these sentiments extend to alans sense of social justice that finds no
rationale for inequality in the labor market where there is parity of role
A As far as equality outside of the church and in advertising or
whenever a woman is in an occupation and has a position
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equivalent with a man she should be paid the same work is work
whether its a male or a female if theyre doing the job they should
be paid and compensated equally
thats justice
in summary alan is unaffected by lifestyle prescriptions that do not
touch upon values that he himself subscribes to

defending the right for

people to practice their own beliefs and values he is also prepared to give the
benefit of doubt to others to demonstrate their best qualities

alan

is not

interested in prescribing his own values as superior but is seemingly willing to
make sacrifices in order to demonstrate his own sincerity about principles that
he considers important

displays of extravagance and vanity dismay him

preferring instead to promote bases of similarity rather than divisions through

difference

primary life theme

alans

primary life theme reveals a tension between being just versus

being unjust in both the personal and social dimensions of his life

secondary

life theme

the influence of alans primary life theme

on his secondary life theme of

being family centered is revealed in his intent to teach his family the

importance of legitimate success based upon real values

his secondary life

theme might therefore be expressed in the context of family as being value

based versus not being value based
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ALAN

an analysis of alans use

of

life themes

primary life theme
being just versus not being just

life theme

secondary

being value based versus not being value based

alans
audience

experience of advertising is not restricted to being a member of an

at

an earlier stage in his working life

alan worked for

agency and specifically in advertising market research

an advertising

his conclusion about

we seems to suggest that advertising sees itself as an amoral
advertising pract
practice
bract

theyre not distinguishing or determining whether its right or
wrong just thats where the moneys at today alan values advertising insofar
activity because

as it meets his need for it as a utility
A probably my motivation at looking at any ad is for specifications
and information
if it doesnt tell me something 1I dont usually
look at it 1I want to know what it is the quality of it its
specifications what it can do for me

though he concedes that image advertising may be nice to look at he
feels that

project

its

an image

theyre trying to project not

an image

im

trying to

As a result the motivation for the purchase of luxury items can

become suspect

rolex youre buying it for one reason and thats to
present an image there are probably a lot of quartz watches out
there that are more accurate than a rolex if you buy a rolex
youre buying it for one reason and thats to present an image to

A

say

if you buy

a

im rich
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he believes that this type of advertising

is focused on markets that are

vulnerable to an emotional response with the intent to provoke impulse buying

rather than an evaluative assessment of product difference
A most of the emphasis that 1I see in advertising is very shallow
rather than appealing to people values they appeal to their most
base instincts and sex
making appeals to base instincts has social implications that are
particularly troubling to alan

he illustrates how advertising facilitates social

divisiveness by recounting a professional experience of his own
A 1I was in some advertising for named company and they had
two different campaigns
there was one campaign for white bread
meal toast ad and then there was a second ethnic ad campaign
which was targeted to black people so there was a separation of
not just class distinction but race distinction and so 1I find the
advertising medium to be very bigoted socially they are appealing
and patronizing an unacceptable social statement that exists in our

country
Q

which is

that

we distinguish between class and wealth and millions of
socio economic class and what
dollars are spent researching socioeconomic
markets to go after

A

the medium of advertising insofar
at least to

alans

as it persists in making appeals that

thinking reinforce divisive social demographics is in direct

conflict with his primary life them

this

is best captured from the view he has

of himself in relation to the society in which he lives stated in his life themes

interview
A 1I guess you could say im pretty black and white in
perception of the things 1I dont like 1I just dont like
dont want to be a person who wants to facilitate any
rather be one who is trying to equal the playing field
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my

injustice and
injustice id
1I guess

versace

1I

the versace
dont like about

alan initially causing him to exclaim that what
are they advertising those
what are they advertising

ad defeated

it is

clothes or are they advertising

what are they advertising

relating to anything at all within the ad
asian youth

1I

he finds difficulty

it looks like a family except for the

dont know what they are trying

to say are all of their clothes

it doesnt inspire me to want to buy the clothes if thats what their

black

intent is

he finds that in small type it has been photographed by bruce

webber

so

who cares

for someone whose declared intent
and

not just what it looks like

in looking at an ad is for information

there is nothing here that alan can evaluate

in conflict with his primary life theme that depends upon objectivity
ad is supposed to look like a family is unconvincing to
A they are supposed to look like a family but it

that

alan
doesnt look like

the

a

family because youve got a mixture of ethnicity 1I guess and trying
to tie
where does the african american come from or if he is
african american and the asian are they trying to say
everybodys a family or this a family or this doesnt pull together
no continuity

in only having his impressions of the image to draw upon he decides
that maybe the ad is

trying to appeal to all walks of life

upper class wealthy just from the setting

represents a picture of success

alans

he decides that

when asked if he felt the ad

primary life theme emerges in bold

relief drawing upon alans social values
A no it represents
rep resents old money old money isnt success they
hand it down hes pointing to elderly man probably the
grandson of the original estate and these are his offspring or
family associations
its old money which is not related to being
successful
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its

alan believes the advertisers are attempting to appeal to newly successful
people who may feel insecure about the social tone of their new money this
is an appeal that is alien to

alans

lifestyle objectives

it requires an adherence

to a social code that alan believes relies upon pretense
Q what do you think the creators of this ad had in mind
A if you dont want to look like a nouveau riche you could wear
their clothes and be part of the upper class or something
Q what do you think is the difference between nouveau riche and

upper class
A well some people are trying to escape the stereotypical yuppie
those who have gained money
upwardly mobile nouveau riche
quite rapidly and new money and want to be part of this lifestyle
maybe thats what theyre trying to appeal to 1I dont know why
people would want to be like that 1I1I dont some people just live
by pretense 1I guess
in this add they almost look like theyre all in
not very individualistic
uniform

the comparison between

the family values implicit in the versace ad

family and his own family necessarily brings the ad into conflict with

alans

family centered secondary life theme
familycentered
1I dont have a
guess
id im
lot of respect for money thats handed to people and 1I would think
that old money would view
theyre conservative because theyre
part of a social class and theyre locked into that lifestyle by society
rather than by virtue and values theyve developed due to lifes
experience
theyre a family that have to maintain an appearance

A 1I guess

say

glad its not my family

1I

this model contrasts starkly with alans desires for
own family

the outcome of his

As his life themes interview reveals the family model alan is

striving to achieve required a significant sacrifice
A 1I guess my biggest priority is to make sure that my familys
n gaining a set of values will be long lasting and to
successful in
avoid the appearance of pretension trying to be something theyre
not and 1I guess making sacrifices that 1I need to so that 1I can fulfil
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that

had to make a decision seven or eight years ago whether to
say in the corporate world and spend all my time on the road and
seeking after the brass ring gold ring actually or which was more
nilk
firk
mily and my own personal fulfillment so 1I
family
important to me my nirl
left that world and here 1I am
1I

GMC jimmy

alan greeted this ad enthusiastically exclaiming oh here we
information here

and

go

its well organized I think it states its purpose
1

theres
its a

utility vehicle something to get things done in economically and thats the
purpose of that type of vehicle
1

I

alan identified with the product remarking

four wheel drive 1I
would not be opposed to owning a jimmy because 1I like a fourwheel

have a fourwheel
four wheel drive and the economy of it

ive

got

its a smaller version of what

alan sees the advertisers attempting to align the vehicle with the

arrival of success
is a payoff for hard work and saying ive arrived and that
type of thing after say pursuing a masters in clinical psychology
shes in the mode of upwardly mobile maybe still climbing

A

this

peoples need to make material announcements of this type are not
consistent with
consumption

alans

has

secondary life theme

what alan sees

premention
an appearance of pretention
pre tention

as

conspicuous

that he is striving to teach

his family to avoid
A it comes down to maturity 1I guess but im not swayed so much
by how things look socially or economically im not going to buy a
lexus or BMW or anything like that its a lot of money for
transportation which is not its luxury and 1I like to ride in nice
cars like everybody else but to spend an exorbitant amount of
money on it just to say keep up with the joneses is not my cup of
us
conspicuo
tea and 1I do feel that people spend a lot of their conspicuous
consumption the games that people play to stay ahead of
everybody else or either that or keep up
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the model
interprets that it

in the ad has associations of suburbia for

alan and he

he sees the

is more addressed to a suburban housewife

female model in the ad as just a suburban housewife maybe a doctors wife or

something like that
ad is also targeted to

independent

the womans descriptive profile
a professional clientele

suggests to alan that the

particularly female that are

intelligent and more nouveau riche

the profile

also suggests to

his objection to the consequences of this

him pretensions to wealth and class

type of divisive posture is strictly in line with his primary life theme
Q do you relate to that depiction of lifestyle
1I guess there would be some
A not really im not an equestrian
little more pretension there and some people are trying to say all
the time ive arrived ive got lots of money lym
im upper class that
type of thing that doesnt appeal to me because 1I dislike being
there re even if 1I had
made to feel like im not wealthy and therefore
money 1I wouldnt want to make others feel uncomfortable when
some
they came to my home or make them feel like 1I dont know
people kind of get off on flaunting their money and looking rich
and that 1I think that has a tendency to cause resentment among
other people and ostracizes them maybe a little snobbish 1I guess

pure wool

alan felt that the pure wool ad was making no statement other than
6

6what
what

you see is what you get

he observed that its not distracting by looking

at some beautiful models face or his face theyre pretty much

but theyre not the main focus of attention
merely an amused observation that

the activity of

theyre out on

not hidden

the models drew

a spring day

lying on the

grass and doing things that you would normally be wearing cotton for

however when asked a leading question by the interviewer
play disputed the questions interpretation
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alans

sense of fair

Q
A

what do you think about the couple making out
re making out theyre not lip
locked
liplocked
theyre
oh 1I dont know that they
9

and you know its actually very innocent its not selling sex
theyre selling lifestyle theyre selling life itself you know this is
an event in a day in life its not groping its a kiss
Q why do you think they would use that image in this ad
A 1I think theyre trying to say is that when youre wearing this type
of product you can enjoy life as it is and the clothing is not going
to be in the way of you carrying out a day to day activity type of

thing

this rebuttal of the unfavorable interpretation implied by the question
consistent with alans primary life theme and can be further understood in

is

light of his approach to judging others as discussed by alan in his primary life

themes interview
A ive always made it a practice to start everyone 1I meet at level
some people start people at one and then youve got to prove
ten
yourself to me 1I give everybody the benefit of the doubt and if at
all possible try to maintain a ten

bally
on the basis of taste alone alan thinks he probably wouldnt give it
second thought because the shoe doesnt appeal to me

he associates the shoe

without seeing any appeal to class within

with a

young urban professional

the ad

in fact for alan the uniformity of formal dress means that

tell what their class distinction is

he finds it hard

a

the tactics of

you

cant

the ads layout puzzle him

to reconcile his interpretation of the ad and the way the

graphics have been used
1I dont
A whats interesting is that its cut off from in the picture
know what their purpose is in that it doesnt show him or anyone
else in the picture wearing it

because the shoe is shown separately from its accompanying image of a
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man and woman at a formal dance
say

youll stand out if you wear it

alan thinks the advertisers

wear that shoe
theme

this

he

trying to

alan also interprets the use of black and

white photos in advertising to point to memories of past events
sees the couples wedding

are

is also unclear about

in this ad he

what type of person would

is again typical of the influence of

alans

primary life

unless he is forced to draw uncomplimentary conclusions and in the

absence of any proof otherwise he is willing to give the ad and the image it

uses the benefit of the doubt
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ALAPT
ALAN
A

1

twopart
two part analysis

of the influence

of religiosity

of religiosity on alans life themes

influence

alans religious

life is dominated by his particular orthodoxy a steadfast

commitment to the christian message as it is taught by his church and his
willing uncompromising even adherence to his churchs directives
expresses it his approach is

to draw lines in my life

boundaries beyond which he will not go

As

alan

and these lines represent

the effect of alans

commitment to

particularly orthodoxy is revealed in the way in which he characterizes his
approach to civil rights
A ive always been very actively involved with say civil rights and 1I
believe everybody should be given the same opportunity
regardless of race creed color gender etc

when asked which values emphasized by his church most clearly speak
to him

alans

response illuminated the source of his interest in civil rights and

the impetus for his allegiance to and support of their advancement
A that every man on the earth who has come here was placed
here has the same life potentials as any other man there was no
we
pre ordained or predestined results for any individual person
preordained
are all given the same rights powers and potential as any other
person because were here and 1I do not believe there were fence
sitters everybody has to make a choice and we all made a choice
to be here

alans

defense of equal rights in spite of gender also appears to have its

roots firmly embedded in his religious ontology

his primary life theme

dictates that
a woman who is in an occupation and has a position equivalent
with a man should be paid the same work is work whether its a

A
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male or a female if theyre doing the job they should be paid and
compensated equally
thats justice

his sympathy for the justice of equal rewards seems to stem from his
understanding of the co
coequality
equality that should exist in relationships between
men and women

talking of the marriage partnership alan clarifies his

understanding of how this should be in terms of his religiosity
A there has to be someone that has to openly make the decisions
but from the time of adam adam and eve they had to counsel
each other and make the decision together now that they messed
up and what choice and what path they would take 1I think thats
one of the big problems that we have men taking the attitude that
they have to make all the decisions and not have to counsel with
their wives thats wrong

alan believes he cannot ask anything of his family that he
to do or be himself

this

alans

is consistent with

his compliance with LDS particular orthodoxy

is not willing

life themes and illustrates

alan has talked of drawing

lines in his life in order to bring his life into accord with his religious

allegiances

one of the lines that alan draws in his personal and family life

is

rated
motivated by his obedience to his churchs directive not to watch R
rrated

movies
A 1I know that something that 1I have adopted and that has been
rated movies period
said in church councils is not to patronize R
rrated
1I draw lines in my life and we dont see R
rated movies we havent
rrated
seen one in years 1I wont do that or 1I cant expect my children not
to do it if im doing it 1I have to keep the same standards 1I expect
them to keep not because im an adult and 1I can do it and you

can
cantt

there is no room for exception and considerations about individual

R

rated movies being judged on other merits for example artistic merits is give
short shrift by

alan

this

is another one of
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alans

lines and he is not entirely

sure that it goes far enough

13 movies which in my
pg13
because there are PG

estimation should be R
rated and unfortunately its hard to decipher what is
rrated
acceptable before you get there

alan and his wife have walked out of movies

that have been unacceptable to them as PG 13s and he predicts that he will
R
rated movies is an important issue of
rrated

end up having to draw the line at PG

religiosity which is more than obedience to a church directive
believe the movie industry

the attempt

the influence of satan

satan

and the advertising industry

alan seems to

are weapons under

to compromise is to let the adversary

win with society

alan puts his money where his mouth is and exclaims that every dollar
stands as a vote and 1I will not patronize an industry that is in conflict with my
own personal values

alans

strong commitment is reinforced by his belief in

the integrity of his churchs directives

though he notices changes in

standards about what is acceptable in society from television and advertising

recalling that much of what goes unquestioned was once considered soft porn
it not like it hasnt gone unnoticed by the church and its standards havent
changed compared to everybody elses
alses

his admiration of his churchs

uncompromising values is sufficient for alan to declare his continuing
commitment to their directives because

the church has never asked me to

do anything that has caused me harm or detriment

so when they tell me to do

something 1I do it

alans

primary life theme of being just and his family centered life theme

of being value based coalesce in what he describes as his biggest priority
A 1I guess my biggest priority is to make sure that my familys
successful in gaining a set of values will be long lasting and to
avoid the appearance of pretension trying to be something theyre
not and 1I guess making sacrifices that 1I need to so that 1I can fulfil

that
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the

success of this endeavor with his family project is for alan the

measure of his own success as a man a husband and a father

it is a standard

of success that is prescribed by his church and one for which he has been
willing to make significant sacrifices
A 1I think the church is more emphasizing is that the greatest
success you can achieve is in your own home and that if you place
your values first within your own home and your own self
actualization in your relationship with christ that should be
paramount before anything else
well paid career
in order to achieve this alan was willing to leave a wellpaid

because he felt it kept him away from his home too much

As he saw it it was

a choice between whether his own personal fulfillment was more important

than his fulfillment with his family

he chose his family based

on

those things

that will have the greatest consequences eternally in long term effects rather
than short term effects

alans

well paid and
rationale for sacrificing his wellpaid

fulfilling job at that time was in accordance with a doctrine taught by his

church namely that family units are an are eternal units that continue beyond
death

alans

religiosity and the family priority of being value based that

informs his secondary life theme simply means that for him the better choice
is to

build up your treasure in heaven and not on earth and the rest of it will

alan has no religious argument with success only the
degree of emphasis that he sees placed on it for example alan rejects the
be provided for you

idea of spending exorbitant amounts of money on a luxury car simply to
up with the joneses

maturity but also that
wealth

alan thinks such behavior

keep

is not merely a matter of

its a flaw in character to have to try to flaunt your

advertising is implicated in reinforcing this flaw because alan believes

advertising is about distinguishing between class and wealth where
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millions of

socio economic class and what markets to go
dollars are spent researching socioeconomic

this conflicts with alans life themes because theyre not
distinguishing or determining whether its right or wrong just thats where the
after

moneys at

when considering advertising in relation to himself and its

alan resents being manipulated
A 1I guess 1I resent it 1I dont like being manipulated and thats
what a lot of advertising is its manipulation and 1I think thats most
of whats going on around me im not really swayed by im not
easily impressed but when 1I am impressed its generally for

prescriptive messages

genuine values

just as with movies alan believes advertising counts the dollar vote
resists and resents appeals asking him to

measure up

he

and believes that

rather than appealing to peoples values they appeal to their most base
instincts

2

and sex

influence

depicting

ds
of four Aads

lifestyle values

alans
function

of religiosity on alans interpretation

stated preference for advertising is to serve an informative

however he believes most advertising is

more focused on a market

that they feel is more vulnerable to an emotional response

alan because his intent
sees himself as a

is

which fails with

to qualify it rather than if its pretty so what

thinking person

and not emotionally stimulated

he

qualifies this statement in regard to his family
A
but not to say that im cold hearted like with my own family
1I
its very important to me to communicate in all aspects of family
guess you would say that our family is somewhat demonstrative
well being we have very
very caring about each other and our wellbeing
close family ties from my parents and to my own children
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alan

this description of himself and his family relationships is in stark
contrast to what alan sees in the versace ad family group which he terms
bleak whereas alan has stated that his own objective for his family in
accordance with the teachings of his church is to gain

64a
a

be long lasting and to avoid the appearance of pretension

something theyre not

set of values that will

trying to be

he sees the versace ad attempting to appeal to

nouveau riche money that would like to be a part of old world money society
A 1I dont know why people would want to be like that 1I dont
some people just live by pretense 1I guess in this ad they almost
look like theyre all in uniform not very individualistic

pretense of this sort runs counter to

alans

secondary life theme it is a

picture of success that he repudiates in favor of his churchs proclamation that
the greatest success is to be found in the home

alan is looking to establish

eternal values within his family he observes of old money family values that

theyre part of a social class and theyre locked into that lifestyle by society
rather than by virtue and values theyve developed due to lifes experience

the lifestyle

in the GMC jimmy ad also suggests values of pretense and

nouveau riche to alan he elaborates on the ads depiction of lifestyle
A and some people are trying to say all the time ive arrived ive
got lots of money im upper class that type of thing that doesnt
appeal to me because 1I dislike being made to feel like im not
wealthy and therefore even if 1I had money 1I wouldnt want to
make others feel uncomfortable when they came to my home or
some people kind of get off on
make them feel like 1I dont know
flaunting their money and looking rich and that 1I think that has a
tendency to cause resentment among other people and ostracizes
them maybe a little snobbish 1I guess

alans
rights

attitude as expressed here has its source in his advocacy of civil

ostracism on the basis of wealth and class is socially divisive
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in

harmony with his primary life theme alan states that he would

this

who is trying to equal the playing field 1I guess

rather be one

is in turn consistent with

that every man on the earth who has come here was placed

his religiosity

here has the same life potential as any other man

we are

all given the same

rights powers and potential as any other person because were here

the

GMC jimmy ad suggests lifestyle values that alan interprets to be in conflict

with basic human principles that for him are enshrined as a gift of god

alans

interestingly
he thought

them

interpretation of the ad for pure wool was benign in that

its not trying t say if you wear these clothes you will look like

thats

the way it is

what you see is what you get

an effective statement about wool being comfortable

all that alan

sees is

and an attempt to

his reading of the man and the woman is that
its actually very innocent its not selling sex theyre selling lifestyle theyre

dispel some myths about wool

selling life itself

something of

alans

personal religiosity that he gives

people the benefit of the doubt may account for this interpretation or his
sensitivity to some of the negative aspects of religiosity that he observes as
endemic amongst people in utah
A well utah typically was very isolated and as a result of that it
has been somewhat ignorant of the values of other people other
1I find that some of the people who are born and raised in
cultures
utah are ignorant of other cultures and ways of life and value
systems and theyre somewhat intolerant of other peoples beliefs

certainly all the other participants failed to offer such an innocent
rendering of the intent of the image but alan is the only participant who is
not utah raised
impropriety in

similarly with the bally shoe ad the image suggest no

alans

interpretation

in fact the couple in the picture

suggested an occasion of marriage to him
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the

shoe did not appeal to him but

for alan this was a matter of taste only

alans

benefit of the doubt

strives for fairness

level playing field

personal religiosity

unless an ad is manifestly overt in challenging alans life

themes and religious values then alan reads the ad as he has stated namely a

pragmatic qualification of the merits of the product

beyond that ascribing

motivations without firm evidence violates his sense of justice and may be said
to be inconsistent with another tenet of his personal religiosity
A 1I believe very strongly that you cant understand another man
until you walk in his own moccasins you have to walk his walk
before you can judge him
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an explication of boyds primary and secondary life themes
boyd is 33 years old married and works for a large computer software

his wife

company

is a registered nurse and works part time

preschool boys a mortgage and a joint income in excess of

they have two
e50000
50000 a year

both interviews with boyd took place in the family room in the basement area

on several

of his home while his wife fixed dinner with the children upstairs

occasions during the life theme interview boyds eldest little boy found his
seemingly curious to understand why today his fathers

way downstairs

normal routine after coming home from work didnt include him

the child

found several permission seeking pretexts to interrupt the interview to gain his

fathers attention

there was no sign from boyd that he found the

interruptions in any way annoying or distracting patiently fielded his sons
queries by directing the child to its mother upstairs and easily picked up the

thread of his last thought

this measured behavioral response parallels boyds

image of himself as being

more laid back not a lot of things make me upset

pretty easy going and generally overall fairly nice

though boyd described

himself as not

doeple that has lots of lists or has lots of goals
one of those poeple

admits he will

just do the things that need to be done and go ahead just

because 1I want to get it done

a lot of my goals

would

to own a home to graduate from

he has already achieved

want to be
college

he claims that what

he

while concerned to maintain a status quo in providing for his family

and living within his means he also recognizes
to work harder so if 1I

cant afford

the nicer things motivate you

it now 1I work a little harder

but beyond a

certain point boyd believes that material acquisition is personally and socially
harmful

he

is cognizant of material pleasures but they are less an end in

themselves and should rather be viewed as a balance with needs rather than
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with means rather than desires

wants

aspirations

and with priorities rather than

his comments along these lines appeared throughout the meeting

for example

everybody would probably love the opportunity to live in a
million dollar home but a one hundred thousand dollar home still
provides your needs for you

B

stay out of debt live within your means thats another thing that
can really hurt society credit card debt live today and well pay
that off tomorrow

if the income that your husband makes is enough for you to buy a
comfortable house and to provide then do that but if to buy a
luxury house you have to work too then your priorities are messed
up
many of the women 1I work with have children they go to day care
all day for some of them 1I think its a bit of a necessity others its
not its just their lifestyle and what they have and 1I think thats
bad for society

boyd has firm opinions and views about social issues and values that he
identifies as being both necessary and important for himself and his family

for example he believes his own moral and social health is dependant upon
strong values of family and social responsibility
B
family is important kind of having a faith or a belief in
something when people just live one day at a time 1I think it
almost hurts society they dont really have any responsibility to
anybody 1I think it just really builds on the moral value thing that
youll just kind of decay you know if you dont have that strong
will or morals in your life in business practice for those kind of
people its more of an 1I thing

also
B

thats

maybe another value something that 1I think about often
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and talk about often finances 1I mean those kind of values go back
to my church background stay out of debt live within your means
thats another thing that can really hurt society credit card debt
live today and well pay that off tomorrow

though forthright about his own views and values boyd was not
interested in promoting them in
B 1I dont know if 1I really
really makes me mad you
rather than get mad about
some people a topic really
youre attacking this belief
as humor

any partisan way
feel passionate about anything nothing
1I think that
know a topic or anything
things 1I find humor in things
when
sets them off like that upsets me
1I have
and to me 1I just take that more

for boyd his beliefs are less important

as issues of right or wrong than

they are measures against which he defines his ideas about his own personal
success and happiness

this became apparent later during the interview

when

boyd again returned to ideas of financial management and responsibility
1
I decided not to do we
and
my
wife
something
that
thats
and
dont go into debt we dont own a credit card whatever you see

B

here we paid cash for it theres almost a certain satisfaction and
we still have money to go to the movies this weekend if we want to
but theres a trade off 1I think for everything most people who
have a lot of possessions earned it they worked a lot of hours they
chose the kind of job that took them away travel and things which
pay more but all things come with a price its just how much you
want to pay

the

idea that choice is virtually always a trade off against something else

is an important part in understanding

boyds ontology

when he considers his

peers who are materially better off boyd approached it from the viewpoint of

understanding success as a price one is willing to pay
B certainly 1I think we all have peers who have more than us but
the older you get the more you realize everything that we get
so 1I think if youre looking at
comes from some sort of sacrifice
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what other people have you have to think that its because of the
price they paid and theyre still paying on it too if 1I truly wanted
that 1I1I probably could afford it if 1I1I want to pay for it the next forty
years you know

again while responding to the view that perhaps women need to work in
order to remain stimulated

boyd returned to the idea that something

somewhere has to give as a necessary consequence
B 1I think for some women that is probably true
but if they try to
put that on society as a whole you cant do that it totally depends
upon what each individual womans goals or aspirations
definitions of success are 1I think success comes because something
has to give some place and yeah so 1I have a successful career but
my home life is suffering then thats what suffers but if my home
life is great then my financial life suffers a little bit there is a
trade off for everything

boyd looks to factors beyond material acquisition as central to his
happiness

he states that his long range aspiration

is

not to let life get me

to keep
keel it enjoyable for me to every day get up and go to work

down

to let life get me down

not

is a theme that emerged in different ways during the

course of the meeting in thoughts about sports work family friends and

for example

church

what motivates you and gives you a sense of growth and
progression
1I love sports 1I love golf snow skiing in the
B for me its sports
Q

winter water skiing and golf in the summer those kind of things
keep me happy and rejuvenated

it is also a theme that further defines his idea of the nature of success
B 1I think success in your personal life is just having friends and
being happy with yourself and your life so that youre not always
looking at others and saying 1I wish 1I
wanting more or wishing
had that 1I guess we all know people that are always unhappy
success in your personal life is just being happy or satisfied with
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his church is also

a source of rejuvenation

1I

think church falls into that too if you go to church in the right
frame of mind it can be rejuvenating with friendships the spiritual
part of it kind of stuff

B

church is an important influence in the values that boyd discussed and
is a source for many of the conclusions that he draws

values for example

financial management

those kind of values go back to my church background

stay out of debt live within your means

blessings for just following directions

boyd believes that

there are

and this belief applied to other

directives from his church that emerged throughout the interview

faith in the

directives he receives from the church is central to his willingness to be
obedient to counsels such as avoiding R rated movies and accepting changes
wardsw
wards9
wards or parishes

in the way his church finances local

its

not what

everyone can understand but its a matter of faith to live these small

principles
in matters where specific directives have not been given and while
admitting to being fairly conservative

boyd finds that the rules of the church

gives us lots of latitude
B 1I dont feel its a real limiting kind of thing in our lives that
theres all these rules that you live by all the rules are good for
us but 1I still think theres lots of opportunity to be individual and
do your own thing

nevertheless

being given

lots of latitude

and do your own thing

and

lots of opportunity to be individual

becomes contextualized when considering boyds

response to a question about unwelcome outside influences
Q
do you protect your family from unwelcome outside influences
in any way
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dont think that you can but if youre open and can talk
about them ask why and 1I dont agree with that or thats right or

B

well

1I

why we do what we do compared to what others do and what we
believe why we think this way is better than others thats how 1I
handle those things we can be sheltered to a small extent but you

can shelter too much

you need the opportunity to figure it out for

yourself
though boyd considers himself to be conservative he is not reluctant to
enjoy the things he earns the family he is raising and the hobbies and

activities he pursues however extravagance is not a personal trait evident in
his lifestyle or in his thinking preferring instead to conserve his energies for
those things he has chosen to be part of his life

this

is perhaps illustrated in

his comments about his friends
B 1I have three or four good friends that ive had since high school
that im still good friends with 1I think 1I can make friends easy
but 1I dont have lots of new friends that ive met in the past year or
two say that 1I spend a lot of time with because 1I continue with
these older friendships that 1I have

this conservatism is expressed in the correlation that boyd sees between
money and being more busy that inherently accompanies financial success
B 1I think that and this is a big generalization for sure but the
more money people have the busier they tend to be they go to
more functions dinners balls the kind of things these
advertisements had in them they have more toys boats trailers
campers which take them away more generally busier
in summary boyd sees himself as having moved beyond aspirations

associated with a moneyed lifestyle and would rather
watch a little bit of TV
has

far from being

be home eat dinner

a lifestyle aspiration

he believes he

seen that battle 1I think when 1I was single and had a fairly good job

his

attitude to differences of lifestyle and values could be described as live and let
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live yet this does not mean that boyd has not thought about conflicting ideals
and values

their validity

is to be proven in their ability to compete with the

values and lifestyle proscribed by his church

remaining content within social

and economic parameters that he has chosen as sufficient for himself and his

family is how boyd believes he will most likely be happy

primary life theme
A primary life theme for boyd that is identifiable as consistent in his

thoughts and ideas could be described as a balance between being prudent
versus not being prudent

secondary life theme
being family centeredness versus not being family centered is expressed
in knowing how to draw boundaries beyond which personal expression

contentment and happiness becomes diluted and unsustainable

hence a

family centered balance between being sustainable versus not being

sustainable
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an analysis of boyds use of life Tthemes
hemes

primary life theme
being prudent versus not being prudent

secondary

life theme

being sustainable versus not being sustainable

boyd describes two specific attitudes in how he uses advertising

at

one

level of purchase he is primarily objective in his attitude and looks to
advertising to inform him about features and specifications

1I

think ads play

a bigger part in bigger dollar purchases like a car or big electronic kind of

stuff

on another level his attitude is subjective and idiosyncratic and he

looks to ad to show him how a product looks
and 1I

dont go to the malls

because 1I dont go to the store

a lot so its from seeing

whats popular

boyd

relates an incident that illustrates an example of when a brand name can only
go so far and appearance becomes the critical factor
B
like 1I bought a personal stereo just last week for my wife you
know kind of looking at price there were three or four in the same
price range 1I ended up buying the one that was not the name
you
1
know 1I
way
I
looked
better
it
the
liked
that
brand because
wonder well is it as durable maybe but 1I bought it anyway

however within their sphere both approaches look to a rational
evaluation of a products utility either how it compares or how it looks

beyond this boyd questions how effective advertising can really hope to be
and in doing so begins to reveal his primary life
B 1I think in some ways its kind of a waste
more on TV ads where 1I see things like the
millions of dollars for an ad and 1I wonder
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theme
of money especially
Superbowl they spend
superbowl
if they really recoup

that

if

coke quit advertising for a year would they
really lose that much market share or would they just make that
a company like

much money back by not spending the advertising dollars

pure wool

the use of

a black and white photo and the obscuring pose of the

ads

models means that the ad falls foul of boyds particular use for it
B
you cant really get a look because its in black and white you
cant tell colors or how it looks because theyre lying down too you
dont get a really good look at the whole thing

beyond that boyd remains unconvinced of the ads message that wool
can be worn next to the skin

boyd evaluates the ads claim against something

he thinks is more sure stating that

whenever 1I wear a sweater 1I always wear a

shirt under it because 1I prefer that look and wool has the reputation of being

itchy

boyd believes the ad also clearly speaks to young professionals
observing from

the way that they wear their hair that theyre middle to

upper income maybe single
interesting observation

the

copy the ad uses also provokes an

and one that is consistent with

boyds primary life

theme
think what theyre trying to say is people who have time to go
out into the park and have fun wear wool if you wear wool you
dont have to worry about getting on the ground and just where
its talking about the rules 1I think a lower income dont really have
dress code rules you buy whatever you can afford those that
have money can do whatever they want and be in style kind of

B

GMC

1I

jimmy
As a high value purchase the jimmy ad goes some way to meeting
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boyds

need for the ad to provide some of the information he looks for
B 1I like it more because its in color you can see the car if 1I was
really interested in buying a jimmy 1I would probably also like to
see more information and see more of those kind of things to
compare it if 1I was looking through a magazine 1I would definitely
stop and look at this
socio economic status
however he can find no identification with the socioeconomic

that the ad attempts to attach to the vehicle and is cynical of the values he
reads from the lifestyle profile
1I dont identify with her she has a cat a horse she likes biking
B
hiking
skiing and working out all of those fit that upper end yuppie kind
1I think thats a lifestyle that a lot of people
of lifestyle no kids
like to have those that dont have would like to have but its kind
hiking skiing working out she has a
of a selfish lifestyle shes biking
husband and a cat if it were a younger lady then okay or maybe
newly married yeah but she looks 40 so she chose not to have a
family and have a more selfish lifestyle

the depicted lifestyle that boyd defines
both boyds primary and secondary life themes

as

yuppie99
yuppie
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is inconsistent with

such a lifestyle stands in

opposition to boyds idea of being successful which in comments from his

lifestyle interview means

being able to provide the basic necessities of

life that some of the daily struggles are not constantly on my mind
view of success trades on

being happy with yourself and your life so that

youre not always wanting more or wishing
wish 1I had that

this

looking at others and saying 1I

boyd has no illusions about what he sees as the ads strategy

in appealing to people who define success in terms of their income or

possessions and who are therefore needy of material success measures
B what these ads mostly try to do though a lot of it is to try to get
people to ride on the bubble to try to get them to bump up

to

ride on the bubble
B well if you said that you kind of have a break at an income of
Q
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50000 those above that have all the fancy stuff and those below
it dont theyre getting at those that are 45000 47000 to bring
them up to the next level with this advertisement obviously
theyre trying to make jimmy more appealing to people aspiring to
a higher end market image
boyd observes that

people that have more money generally want people
and parallel with this observation is one

to know that they have more money

from his life themes interview that
they tend to be

the more money people have the busier

taken together they add up to the lifestyle that boyd

interprets from the GMC jimmy ad

messages that promote the idea of success

as an issue of material gain run counter to

boyds own ideas

the

time boyd

has chosen to spend at home and devote to his family would not be sustainable

boyds philosophy
in opposition to boyds secondary

if he were to concentrate on financial or material success
reveals that the lifestyle message of the ad is

life theme
B 1I think success comes because something has to give some place
and yeah 1I have a successful career but my home life is suffering

then thats what suffers but if my home life is great then my
financial life suffers a little bit there is a trade off for everything
its what you want to do

bally
whilst boyds first impression of the shoe was that it was ugly and
would never wear that just because its ugly
may be on the trend and that

years because

start to like it

ive

1I

he also concedes that the shoe

it may be the kind of shoe

ill

be wearing in two

seen enough people wearing it for it to grow on me and

ill

until that happens though boyd associates the shoe with

a

european style that he does not like and he does not want
person out there with that style

though the bally shoe is
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to be the first
a designer label

product and associates itself with a european style cachet boyd finds he
cannot use the ad because it doesnt show the model wearing the shoe

boyd

cannot see how it would look
B you know when you read the copy and they talk about hand
crafted workmanship styling yeah 1I look for those type of things
but 1I would probably look more at the picture if 1I thought he had
those shoes on

boyd does not believe the ad is speaking to him because

these are the

kind of ads that youd see in an upper end magazine not kind of good

housekeeping or something like that 1I wouldnt think

though boyd believes

socio economic group one that he
the ad is targeting someone in a higher socioeconomic

describes as

upper class

he does not let that deter him from making his own

assessment of the product
B it is certainly speaking to a higher economic class but when 1I see
an ad for something that maybe 1I like like a very nice suit or a tie
stop
that costs 200 or something if 1I1I like that tie ill sto
P and look at it
and clothes are something that 1I would spend money on but even
sog
soy
so 1I could get a magazine like GQ and a lot of things that 1I see in
there 1I wouldnt wear

boyds justification for spending money on clothes arises out of his
assessment of the role they play both for himself and other people
B 1I think the reason that the reason that 1I spend more money on
clothes is the look it gives you it certainly makes you feel good if
its the first thing people see and people do
you wear nicer clothes
judge you on what you wear like when 1I go to work and girls wear
that 70s look 1I think are you wearing that because you think you
look nice or just because its the style
As much as boyd likes clothes and enjoys shopping for things that appeal

to his tastes

a designer label item of clothing must demonstrate both value
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and say something more in terms of its look and a regular item of clothing in

order to meet his criteria

the

distinction he describes is indicative of his

primary life theme
Q

how do you feel about buying designer labels

kind of have mixed feelings it depends on what it is some
things 1I1I think theres better value and if you spend more money
you get what you pay for especially clothing but not everything
like levis you can spend a 100 on a pair of levis but 1I never
would or like a tie you can spend 5 on a tie or 100 1I would be
more likely to spend 100 on a tie than on a pair of pants
Q why is that
B 1I think its the look
levis are not dressy wear for work you wear
they dont say anything special
them to lay around in the house
you buy them for comfort and if you spend 100 dollar for a pair
versus 20 you get nothing more out of them 1I suppose you can
use that argument about a tie but you can wear it with a nice dress
shirt and a suit its a focal point its just one of those quirks about
me 1I guess that 1I would spend more money on a tie than on a pair
of levis
B

1I

buying designer products and clothes because they demonstrate quality
and add confidence because they look well is a rationale that is consistent with

boyds primary life theme

it is time money and effort well spent

this

is not

the rationale that boyd interprets from the meaning of the bally ad
I think a lot of people wear these things just because its the
B
name value it costs a lot of money to buy these and thats all you
can say about them when 1I go to places where 1I see higher end
people wear that 1I think 1I would never wear that even if 1I had the
nott wear that
money they had 1I would still no
1

not only

is it not a purchase rationale that boyd cannot relate to it is an

advertising appeal that he finds dishonest in its expression and which lacks
any correspondence with his own life themes
B
the ad with the shoe is much more upper class stuffed shirt
more formal in everything they do
fake somewhat the ad for
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the shoe the dance kind of a fake thing 1I dont go out dancing in
Is that a lifestyle that 1I am longing
a tuxedo and all fancied up
for no 1I would rather wear my levis and golf shirt and just go
out and golf and those kind of activities rather than all formal and
dressed up
Q what does fake mean to you
B well the whole thing you put on your fancy shoes your suit
and look happy and all is well and its probably not

versace
not being familiar with the name versace boyd had at first thought it
was

the

an advertisement for a photo studio that took family portraits

versace ad fails on two levels for boyd
informative content and its

it has no copy and therefore no

black and white format means that

anything 1I like except for basic styles

the

cant

see

image used by the versace ad also

presents a lifestyle depiction that boyd describes as fake
message to say

1I

he interprets the

if 1I buy this 1I will come across as being very wealthy

while

boyd has a keen appreciation for the power of good clothes to create an
impression he is looking for a result that is more professionally substantive
than being mistaken for being wealthy

comments made during his life themes

interview reveal his attitude
A
lot of times
B
you
you
look
act
think
successful
successful
if
BI
what you wear determines on how you feel if the boss has a tie on
today watch out because dress evokes a lot of different emotions in
people but 1I think people should be judged not on that but on
their capability in the workplace dont judge me because im a
woman but judge me on what 1I do but thats not how they
advertise it in magazines
being desirable has a huge effect but
personality plays into that a lot too but how you dress can also
affect your personality as well it can affect your chances for
advancement you get noticed you look more professional put
that together with a good personality and good social skills then
you have a very winning combination
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in his pragmatic

utilitarian approach to selecting good clothes his

primary
pri mary life theme emerges by showing that boyd primarily regards them as a
I1

professional tool
too that can enhance performance and self confidence

he

is not

choosing them to appear wealthy or make a statement about social status

indeed the versace ad was puzzling to him
B just looking at the ad it was difficult to know what they were
advertising
its definitely supposed to appeal to a higher lifestyle
1I look at ads very quickly some people get in them but if 1I don
dontt
understand it or the picture doesnt appeal to me 1I will just ignore
center fold 1I might look
it because of the size of this ad too its a centerfold
at it and then id move on
9.9

without any real information about the clothes and photography that
does not allow him to see their look clearly under normal circumstances boyd
would move on

within the context of the interview boyd was asked to remain

with the ad to reveal what he might glean from its various elements

concludes that he thinks the intent of the ad is

he

some kind of shock

feature because they try to make this look like a family album they have all
styles
hairstyles
these mixtures of different kinds of people and race and hair

he

laments that a lot of advertising adopts this tactic at the expense of the

product
it doesnt work for me at all

id

look at it and say what are they
advertising here
they wanted to say hey its okay for you know
white girls to have black babies men to wear earrings or hey our
clothes look nice thats what 1I think a lot of advertisers do what
advertisings gone to now they dont advertise their product any
more but more off the wall the better the ad is supposed to be
now
theyve gotten away from advertising a product just about
everybody well not everybody but a lot them have gone after a
maybe they think that will draw the
shock feature or something
attention and people will say oh im shocked
Q are you shocked
B
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B

no

it is not an advertising tactic that holds any appeal for boyd or indeed
makes any sense to him and in this instance the interpretive meaning he

derives from the

ads family group image

makes a social comment that

centeredness
edne s s
centeredne
challenges his own ideas about family center
B its like theyve run out of ideas to advertise their clothing so
theyve got the white girl holding the black baby the guy with two
earrings kind of a punk hairdo look and this guy with a new age

look
Q what would you change in this ad
would probably take out the girl holding the black baby
because of shock value or something else
well not that its shock value more socially unacceptable to me
you know even if she had her husband with her they kind of leave
it to say to interpret shes had a baby out of wedlock and its black
you
know that happens more and
her
and theres no father with
more and is more and more socially acceptable but in my life its
not acceptable not because 1I think im racist just that its easier
you think of this child growing up and what children have to go
through and it works to no ones advantage not that 1I dont mind
what other people do so much for myself 1I wouldnt feel bad if 1I
saw them in the mall together but 1I wouldnt want it in my family
1I wouldnt want to be associated with it

B
Q
B

1I
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TOYIT
A

1

influence

twopart
two part analysis
anai ysis
anal

of the influence

of religiosity

of religiosity on boyds life themes

boyds life revolves around what he calls his stronger values of family
and a faith or belief in something
his life

ill

just kind of decay

boyd believes that without strong morals in

his family and his faith keep boyd focused on

responsibility beyond simply indulging himself
B when people just live one day at a time 1I think it almost hurts
society they dont really have any responsibility to anybody
consistent with his life themes living one day at a time for boyd means
not adequately taking responsibility for behavioral consequences

for example

responsible financial values

and thats something that my wife and 1I decided not to do we
dont go into debt we dont own a credit card whatever you see

B

here we paid cash for it theres almost a certain satisfaction and
we still have money to go to the movies this weekend if we want to

boyd credits his financial values to his church background
has taught him to

stay out of debt live within your means

mean that he forgoes acquiring nice things
standards by resorting to a credit card

his church

this does not

instead of compromising his

the nicer things motivate you to work

harder so if 1I cant afford it now then 1I work a little harder those kind of
things

being able to live within your means is a criteria of success that boyd

identifies with
B basic success for
necessities of life
to live in a million
home still provides

me is just being abbed
abled to provide the basic

everybody would probably love the opportunity
dollar home but a one hundred thousand dollar
your needs for you
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O
0 s his religiosity in an accepting and
ilves
lives
in its application boyd liv

uncomplicated manner

he looks to his church for direction and appears

to

have
hae developed a religiosity and life themes that are mutually reciprocal

claiming that he is conservative by nature he accepts that simply following
directions is not what everyone can understand he finds that the standards
asked for by his church are principles of faith to live by and that

blessings for just following directions

there are

he does not experience any conflict

accepting teaching and direction from his church

in

nor any restriction in

expressing his lifestyle and claims that his church is a source of rejuvenation
in his life
1I dont feel
B 1I still think that the church gives us lots of latitude
its a real limiting kind of thing in our lives that theres all these
rules that you live by all the rules are good for us but 1I still think
theres lots of opportunity to be individual and do your own thing

the

emphasis on family life is a key component of

boyds religiosity

when he looks to some of his peers who may be materially better off boyd sees
not a material advantage but for him an unacceptable sacrifice

you have to

think that its because of the price they paid and theyre still paying on it too

the

price usually means

the kind of job that took them away

boyd

represents it as a trade off
B 1I think success comes because something has to give some place
and yeah 1I have a successful career but my home life is suffering
then thats what suffers but if my home life is great then my
financial life suffers a little bit
in choosing to prioritize his family life boyd seeks
be happy and successful

to just have my kids

whereas so many people are so unhappy and just in

all kinds of trouble and stuff

but

1I

dont think you

can just hope that

he

therefore doubtful of those who sacrifice spending time with their families
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is

making reference to his churchs directive that the preferred place for mothers
is at home with their children boyd qualifies what he believes is the intent of

the directive
B

they dont say women cant work but if you can be at home with

your children then do so its that same thing if the income that
your husband makes is enough for you to buy a comfortable house
and to provide then do that but if to buy a luxury house you have
to work too then your priorities are messed up but if it takes both
of you to live in just a comfortable house then 1I think thats okay
to provide basic essentials but if youre working to pay for the
boat and the cabin then thats what my personal interpretation of
what theyre meaning

it takes both boyd and his wife working part time to provide a
comfortable house and basic family essentials without incurring debt

choosing a lifestyle that is dependent upon credit card debt or a mother
working solely for non
essential lifestyle luxuries is behavior that boyd
nonessential
believes hurts society it is also in opposition to his idea of personal success
B I1 think success in your personal life is just having friends and
being happy with yourself and your life so that youre not always
looking at others and saying 1I wish 1I had
wanting more or wishing
that 1I guess we all know people that are always unhappy success
in your personal life is just being happy or satisfied with where you
are at

2 influence

depicting

of religiosity on boyds interpretation

ds
of four Aads

lifestyle values
values

advertising that promotes a lifestyle of social sophistication is of little
substantive interest to boyd
on your fancy shoes

not

he describes it as kind of a fake thing

you put

your suit and look happy and all is well and its probably

family centered lifestyle
instead boyd has found happiness with a more familycentered
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just come home

consistent with his LDS religiosity and is comfortable to

his preferred

from work and be home eat dinner watch a little bit of TV

entertainment is to

wear my levis and golf shirt and just go out and golf and

those kind of activities rather than all formal and dressed up

consequently

when boyd comes across an ad for a luxury item he may pause because

theyre usually taken in glamorous places
it

As for example

the difference between

and to
a

see

whats different about

rolex watch versus one you pay

however he would never buy a rolex because it would be fake

25 for

behavior
its really more upper class at least for me if 1I bought one it
would be for pride not that it keeps better time or anything but its
pride to show by wearing this people see me with it on whats their

B

opinion

this

is behavior that for boyd lacks integrity by succumbing to the

motivation of pride and is something that for boyd is fake

all four

ads that

boyd considered he felt did not relate to him either his values or his lifestyle

while discussing the versace ad boyd observed that they always try to make

the objection that boyd
this approach corresponds with his reasons for not buying a rolex

if 1I buy this 1I will come across as being very wealthy
has with

watch
B

basically its pride to distinguish yourself from others and the

way its makes you feel

thats why you buy it

boyd also fails to identify with the male depicted in the bally shoe ad for
similar reasons
1I would say more
a
and
from
having
out
blast
that
there
hes
upper class as well and thats what theyre advertising theyre not
reaching out to me 1I dont think im their target market with this
ad at all

B
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finding the product in this instance to be ugly boyd is suspicious of

anyones
anyone9s motive to buy it or wear it finally concluding that

a lot of people

wear these things just because its the name value

the
and

couple in the pure wool ad are considered to be

nor does boyd identify with the tone of

definitely aI middle upper class
1

the GMC jimmy ad

kind of yuppie

boyd interprets the female model as being part of that

though his religiosity leads him to avoid

upper end yuppie kind of lifestyle

public displays of pride in his own life he recognizes the pragmatic
imperatives faced by the advertisers that

if you dont have a market that

youre
you9re going after there are real definite breaks and most of them are
economic

boyd observes a lifestyle vulnerability associated with pride that

people that have more money generally want people to know that they have
more money

99

LDS church members are regularly admonished by their leaders to

beware of pride that it jeopardizes a true LDS lifestyle

boyds response

to the

religiosity survey questionnaire reveals a strong alignment with orthodox

christian and LDS beliefs and his religious behavior shows a particularly strong
indication that boyd lives his religion and is mindful of the poor

A pretension

to class is inconsistent both with his religiosity and his life themes

the lack of

family values and public morality also emerged in discussing

the GMC jimmy and the versace ads

advertisers of the jimmy ad is

the lifestyle portrayed

by the

a lifestyle that a lot of people like to have

those that dont have would like to have but its kind of a selfish lifestyle

looks forty so she chose not to have a

the female model he interprets her as

family more selfish

of

it is a lifestyle that is inconsistent with his secondary life

theme it is foreign to the pattern prescribed by his religiosity it is also bad for
society and therefore unsustainable

A similar syllogism is suggested in the
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versace ad

boyd has stated that he particularly identifies with

morality values

but observes that

family values

our societys morality or morals are

definitely you know gone and maybe thats the root of a lot of problems

he

sees this in the construction of the family group portrayed by the versace

advertisers

boyd identifies a shock value tactic in the use of all these

mixtures of different kinds of people and race hairstyles
hair styles

and in particular

the white girl holding the black baby the guy with two earrings kind of a

punk hairdo look and this guy with a new age look

the

message that he

reads from this is that they wanted to say hey its okay for you know white
jiris
eirls
to have black babies men to wear earrings
girls
giris
jirls
9

the

shock value is not the

basis of boyds objection to the ad
B well not that its shock value more socially unacceptable to me
you know even if she had her husband with her they kind of leave
it to say to interpret shes had a baby out of wedlock and its black
you know that happens more and
and theres no father with you
more and is more and more socially acceptable but in my life its
not socially acceptable not because 1I think im racist just that its
easier you think of this child growing up and what children have
to go through 1I wouldnt feel bad if 1I saw them in the mall
together but 1I wouldnt want it in my family 1I wouldnt want to be
associated with it

again from boyds own religious point of view and one that is culturally
racial challenges
defined in caucasian utah it is a selfish act to inflict inter
interracial

upon a child

it is a lifestyle that is inconsistent with his secondary life theme

namely sustainable behavior it is foreign to the pattern of morality prescribed
by the standards and practices of his church and the sum of all of these is out

of step with morality as understood by his religiosity and therefore is bad for

society
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CLWE

an explication of clivers
cilvers primary and secondary life themes
clives
of all the participants in the study clive
dive is the most senior at 56 years
he

old

is married with four children

three in college and a fourth in senior

high clive is a physician and has his own specialized medical surgery

his wife

works full time in the surgery as the office manager and together their incomes
exceed

50000

both our meetings took place in clives
dives office in the surgery

before the days appointments began when others have occasion to describe
him as sarcastic clive views himself as realistic
ng life as merely a dress rehearsal
seeing
seei
seel
I1

for clive this means not

he referred

to a study of the lives and

outcomes of a number of harvard graduates begun in the 1930s and still
underway though some of its participants are now dying off

in spite of some

of the best minds and potential of their times not all succeed

for clive this

means that
you have to make the right decisions about career about
marriage about how you spend your time about how you spend
your money about how important money is and those things are
you cant go back twenty years later and say well 1I wish 1I had done
this differently there are things 1I wish 1I had done a little
shlP to my
differently but when 1I think about them in relationship
relation shi
relationshi
situation in my life and how 1I was raised and so forth theres not a
whole lot that 1I1I would change dramatically

C

using his wealth to acquire material possessions has been important to

clive insofar as it has allowed him and his family to

doesnt see himself

that

as having

do things and travel

he

material things just for material things sake

he uses his wealth in a responsible and restrained manner is indicated by

his rationale that he has
C
gotten to the point where you know if 1I were a really big
spender 1I mean 1I like airplanes 1I have an airplane 1I have a boat
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but 1I dont own a jet if 1I were a really big spender 1I would lust
after a gulf stream 5 at 25 million

conspicuous wealth in terms of possessions and snooty behavior is
distasteful to clive and in fact indicates a lack of substance both in terms of
real wealth and character
1I

these

flaunting wealth is a giveaway of one or both of

picture myself as being not snooty 1I dont dress terribly well 1I dress

to be comfortable

common to

these signifiers are important to clive

as they are

folks who really do have quite a bit materially but yet they

dont

flaunt it they dont show it off and they dont make an issue of it
C and those folks 1I enjoy they are usually folks of a fair amount
of substance who have thought about issues and can discuss things
with in a serious way and they wont get bent out of shape
As opposed to
a certain segment who are really not very well off less well off
than 1I am actually who have this veneer and they need to try to
impress you with what they own and where theyve been and so
forth and you can recognize those folks and 1I dislike them
immensely are very superficial and if you try to discuss things of

C

substance why they either dont know about it or have no opinions
theyre just not the kind of folks 1I enjoy being around

clive feels that he has enough now to live life comfortably that he feels
less and less need to acquire very much more

the

driving need to prove

himself through material acquisition underwent a transformation several years
earlier

the

impetus for much of

clives
dives professional

and material

achievement the wealth he has worked hard to accumulate
relationship he had with his father while growing up

primarily to show my

dad that 1I was not a son of a bitch a useless son of a bitch

father saying to him that

stems from the

he recounts his

if 1I didnt like the way he did things or the things 1I
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was required to do there was the door 1I could leave

only in the last few

years has clive discovered a possible reason for what he describes as a very
very poor relationship with his father
C my motherinlaw
mother in law was doing some genealogy work and my
mother became very upset because 1I was born at probably seven
and a half months and id never stopped to fig
figure
ure it out you
know 1I didnt know so apparently my parents were she was
pregnant before they got married and this was back in 1939 and
that is something that is still in the church considered something
you obviously should not do
and back then it was much more
frowned on so once 1I found that out 1I tried to analyze my fathers
feelings about me in relation to how that may have influenced
them 1I pictured him as figuring that 1I was this little literally
bastard who had essentially ruined his life and he was not close to
me is not close to me
1

l

however in the last few years clive believes hes changed from being
9

driven simply

to succeed for that particular reason to show him that 1I was

not worthless has changed

to being

fairly hard driven get on with things

enjoy life as much as 1I can
C and at this point in time 1I now work two days a week in the
clinic and im attempting to write im attempting to do some other
things that 1I just want to do just because of wanting to do it 1I feel
secure enough now that whatever comes 1I can live and exist and
ve put money enough away to help my
keep food on the table 19
ive
lve
ecome
acome less liberal with them as well as
kids through college ive bbecome
providing for them
9

the equation of hard

work and material proofs has now given way to

hard work and his need to do something which is of benefit to the world
believes that

clive

as you take the long view you should try to make your life so

that when you do die the world is a better place because youve lived than it
was without you

clive views the activities involved in generating personal
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wealth in terms of his professions hippocratic oath
C
when 1I was in medical school there was a saying first do no
harm 1I think whatever you do you should not harm other
we were involved with an investment person about
individuals
ten years ago when we lost a huge amount of money and it put me
back about five years and spoiled my plans for when 1I could back
off and do other things that 1I wanted to do this individual was
fairly high in the church and 1I think what he did was amoral and
so 1I1I think that
did harm other people certainly it harmed me
one should not harm other individuals through the process of
making the world a better place or working hard

though less liberal with his children clives
dives attitude to his church
membership has become markedly liberal since the days when he
C
viewed the church as being the vehicle by which a person
would gain happiness in the world that if you didnt do the things
the church required that you could look forward to unhappiness
both here and in the hereafter

clive charts the beginning of his change of attitude from the time of his
mission during which he discovered

hundreds of very good human beings

who had no association with the church but whose values were similar in

scope

As a result clive has come to believe religion in general is what is

important rather than as a particular institution or belief system to be
followed for the purposes of an exclusive salvation
C
I think people need religion the human being as a creature
needs some sort of organization to help them through the
vicissitudes of life the ups and downs the uncertainties so forth
and thus 1I think the church is a good organization to do that 1I
dont think that one has to be a mormon to make it into heaven
whether or not thats the celestial kingdom or whatever
1

consequently though clive continues to be aligned with his church it is
more for secular concerns than for spiritual guidance because
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its important to

stay a part of the mormon church because without that you become rather cut

off from the community 1I feel comfortable in that and thats largely because
of the way 1I was brought up

59

however it is not an easy association for

someone suspicious
suspi
ruspi cious
clous of behaviors and motivations
I1

religious purposes

he takes issue with

church leaders to the membership
is

carried out purely for

a number of directives issued by

the greatest conflict clive

has with these

the need that 1I should obey the brethren just because they say

and points

for example to what he sees as the practice of having meetings just for

meetings sake
just because the brethren say we should have a meeting
sakejust
ejust
sak

not

only is this not enough reason by itself he thinks it is dangerous and uses for

illustration

peo P le doing heinous things for
the crusades and various other people

theres nothing scarier than the zealot
who thinks hes doing something because god told him to the program in his
church known as home teaching where male priesthood holders visit an
religious purposes

and concludes that

assigned number of people and families on a monthly basis is a case in point
for clive

if you want to be a
home teacher that should optional if you want to be home taught
that should be optional that each month it shouldnt have to be

C 1I think they ought to make it optional that

that you have to give these numbers up and you know and blah
blah blah its a big waste of time some people need it and
therefore it should be done it shouldnt be abandoned as a
program but it ought to be modified

to

prove his point he carried out his own local survey to justify his

antagonism to the dictates of the program
example of

religious dogmatism

for clive the program suggests an

that something must be done for no other

justification than that the brethren have asked for it to be done

an

given in a recent church general conference also serves to illustrate
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address

clives
dives

alienation from church directives
C there was one other talk that 1I heard that was a hellfire and
brimstone that if you dont do this and dont go through the
temple and dont do these ordinances blah blah blah why youll
end up regretting it etc etc and it irritates me and 1I shut it off

this talk
gordon

B

is compared by clive to another given by church president

hinckley in the same conference which he feels more comfortable

with
but president hinckley talks about recognizing the rights of others
to be different than us the pluralism that exists in society and 1I
think the church has sort of been forced into that because of
number one the growth here in utah and number two the growth
of the church throughout the world

this contrast
view superseding

is seen by

clive as evidence not only of

a fire and brimstone talk from the pulpit

church accommodates his own expression of pluralism

a more practical

but also that the

rather than seeing

himself at odds with the church clive thinks the church does change with the
times

he cites

as evidence an article from the magazine

dialogue

which

describes itself as a journal of mormon thought though is not sponsored or
acknowledged by the church

the article

messages of patriarchal blessings

describes changes of emphasis in the

a one time official church blessing available

to all male and female members of the church in good standing that

denominates lineage and personal guidance

from the time of joseph smiths

martyrdom when members were blessed to take part in redeeming the

prophets blood from the beginning of the century until about 1960 promises
of seeing the second coming of the lord and since 1965 the admonition to live
a good life

clive believes that as the millennium draws closer the church

doesnt want to look flaky

though clive feels estranged by calls to obedience
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to

as he sees it dogmatism

and temple ordinances he nevertheless feels able

to participate in its less denominational activities
C so 1I think the church is a pragmatic organization and changes its
doctrine as time goes on does that diminish its validity to me
no not really in fact it probably increases it 1I think as they go
cultural
along and as the church does become much more multi
multicultural
around the world that many of these other proscriptions will have
to be changed for it to really succeed
As far as looking to the church alone as an authority by which to

measure his life and beliefs clive explains that

as

ive

gotten older my

dependence upon a particular source of knowledge has been lessened thus
when it comes from church 1I look at it and say interesting but as far as really
influencing my life it doesnt to a large degree

many of

clives
dives family aspirations are defined

yet

in spite

of this assertion

in terms of his activity and his

familys activity in it within the community in which he lives
Q does the church play any role in the aspirations you may have
for your family
C well as 1I see families any family whether or not its a catholic
family and a jewish family or a mormon whatever any marriage
where there are different religions it makes it more difficult
and
so in that sense 1I hope that my children marry within the mormon
church because mormonism is much more than a religion its an
ethic getting away from mormonism is like trying to get away
from judaism its always there how you were raised your belief
system and so forth and so 1I think since it is a good organization 1I
think the positives in it much more outweigh the negatives in it 1I
p ate in it so my aspirations are that as a
partica
would like them to partici
participate
family we can stay in it how active they are its up to them how
many meetings they go to As far as the good part of it the family
values the honesty 1I would ask them to espouse those things but
as far as feeling that a person has really achieved if they turn out
to be a bishop or stake president that means absolutely zip to me
in fact 1I would be a little bit worried about it because it seems
when you get into those leadership positions its because youve
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been a yes man and been almost too much robot like

in summary clive has established a successful medical practice and has
enjoyed considerable material benefit

in much of his professional life clive

has been required to develop and justify

a professional autonomy that has

had to meet the responsibility of the hippocratic oath namely

do no harm

whereas he is comfortable in directing his patients and those that support his
professional life he is much less comfortable accepting some of the nonnegotiable absolutes that emit from his church namely directives from the

brethren and certain covenant obligations
are required is a source of suspicion to clive

indeed the idea that such things

these are signs of zealotry that

clive disowns in favor of pluralism and pragmatism that is in line with his own
thinking and experiences

rem
to enter LDS temples
pies
iem ples

although he holds a temple recommend

clearance

clive laughs as he comments that that is probably

because 1I have a very liberal bishop

yet he recognizes that people have

need for religion in general himself included

a

in spite of elements that are

incompatible with his own thinking he believes his church is probably better
than many others clive is content to participate for reasons of community and

family unity more than for spiritual edification or religious doctrine
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heme
primary life T
theme

in his desire to be realistic a tendency that he admits others call

sarcastic the implications in many of his observations of his environment and
those within it is to be discriminating

clive therefore displays a primary life

theme that could be expressed as a tension between being justified versus not

being justified

secondary

life theme

though no less concerned with being family centered versus not being
family centered in common with the other participants of the study yet the
emphasis for clive is that the family need participate in LDS church activities
only to a degree that satisfies a social and communal norm producing a
tension between being involved and not being involved in the LDS church
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6

an analysis

CWE

boy PS use of
of boyds

life themes

primary life theme
being justified versus not being justified

secondary

life theme

being involved versus not being involved

clive believes that advertising reflects the feelings of society at the time
but cites the calvin klein ads
and

for young people who look like heroin addicts

joe camel and the glamorous image of young people when they smoke

as a dangerous extremes

clive has seen the worst medical effects of drug

abuse and will not buy calvin klein products for himself or anybody else

because somebody who panders to that kind of image who promotes that its

something desirable thats reprehensible

our image is something that clive

thinks we have feelings about at every age but about which young people are

particularly vulnerable

this causes him to have some sympathy with

advertising controls
tend not to want the government to meddle in things but when
it comes to things like cigarettes and the dangers of alcohol 1I think
there probably ought to be some rules and regulations

C

1I

but by the time a person reaches fifty or sixty years of age clive believes
most of the extreme dangers of advertising diminish

advertisements now only interest him if

he states that

they have a significant visual effect

or if they provide information about comfortable travel destinations that he

would be interested to visit
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wool

at

first clive did not understand the intent of the ad because he failed to

read one segment of the copy that provided the sense for the remaining copy

the

led clive to conclude that

doesnt coincide
connection

dont

oh

it seems like their message and the picture

As he continued to look at the ad he then made the
1I

see what

theyre doing

As you look at this you see the rules

any longer apply so apparently this is the old code this is the new code

and theyre applying the new code

failing at first to make sense of the ad

caused clive some sensitivity he states a little later
C
maybe 1I was a little think in not connecting the old message
compared to the new down there

however clive seemed uncomfortable to let it go at that and was able to
implicate a deficiency in the ad as responsible for his earlier

misunderstanding
C well 1I guess

would try to make the association between this
and this a little more obvious old and new rules copy
if you look
at an ad and youre going through a magazine youll obviously look
at the picture 1I didnt initially make the association and so if
youre trying to say this is the old dress code and this is the new
dress code and you should wear wool because the new dress code
thi s has to be associated with that a little more
applies this
1I

prominently
from his lifestyle interview clive reveals that he sees himself as being
fairly judgmental at times and want things to be done my way want them to
be done now want to get on with life

in describing the models in the ads

yuppies clive identifies with the yuppie ethic
C they look like yuppies

photo as
Q
C

why
well they are both young they are both well dressed well
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groomed they have the time to lay out on the lawn and frolic and
not be in the office working so 1I assume that they have some
disposable income that they can spend the time doing this
Q how do you feel about yuppie values
C 1I was a yuppie at one time 1I dont particularly apologize for that
1I think yuppiedom
yuppie dom gets them some things done it spurs people on
to invent microsoft and so forth

working hard and having disposable income is a relationship at the core
of clives
dives understanding of a worthwhile life
primary life theme
hard work

it is one expression of his

clive believes that the values that most defines him is

its important that somebody get up each day and do something

he thinks material possessions are important
because it allows you to do things in life which if you didnt have those
material things you couldnt do clives
dives endorsement of the ads yuppie image
which is of benefit to the world

as getting things done is in stark contrast to the pattern of unfinished projects

he has seen in his fathers life
C
if you go over to my dads house he has at last count 29
vehicles around his house in various states of disrepair cars
trucks tractors generators etc etc it is trashy its junky every
piece of property he has ever had has turned out that way the
house has turned into that its a source of constant friction
between him and me and between my mother and him

bally
clive also applies the yuppie interpretation to the bally shoe ad but is
less convinced about the purity of the work ethic to the people he sees

represented

the

style of the shoe suggests to clive someone

who has found

that image often more than substance seems to play well and would want to
make a statement in his foot wear
C you will see it on maybe someone whos a stockbroker or the
really yuppie folks and 1I guess if you have a spectrum of
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yuppie
yuppiedom
dom 1I didnt object to yuppie
dom but this getting near the
yuppiedom
end of the spectrum that 1I would not feel comfortable with

the reason for clives
dives discomfort

is that at this end of the spectrum the

value of hard work is compromised by an image of stylish behavior that he

finds unconvincing and suspect
C again if 1I were and 1I use the term sarcastically back from a
mission 1I find that a lot of missionaries once they have been out
and theyve experienced the fairly superficial exposure to life that
As
they have on a mission come back and do those sort of things
opposed to someone who has spent two years in the peace corps 1I
peace
corps volunteer shoe
a
think
thats
dont

the attempt

to appear to be something when the reality does not support

the image runs counter to

clives
olves primary
dives

life theme their image of substance

and achievement is not justified by the reality of what they have and who they
are

comments from clives life themes interview clarify the conflict his

interpretation of the ad induces with his primary life theme
C As ive gotten so that 1I rub shoulders with people who are more
and more well off 1I find that theres a certain segment who are
really not very well off less well off than 1I am actually who have
this veneer and they need to try to impress you with what they
own and where theyve been and so forth and you can recognize
those folks and 1I dislike them immensely so 1I picture myself from
being fairly different from most of the people in the

advertisements

versace

the versace

ad presents an image of success and wealth that immediately

conflicts with the way in which clive
dive perceives himself

clive
dive is suspicious of

display and behavior and attitude that substitutes substance for image

he

finds the image of the family group unwholesome and considers them to be
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people whove had a lot of problems and theyve had a lot of problems

because they figure that style is much more important than substance

in the

same way that clive has stated that he would not buy calvin klein because it

promotes lifestyle images that are repellent to him clive also draws the same

conclusions about versace
C so if its for fashion and this is a line of clothing 1I would not buy
versace because 1I wouldnt want to be associated with these

people

the family
class

snooty

group reminds him of the kennedys and of being

and

uppity

the kind of thing 1I try to spend my life not

doing is getting into this in your face snooty kind of role

clive says
decadence

high

turns him off and is

unreal

the

it is an image that

group has associations with

and superficial people whom he tries to avoid including in his

life
in his life themes interview clive discusses how he recognized that if he
had aimed to become

a really big spender

and

lust after a gulf stream

5

at

25 million it would have exacted a cost to his ethics and his family
1I would have to
I think to achieve that 1I would have to become
C
1

compromise some of my ethical values and spend less time with
my family

clive thinks that something more is required to be successful and that
material gains are not the only measure of a successful life

being able to point

to an achievement that leaves some improvement is moving towards the

substance that clive seeks as an expression of his own personal success
C its important that somebody get up each day and do something
which is of benefit to the world 1I think that as you take the long
view you should try to make your life so that when you do die the
world is a better place because youve lived than it was without
you and that could be a very simple thing from having raised
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good plants each year and given them to folks to creating a multinational organization that employs thousands or hundreds of
thousands of people 1I mean a big spectrum but 1I think that you
should try to make the world a better place when you finally leave
it than it was before you came

being able to reconcile how wealth is achieved is very important to clive
and the versace ad prompts negative associations and experiences for him

his

interpretation of their kind of material success also threatens a guiding
principle of his profession that clive also applies to his business dealings

the

hippocratic oath to do no harm
C they appeal to more of the negative aspects of getting ahead 1I
think than the two previous ads
Q which are
C the lack of ethic the get ahead no matter what that being thin
and your hair spiked and earrings and
ive had problems with
folks who look like that

clive elaborates his interpretation further by projecting the story of the

advertisement
once they get through here theyre going to jump into their
ferraris and porches and go back to screwing the people of the
world and generally messing up the rest of our lives

C

clive describes an experience from his life themes interview that goes
some way to explain his aversion to his interpretation of the versace image of
success
C

we were involved with an investment person about ten years ago

when we lost a huge amount of money and it put me back about
five years and spoiled my plans for when 1I could back off and do
other things that 1I wanted to do this individual was fairly high in
the church and 1I think what he did was amoral and did harm other
people certainly it harmed me so 1I think that one should not
harm other individuals through the process of making the world a
better place or working hard
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GMC

jimmy
clive describes the jimmy ad a more of a homey a western kind of

thing the saddles there

which together with the fact that the product is a

vehicle and not a shoe he feels more able to relate to

the to do list

something he identifies doing in his own life and finds the ad

is

better than the

others its not as artsy as the others because its color and plain spoken

finds the female model more acceptable because

he

she looks like she would

appeal more to the homey values that 1I would identify with

clive explains

the opposite of the versace ad which he elaborates as
C homey values are things that youre trying to nurture family and
home and get these things done as opposed to stand around and
look like youre in withdrawal

homey values

as

clive referred again to this ad in his lifestyles interview and explained
further why this ad in particular appealed to him
C and the lady with the car she was fairly wholesome and was not
provocatively dressed she had her list of things to do which goes
along with my idea that you get up and work and make the world a
better place

the

ad speaks to

clives
olves
dives

primary life theme in that it presents an image

that justifies a purpose and intent beyond superficiality

the

ethic of work

and activity to purposes beyond self are meanings that clive interprets from
the

homey values

he sees in the

ads composition
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clive
CLTVE

A

1

twopart
two part analysis

of the influence

of religiosity

clivers
cilvers life themes
of religiosity on clives
the construction and expression of clives
dives religiosity

influence

different from that of the other participants

he

is markedly

is at odds in many areas with

his commitment to his institutional religiosity as well as his belief in a

particular orthodoxy
much more limited

in this case his membership in the LDS church which is

that

he is more sympathetic with general principles of

christianity and less partisan in his religious allegiance is a process that began
with his proselyting mission as a young man for the LDS church
C my change of heart actually changed while 1I was on my mission
it was my first time really outside of utah and 1I saw hundreds of
very good human beings who had no association with the church
but whose values were similar in scope and so 1I think religion in
general 1I think people need religion the human being as a
creature needs some sort of organization to help them through the
vicissitudes of life the ups and downs the uncertainties so forth
and thus 1I think the church is a good organization to do that 1I
dont think that one has to be a mormon to make it into heaven
whether or not thats the celestial kingdom or whatever

this justification of his departure from a strictly particular religiosity is
evidenced clearly in clives
dives survey questionnaire responses though believing
in god he denies the existence of satan

whereas he is only unsure that the

bible is the word of god he disagrees that the book of mormon the keystone
of the LDS church is the word of god

surprisingly perhaps he does believe

the founding prophet of the LDS church did see god and he also believes the

president of the LDS church today is a prophet of god

clives
dives religious

behavior shows a commitment to live a christian life but he disagrees that he
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loves god with all his heart or indeed that he is willing to do whatever the

lord

wants him to do

perhaps one explanation for this seemingly

contradictory and incompatible religiosity is that what the survey identifies as

christian behavior is for clive humanist principles of living that are less
concerned with attributing divine authorship

though clive believes that

people need religion he qualifies this by remarking that

the human being as a

creature needs some sort of organization to help them through the vicissitudes

of life the ups and down the uncertainties and so forth

clives
dives attitude

seems to be that the LDS church can provide the necessary organizational help

with or without the religious doctrine

with this much more liberal approach to the expression of his religiosity

clive remarks that his
been lessened

this

dependence upon a particular source of knowledge has
is because he believes that once one starts to align

oneself too closely to a particular religion it can easily become
thing

leading to

a very negative

people doing heinous things for religious purposes

clive

gives an example of particularistic religiosity from an LDS conference talk that
he believes supports this tendency
C there was one other talk that 1I heard that was a hellfire and
brimstone that if you dont do this and dont go through the
temple and dont do these ordinances blah blah blah why youll
end up regretting it etc etc and it irritates me and 1I shut it off

however when clive contrasts this talk with one given by the church
president that in this instance happens to be in keeping with his own views it
may be possible to understand why clive believes this man to be a prophet
C but president hinckley talks about recognizing the rights of
others to be different than us the pluralism that exists in society

this begins to approach

a reason that is perhaps the key to
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understanding

clives
dives religiosity

and goes some way to understanding the

clives
dives

driving force of religiosity behind

life themes

when asked by the

researcher whether there are any church values that present him with
conflicts in lifestyle he reveals

the need that 1I should obey the brethren just

because they say is probably the greatest conflict
would say of him that he

clive
dive believes people

can be fairly judgmental at times and want things to

be done my way want them to be done now want to get on with life

his

reluctance to submit his religious life to the direction of others may have had
its root from an experience that he relates from his childhood and that has

become a potent memory
C when 1I was about eight why 1I remember my dad telling me that
if 1I didnt like the way he did things or was required to do there
was the door 1I could leave

it may not be surprising that religious prescriptions that appear to clive
dive
as paternalistic and uncompromising meet with a suspicious and hostile

challenging religious authority in particular directives that ask for

reception

compliance has become a tenet of

clives
dives

own religiosity

compliance is only

granted when the directive meets criteria already determined by clive
dive
example his response to his

for

rated
churchs directive about not watching R
rrated

movies
Schind
think the one about R
rated movies is silly schindlery
schindlers
lers list was
rrated
an R
Schind
rated movie and 1I think the message of schindlery
schindlers
lers list should
rrated
be passed on to each generation 1I think there are many R
rated
rrated
movies which are excellent movies with tremendous messages and
1I think to make a blanket statement and have people you know
robot like follow that is silly

C

1I

the allusion
the relationship of

to behavior that is

robot like

is something that implicates

clives
dives religiosity and his family centered life theme that
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revolves around being involved in church versus not being involved in

church

he

is happy to be involved himself on his own terms as illustrated

and is also happy for his family to be involved based on the pragmatic

justification that

its important to stay a part of the mormon church because

without that you become rather cut off from the community
extends to the marriages he hopes for his children because
where there are different religions it makes it more difficult

continues with the rationale that

this pragmatism
any marriage

his justification

mormonism is much more than a religion

and clive sums it up with a slightly fatalistic conclusion
C getting away from mormonism is like trying to get away from
judaism its always there how you were raised your belief system
and so forth
and it takes literally generations to change that
because you have your children and theyre baptized and then
theyre married in the church and then their children are blessed
in the church and then theyre married in the church and their
grandchildren and it goes on and on and on and on

its an ethic

the compensation for clive
more outweigh the negatives in it

is that he thinks

the positives in it much

however he is cautionary

though he

would like his children to continue to participate in the church and even
aspires that his family will remain in the church he is cautious about the level

of their activity in the church
C how active they are its up to the how many meetings they go to
As far as the good part of it the family values the honesty 1I would
ask them to espouse those things but as far as feeing that a person
has really achieved if they turn out to be a bishop or stake
president that means absolutely zip to me in fact 1I would be a
little bit worried about it because it seems when you get into those
leadership positions its because youve been a yes man and been
almost too much robot like
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2

influence

of religiosity

on clivers
cilvers
clives

interpretation

ds
of four A
ads

depicting lifestyle values
alignment with a particular manifesto of religiosity or dependence upon
one source of information are behaviors that give clive cause to be suspicious

these behaviors are contrary to clives own more liberal thinking religiosity
and his endorsement of pluralism and the rights of others

pluralism is not

what he sees in most of these ads and is critical of the narrow social appeal

clive remarks

1I

dont like snooty

ads

in the bally ad for example he finds a

negative example from his LDS background

the

shoe reminds him of

some

young missionary type who has been exmissionary
ex
missionary type who has found that
image often more than substance seems to play well and would want to make
a statement in his foot wear

his criticism focuses further on the narrow

mindset
mindret that stands in contrast to his own more inclusive religiosity
C 1I find that a lot of missionaries once they have been out and
theyve experienced the fairly superficial exposure to life that they
have on a mission come back and do those sort of things As
opposed to someone who has spent two years in the peace corps 1I
peace
corps volunteer shoe
a
think
thats
dont

clive sees the same superficiality continued in the versace ad with
people whove had a lot of problems and theyve had a lot of problems

the

because they figure that style is much more important than substance

versace visual reminds him of the kennedys and associations with being
46

46snooty uppity troubled
snooty

superficial not the kind of things that 1I want to

like
with clives
robotlike
dives aversion to religious zealotry robot
conformity he sees the social image portrayed by the versace ad as too

associate with

stratified

and that

once youre born or adopted or however you get into this

sort of group that youre stuck there and you
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cant get out of it and

1I

think

thats

a little too rigid

this observation

is remarkably similar to his

comments about getting away from mormonism and the associations it has
with paternalistic and non
noncompromising
compromising religious authority

whereas clive

thinks the positives of mormonism outweigh the negatives he has a marked
aversion to class alignment commenting that

its the kind of thing 1I try to

spend my life not doing is getting into this in your face snooty kind of role

in contrast are the values that he sees in the GMC jimmy ad which he describes
as

homey

which involve

trying to nurture family and home and get these

things done as opposed to stand around and look like youre in withdrawal

versace ad

getting things done is a work ethic that is central to LDS

religiosity and is a characteristic of being a yuppie that clive identifies with

in

the ad for pure wool for example
1I dont
1I was a yuppie at one time
C they look like yuppies
yuppie dom gets them some
particularly apologize for that 1I think yuppiedom
things done it spurs people on to invent microsoft and so forth

clive also identifies yuppie values in the bally shoe ad but here the
manifestation is

getting near the end of the spectrum that 1I would not feel

comfortable with

the difference

is that the fruits of yuppie hard work have

begun to take upon an expression of lifestyle that is superficial and which
like in its
robotlike
starts to become what clives
dives religiosity would describe as robot
conformity just as clive sees strict religious conformity as leading to people
doing heinous things for religion
dangerous behavior

clive sees in the versace ad an appeal to more of the

negative aspects of getting ahead
ads

he also sees submitting to class appeals as

than he did in the pure wool and bally shoe

in spite of his efforts to avoid people who subscribe to class prescriptions

he does come into contact with wealthy people

clive comments that he has

noticed a veneer that afflicts some who pretend to being more than they have
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a right to

clive finds he can easily recognize these people

and 1I dislike them

immensely and 1I find the folks who really do have quite a bit materially but
yet they
it

dont flaunt it they dont show it off and they dont make

an issue of

preoccupations with class suggest to clive a superficial and robot like

conformity that is the antithesis of his selfstyled
self styled religiosity

clive has an untroubled acceptance of advertising appeals that might
otherwise be expected to create dissonance amongst other members of an LDS
ad for pure wool prompts this observation
C 1I assume one of the things that since youre thinking of an LDS
market why these people are amorous and maybe they are on the
verge of having sex and so forth 1I dont know that thats
something that particularly crosses my mind and it doesnt bother
me that they are in that pose

audience

for example the

clive returns to his liberal impartiality again within the same ad
C
again shes in modern day dress is fairly scantily clad the
neckline is low you can make out the outline of her breasts there
so it assumes that her morals are not puritanical
doesnt particularly bother me

clives
dives liberal religiosity

but again that

makes a final appearance in his comments about

the inter
racial component of the versace ad and the speculation from the ad
interracial

that perhaps the black baby was born out of wedlock
1
s
I dont know that doesnt
C he looks
than
oriental
black
rather
look
bother me particularly if people want to do that as long as theyre
1I don
dontt see the black father so 1I assume that she had him out of
wedlock and was trying to do the right thing by raising him and
that again is a sort of politically correct thing now it doesnt
bother me one way or the other
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table

synopsis of primary and secondary
six active LDS participants

1

r

amary
P
imary
primary

i fe
life
L

andrea
being aspirational
Aspi rational

Aspi rational
v not being aspirational

belinda
being fulfilled v

not being

claire
being comfortable v
alan
being just v

secondary

theme

life
being

themes

theme
family

shared
centered versus not
being family centered

being

fulfilled

realistic

v not being

being inclusive of others
inclusive of others

realistic

vnot
enot

being

being included v not being included

not being comfortable

not being just

being valued based v not being value based

boyd

being prudent v not being prudent

clive
being justified v

e
life
lis
lif

being sustainable v not being sustainable

not being justified

being involved in church v
involved in church

not being

active versus less active are commonly applied LDS terms to indicate the degree to
which an LDS church member participates in church religious life
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table

2

influence of religiosity on life themes

rated movies
participant response to LDS church directive on R
rrated

mass

media

rules based

indv
inda

interp
intern

life theme

religiosity

being Fu
fulfilled
filled
fufilled

we teach them

participant
belinda

R
rated movies
rrated

1I

like to be the

correct

principles

and let them

govern

alan

R
rated
rrated

movies

no

1I

being just

draw the line

themselves

churche
churchs

standards
havent changed

compared to

everyone

elses

boyd

R
rated
rrated

movies

being prudent

there are blessings
for just following

directions

its a matter of
faith to live these
principals all the
rules are good for
us
us

clive
R
rated
rrated

movies

think the
directive about
R
rated movies
rrated
is silly
1I
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being justified

think to make
a blanket statement
and have people
you know
robot like follow
that is silly
1I
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CHAPTER FOUR
fohr

discussion

AND

the following discussion seeks

conclusions

to compare and contrast similarities and

differences from the findings of the study with a view to answering some of
the underlying questions and assumptions of the research project

without exception each of the six LDS participants found values from
the study advertisements in conflict with personal values derived from their

religious associations

however trying to find a consensus on a particular

value from any one of the four ads is much less obvious

for example five of

the participants found an advertising appeal to sexual desire implied from the
image used in the ad for pure wool

except alan

the ad was not selling sex but that it was in

alan not only affirmed that
fact selling life itself yet the

concerns expressed about the conflicts that each person identified in relation
to this appeal varied considerably

narrative

andrea thought it acceptable to talk ie in

about being desirable but not to show it because of young viewers

belinda disliked the public display of affection because she is sensitive to her
teenage daughters growing awareness of intimate behavior
found the sexual appeal unacceptable to her

claire simply

boyd was led to comment on the

tactic of advertisers to throw in sex because its the accent of the day

and

clive believed that the couple are on the verge of sex but that it doesnt bother
him
similarly identifying agreement to the nature of conflict within a single
ad but this time with values specifically derived from religious associations

not a simple consensus

for example from the bally shoe ad andrea makes

reference to immodest clothes
family values

is

belinda that it has little reference to mormon

claire on trying to establish the legitimacy of the womans
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relationship to her dance partner boyd that succumbing to name value is
indicative of pride clive that they look like they have had a few drinks LDS

alan again the exception is simply stymied to know what type

are teetotal

of person would wear that shoe

thus far it is possible to demonstrate that there

is conflict with lifestyle

values and that conflict with advertising values can be associated with values
that are religiously derived

more importantly what begins to emerge is an

indication of the complexity and variety of interpretation about the nature of
values conflict

whereas the research project has thus far privileged the individual
participant in developing a picture of the emergence and construction of
meaning it is now helpful to illustrate the diversity of conflict with values

derived from religious associations in context with each of the four

advertisements
conflict with values derived from religious

associations

pure wool

the

ad challenged values of immodesty in dress inappropriate

and sexuality

behavior

andrea and belinda both challenged the honesty of the ad

andrea remarking that the ad implied that if your wear this youre gonna
have this

and claire the impression

romantic lifestyle

belinda objected that

corporally
cor orally comment that
cororally

pointed out that

that wools going to take care of your
its not really a family thing

its almost a selfish thing indulge yourself

and a

boyd

if you look close she doesnt have a ring on and clive that

because she was scantily clad and we could see the outline of her breasts that
her

morals are not puritantical

by the image than the women

both boyd and clive were much less troubled
boyd observed that the picture doesnt reveal

any more than what you see in everyday life
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and clive that

thats the kind of

life we are led to desire

h0e
bally Sshoe

andrea found conflict with the immodest clothes worn by the women
belinda that you buy it only to conspicuous about your wealth that the picture
does not

represent the type of people who live around herey
here9
herec
here that the picture

is inconsistent with

the mormon values on family

decent people because

but they are probably

the

were not seeing drinks or anything

ad reminded

claire of a business party at which you are required to make an appearance
and the dishonest tactic of

trying to be somebody that theyre probably not

boyd believes that a lot of people wear these things just because its name
value

and for boyd this is associated with the negative value of pride

believed the shoe would be worn by the
more than substance seems to play well

theyve just had

a few drinks and

clive

type who has found that image often
these two people look like

and that

theyre loosened up and its less appealing

GMC jimmy

belinda sees the ad as

promoting more material things and

individualism rather than family

and observes that

with the value system

that 1I have which is very family oriented this seems more selfish

claires

6too
too neat and tidy
conflict arises over her observation that the female model is atoo
to be a mother of four or five children

than she is

as a result

and that claire has

alan questions the motive of the ads appeal tactic

that positions the vehicle as a success symbol
and saying

ive

arrived

which alan believes is
people

to be more flexible

this is a payoff for hard work

and is associated with

flaunting wealth

boyd sees the ad appealing to

conspicuous consumption

causes resentment
a higher end market

associated lifestyle depicted by the model as being
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and

ostra cizes
ostracizes
ostracizer

and the

upper end yuppie kind of

which he generally believes to be a kind of a selfish

lifestyle with no kids
lifestyle

and in the case of the model

family so more selfish
with

she looks 40 and chose not to have a

clive in contrast sees the ad

that nurture family and home

homey values

more homey

as being

and

getting things done

versace couture

the versace

ad of all the ads probably could be said to cause the most

excepting andrea for

dissonance and difficulty amongst the participants

whom the clothes the location and lifestyle simply led her to regret the

shortcomings in her own materially challenged lifestyle

aloof9
aloof they also

to doubt their happiness and felt as well as looking

vapid like theres nothing there
these people

belinda found reason

she attributes this to the impression that

dont look like theyve had to work hard and

understand its value because you
to work for them

seem

as a result cannot

appreciate things more when you have had

belinda thinks she

wouldnt want to end up like this

claire also found reason to wonder if they were happy with each other and
thought they

may not be able to express true feelings with each other

in contrast to her own family value where

and whereas

is that there is

mine is and we do display that

cant be fixed with

no mistake that

claire commented on the sleeveless dress

because of my environment

as not being appropriate

racial family
interracial
and questioned the reality of inter

members in a wealthy family commenting that she was raised in

caucasian environment
because

alan rejected the family as

it represents old money and old money

existence is determined by expectations of society
values theyve developed due to
as having to

is

this family seems theyre expected to live without mistakes

claires own value
children

this

lifes experience

maintain an appearance
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and

a totally

an image of succes

isnt

success

and their

rather than by virtue and

alan sees the versace family

live by pretense

the

ad

represents the aspiration of new money people who want to be part of this
lifestyle but alan wonders

why people would want to be like that 1I dont

boyd dislikes what he believes is the shock value tactic of saying hey its okay
for you know white girls to have black babies
baby is

having a baby out of wedlock is

socially unacceptable to me

something boyd says he
be associated with it

when a white girl having a black

wouldnt want it in my family and wouldnt want to

this the earrings

in some of the men and the hairstyles
hair styles

boyd interprets as either indicating prideful behavior a deliberate ploy to
shock or simple family or social rebellion that

distinguish yourself from others

basically its pride to

clive doesnt believe they look like a real

family and dislikes the similarity with the kennedy family
decadence with these people
what

and

clive associates

the lack of ethic the get ahead no matter

the unhealthy values he identifies suggest

to him that they

look like

people who have a lot of problems because they figure style is much more

important than substance

these excerpts from participant comments on the four advertisements
suggest initial attempts by the participants to correlate the ad with both their
lifestyle and values by looking to the ads

elements of narrative image and

positioning techniques as much as to the featured product itself

the

the product seem often subsumed to considerations of these elements

merits of
and

product merits can be significantly diluted if set in a conflicting environment

whilst the elements of the ads their positioning strategies and
aspi rational consumerism in
supporting images are predominantly in line with aspirational

the united states

aspi rational
the interpretations of the fittingness of these aspirational

values do not resonate with sufficient harmony with many values held to be

in fact there are many instances where there is
little real argument with the product for example pure wool meets andreas
important by the participants
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fibre belinda thinks of it in terms of winter
taste for elegance a natural fabre
warmth claire says she might well buy a wool sweater and wonders if it could
ilke that alan is reminded of a similar sweater he once
like
make her figure look
booklike
looklike
owned with fond memories boyd wants to see more of the sweater so he can

better judge its look and for clive the fact that the product is wool is lost
completely in other distracting elements that make up the ad

appreciated for quality of leather and manufacture

bally was

if not always for taste in

style jimmy as a useful utility vehicle with safety and LDS lifestyle merits

versace clothes were more appreciated by the women while the men found the

ads artistic representation

less than helpful in allowing a fuller evaluation

clearly there are personal and religious considerations that influence the
negotiation of meaning but rather than a uniformity of interpretation
meaning seems influenced by strategies of interpretation that relate more to

individual sensitivities to religiously grounded values than by direct appeal

manifest examples of direct appeals to church teachings do appear but the
more usual pattern suggests this to be an unnecessary expression in lives that
have been grounded in LDS doctrines and values
and education of the participants

the level of sophistication

coupled with a natural lifelong integration

of LDS lifestyles and values renders expectations of overt religious appeals to
navieve
naieve
be somewhat kaleve
naleve

this

may be evidenced in the case of andrea whose

comments more often invoke references to church teachings and who has had
a less grounded commitment to an LDS lifestyle

though andrea has

recommitted her life to standards and values consistent with LDS church
expectations and teachings their expression in her life do not share the same
longevity or depth of understanding

even clive in his liberal standoff

acknowledges the potency of his lifelong association with LDS social

conformity
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the influence of religiosity
primary life themes

on

life themes

perhaps a useful approach in attempting to begin to gauge the influence
of religiosity on life themes is to recall an emerging trend identified by stout
1996

fare

in the nature of LDS church authority guidelines in response to media

stout has observed that LDS church talks and publishing show an

increasing rules based

didactic approach towards media

rather than

encourage
encouraging
encouragi ng individual interpretation and analysis
I1

it has already been demonstrated by cornwall et al
religiosity is multi
dimensional in nature
multidimensional

1986

however to simplify for purposes

of a general illustration of the influence of religiosity on

life themes

religiosity is here divided along the lines of the above dichotomy
A narrow analysis utilising
uti lising a single variable
utilizing

for example

a primary life theme for

fulfilled versus not being fulfilled

that

see

table

2

mass media serves this purpose

belinda has been suggested as being

her religiosity might be supposed to align

more naturally with an individual interpretation and analysis of media fare

rather than a rules based compliance

in response to her churchs directive to

avoid R
rated movies belinda comments
rrated
B
for me personally 1I like to be the one to choose the movie 1I
dont stick to their directive 1I dont follow their directive and so
if its something that sounds interesting to me and appeals to me
1I guess 1I feel 1
so
I want to be able
an
its
and
R
even
see
go
it
if
ill
to make that choice myself

belinda makes plain where she feels the responsibility for the exercise of her
religious behavior lies as well as her qualification in being competent to make
the decision for herself
B
I believe in christ 1I believe in god and 1I live a good life
1
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and

so sometimes the directives and the policies and the counsels are
peripheral 1I guess 1I think the church gets into so many different
little aspects of our lives that are not necessary and we teach that
we teach them correct principles and let them govern themselves
but the leaders dont allow us to do that and sometimes 1I resent
them because 1I think they really dont allow us to

examples from other participants also suggest that the expression of their
religiosity is influenced by their life theme
simplified
oversimplified
greatly overand

the following schemata though

uses a mass media offering as the mediating variable

stouts rules based versus individual interpretation dichotomy

as

segmenting variables to illustrate the influence of religiosity on life themes in

respect to a mass media offering

two participants andrea

and claire

are not

included as the issue of R
rated movies did not surface during their life world
rrated
interviews

consideration
consider tion of their life themes an examination of
however a considertion

their expressions of religiosity and a consideration of their religiosity survey
questionnaire lead this researcher to predict with some confidence that both

andrea and claire would align under the rules based variable
though the primary life theme religiosity schemata by no means
provides conclusive evidence that religiosity always has an influence on life
themes a correlation between them seems likely

secondary life themes

the influence of religiosity

on the participants

shared secondary life

seems in practice to be more of a reciprocal relationship between the life

theme and that part of religiosity that most nearly speaks to the life theme

though all participants share

a commitment to family centeredness that

represents a priority over other religious and existential concerns

family

centeredness is characterized by the participant in relation to the area of

existential concern that is unique to them
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for example andrea wants to give her daughter
the gospel and of the church and to see her grow

a strong testimony

of

yet the success of her

family objective is rooted in the realism that characterizes her family centered
secondary life theme and leads her to admit that she would
married and have my kids sealed to me

love to get

an LDS temple ordinance

and give

them a good life

belinda is looking for an expression of her personal religiosity that is less
st centered
partisan in its expression and more chri
christ

her family centeredness

is characterized by her desire for her family to be inclusive of others

and that

part of her religiosity that speaks to this theme emerges in a family project of
sharing some of their excess with others not simply through her churchs own

distribution structures

teaching her daughter to love everyone to the extent

that racial differences are not sufficient reasons to object to her daughter
marrying a non caucasian is also indicative

claire is deeply affected by the fact that while she was growing up her
LDS parents were not active or involved in church leading her to feel

her family centeredness revolves around

unaccepted in her LDS community

the growth of her childrens self esteems which requires them to feel included

her religiosity works to this objective as claire
continues active in church and up to date on whats going on and spending
in the world of their peers

a

games and other functions with her children
lot of time at ball
ballgames

alan has demonstrated his willingness to make career sacrifices
to fulfill his familycentered
family centered objectives

he accepts

in order

as a guideing
guid eing principle his

repeated maxim that no other success can compensate for failure
oftrepeated
churchs oft
in the home to ensure against this alan is seeking build his family
centeredness on being value based his religiosity defines the values he is
seeking for his family foundation as values that have eternal consequences
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that avoid worldly pretense

boyd finds spiritual rejuvenation from his church and in line with his
family centered secondary life theme doubts that the moral health of society
can be sustained without belief and commitment to values

boyds values find

their source in his religiosity his commitment to imbuing his family life with
values of religious belief social responsibility and financial prudence derived
from his church background

clive finds that the only real lasting LDS value that resonates for me is
the importance of family and the importance of maintaining a family

relationship

clives
dives

unorthodox religiosity finds many points of departure

from his LDS background and membership but on the question of family

centeredness his secondary life theme positively endorses a continual
involvement in the church

clives
dives thinks it

is a good organization with many

core values that are consistent and reinforce his own religiosity but especially
from a social and community perspective he is anxious that his children marry
within the church and remain and active part of it

both life themes and religiosity are existential matters to human
individuality and to say conclusively to what degree religiosity influences life
themes or conversely
scope of this study

whether life themes influence religiosity is beyond the

the

issue may not even be as simple as ei
eitheror
theror and the

researcher is left to ponder whether a far more complex relationship of
recipriocity might be nearer the mark

religiosity

as a defining

interpretive
A criteria proposed by jensen

characteristic
community

1995

of aann

to determine the existence of an

interpretive community comprises three investigative questions
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and goes

beyond a consideration of interpretive strategies linked only to texts

he

believes it necessary to also account for institutions and social practices in any
analysis to determine a case for an interpretive community

jensens

questions may be posed as
1

2
3

discourses and genres are there relevant strategies of interpretation

do institutions provide a context for interpretation
practices are there socially meaningful activities that provide a framework
institutions

for interpretation and routines of media use

advertising

interpretive

strategies

the findings of this research project suggest that

the study participants

have developed reasonably stable life themes that serve them in evaluating

both the meaning proximity and relevance of an advertising message to their
own life world

As much as this may be said to be an interpretive strategy it

seems likely that it is one that could be demonstrated as shared by the nation
as a whole

however to the degree that it has been possible to show the

influence of religiosity in the interpretation of advertising there are

identifiable segmenting characteristics that reveal conflict suggestive of a
religious community espousing christian values

for example the lifestyle

values interpreted from the ads elicited conflicts involving sex immodesty of

dress

inconsiderate behavior

selfishness

pride vanity etc

superficial relationships

materialism

proximity to christian lifestyle values becomes

an interpretive strategy in assessing the claims and appeals of advertising

depicting lifestyle values as a context for a particular product

though these are necessary conflicts suggestive of an LDS christian
community too they are not of themselves sufficient LDS identifiers

however

ize some of these conflicts within
though particular religiosity might contextualize
contextual
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an LDS doctrinal framework it is not a framework that is relevant for

advertising interpretive strategies used by LDS people

institutional
1

context

advertising

to

the participants of the study advertising offered itself as an

institution to think with in proposing lifestyle frameworks in which to
understand and evaluate four products

pure wool a shoe a motor vehicle

on the basis of its positioning strategies it was

and haute couture

andrea does not trust advertisements

unanimously rejected

belinda thinks it

is manipulative and that it should not be used for role models or to determine

claire sees advertising as part of societys value system that is

values

shallow and appeals only to peoples base

confused

alan that it

instincts

boyd believes advertisings strategy is to create discontent with what

we have

is bigoted

and that instead of focusing on the product they appeal more and

more to shock value

finally clive that it is a reflection of society that can be

carried to extremes and creates unrealistic expectations

interestingly the merits of the products showcased were separately
evaluated in general terms by each of the participants based upon personal
preferences and experiences

buhls

1992

additional

and these evaluations seem to anticipate mick &

life projects concept

an analystical
analyst ical concept not

utilized for the purposes of this study

participant comments suggest that lifestyle advertising is frequently seen
as alien or

other

to a christian or LDS community life world

advertising as

amonst participant thinking
untruthful or at least untrustworthy is common amongst

andrea that theyre jut gonna type up on the good and you find out the rest
later

belinda states that she usually
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asks other people around me

for an

opinion on what she wishes to purchase
mislead

because she thinks

sometimes it can

ladles lunch group to
ladies
claire looks for opinion leaders amongst her ladies9

alan credits

compare value for money endorsement and satisfaction

advertisings motivation with simply looking to where the money is at markets
that are vulnerable to an emotional response and are not
whether its right or wrong

determining

boyd sees lifestyle ads in particular as saying that

if 1I buy this 1I will come across as being very wealthy and clive that one of
the things about advertising is that it does exploit our feelings and it does that
in every age

but that the danger is with young people

As members of the church of jesus christ of

latterday
latter day saints the study

participants have recourse to its active influence in regulating their lives and
perceptions of society and social and political structures

jensen argues that

institutions other than mass media institutions must be considered if they
intepretive community
contribute to bringing about an interpretive
2

the church

of jesus christ of

latterday
latter day saints

with lifestyle values that are increasingly out of step with values
portrayed by advertising to society as a whole it may well be the case that an
LDS community becomes sensitized to those differences

stouts

1992

chronicle of LDS church leadership attitudes towards mass media and of
immediate interest for this study criticism of advertising for promoting

hedonistic values and enticing church members to unnecessary purchases
may well have contributed to participants9
participants skepticism and distrust of
9

advertising
it has already been noted that manifest examples of direct appeals to
church teachings are more often implicit rather than explicit as one might
expect from established LDS members

evidence of church influence as an

part analysis of
twopart
institution to think with was examined earlier within the two
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the influence of religiosity on life themes and in participant interpretations of
the four ads

the variety of religiosity and

the diversity of its application by

different individuals suggests that LDS church messages much like mass
become disseminated and interpreted in numerous ways

media messages

such mass media theories of dissemination such as opinion leaders
gate keepers two step flow uses and justifications etc point to a variety of
gatekeepers

we have already used one simplistic

groupings within an LDS community

dichotomy in dividing between those LDS church members who observe a

rules based approach and those who reserve interpretation as a personal
rulesbased
provenance

from our participants it is not hard to imagine that each may

seek out those within the larger LDS community with similar applications of

both alan and clive for example are

LDS thinking and lifestyle behaviors

both lifelong members of the church and are active LDS members today and
both uphold LDS christian principles of integrity honesty hard work and
family

reco mends a measure of worthiness
recomends
both hold LDS temple recommends

yet it

stretches credulity to imagine they would both greet church directives with
or implement them in their lives with the same priority

the same attitude

that

mass media organizations are accepted as institutions to think with even

though a multiplicity of interpretations result from the thinking
anology
acology for allowing the institution of

seems a fair

latter day
the church of jesus christ of latterday

saints as an institution to think with also
3 socially

meaningful

participants
approaches

9

practices

as a framework

for media use

use of advertising shows a variety of attitudes and

andrea is defensive towards and distrustful of advertising

belinda recognizes advertising as necessary to get

products out to people

but

when she sees an item of interest in a magazine she will then seek further

opinion from amongst people she knows before proceeding with her purchase
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claire believes advertising has little impact on her purchase choices and like
belinda seeks opinion and recommendation from amongst her social circle

alan declares that his motivation to look at any ad is for specifications and
information

if it doesnt tell me something

1I

dont usually look at it

search for detail is to allow him to qualify the ad

his

boyd primarily uses

with smaller

magazine advertising for information about clothes and style

purchase items he is less interested in information than he is in looks

he

reads ads quickly and if he does not quickly understand an ad he will not
spend time trying to work it out

clives
dives interest

in ads will depend upon

what 1I am in the market to do at the time that 1I look at the ad

unless an ad

has a significant visual effect he believes he will not pay it much attention

advertising use amongst the study participants does not seem to suggest
a common routine

it is within a framework of interpretation that a general

strategy begins to emerge

when participants are confronted with lifestyle

images and values that offer an opposing way of being
a defensive attitude emerges necessarily

unbothered by a sexy image
ad

the significance

this

is not to say that

clive for example declares himself

pure wool ad or an illegitimate baby versace

lies in the fact that clive recognizes that the ad stands in

opposition to the teachings of his church and the standards of his community

personal attitudes are subsumed in practice to a sensitivity towards the
expectations of a shared community of peers LDS peers

whatever the degree

of offense or indifference towards an ad a shared strategy of reading makes
reference to a community that is brought into existence by common consent
and acceptance albeit grudgingly in some cases perhaps that the church and
its teachings remain the objective standard by which media offerings are

understood

an active

LDS community continuously and perpetually

reinforces itself
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conclusion
mick & buhl
interpretive inquiry

1992

cite research that accumulates criteria for judging

see also denzin 1983

kvale 1983 thompson et al 1990

these criteria serve
i

ii

the nature and extent of insights on how a phenomenon eg advertising
religiosity is given meaning in a persons life
the consistency of researchers interpretations with the aims of the
9

inquiry
iii

informants9
support for the interpretations by reference to informants

9

commentary
iv

the extent to which the researchers understand the persons at the
conclusion of the study better than the persons understood themselves

and
v

chers
researchers
reser
the degree to which the inquiry has contributed to the reserchers9
reserchers
knowledge of themselves

this research project

set out to explore religiosity as an influencing

factor in a meaning based study of advertising

findings suggest religiosity

does play an important role in guiding interpretation and contributing to

meaning construction

in this study

from magazine advertising that positions

however findings also suggest that the

products within lifestyle frameworks

degree of influence varies from person to person

by determining life themes

for each participant it was possible to understand more clearly under what

circumstances conflicts might arise and to anticipate the strength of conflict
by reference to the life theme
s ional
to be multi
dimen
dimensional
lonai
lonal
multidimensional

the phenomena of religiosity

has shown itself

and its emergence in meaning construction is more

often implicit rather than explicit

implications
the

move away from treating audience as a homogenous mass to
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recognizing the imperative of targeting messages to clearly defined segments
depth understanding of the way in which target
indepth
of population requires in
groups are most often likely to interpret messages and define meaning

that religiosity

this

is invoked by prompting comparisons seems likely

exploratory study indicates that aligning a product with messages containing
values that promote lifestyle conflict is not serving the best interests of the

product nor its intended market

when elusive and valuable attention is

secured if only briefly it should not be to underscore differences between

lifestyle and values derived from religiosity

FUTURE RESEARCH

recommendations

A critical dimension that is not included within the scope of this study is

gender

certainly

does gender play a role in the expression of religiosity

there does seem to be a difference the way in which the ads were interpreted

the incidence of inference

by the male and female participants

appears to be

more evident amongst the women

scholarly literature does support gendered differences in reading styles
As stern

1989

notes however the emphasis has been to discover new aspects

of texts and readers rather than to provide social science data

similar

sex
role reading orientations have been identified in consumer research
sexrole

where

agentic and communal
these gender differences have been termed argentic
sex role orientations was found to affect the bases
male female sexrole
differences in malefemale
on which advertising appeals are judged meyers levy 1989 hirschman

1991

studies of gendered reading styles relevant to consumers and to ads is
limited but those studies that have been undertaken

stern & holbrook

1994

bridge the gap between behavioral research in the psychology of reading and
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critical studies of literature

As such they represent an empirically oriented

branch of literary criticism with the potential for contributing to empirical

consumer research

stern

1993

from a feminist perspective advertising as one
also becomes

an institution to think with

technology of gender

about gender

wilson

1978

has

already suggested from census evidence that religion is the single most
dominant determinant of roles for women
become a

segmenting variable

it is therefore vital that gender

as suggested by stern

1993

in exploring the

impact of contradictory lifestyle roles and images for LDS women and men
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ANDREA
WOOL
WHAT IS YOUR

experience OF THIS AD

well it doesnt
to me

its a picture but it doesnt look like its selling clothes though
its selling sex but

WHATS THE AD TRYING TO SAY

if you look at the picture and just read the advertisement it just says wools
wearable now but if you were to just look at the picture you wouldnt think
that it was it looks like maybe if you wear their clothing or something 1I
dont know laughs it doesnt look like its really selling clothes you know
what 1I mean yeah 1I think nowadays a lot of advertisements is pushing a lot of
1I think its pushing sex a lot
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THAT APPROACH
you know 1I think its kind of offensive but it doesnt really 1I mean you
can look at it or not look at it or whatever but 1I think theres little kids and ok
A
society puts so much on sex and immodesty and all these different kinds of
things but 1I think the real problem 1I have with it is the harmful message it
gives the younger viewers who see it

well

1I

WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MAIN MESSAGE
ohy
oh 1I guess if you wear the clothes the opposite sex will find you attractive
basically number one 1I dont think its appropriate to think thats the most
important message but its the way they sell things nowadays
TO WHOM DO YOU THINK THE AD IS SPEAKING

it doesnt specify male or female
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE

characters

just that theyre both attractive
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HOW DOES THE AD MAKE YOU FEEL
A little envious 1I guess shes skinny and im not in that situation where 1I can
be like that with someone or that theres no one in my life at the moment
and im in a different situation you know when you have kids you know what
1I mean
DO YOU THINK THE AD IS
1I

successful IN advertising WOOL

dont think thats the first thing that comes to mind when you look at the

picture but what the man and the woman are doing basically 1I think it would
be just as effective it would make more sense just to have like the product and
talk about the way it was woven or whatever its not just selling the wool its
an approach that is more offensive to me
if 1I like the product then its the
product that will sell itself not you know the way they are 1I think that
advertising as a whole they dont really use a whole lot of good values any
more 1I think its all oriented to you know if you wear this youre gonna have
this and so if you wear this you can be this 1I think its all pretty risque now
1I dont think this picture sells a wool
and more oriented to sex than anything

sweater
DO YOU HAVE ANY

the outdoors

identification WITH ANY PARTS OF THE AD

like the outdoors laughs
it looks like its up in the mountains
1I
or something and 1I enjoy that how do you feel about clothing generally
love wool because of the way it feels its thick and warm and the ads not
fabre which is what 1I really like 1I guess with
really to do with it being a natural fibre
1I like elegance rather than cheap stuff you know like grunge style
my taste
with the cropped tops and platform heels
1I

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT advertising GENERALLY

think that there are a lot of clever people in the business and you know they
definitely have to find a niche for what belongs where and find out how to
you
know when we walk through the grocery store
things
approach different
and if 1I want to be pretty or 1I want to be sexy 1I should look like this 1I really
hate the way they get the really skinny beautiful not the run of the mill
average kind of person not everyone looks like that so dont a news thing on
Prime time or something it was about this girl who had had umpteen
2020 or primetime

1I
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face lifts and different things so she could look like barbie 1I dont im
pregant
bregant now but 1I usually dont look like this 1I mean 1I usually take really good
care of myself and im usually in a size 6 1I mean im not this big horribly
obese person 1I still think that its stupid to have the best of the top the ideal
to model this especially with women try
ing to look a certain way and you
trying
know actually be themselves and advertising should just be for advertising the
product and maybe not glamorize the sex or anything else 1I love creativity
and 1I think there are lots of different creative ways to advertise for something
you know 1I love like those car ads for nissan where the birds are trying to
dive bomb the cars and stuff you know thats creative and its funny and it
doesnt advertise for anything inappropriate to be honest this kind of stuff 1I
you wouldnt think they were
mean look at the picture and not read the
selling clothes you know and especially some of those perfume ads
WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT APPEALS TO BE DESIRABLE
1I
1I

dont think thats wrong 1I think everyone wants to be desirable and attractive
dont think theres anything wrong with saying if you wear a product you will

be desirable or you will be attractive but not showing being desirable
sensitive
sen stive embarrassed laugh
im just being over senstive

maybe

BALLY
BAUY SHOE
TELL ME YOUR experience WITH THIS AD

like to read maybe how its made or how it gives you a feel for the product
and not just a picture and 1I like how how maybe over half is a picture of just
some things been
the shoe and how its made and where its from and how long somethings
around and maybe a little bit on

1I

WHO IS THE AD SPEAKING TO
ruhh
uhh men and to try this shoe and experience you know the pleasure of

wearing it
WHAT DO YOU THINK THE RELEVANCE OF THE PICTURE IS TO THE AD

think theyre just having fun it doesnt really maybe that wearing the bally
shoe will give you a fun feeling or 1I dont know probably because theres one
guy and two girls
isnt that every mans dream laughs

1I
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HOW WOULDYOU
WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE

characters IN THIS AD

they look like theyre dancing or at a party or something they all look
happy they all look maybe upper class successful 1I picture them maybe at
nice hotel or

ive

a

never analysed
analyser things like this before

HOW DOES THE AD MAKE YOU FEEL

looking at everyone smile its more of an upbeat happy kind of feeling where
everyone you know kind of thing
IS THE AD RELEVANT TO YOU AT ALL

maybe it would be if 1I had a husband to buy shoes for but 1I dont really relate
to it at all because theres really no one in our house who could wear them
DO YOU THINK THE AD APPEALS TO ANY VALUES

dont want to sound like an old prude but you know they look like theyre
having fun and 1I would like to 1I dont know 1I wouldnt wear that or let my

1I

little kid wear such immodest clothes but dressed a bit more modestly gosh 1I
sound like my mother laughs
WHO DO YOU THINK WOULD WEAR THIS PRODUCT

think successful businessmen anyone with maybe a little bit of style or class
and education 1I dont know what price they run but it looks like a very nice
especially not round here in
product maybe not so much your average
orem in this little community maybe it wouldnt go over so much because its
Pay less
bayless
more expensive or you know what 1I mean people round here go to payless
but my step dad or my neighbors husband or even an old boyfriend would
wear it someone who would go out of their way to look the part because they
can carry it off if you know what 1I mean

1I

WHY NOT ROUND HERE

well 1I think because in general a lot of the people around here are more just

income
large family smaller incog
income and not so much worried about the fashion end of
things just the more down to earth everyday get food on the table but where
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there are some successful business men around here who make more money
and have the ability to afford it or
and then theyll start worrying about
looking the more successful part or dressing the part in general a lot of the
people around here dont even worry
IS THERE ANYTHING IN THE AD YOU IDENTIFY WITH

love leather and they were made in switzerland and 1I would love to go there
A lot of the european products are 1I dont know they look better they feel
better 1I guess theres a little bit of prestige ive loved leather always leather
and suede

1I

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT MEN WHO WEAR PRODUCTS LIKE THIS

known a few men and im more attracted to men who are more classy
sophisticated cleaner and who dress better maybe they seem more
mysterious
they just look better you know when men dress nicer then
they ve got some self
generally theyre successful and theyve
selfconfidence
confidence and the way
the carry themselves is better thats not to say that 1I dont like people who
are just down to earth and focused 0onn life and not being complicated

ive

IS THERE ANYTHING YOU DISLIKE ABOUT THIS AD

no

1I

dont

trust advertisements 1I really dont

GMC JIMMY
JEIW
TELL
L ME ABOUT YOUR experience OF THIS AD

like it 1I like how it talks about it gives the amenities of the car and what it
any person with any kind
can do and it just shoes right here what its good for
outdoor sy she looks intelligent it
of hobbies she does like a rider shes outdoorsy
shows that no matter what you do that this car would be for you because it has
lots of space it can carry things you can take it up into the mountains it looks
nice its comfortable yeah 1I like it

1I

WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MAIN MESSAGE OF THE AD

well

1I

think its interesting that they have a woman standing by the car instead
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of a man showing that its woman friendly showing that you can use it for
many different things obviously if its got a lot of space you can haul stuff
around it maybe has enough power that you can pull horses four wheel drive
you can take it up the mountains just basically its not just for men it can be
for women too and that theres lots of different uses and its comfortable
WHO DO YOU THINK THE AD IS SPEAKING TO

probably the upper class maybe not just your general run of the mill lower
class kind of people theres a riding hat so may for professional jockeys or
equestrian
eques tian club and you see these skis and the way shes dressed
someone in an equestian
and maybe the wording theyve used in the add and you think maybe take it
up to aspen or vale the richer
WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE

ADs APPEAL TO CLASS

you know 1I think everyone wants to be classy to reach out of their
of life or what theyre doing everyone wants to improve their own
dont know 1I have a friend that says champaigne taste and a beer
really like it my sister has one of these and id feel safer in a four
during the winter time someday ill be able to afford

little circle
means 1I
budget 1I
wheel drive

it you look at it and think oh someday 1I think its good that people try and
move up or whatever if you never stop reaching some day youll get there
and 1I think its good so long as you can afford it but then 1I dont know
DOES THE AD HAVE ANY

associations WITH YOUR OWN LIFE

yeah because 1I like the outdoor way of life 1I live close to the mountains and 1I
like to ski and 1I love horses yeah it would be relevant to me and my family
but price wise no

its

not possible

DO YOU THINK THE AD APPEALS TO ANY VALUES
1I

guess just the dependability

DO YOU TRUST THE AD

no theyre always gonna make it better than it really is to get the sale and
theyre not gonna tell you about there are areas theyre not gonna tell you
about they
re just gonna hype up on the good and you find out the rest later
theyre
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VERSACE
TELL ME ABOUT YOUR experience OF THIS AD

because its in black and white it looks really artsy and it looks 1I like this
picture because all the people look like theyre from europe and very different
WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE MAIN MESSAGE OF THE AD

that

the clothes are for all ages maybe it looks like a family picture maybe
the grandparents and you know theyve been around longer and they know
it looks like nice
the value of hard work and then the more sophisticated
clothing
theyve got a nice big home in the background that looks as if its
been around for years and years and years and lots of money old money
maybe its referring to quality and how the family may be well to do if it is a
family 1I really like that theyre not racist because therere different races in
the family

DO YOU FIND ANY

identification WITH THIS AD

stuck here in utah not in england theres really no identification really
except for it would be nice to be able to it makes me wish 1I were a part of it to
have the nice clothes to have this as a house a summer home perhaps

im

DO YOU THINK THE AD APPEALS TO ANY VALUES

if its

a family portrait because

were LDS you know everything you have in

life can be lost or stolen or broken
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ANDREA
IJIFE
UFE WORLD INTERVIEW
TELL ME ABOUT ABOUT YOUR LIFE AND THIS COMMUNITY THAT YOU LIVE IN

let

think a lot of the families here care
about providing for their families both economically and spiritually
theres a
great deal of warmth here and a very strong ward people here teach their kids
societal lessons getting them prepared to go out and face the world 1I guess A
lot the parents around teach the value of schoolwork and go to church on
sundays 1I think the focus of at least this neighborhood is good values and the
me start with this neighborhood

1I

family
1
I havent
a
people havent treated me
and
single
and
parent
pregnant
im
im
any different so 1I dont know if there is a code of acceptability 1I think people
here have a genuine love and concern for each other and just wanna help 1I
might be just stuck in the night but ive found in the situation im in ive
found theres just a lot of concern and a lot people wanting to help

TELL ME ABOUT THINGS THAT ARE personally IMPORTANT TO YOU

well there are three things in my life that
is my family

and the church

1I

am focused on right now and that

and school

TELL ME ABOUT HOW YOU WANT TO RAISE YOUR FAMILY

want to be a good mom to teach my daughter and this little one pointing to
to teach her educationally and to give
her pregnancy to teach her all about
her a strong testimony and to help her have a really strong faith and to be
kind a patient and nurturing to help her grow in anyway that she cares to
and id love to get married and have my kids sealed to me and give them a
good life

1I

HOW DO YOU THINK YOUR DAUGHTER FEELS ABOUT FITTING IN WITH OTHER
CHILDREN IN THE neighborhood
know if fitting is is really that important 1I didnt really fit in a whole
lot in high school or elementary 1I think a lot of the girls were really jealous
and really made things hard and 1I never did fit in but im really grateful for

1I

dont
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that experience 1I think its made me stronger 1I think as long as you can be
yourself and stand up for what you believe in
11

HOW DID YOU RECONCILE THAT IN AN LDS COMMUNITY

well kids are cruel and just basically realized that a lot of it was self
internalized and 1I thought that theres really something wrong with me
then 1I realized theres not and just because someone acts a certain way
me is not my problem its theirs unless ive been rude or do you know
mean
but when theres no cause for it 1I just came to realize that some
are just going to be like that and theres nothing you can do about it 1I

but
towards
what 1I
people
think
all kids tease a little bit maybe not to the extent that 1I did but devans very
outgoing and clever shes not shy she makes friends really well one thing 1I
didnt have growing up was a lot of self confidence and 1I really try to instill
that in her shes got a lot and 1I think itll just grow as she gets older and 1I
think that shell realize that hey just because theyre that way is their problem
and im OK but yeah im sure shell have a little bit of it everyone does

we have some really good friends who used to live next door to

us and lived

there for about three years and they are pretty comfortable and they just dont
act the part they are very giving and are very generous and help a lot of
people
but one time 1I overheard their kids saying something about someone
thl
think
nk parents should
being poor it kind of upset me a little bit because 1I dont thi
talk about other peoples status in front of their children 1I dont know if they
ever did but 1I certainly wouldnt in front my children because 1I would want
differently1
them to treat those people any differentlyi
differently1I havet seen it around here 1I really
1
I dont see that at all in
we
and
a
area
moderate
relatively
in
live
just
havent
our ward
TELL
LL ME ABOUT YOUR PARENTS

have the best family in whole world 1I really do my parents got divorced
ath grade my dad hasnt really been there a whole lot but hes
when 1I was in 8th
coming around hes trying hard my mom has been the best example to all of
us just because she raised us all by herself and shes always worked very hard
and is very clean and neat and does the best for all of us shes set a really
good example theres four girls and weve all been best friends growing up
hanging out doing whatever my moms tremendous she loves her grandkids
and spends a lot of time with them which really helps

1I
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DITTO CHURCH

think its peoples way of life its what they believe in and how they live and it
1I think its
Is that a good thing that it controls your life
controls their life
a good thing 1I really do 1I think not in the negative way at all 1I think you
have a value system and you live up to it 1I think anything that inspires you to
as long as you are
live better than what you are whether thats LDS or
andd be bette
always trying to acquire better an
betterr people be kinder and more

1I

l
ilke
like
christi
ike
christ
christlike
christl

christlike

WHAT DO YOU THINK IT MEANS TO BE A CHRIST LIKE WOMAN IN YOUR
CHURCH

when you think about being a woman you think about being a wife and a
just being the best you can be whether
and if not
mother and having kids
youre male or female if youre single and dont have kids youre still laughs
you know we have a lot of single women in our ward and theyre all in school
and theyre all trying to better themselves and progress and whether youre
married or have kids 1I think theyre the same spiritual goals you may not
spirituality and spiritual growth but you
have to worry about someone elses spirtuality
still have your own

DO YOU FIND ANY CONFLICTS IN
WOMAN

expectations TO BE A CERTAIN TYPE OF

1
1
I
hyper sensitive because im a
really
t
don
dont I guess if there were id be hypersensitive
dont
single mom and ive felt nothing but warmth and people wanting to help 1I
think the church and the gospel are here for one reason and thats to help
everyone to make it to the celestial kingdom and the programs and different
things are set up to help you get there

1I

DO YOU FIND ANY limitations OF expression AND
CHURCH

independence IN THE

have never seen it and ive never felt that way and 1I think if anything in this
men are
re revered
church women are kind of on a pedestal and they
theyre
supposed to care for them take care of them the general authorities are
ae
1I grew up with a sing
1e parent
single
singie
always talking about how important women are
1I was married for
and im a single parent and ive never experienced that
while but my husband never
im sure there are some men who think they are

1I
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stronger and smarter but when 1I was married it was a partnership it was
50150
5050 and he had the priesthood and that was handy for giving blessings and
having the spirit preside in the home and those different kinds of things but 1I
think that a womans opinions are just as important regardless
TELL
L ME ABOUT SCHOOL

school is so that 1I can afford my family yeah basically the only thing we take
with us after this life is education and nothing is more unattractive than an
ignorant person education is very important to me number one 1I have a real
thirst for learning in a lot of different areas not just nursing and a lot of it is
so that we can have a nicer life
not living on welfare not
whats a nice life
living from paycheck to pay
paycheck
check being able to afford nice clothes 1I dont
need a lot just to be able to live better As soon as 1I finish my RN 1I think ill do
some home
study courses when the children are a little bit older and then go
homestudy
back to school id like to be a nurse practitioner which will be a little more
convenient when both my children are in school
ONE OF YOUR STATED REASONS FOR BEING IN SCHOOL WAS TO AFFORD NICE
THINGS WHEN WE LOOKED AT THE ADS AT OUR LAST MEETING SOME OF
THE PRODUCTS WERE EXPENSIVE HOW DID IT MAKE YOU FEEL NOT TO BE
ABLE TO AFFORD THEM

sometimes 1I get frustrated 1I try not to notice them 1I dont go out shopping a
whole lot it is frustrating and its hard and its not fun having to live on so
little lym
im just so grateful to live in a nice house to have a car my daughters
healthy shes beautiful shes dressed nice and to have food in the fridge
those are really just all that 1I need it would be nice to have those other
things im sure we will but when 1I start getting depressed felling 1I cant afford
this or 1I cant afford that 1I just think well 1I have a lot A lot of people will
judge how good of a person you are by how successful you are orby the things
1I think its pretty shallow you know 1I
how do you respond to that
you have
think number one unintelligible
WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO FIT IN HERE
1
I wouldnt
illegal
do
crazy
here
parties
anything
lots
round
have
of
wouldnt
you know thats really changing a lot
shop in sundays
what about dress
from more conservative to more really following fashion trends doing what
you want basically to fit into an LDS community though dress modestly if

1I
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you dont really care about that then
what does modest mean
dont
wear really short short skirts or halter tops or probably nothing more four
inches above the knee because when you sit down it rides all the way up
technically short sleeves nothing like thin straps or 1I dont know laughs
like you know the ad for wool sweaters nothing that puts you in that sort of
situation
the church tells you that you dont want someone who wants you
just for the way you look its who you are thats important and being
modest in your dress and since ive become pregnant 1I can see how my
attitudes and the way 1I
dress affects my attitude and the way 1I act and my thoughts and ideas and
HOW MIGHT CHURCH LEADERS RESPOND TO aspirations OF CLASS

havent heard anything except for maybe you
know help the poor type stuff and give to help other people but they dont

1I

dont think they really do

1I

come down on being upper class or acquiring things 1I guess as long as you are
being honest and paying your bills and paying your tithing
they would say
the world puts too much emphasis on how much you have or what you have or
what you do that kind of makes up who you are or how good you are or how
bad you are and of course thats nonsense

dated a guy who went out of his way to tell me all his suits were armani and
do you remember telling me that you
all of his tennis shoes had to be nike
1I do theres a sense of class a sense of
like men in sophisticated clothes
status
well im comparing two men that 1I knew who were completely
different one of them was like that dressed nice took care of himself and
liked nice things and were all important but then you know
he had three
closets full of clothes
the other wore starched white shirts shorts and no
shoes
and if you had more money to dispose of on clothes where would you
1I would still shop where 1
I normally shop which is express in the
shop
mall they have nice quality 1I like the styles 1I would sell my saturn and 1I
would get a nissan because its a great car and looks nice its reliable and not
really expensive but id stay in a house like this her mothers house
1I
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r

delmay
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GMC JIMMY
JFVW
WHAT ARE YOUR FIRST impressions OF THIS AD

my first thought on reading this one is that this woman is nothing like me you
ques trian to me they are talking to a different class of people
know an eequestrian
actually what class someone with lots of money not just the regular mom
type person which is what 1I guess 1I think 1I am even though im a working
1I dont think its talking to working women
probably a more educated
woman
so 1I guess it turns me off a
woman yeah because shes pursuing her masters
little bit just because its things that im not really into you know youve got
the saddle here skis and but even if 1I were interested in that vehicle its just
putting it in a different class from me thats how 1I feel about that ad
WHAT DO YOU FEEL ABOUT AN APPEAL TO CLASS

didnt think we did that anymore 1I thought we were all supposed to be more
so its annoying to
equal im not sure are these american ads yes they are
me 1I guess because 1I dont want to feel that im in a lesser class than anyone
else not offensive it doesnt make me really angry to me theyve really

1I

narrowed in to a certain type of person how do you feel about that type of
person
its so far away from what 1I am 1I think it depends just what type of
magazine this would be in as well but 1I would think they would want to
advertise to a wider range of course with this kind of vehicle 1I mean its in
the higher price range anyway so theyre not they are going for a different
lifestyle different class
do you find the woman depicted in any way
1I mean 1I know people like this and 1I think
1I dont think so
threatening
because im a working woman and out every day and not at home everyday
1I dont usually feel
kinds
people
all
meeting
different
used
of
to
im
threatened by people its just interesting you know the to do list at the top
of the page its a good idea for an ad but its just you know call the hunt
club
it just seems so far removed from my life

WHATS YOUR LIFE COMPARED TO THE DEPICTION IN THE AD

well 1I obviously have a

to do

list as well you know 1I have to help my kids
with their homework go to the store 1I notice here that instead of grocery
ve got
weve
store it says farmers market you know 1I go to the movies here we
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im

theater tickets pick up art work so

a busy woman as well but not in the

same way as she is

DOES THE AD HAVE ANY associations WITH YOUR OWN LIFE

just that she is an outgoing woman

think she looks like an independent
woman 1I feel that im pretty independent and it looks like she has a family
we have that in common but her activities fall within a class that is far
removed from me and probably most people that 1I associate with
1I

WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT THE AD

you
1
I
is
know 1I think
in
she
so
varied
her
hobbies
it
actually
that
like
well
thats a good thing in a person so thats good 1I guess its implying that if you
buy this vehicle its going to help you all these things done and 1I think any
vehicle can do that 1I mean you could do that with any car 1I dont think its a
clever ad you know some ads you look at and you think oh thats so clever it
really appeals to you this one doesnt do anything for me it doesnt make me
want to go look at that car
IF THERE ANYTHING YOU DISLIKE FIND OFFENSIVE

no not really

1I

wouldnt say that

1I

feel that strongly about it 1I guess

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE WOMAN IN THE AD

educated woman probably very independent
A well
welleducated
well off well dressed beautiful
hobbies weiloff

very talented lots of

WHAT VALUES DO YOU SEE THE advertising USING IN THE AD

thats

1I guess theyre not promoting family values
a difficult one
it looks like
1
I
so
value
system
that
with
the
and
pets
a
and
talking
their
we
couple
about
re
were
have which is very family oriented this seems more selfish 1I would say its

aerial
ting more ma
promo
promoting
material
terial things and individualism rrather
ather than family it
1
I guess its just another thing that removes it from my own
t
me
upset
doesnt
doean
doesn

life
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT individualism THROUGH THE PURSUIT OF
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MATERIAL GOODS

you know

have a family 1I have children and so for me my husband and my
family come first although 1I realize its important at some point in my life 1I
would like to go to school and maybe spend some more time developing
hobbies but at this point its just not appropriate for me 1I dont think and so
1I dont know if 1
I would go so far as to say 1I resent this person im not jealous
of that person and 1I dont resent her but even when my children are grown 1I
think 1I will be living that kind of lifestyle 1I dont think theres anything
wrong 1I think women should be able to pursue a career or education and
better themselves we shouldnt be stuck in the home well we shouldnt not be
able to have choices 1I guess is what im saying obviously this woman has
some choices and the money to make them
1I

WHAT DO YOU THINK THE CREATORS OF THIS AD HAD IN MIND

now that

dont know

guess because it is an expensive vehicle they are
trying to zero in on a certain market a busy woman independent and rich 1I
guess theyre trying to appeal to that woman 1I think theyre telling us if you
buy one of these youll be like her
1I

1I

IN WHAT WAYS IN YOUR OWN LIFE DO YOU USE advertisements

very often

ill

see something in a magazine and want to find out more about it
1I dont think 1I look at it and think oh 1I want to be like that it will just pique
my interest 1I guess usually what 1I do if im interested in purchasing
something new is ask other people around me of course if im looking for a
vehicle 1I go out to dealerships and look we do get magazines in the house and
1I see a lot of TV ads and sometimes TV ads will influence me to buy one

product over another
WHAT DO YOU LOOK FOR AND FEEL IS IMPORTANT TO YOU IN AN AD

you know what 1I really like is a clever catchy ad you know there are some that
are very clever with words and theyll catch your attention and make you
think as you read it or that have an unusual picture on it thats what draws
my attention and actually makes me consider it and this one 1I think if 1I had
been flicking through a magazine that 1I wouldnt have stopped and read this
ad whereas this one wool ad 1I probably would have read just to find out
what it is about because of the picture
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HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT ADS FOR LUXURY ITEMS
guess 1I dont pay much attention because im not in that league 1I mean im
not going to be purchasing a rolex watch so 1I would probably just turn the
page and not actually read it unless it was very tacky

1I

IF YOU CANT AFFORD THE ITEMS YOU SEE advertised HOW DOES IT MAKE
YOU FEEL

feel that strongly about it actually 1I just think oh well
perhaps in another lifetime
it doesnt upset me and 1I dont resent the fact
that 1I mean obviously there are people who have money and they can do
whatever they want 1I guess ive never thought about that 1I dont think 1I feel
that strongly about it

1I

dont know that

1I

WHAT IS YOUR OPINION ABOUT advertising GENERALLY

think its necessary 1I think some of it is very manipulative 1I think some
people take it more seriously than 1I do 1I think sometimes it can mislead but 1I
think its a way to get your products out to people its a necessary thing 1I
think some people might look at a picture of a pretty girl and think oh 1I can be
like that if 1I do what shes doing or have what she has or color my hair like she
did 1I may have felt that way when 1I was younger but then you realize it
doesnt work

1I

WOOL
TELL ME ABOUT YOUR FIRST

impressions

OF THIS AD

wonder what these two people are doing kissing and what its got to do with
wool laughs
then 1I read it and 1I think theyre trying to appeal maybe wools
just sound stuffy and old and only old granny s wear wool and theyre just
trying to appeal to a younger set that was my impression again 1I wonder
where these ads appear
im sure theyve appeared in certain magazines but
this one it looks like theyre going for the young and beautiful people why
theyre young and theyre
because of the two people they have in the picture
good looking and 1I guess when 1I think about it when 1I think of wool 1I think
of thick wooly sweaters and you know bundled up for the winter this is not
the winter the other thing is theyre saying you can wear wool next to bear
1I
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skin so youre wondering does she have any underwear on 1I dont think its
offensive to me 1I just wonder if thats necessary but it caught my attention
and made me read it now im wondering if that makes me want to go out and
buy wool

assocations

DOES IT HAVE ANY associations WITH YOUR OWN LIFE

none actually laughs

im

thinking well in that ad
jimmy well shes got more money than me and this one im thinking
theyre younger than me and actually theyre not 1I mean theyre not
1I dont
teenagers they probably arent my age but 1I dont relate to them
think 1I would ever be as free as that rolling in the grass in the park maybe
thats why

because in this ad

WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT THE AD

it got my attention and 1I read it through

wanted to know what it was about
and 1I was surprised 1I think that it was for wool what did you expect it to be
1I thought maybe it was for cologne or perfume because you know ive seen a
lot of ads like that for perfume like like the ad for eternity its similar its
black and white and those ads to me thats for a younger set of people too
for some reason
in those ads they are young
1I

IS THERE ANYTHING YOU DISLIKE ABOUT THE AD

maybe that if 1I am being critical 1I wouldnt say that im a prude 1I think im
pretty liberal actually but 1I have a teenager and 1I honestly dont like her to see
a lot of public displays of affection and so 1I think 1I have all of a sudden
become more conscious of things like that because 1I have a teenager whos
getting into that realm 1I think because it says never wear wool next to bear
skin it makes you think of the skin of being more intimate and closer not
that its going to make her do anything its just 1I think a mothers reaction at
this point do you feel that you daughter is vulnerable to lifestyle depictions
1I think people can become desensitizer
de
desensitized
sensitized you know theres a time and a place
for intimacy and when you see it I mean its not pornographic or anything
but when you see it in ads like that it just becomes more matter of fact more
no 1I mean 1I wouldnt say that theyre just kissing in
an acceptable thing
this picture but that for me anyway made me think of something more
intimate 1I think for my teenager just seeing a lot of things like this and in
some of the like calvin klein ads 1I mean they get quite theres not a lot of
1
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nudity in there its not full frontal or anything but maybe were showing just
j ust a
little bit too much in these ads 1I dont think its necessary to go that far
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE

characters IN THIS AD

they look like they are young good looking they live a good life they have
money 1I dont know if we still use the term yuppie but 1I would probably say
that young professional people
DO YOU SEE THE advertisers USING ANY VALUES

not sure about that im not sure what values you know the message is
everybody can wear wool to me is not just a winter thing its not just an old
lady thing its for everybody 1I dont know how to describe what values 1I
dont think they dont have moral values again its not really a family thing
its a couple thing like the first ad we looked at 1I mean theyre not trying to
appeal to a mother or a father even so again its almost a selfish thing indulge
yourself reveal yourself and wear this and be glamorous and sexy in wool
and at this point in my life 1I guess im more attracted to things that are geared
to the family because thats whats surrounding me thats on my mind all the
time so 1I would say its not one with family values

im

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT APPEALS TO TO BE GLAMOROUS AND SEXY

even reading that and looking at this it still doesnt make me feel that about
wool to be desirable you know 1I still think silky something like that so this
meckay
ad doesnt convince me
okay if 1I were a single person and not a mother
meokay
looking at it 1I dont think it would make me go out and try to buy a sexy
woollen outfit 1I want to be obviously 1I want to be desirable 1I want to look
nice and smell nice but 1I dont want them to tell me how to do it and 1I dont
necessary want to look like this woman 1I dont think people should be
expected to be desirable or sensual 1I like to be independent and encourage
that thinking in others around me so 1I dont want 1I wouldnt like to think that
advertising was trying to make us all the same or tell us what to do how to
dress how to be it kind of puts pressure on women in a way because not all
of us look like her and were not going to look like that all day so 1I guess 1I do
resent that now that 1I think about it in advertising and in TV shows they
always use beautiful women how many women look like that and 1I guess 1I
remove it from my own life though 1I just know that its not me 1I think its bad
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for younger going back to my teenager whos very impressionable who looks
to see how skinny this person is and look at her own waist and look at her
11
ve spoken
shape and think weli
told
ll 1I dont look like that 1I to
ld her you know we
we
weil
well
weve
about it well thats not the way you look so 1I guess it is damaging to women
it puts pressure on us to look a certain way to be thin and glamorous and
most of us are not like that 1I do resent that in advertising id just like to see
an ordinary person in there advertising something nice
WHAT DO YOU THINK THE CREATORS OF THE AD HAD IN MIND

well the way they started ye olde dress code theyre saying get with it if you
want to be hip and happening and here theyve chosen two nice people 1I
guess theyre saying youre not with it if your not wearing wool the rules no
longer apply which again is very selfish to me reading that im a person who
likes rules 1I guess and trying to be considerate of other people and when 1I
hear the rules no longer apply 1I just dont like that phrase actually theyre
saying how it used to be never reveal the figure in the presence of the
opposite sex and now theyre saying its OK we want you to be shapely and
flaunt it 1I dont think we should flaunt it 1I think very often theres too much
emphasis placed on the outside on physical beauty and physical attributes
and we end up with very shallow relationships because the relationships are
based on physical attractions rather than a deeper spiritual relationship
BALLY
BAMY
HAVE YOU SEE THIS AD BEFORE

no but ive heard of the brand
WHAT ARE YOUR impressions OF THIS AD

you know

1I

other ones

dont have very strong feelings about this one like

1I

did about the

its actually seems like kind of a boring ad to me

WHO DO YOU THINK THE AD IS SPEAKING TO
1I

dont know

was wondering that this could either be a man or a womans
1I guess its appealing to both sexes
again weve got young
1I

shoe really
professional people and again when you read the print experience the
legendary elegance of bally the touch of supple leather its kind of a snob
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value thing
handcrafted workmanship impeccable styling a feeling of
luxury so my feelings are similar to the way 1I felt about the first one jimmy
its not a shoe that im going to buy 1I actually dont think ive ever tried on
you
1
a
me
a
to
snob
I
thing
buy it if you
value
bally shoes
dont have pair its
have lots of money and then you say 1I have bally shoes or 1I have rolex watch
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT PEOPLE responding TO SNOB APPEALS

notice more not amongst my age group but amongst I think because 1I have
a teenager 1I keep going back to that you know theres a certain type of jean
you wear a certain label okay and even if you could buy the same style for
twenty dollars you still have to go to this store and get this label and pay fifty
dollars for a pair of jeans so that you can say that youre wearing these jeans
and 1I dont know how to get it across to my only daughter it doesnt matter to
me anymore im not interested in labels 1I want to look nice but 1I dont need to
spend an extra thirty dollars on something to look nice 1I dont need that
affirmation 1I guess that im cool but there are some people that do and not
just teenagers obviously
1I

1

IS THERE ANYTHING IN THIS AD THAT HAS
LIFE

associations WITH YOUR OWN

no it doesnt really relate to me in any way
WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT THE AD
1
1
1
I could
I
a
money
I
lot
and
of
and
have
did
laughs
wonder
if
look
happy
they
it
go anywhere and buy whatever 1I wanted 1I would think about it differently
hand crafted its going to be a better shoe its
would be nice to have something handcrafted
going to be comfortable but the way its advertised here its more the name
youre buying bally and getting a good feeling

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE PEOPLE IN THIS AD

my
ordinary
people
could
be
they
people
again
beautiful
well
theyre
neighbors dont look like this you know theyre not they look like they have
money just from the haircuts they are they follow fashion more closely 1I
trend setters maybe that
would say trendsetters
thatss the word im looking for what they are
personally 1I have
trend setter
how do you feel about the appeal to be a trendsetter
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never been a trendsetter
trend setter not the height of fashion any way 1I like to look in
style for the period but there are some people that like that 1I mean there are
some people that naturally do that well and 1I dont seem to emulate them 1I
guess 1I want to do whats right for me 1I want to be comfortable and look good
in the way that 1I feel most comfortable whether its the height of fashion or
not 1I feel anyway as long as 1I look nice and feel nice that im ok so its not
important to me to follow these people

trendsetting

HOW DO APPEALS TO TREND SETTING MAKE YOU FEEL ABOUT YOURSELF

sometimes think 1I wish 1I were a little bit more glamorous not necessarily like
them especially this picture but yeah it does sometimes make me want to
smarten myself up maybe not be really skinny but maybe lose some weight so
that 1I do look good but ive realized that im not ever going to look like a
model but yeah 1I do want to look good
do you find the ads help or add
stress neither one really 1I dont feel stressed to be like them the other
thing is that you know we live in utah none of these pictures really represent
the type of people that live around here look at these people its more like
california this one gives me a california feeling or new york where the actual
city or the whole state is more trendsetting
trend setting they live a different kind of a
lifestyle than we do here in utah
what makes the difference
well one
difference is the mormon values here in utah the emphasis on family 1I think
in utah we are to some degree sheltered from outside trends
well with
we9re
fashion trends for example weare
were a little bit behind were not on the edge of
fashion like in new york for example where you have some wild extreme
fashion we tend not to see that or 1I dont anyway around here generally and
they actually seem
so thats what makes these people seem removed from the
like they live in another state they dont look like the kind of people 1I live
1I

around
HOW IMPORTANT IS IT TO YOU THAT YOUR HUSBAND OBSERVES TRENDS

want him to look nice too 1I want him to be current and in fashion and not be
we often go shopping together to help each other chose clothes so
outdated
he doesnt mind that at all and 1I ask his opinion on things that im looking
for as well so for uuss that probably enhances decision making if im more
aware of trends from advertising 1I can give my opinion on something 1I look at
what 1I like and then 1I might think 1I wonder if he likes this too and 1I might
compromise and go with something else

1I
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HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE VALUES IN THE AD

they look happy and satisfied with life 1I wouldnt say that its promoting
you know 1I get an impression that theyre at a party but were not seeing
drinks or anything they look like decent people so 1I feel ok about that
VERSACE
WHAT ABOUT YOUR

impressions

OF THIS AD

dont know what

to say about this one 1I look at this and then 1I think about
my family and
you know what these people for one thing they dont look
happy it seems a very arty picture and the people 1I cant think what word 1I
need to describe this they look aloof they dont seem like ordinary everyday
people when 1I looked at this 1I thought 1I wonder what they do first of all
without looking at the label it doesnt make me want to be a part of that
family it makes me think they have money 1I guess because they look like
theyre standing on the steps of a stately home 1I dont know if it is there
home yeah it definitely looks like they have money the parents or
grandparents or whoever they are look like trendsetters
trend setters to me 1I might
describe them as being on the edge of fashion looking at some of the
hairstyles and the dresses here and the parents dont look like that they look
like a grandma or grandpa or parents they actually dont look like they fit
with the rest of the family its maybe not a family is it except the reason 1I
got the impression it was a family is because it said a family album so you
think they are all one family why do you think the parents or grandparents
you
the
styles
and
clothing
hairstyles
fit
hair
know they look like old
dont
the
money you know but they have kind of a simple elegance and then some of
the younger ones are pushing the edge of fashion 1I would say what does old
money mean
they look like theyve had money all their lives maybe hes a
lord or something and theyve lived with money they look like theyve lived
good lives to me that they havent had a hard life havent had to work hard 1I
dont know why 1I would say that but thats the impression 1I get and these
people dont look like theyve had to work hard either but they the older
couple just look different maybe more sensible is what im trying to say
1I

DOES THIS PROMPT ANY

associations WITH YOUR OWN LIFE

think 1I must leave a more conservative lifestyle in the others 1I
talked about families and they didnt seem to be geared towards family people

it doesnt

1I
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and now here we are with a family but its still isnt like my family they look
like they have enough money that they could play all day thats the
impression that 1I get and 1I feel im a working mother and 1I work hard and it
might make me wish 1I had money what do you think about not having to
work
with the two older people in the picture they dont look like they are
just spending leisure time doing nothing just playing and using up all of their
money for some reason 1I feel like they are in quotes hard workers some of
the others seem vapid like theres nothing else there they look good thats
trend setting
their job is to look good theyre buying expensive clothing and trendsetting
you know youve got earrings here and even the little children have a certain
look about them that makes you wonder whats behind you know is there
anything there behind them the faces so it makes me in this case 1I think
sometimes 1I think 1I would like to have more money and be able to buy
whatever 1I want but 1I wouldnt want to end up like this because they dont
well actually they filmed them all without smiling they took pictures where
theyre all serious and it kind of looks empty what do you think they lack
1
I was going to say experience real life experience you
a
good
question
thats
know when you dont have money things dont come easily and sometimes
you appreciate things more when youve had to work for them so yeah real
life theyre living a different life
IS THERE ANYTHING THAT YOU LIKE ABOUT THE AD

well

notice in the family there is a real mixture and its interesting how we
because 1I
have black people in the picture why do you find that interesting
1
I like to see an ad as integrated
so
and
think
to
prejudiced
like
that
dont
im
as that and 1I guess that makes me feel good
1I

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE

characters IN THIS AD

1
1
one
I feel is good
I
like
thing
that
aspire
are
to
be
would
people
not
that
they
that might be classless is that they show a lot of individualism and 1I think
you
1
all
know
same
I
a
look
the
we
thing
should
good
think
dont
thats
trend setters here youve got the earrings and the certain
youve
you9ve got trendsetters
hairstyles
hair styles 1I guess 1I kind of like that about it that they dont all look the same
sometimes in a family or even in our culture in our church we try to make
people all the same and 1I resent that sometimes so thats another thing that
kind of stands out theyve all got their own style look to them they look
like the upper class like playboys and girls they maybe already had a place
all ready for them in their dads company or whatever 1I dont think they
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apart from looking good

should be role models for anything
what else they have to offer
WHAT VALUES DO YOU SEE THE

1I

dont know

advertisers USING TO MAKE THEIR APPEAL

well the use of the family 1I guess you know they dont look like evil people
and theyve got such a range from young to old 1I cant see what the benefit is
other than looking good and that you might be admired by others because of
the label
FEEL ABOUT YOUR TEENAGE DAUGHTER LOOKING AT THIS
peel
HOW WOULD YOU FFEL
pfel
AD

particular

dont have

any strong feelings like 1I did with the other one
1I dont think any of this clothing or these styles would actually appeal
wool
to her the thing about this ad and like some of the calvin klein ads or
eternity theres no copy on it and sometimes you feel like you need more
information or is everything on here really made by versace which ones are
1
1
I think
way
I
sometimes
and
so
that
you
felt
buy
have
them
can
where
and
1
I suppose that means if were interested were
a
is
on
there
word
they
put
all
going to go out to find it or we would know just where to buy it it makes me
feel stupid ignorant 1I should say because 1I dont know where to go where
would 1I go in utah to buy that and 1I dont want to feel ignorant im sure for
the artistic value they dont want to ruin it by putting copy on there but it
does make me feel a little bit ignorant

actually no no

1I
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ae
6e

ELINDA
DELMA
belma

LIFE WORLD INTERVIEW
HOW DO YOU IMAGINE YOUR FRIENDS WOULD DESCRIBE YOU

think most of them would describe me as a very serious person 1I take things
seriously if ive committed to do something 1I follow through 1I think they
would say that 1I value my family that thats important to me that 1I make
family a priority 1I think they would say im a hard worker 1I think some of
them might say 1I dont spend enough time on myself 1I tend to run around
doing a lot of things for a lot of other people 1I hope that they would say that
im compassionate

1I

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE VALUES THAT ARE MOST IMPORTANT TO
WHO YOU ARE

guess my number one priority is my husband and then my family so 1I
highly value my own little family and so a lot of what 1I do is revolving around
them one thing that ive just come to a realization just within the last few
months really is that 1I dont do a lot for myself because 1I have felt selfish if 1I
take some time and go off and pursue this hobby or go out with the girls or
something
ive neglected that in myself so that has become just recently more
of a priority im talking about priorities and values as if theyre just the same
and its hard for me to do actually because 1I feel guilty 1I think oh well 1I
shouldnt go out but you know its not as if 1I have little babies at home but
still 1I often think well 1I shouldnt be going out in the evenings but 1I realize 1I
need to feed myself and nourish my own character and thats important to
where do you feel the guilt originated from
everyone to be able to do that
1I
1
I
and
my
a
probably
own
from
question
think
mother
good
because
thats
was raised in the church and had a lot to do with the church
sometimes other
women actually make you feel more guilty or theyre more critical of what you
do than men are well for example as a working woman ive almost all of my
married life been a working woman and although we dont hear as much
criticism at church as we used to fifteen years ago you still get it you know
you get relief society lessons about staying at home and being with your
family and thats what the lord wants you to do and the prophet is telling you
this and yet im at the point of my life right now where we could get along
without my income but 1I enjoy working 1I feel like im a better person 1I feel
happier when im at home because ive got something im doing during the day
1I
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which 1I feel is fulfilling to me not that raising a family isnt laughs but its
important to me to have this other being able to do something and see the
results of it besides my house and my family but other women are very
critical of that especially well mostly women who are homemakers and im
not sure whats the root of that 1I guess what 1I think is that they maybe they
would like to do more and they dont so they lash out at you or maybe its just
a commandment that easy to keep for them they want to stay at home you
know the prophet said to stay home and so they do what the prophet said they
feel so good about it that
HOW DO YOU MANAGE THE CONFLICT BETWEEN KNOWING WHAT THE
PROPHET HAS SAID AND NO LONGER HAVING AN ECONOMIC NECESSITY TO GO
OUT TO WORK

dont feel guilty about it any more because

feel 1I have the right to make
decisions for my own life and my husband 1I you know we discuss it its
something ive not taken lightly and 1I just think oh im going to do this it was
a big decision to make we talk to each other pray about it and it feels right for
me and it feels right for my family and so 1I dont feel guilty anymore 1I guess
sometimes 1I think well we dont hear it from church leaders any more 1I think
president benson was the last one that talked about mothers and women
staying at home but 1I think the church is changing now that they recognize
that there is a large percentage of women outside of the home and you know 1I
guess a lot of those that would be for economic reasons but there is a good
number of women who are working because they want to work and so 1I guess 1I
feel eventually they are going to come around to my way of thinking 1I dont
feel wrong about it
1I

1I

YOU MENTIONED THAT YOU HAVE COME TO REALIZE THAT IT IS IMPORTANT
TO NOURISH YOURSELF WHAT IS IT THAT HAS ALLOWED THAT TO EMERGE

think just getting older and thinking about the future and thinking you
know ive got to plan ahead my children are not always going to be here and
need me and my husband may not always be here he might die before 1I do
what do 1I have left if ive given everything to them and to the house and
done nothing for me and theyve all progressed and 1I havent also 1I just want
to be more independent not that 1I want to leave my husband but you know
you know its
we do have a partnership and more and more 1I realize
interesting at the beginning when 1I got married 1I didnt really like that 1I
wanted him to make decisions because thats the way 1I had been raised and

1I
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thats the way my parents did it

but now

like the equal footing that we have
and 1I just want to be able to continue to progress and to grow so that we can
always be equal because he is he is growing and progressing and also 1I
think 1I have a friend who is a student shes twenty five we were talking just
recently about this how she was raised in the church and mutual and young
womens and everything the goal is that you grow up and you get married in
the temple and you live happily ever after well she came out to BYU and
that was her goal and she did well in school got to the age of 21 and people
were saying oh you ought to go on a mission well shed never planned that
because she thought shed be married by then but she ended up going on a
mission then she came home and thought okay now im ready to get married
now shes graduating and she
and start a family and that didnt happen
hasnt made any other plans because she never even thought she would
graduate she just came to BYU to get married and 1I thought 1I dont want to be
like that 1I mean im past that point and 1I am married but 1I dont want to be
dependent in that way 1I want to be able to stand on my own two feet if my
husband should drop dead tomorrow you know 1I want to be able to handle the
finances and be able to go out and buy a car and you know run the house and
things like that 1I dont want to be a weak person
1I

11

HOW DOES YOUR HUSBAND FEEL ABOUT THESE CHANGES IN YOUR DESIRE TO
BECOME independent AND EQUAL

fortunately hes very supportive of that in fact he will say to me you ought to
have a hobby you know and im thinking oh how can 1I have a hobby when im
working all day and then 1I come home and im cooking and doing laundry
but 1I realized its important for me to do that and he does hell make time hes
pretty good about taking turns to cook and you know even though im the
woman you know ive been out at work all day just like has so if he gets home
first hell very often start cooking something so hes very very supportive of
that and im luck
luckyy 1I canut
can9t
cant imagine what it would be like if he was not it
would be very difficult for me
DO YOU FIND ANY OF YOUR VALUES PRESENT YOU WITH CONFLICTS

another thing that ive been thinking a lot about recently is more and more 1I
think just having good christian beliefs is enough for people we make a lot of
fuss about being the only true church and 1I think there are a lot of good
people in other churches that are living good lives the main thing to me and
fortunately 1I am in this church and was raised in this church but more and
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more the main thing to me is just that 1I believe in christ 1I believe in god and 1I
live a good life and so sometimes the directives and the policies and the
counsels are peripheral 1I guess 1I dont feel that 1I have to 1I dont think they
are important
and sometimes 1I think the church gets into so many different
little aspects of our lives that are not necessary and we teach that we teach
them correct principles and let them govern themselves
but the leaders dont
allow us to do that and sometimes 1I resent them because 1I think they really
you
allow
to
us
know its interesting for me because 1I start having these
dont
feelings and questions but im here in the heart of the mormon community
and 1I work for a church organization and sometimes that really is a conflict
1I find especially at
church employer that its like the church 1I would feel
more comfortable 1I guess with a separation between the church and my job
we9re
and 1I count that as my job sometimes weare
were going to have a little staff
meeting and they want to open it with prayer and 1I feel that thats not
necessary because its a staff meeting its only going to last twenty minutes
and so 1I guess its not a major conflict its just interesting to me how im
changing
especially coming from such a strict religious home the church was
my parents life and im finding that its not for me actually its an important
part of it but its not my whole life
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT FEMINIST objectives FOR WOMENS RIGHTS IN
RELATION TO YOUR OWN LIFE AS AN LDS WOMAN
1I
1
itys
I
a
as
not
but
have
described
feminist
myself
would
interesting
because
its
think 1I am not militant or anything and 1I guess the problem is that when

people hear the word feminist they just think of the militant feminists out
there but 1I do agree with a lot of their messages and the things they are
trying to accomplish which is difficult in the church because of the
priesthood naturally the men always are the leaders 1I was thinking about
that about my job and started to talk about it and got side tracked that very
often well mostly men are the managers and when it comes down to a
decision they always have the final say and you know 1I think 1I have a lot to
give to this you know im an experienced person its very difficult because
they will use the church and the priesthood to keep you in your place 1I guess
my solution for that is to find a job thats not connected with the church 1I
dont think 1I think its important that women be independent there are times
in your life you know for me im just now changing and starting to think
about going back to school 1I have actually been thinking about changing my
job for something that is more fulfilling and challenging to me but a few years
ago 1I wouldnt have felt that and 1I think there are times in your life when its
1

.1
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appropriate for you to be more independent 1I guess im pretty lucky in my
marriage because my husband wants that too he doesnt want to have
dominion over me we have always been equal and he was the one at the
bbeginning
ginning that kind of drew me out and said you know its okay you can have
a say in this and you can make decisions to the point where 1I wanted to and 1I
didnt at the beginning 1I dont think the church encourages that at all and 1I
have made an effort with my own daughter to let her know that she is a
valuable person that she can do anything that she wants have any job she
wants 1I want to make sure she goes to university and thats a goal of hers
and actually its interesting with her growing up and the world changing the
way it is that she takes a lot of things for granted that were struggles ten or
twenty years ago for women my daughters grown up with it and okay that
just the way it is for me now but the church 1I feel is behind in its attitude
behind the world
DO YOU SEE YOUR DAUGHTER IN ANY CONFLICT WITH CHURCH PROGRAMS
AND VALUES

she has already experienced that

she was a class president in a beehive class
and so she got to go to bishops youth committee meetings and she would sit

and listen to them and this was at age 13 talk about what the boys were going
to do and then what the girls were going to do one example was that one
night they would have a sports night and the boys would be playing and the
girls would be in the kitchen cooking and then they would serve the dinner to
the boys and she objected to that and said wait a minute why dont we have
you know in our home the
the boys cook dinner for us and serve us and
reaction would have been oh thats a great idea or we would have gone along
you know weve
with her but people were upset because she was changing
always done it like this she was changing what they wanted to do and so she
would come home from the meeting and ask how can the boys get to go and
mountain climb and we painting little wooden things you know we have
given her every opportunity and not kept her to just traditional feminine
roles so she thinks she can climb a mountain 1I can play basketball like a boy
because shes never been told otherwise at home so it has been a conflict
sometimes another recent thing that happened she came home from a church
meeting and said is it true that the prophet said you shouldnt marry someone
of another race because we have tried to teach you know you should love
everybody no matter what color or what religion what sexual preference even
we have been very liberal as far as that goes and so she it seemed so strange
to her that our church would encourage something like that and she couldnt
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believe it was true

so she is in conflict already with some of the teachenor
chinon
chinor
teachinor
teachings
tea

WE SAW IN THOSE ADS MESSAGES ABOUT LOOKING DESIRABLE HOW DO YOU
ROLE EMPHASIS FOR WOMEN TO BE DESIRABLE
FEEL ABOUT A

traditional

1I acknowledge that appearance is important
am uncomfortable with that
you know your first impression is important but as a society we place far too
much emphasis on the outside and not whats on the inside and so its very
unfortunate if youre not a vogue model you dont get taken seriously on the
other hand if you are a beautiful blonde you are pigeonholed assumed to be
beautiful and youre
oure dumb 1I dont know if men believe that you can be
beautiful and intelligent 1I mean 1I do but 1I think it works against us as women
were constantly talking about that to our daughter im always talking to
her about not placing too much emphasis on looks but you know she wants
the boys to notice her and at this point the boys are not interested whether she
can have a conversation with them about anything
they are looking at looks
and im trying to teach her that in the long run thats not important her
education is important pay attention to that and do well in school and always
tell her eventually it will all fit into place hoping it will ive also since she
has started to take an interest in boys weve been talking about how she needs
to be very careful about the people she chooses as friends and eventually to
date the way they treat her you know 1I dont want her to fall for someone
that doesnt treat her well that abuses her or doesnt value her or treat her as
so ive already started talking to her about that and thinking about
an equal
in the future about choosing a husband miles down the road but 1I just want
her to get that into her mind and start thinking about the type of a person that
she should be with

1I

IN WHAT WAYS DO YOU SEE YOURSELF DIFFERENT FROM
PORTRAYED IN advertising OR MEDIA IMAGES

its

characters

interesting last time you asked
me to look at the ads and describe what values 1I saw and 1I kept thinking well 1I
dont see them promoting any values and when 1I thought about that
afterwards 1I thought that was a little bit narrow of me because 1I was thinking
in terms of my values of having a close family belief in christ of service to
others things like that and 1I was looking at the people and the ads and
thinking theres nothing there because from those ads they are materialistic
appearance and image was very important
those were their values but 1I was
thinking they dont have values because those are not my values 1I like to look

1I

wouldnt describe myself as materialistic
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nice but 1I dont think im consumed with my appearance or my image and
sometimes you get that impression from those ads
NOW THAT YOUR HUSBANDS SALARY COULD MEET ALL YOUR EXPENSES AND
YOUR OWN IS SURPLUS WHAT DO YOU SEE YOURSELF DOING WITH THIS
SURPLUS INCOME
1
1
a
I
I want to be comfortable so
interesting
to
want
nice
home
and
have
thats
we have started and have been able to buy nice furniture and a big screen TV
and things like that but theyre not its not an all encompassing task 1I dont
think our neighbors down the street we happen to live in a neighborhood
where there are doctors and dentists and lawyers and people that are in a
higher income level than us right close to us 1I dont find myself thinking
well 1I need to have a boat because they have a boat now and we really should
be buying skis and going skiing 1I think anyway that 1I just want to have a
nice home for me and my family but like 1I say its not a big priority its not
something we spend a lot of time thinking about or spend a lot of money on
we like to
what do you find you chose to spend your disposable income on
take family vacations so at least two times a year we will go away and spend
quite a bit well go to disneyland
disney land and go for a week to california and we do
that because we just want to get away and spend some time together as a
family and both of us think its important for the children to have good
memories like that 1I guess thats a priority we dont have a lot of expensive
hobbies we dont ski and we dont boat and things like that 1I suppose we do
spend a lot of money on clothing probably more than other people not
excessive but we like to look nice all four of us do so we find throughout
we9re
jew ellery and stuff lym
the year weare
were out clothes hunting with jewellery
im not into kind
of thing

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE acquisition OF GOODS

its distasteful to me A show of money like that people who do it just for
show buy something and park it out front so everyone can see it 1I dont like
that 1I think its sad theyre lacking something to me in their lives that theyre
basing their value on their possessions
and it does happen in a mormon
1I think the world generally is becoming more materialistic
more
community
selfish more self centered 1I dont know if we can blame advertising on that
though im sure its helping it along but 1I think its a general trend and its
happening in the mormon community too what is it that you think these
maybe just self esteem a feeling of individual worth if they
people lack
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need outside things showy things to get approval from other people theyre
lacking something personally that maybe they dont feel good about
themselves they dont feel confident they need to have a nice fancy car so
that they can feel the same as their neighbor and feel that they are worth

something
WHAT PROJECTS DO YOU SEE YOURSELF OR YOURSELF AND YOUR HUSBAND
CHILDRENS dependence ON YOU
BECOMING INVOLVED IN AS YOUR childrensdependence

diminishes

thats

interesting As we have become better off financially we have actually
talked about and decided to help other people friends that we have and family
Christma stime and
christmastime
members that are struggling and weve decided around christmastide
hopefully throughout the year but definitely at christmas we do this to have
a family project where we work together and give of our means to other
people 1I think we would like to continue doing that 1I think as we get older
and the children are gone we want to spend more time together and find
travelling
hobbies maybe tra
velling or maybe starting up a business we talked about
that we can work in together

CHURCH LEADERS HAVE MADE COMMENTS FROM TIME TO TIME ABOUT
MEDIA OFFERINGS AND HAVE DIRECTED THE CHURCH NOT TO WATCH RRATED MOVIES HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT directions LIKE THAT

for me personally 1I like to be the one to choose the movie 1I dont stick to
their directive 1I dont follow their directive 1I never go and see a movie if 1I
dont know about it first im not just blindly going to the movies and so if its
something that sounds interesting to me and appeals to me ill go and see it
even if its an R 1I wouldnt say that im desensitized to bad language or nudity
when 1I see it 1I think well 1I guess 1I wish it wasnt there but it doesnt make me
want to walk out of the movie so 1I guess 1I feel 1I want to be able to make that
choice myself

ARE THERE OTHER AREAS WHERE YOU FEEL YOU WOULD LIKE MORE ROOM TO
MAKE YOUR OWN CHOICE
1
I just recently was called as a teacher in relief society
are
sure
there
im
which kind of surprised me number one because im kind of a quiet
basically shy person and 1I get nervous about doing that but its been really
good for me to help me be more confident and know that 1I can do that but
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also to be able to talk about some of the things that I kind of slip things in 1I
feel like sometimes and its surprising the responses you get from the women
in relief society that its good to know that some of them feel the same way
and some of them will get upset about it you know theyll want to stick to the
lesson but 1I will talk about working women and try to get across the point not
to change their minds necessarily but just to get them thinking theres another
side to this 1I do this in my office as well we have a lot of students and 1I just
sometimes feel theyre so narrow minded they dont see the whole world
mormons are a very small percent of the population and what we try to do as a
church is make everyone think the same as us and 1I dont agree with that and
so 1I sometimes will deliberately say something contrary to get a discussion
going to get them thinking about another side of the issue an example of
that is the gay issue last year 1I guess it was the gay clubs in schools which
1
I would have discussions with the people in my office just
opposed
to
not
im
trying to get them to think about the other side of it Is it really a choice this
persons making could that really influence other children to become gay or
lesbian like 1I say im not trying to change anyones mind and sometimes its
not that 1I believe that its that 1I want them to be more open minded 1I dont
think the church encourages people to think for themselves or to be open
minded in fact it punishes people that do that
1

affectsyou

WHAT AFFECTS YOU MOST STRONGLY ABOUT advertising MOST STRONGLY

think it plays a role 1I think its necessary to have advertising 1I dont
think it should become important that we should be getting role models or it
shouldnt be determining our values so its a necessary thing but it shouldnt
have too much power 1I think certain groups are more vulnerable thinking
about teenagers who are struggling and theyre at the point where theyre
trying to find themselves and they are an especially vulnerable group that
might glean the wrong values and messages from advertising

oh

1I

WHAT TYPE OF APPROVAL DO YOU LOOK FOR FROM YOUR PEERS

want people to like me because 1I am a good person not because of the things
1
1I have but because they like me
I feel
simple
how
but
pretty
thats
thats

1I
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ciaire
CLASRE

VERSACE
ITRSACE
WHAT ARE YOUR FIRST

impressions ABOUT THIS AD

thei

the .11 like this picture 1I
guess 1I dont know what theyre selling here thats thel
1I
inter racial but are they selling a family album
think the familys fun its interracial
1
1
I was
I
thing
the
clothing
think
selling
that
first
know
what
theyre
dont
drawn to was the old couple and then 1I started looking at the family because 1I
could tell it was a family photo just because it says a family album and 1I
why
inter racial thats interesting
because they all look
thought well its interracial
content it doesnt look like theres contention within the family so 1I just
thought it was a really interesting group of people that seem pretty happy
with themselves but 1I could not figure out 1I didnt know what it was selling
1I sat there and looked at it and thought what are they trying to tell me
it
looks like this is a nice family
1I

WHAT DO THE

characters SEEM TO REPRESENT TO YOU

well theyre wealthy but maybe thats part of the reason why 1I thought the
1I just think this is my total personal opinion
inter
racial was odd why odd
interracial
but 1I think wealthy families tend to be more aggressive about how they who
they marry they tend to want to marry like people its expected of them 1I
match make if that makes
feel like even really wealthy families still kind of matchmake
any sense trying to pick an appropriate mate for their family instead of maybe
marrying for love what do you think about that attitude
im not sure it
wrong or right really 1I think theres a lot of marriages that people think
theyre marrying for love and once you get married that relationship either
grows closer 1I mean 1I totally love my husband in a completely different way
and completely different feeling than 1I did fifteen years ago when we got
married a completely different kind of love so 1I dont know that marrying for
love or matchmaking
match making is more successful
WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE IMAGE OF WEALTHY PEOPLE HERE

that level id
like 1I would like to be the kind of person that a person from this kind of class
could come to my home and feel comfortable but also that a person from a
lower class could come to my home and feel comfortable 1I feel like im

1I

wouldnt be comfortable there because 1I dont feel like
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im

somewhere in the middle

WHAT DO YOU FEEL ABOUT CLASS

dont have

a lot of 1I try not to be judgmental
judg mental 1I try to get to know the person
individually before 1I make a big judgement
jud gement but 1I know because of the way that
1I was raised and 1I was raised in a totally caucasian environment that 1I have
you know built in feelings that 1I dont always recognize and ill make a first

1I

jud gement that may not be flattering to me
impression judgement
DOES CLASS HAVE ANY

associations IN YOUR OWN LIFE

situation because 1I may not feel worthy it
may stop me doing things on the upper end but the lower end 1I feel
comfortable with and 1I think that may be because my father was raised kind
of poor and so he he kind of teases that he has lots of friends in low places
and its a joke in our family but he does hes kind of a man whos always tried
to pull for the little guy and help them out and so 1I think 1I was raised in the
kind of environment where we try to help 1I never felt comfortable in the
upper end and that might be because of the way 1I was raised even though my
weil
wellll and ended up being very politically active and my mother is
we
dad did very weli
very much with the social scene at BYU which is not real wealthy but its you
know they did fine but 1I think they never really felt like thats where they

it may

1

I may not go into a certain

11

belong
WHAT ABOUT YOUR OWN SOCIAL SCENE
lym
im just a mom in an upper class neighborhood and we shuttle kids to school
be a mom in a
and its what 1I dreamed about being 1I just always thought
neighborhood with then it was a station wagon when we dreamed as kids but

id

shuttle little boys back and forth to baseball practice and thats pretty much
what ive become
WHAT associations OR familiarities DOES THIS HAD HAVE FOR YOU IN
YOUR OWN LIFE

well yesterday we went to the blessing of a baby and it was very similar to
this we had two sets of grandparents everybody was dressed probably as nice
as these people are and they all looked nice and we took family photos and
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maybe somebody would look at our photos some day and say oh thats a nice
home and a nice area and nice people and nicely dressed to think the same
thing of our family 1I dont know 1I guess im not too concerned about clothes
1I think they all look nice
1I think clothes play a role in terms of class 1I think
thats how we make a first impression of people is their clothing how do you
some of it 1I like some of it
respond to an appeal to clothing such as this ad
is very traditional and im very traditional
of course because of my
environment this wouldnt do points to woman in sleeveless dress but other
than that everybody elses clothes look really nice and im pretty traditional
so 1I would probably buy something fairly traditional
TELL ME WHAT YOU LIKE AND DISLIKE ABOUT THE AD

dont like the gym shoes on the little boy it doesnt fit with the rest of the
clothes it kind of jumps out at you he needs a little pair of black leather
1I think hes
pointing
shoes are they trying to tell me that its for everybody
to youth with long haira little unkept sic for this group of people his hair
but hes a young adult too and we always have one of those in our families

1I

who is unkept and is trying to rebel a little bit ill wear my hair a little longer
than my dad or grandpa would approve of other than that 1I think the
picture is kind of fun these little girls look like theyre just enduring this
picture to the end
IF YOU COULD CHANGE THE AD IN ANY WAY WHAT WOULD IT BE

need some more information on what theyre
that 1I think it would be fun to see it in color
black and white
to emphasize the clothing
focal point but the people and the clothes but

1I

trying to sell me but other than
why do you think theyve used
to make the background not the
not the size of their house im

assuming
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE

characters IN THE AD

feel like this is the head if this is a family the head of the family pointing to
the old man and probably these mid aged people in the back are brothers and
1
byothers
I dont
law
grandchildren
in
but
and
then
sisters and by
and
sisters
brothers
others
know how these two fit into the picture the non caucasians and whether
these two are married 1I dont know
theyre pretty reserved theyre not
1I think theyve been trained to
going to shout hooray for anything are they
not get too excited about neither too excited nor too you know upset or

1I
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sorrowful
theyre just kind of monotone 1I wonder if theyre really happy
with each other do you know what 1I mean
they look kind of distant it seems
like to me they cant that they may not be able to express true feelings with
each other because theyre not other than these two right here theres not a
why do you mention
lot of affection in this picture if that makes sense
affection
because mine is and we do display that but and this is probably
from TV and television you know it seems like you see on TV the really upper
class family those few half dozen families in the world that have millions of
dollars media maybe plays a role in saying that they dont they arent able
to express their feelings with one another like they should be able to at least 1I
think they should be able to but to me theres no mistake that can be made
that cant be fixed with children they make mistakes and do things let them
accept responsibility rather than cover it up but this family seems as if theyre
just expected to live without making mistakes
WHAT OTHER VALUES DO YOU SEE THE advertisers USING IN THIS AD

it just looks like its an issue of if you wear these clothes then you interpret it as
having a lot of money thats all im getting from it
WHAT DO YOU THINK THE CREATORS OF THE AD MAY HAVE HAD IN MIND
HERE
its very odd the more 1I think about it the odder it gets because
st impression it feels like a family and the more you look at it you
your nir
first
fir
think is it really now or is it just a group of people sitting on stairs in their
clothes when you start to try and group groups 1I mean theres several
if
this were my family thered be several families here and youd be able to tell
kind of the moms and dads and the children and who groups with who and
the more 1I look at it the less 1I can do that 1I cant tell who this child might
belong to

1I

dont know

IN WHAT WAYS DO YOU USE advertisements IN YOUR LIFE
1
I buy they entertain me
what
a
on
impact
lot
make
of
they
that
know
dont
more than they impact me on what 1I would purchase
do you make
it would
comparisons between what you see in ads and what you have
depend on what the product was probably 1I might stop to compare an
clothing and jewellery
jew ellery 1I probably wouldnt 1I just kind of buy
automobile

1I
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what 1I need and if emart
kmart has the same product as ZCMI im more of a bargain
person 1I mean and 1I probably look at the quality when 1I buy to see if 1I get the
same quality but an advertisement for chanel at ZCMI would not do much to
make me go and buy at ZCMI im not terribly trendy so 1I buy what 1I like and 1I
whats
dont have to be in style any more like when 1I was a teenager
my maturity level and not having to worry about it if 1I think
changed
somebody expects me to meet 1I just meet what 1I expect from me 1I have a
lunch group with ladies every tuesday and we probably influence each other
on what we get and how the group gets influenced 1I dont know but we talk
about you know the things we like what we buy my daughters into a certain
kind of shoe where did you get those shoes 1I got them for a cheaper price
here you know that kind of thing
CAN YOU THINK OF INSTANCES WHERE ADS HAVE BEEN HELPFUL TO YOU

no well lets no say that occasionally if were looking for something and
were serious about buying we may look we have an idea of the car we want
to buy and well look at price were very slow to buy im one of those that

1
I might get
a
now
still
what
considering
year
a
new
but
for
car
needed
im
ive
Is the consideration just economic
it will be a balance between the kind of
car that we want which would be 1I need eight passengers all terrain kind of
vehicle you know so its a compromise between me and my husband and
what our needs are and the best value for my money

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT ADS FOR LUXURY ITEMS ROLEX FOREIGN SPORTS
CARS AND THE LIKE

flip the page that would be fun but its a
fantasy it will never 1I think even if 1I had that kind of money 1I still wouldnt
and 1I
buy a rolex because a timex will work just fine does that make sense
probably would never have a jaguar unless somebody gave it to me because to
even if 1I had
me an automobiles the worst investment you could make ever
the money 1I would probably get what suited my needs and thats a mom with
children and a car full of kids you know what im saying

it would be nice to have

and

1I

YOU MENTIONED THAT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A VEHICLE AT THE MOMENT
THERE ARE PROBABLY A RANGE OF DIFFERENT VEHICLES THAT MIGHT MEET
YOUR NEEDS about five maybe ARE THERE ANY associations THAT
ATTACH TO EACH OF THOSE VEHICLES
4
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oh probably

probably there is a social status too suburban seems to be a big
thing for this kind of neighborhood right now where maybe in a different
neighborhood it would be something else
Surburan is a social status thing
burburan
surburan
because of our environment 1I mean were LDS families with lots of children
and lots of family activities going on
everybody in our neighborhood has one
or two kids going in five different directions to ball practice or something
its large enough to carry a big family 1I think
what is it about a suburban
you can put eight to ten kids in there get everybody where theyre going but
theyre in there and theyre comfortable its large enough that theyre
comfortable so 1I think its a pricey car its not a cheap car and everybody
knows that laughs

JIMMY
think this ones kind of fun this looks like where we belong this is a
mother with two children probably works maybe not and she sends her
children off and does a lot of errand running but 1I can relate to this ad this
one 1I thought what is it versace ad but this one 1I can relate to 1I can relate
to her because of her you know shes got her to do list its a little different
than my to do list but she has a to do list and she probably has children she
just feels like shes my kind of person and that sells that automobile for me
because she 1I can relate to her 1I just need a little bigger one shes only got
room for five and a little luggage
what about her activities
well what have
we got up here tune up her bike and homework Is it her or the kids that
shes got homework to work on its either her or the kids shes got to take the
dog to the vet shes a little fancier than 1I am shes going to the theater id be
going to BYU football game or something like that call the hunt club well
wed be going to the ladies fitness bar or something were similar in a lot of
ways so because of the similarities
shes got a family and she
shess a busy
woman
this suits her needs because of that she has things that she needs to
haul around and that car accommodates her

oh

1I

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE WOMAN IN THE AD

she looks to me like shes self confident kind of her own woman does her
thing but shes got a little busy life and shes a list maker oh she makes her
jew ellery 1I didnt see this this didnt jump out at me until now her
own jewellery
description
but obviously her clothing she looks a little inflexible to me just
the way shes dressed and because she has a list that shes going to be cropping
off and 1I can relate to her but 1I feel like 1I have to be more flexible than she is
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that picture

shes inflexible

shes

too neat and tidy
to be a mother of three or four children
shes on her way up shes going to
1I think
get things done her way
do you feel you are an on the way up lady
1
1
I still aspire to go in certain directions but right now
I
been
think
there
ive
im in the period of my life where im raising children and im not up to where
theyre heading out and doing their thing maybe then ill start to do some of
the other things 1I d like to do but im at a point in my life right now where
im content to stay home and take care of babies
to me makes me feel like

WHAT DO YOU LIKE OR DISLIKE ABOUT THE AD

well you know because of my personal preference 1I like the pots and plants
because 1I like to do that kind of stuff and skiing and the equestrian
thing okay weve done horses and the picture frames meant nothing to me
WHAT VALUES DO YOU SEE IN THIS AD

think even though shes well dressed shes well dressed for a purpose shes
either going to school shes dressed for that purpose but she has a lot of just
kind of basic mall everyday values to me

1I

BALLY
BAMY
TELL ME ABOUT YOUR FIRST

impressions

1
1
I just dont like the
I
it
hate
know
why
dont
shoe 1I dont like the shoe and then 1I look over at this picture of this couple
it feels like maybe a business party or some kind of an evening party that me
and my husband wouldnt want to go to but you end up going to because you
have to make an appearance
and you never enjoy yourself like these two are
although they always make you think that if you go to a party like that youre
going to and ive never gone to a party like that and enjoyed myself yet or
felt comfortable there because everybodys trying to put on airs
and then 1I
just dont like the shoe what does that shoe say to you
that shoe 1I dont
know what that shoe says to me 1I dont know if 1I have an association to it im
trying to think its a twenties mafia 1I dont know its just a style 1I dont care
for 1I wouldnt wear it so maybe thats why do you think thats a mans or a
1I think its more a mans shoe and
1I think it could be either
womans
womans shoe
my husband would never put that on in a million years he wouldnt
wouldnt even
consider it not for a second if he came home with that on id wonder what

okay 1I hate this one laughs

1I
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was wrong with him
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE

characters IN THIS AD

think theyre trying too hard to have a good time thats what 1I perceive in
this picture theyre at a party there trying to be somebody that theyre
probably not
tell me what you mean when you describe people at these
1I think its realistic when youre with people you dont
parties putting on airs
know and youre so worried about making a first impression trying to be
somebody youre
you re not 1I tend to avoid those situations

1I

WHAT VALUES DO YOU SEE THE advertisers USING IN THE AD

it feels to me like its a business party that youre expected to be at where your
so here you have a man thats ladder
promotion might be kind of vulnerable
climbing and trying to move up another rung the shoe doesnt even
match to me 1I feel like you wouldnt wear that kind of shoe to that party
1I cant tell
because its too eccentric
what about the women in the ad
im
trying to decide if shes a wife or a date or an escort you cant tell if shes
really enjoying herself or if shes pretending

WHAT DO YOU THINK THE

advertisers HAD IN MIND WITH THIS APPEAL

1
I think theyre trying to say that if you wear
no
appeal
me
to
laughs
theres
this shoe you will be able to climb the ladder of success maybe its
my husband wears the clothes he wears to work because it
appropriate
what might prompt you
probably is appropriate but he doesnt wear labels
to buy a label
maybe if it was really good quality and 1I felt like it was good
value the price was right the only time 1I buy a label is when 1I buy levis for
my son because its important to him and theres a certain stage in life when
you just dont get through it unscarred if you dont have the right kind of
clothes do you know what 1I mean
and then you get past that and its more
important to my husband than to me because his mom couldnt do that it was
difficult for her and it was hard for him he got teased because he didnt have
the right clothes 1I tend to go by 1I think it happens with my husband 1I tend
to say oh hes okay he can have the 1199
11.99 whatever brand of shorts instead
of the 17.99
1799 levi brand shorts and he will say nobody buys that brand of
shorts because he went through that phase in life when he wasnt able to get
what
nice clothes and 1I didnt so it wasnt really that important to me
1I dont think its as
about brand status in your neighborhood community
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important as it was a few years ago 1I dont know maybe its just me but 1I
dont tend to buy labels any more at all unless its levi brand pants that
1I don
maybe important to my sons
dontt think even my neighbors buy brand
names kind of things if they do im oblivious to the fact that its brand name
clothing because 1I dont care 1I remember there were lots of them when 1I was a
youu certain brand names now my son is just
kid but 1I couldnt even tell yo
getting to those teenage years when 1I might hear a few more names during the
next few years ill let him go ahead but ill let him know 1I disapprove

WOOL
WHAT ARE YOUR

this

is one

impressions OF THIS AD

of those that surprise me and 1I get amused at because

1I

dont think

wools ever going to make my figure look like that no matter what 1I just think
its kind of theyre trying to give you the impression that wools going to take
care of your romantic lifestyle and theyre trying to tell you that wool isnt
what wool used to be of course that its more comfortable now and maybe
its such a strong ad you look at it and you think the rules no longer apply
shirt under my sweater any more 1I get the
okay so 1I dont have to wear a T
tshirt
point 1I might would buy a wool sweater 1I dont care for the picture but it
doesnt offend me either 1I kind of makes me chuckle it amuses me why
and if
because 1I just think well she wears it in a way id never get away with
you could
if 1I could 1I might but 1I cant but 1I dont think 1I could really feel

confident doing that
WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE

characters IN THE AD

guess to me its a married couple and so thats maybe why it isnt a problem
because theyre a little older if its just a kiss thats fine but if youre having
to show your romantic feelings every second of the day in the park at that age
then thats offensive to me because you should be past that point we show
our affections for each other in a different way we dont have to do that in
public
what do you think about public displays of affection when you see it
it depends on the situation and how much it goes on like at disney world we
were standing in line and two young people in front of us couldnt keep their
hands off each other in the line and 1I thought oh this is just too much A little
flirting is fine but they couldnt keep their hands off each other and im
thinking let us alone its getting annoying its distracting to me and it makes
you uncomfortable or the people that are standing around like were invading
1I
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on a private moment
DOES THE AD PROMPT ANY associations WITH YOUR OWN LIFE

sure

id

love to spend an afternoon in the park with my husband even with
maybe there are children off playing and
the children
shes the mom and reaches over and kisses him and thats fine and 1I would
hope that im still attractive to my husband without being all decked out and

over
dressed
overdressed
WHAT DO YOU FEEL ABOUT ADS MAKING AN APPEAL TO

sensuality

one doesnt bother me some of them do because shes not immodest
what about the message to be
but some of them have no clothes on
As a woman 1I want to be desirable men and women have different
desirable
roles so thats okay to me to be sensual

this

WHAT DO YOU THINK THE advertisers HAD IN MIND IN DESIGNING THIS
AD
1
1
I think they are
I
am
and
probably
old
maybe
fashioned
and
that
im
making a sexual appeal and maybe thats why its not acceptable to me
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6cljam
CLASRE

claire
LIFE
lipe
LHE

WORLD UNTERVIEW
INTERVIEW

HOW DO YOU THINK YOUR FRIENDS AND THOSE WHO KNOW YOU WELL
WOULD DESCRIBE YOU
1I

dont know

friendly maybe a little bit of a perfectionist patient 1I dont

know
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOURSELF
A lot calmer on the outside than 1I am on the inside 1I tend to hold a lot in but
1I think
1I try to be patient and tolerant and a lot of things dont really bug me
at work 1I see a lot of different personality types some people will get really up
tight over little things and they really dont bug me it really doesnt the
stresses in my life are maybe more my personal life or my relationships with
people how people feel about me as an individual my expectations of what
people expect of me create stress in my life do you feel there are a lot of
expectations 1I think 1I create them 1I dont think people expect as much of me
as 1I think they do
why do you think you have these impressions probably
my home life my dad was very strict and a little bit abusive and so that was
my mechanism for survival to please and 1I didnt do well in school as a child
1I was put in remedial everything 1I was considered a problem
and 1I knew 1I
ath
wasnt but when you get that kind of feedback you start to wonder about 5th
ath grade my family lifestyle started to
grade 1I realized 1I could do it and about 6th
change too my dad became more interested in the church and eventually went
through the temple and so some of his behaviors changed too in the way that
absolutely 1I dont
he treated us are you still affected by those early things
think they ever go away

YOU MENTIONED THAT OTHER THINGS SEEM TO BUG OTHER PEOPLE BUT NOT
YOU

think its because 1I just learned to be patient to be tolerant 1I had too 1I didnt
have much choice
what do you find yourself holding back 1I think im
getting better at it 1I think its just stuff like ill get really caught up in well my
house isnt clean and the corners are getting dusty and 1I feel like it needs to
be perfect all the time and its not of course its not but 1I get caught up in that
just my household has to be really in order for me and its an important thing

1I
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for my husband too hes much more 1I mean the man im married too
doesnt roll his socks because it stretches the top if that says anything about
him and so hes a lovely person but 1I think 1I create a lot of stresses because
im worried about pleasing him so some of that 1I may hold in instead of oh
fold your own socks the way you want to you know what 1I mean instead of
making waves and most the time it doesnt bother me but there are times
when life gets so busy that ill kind of have to let things go and 1I dont think
he really cares as much 1I think he cares about if the house got vacuumed that
day he may comment oh the house didnt and ill take it very personally
and he meant nothing by it you know but im well if you dont like it than
vacuum it and then 1I feel bad about that
WHAT WOULD YOU DESCRIBE AS BEING YOUR OWN KEY VALUES AND

motivations
think my house motivates me a lot and it shouldnt just keeping it organized
and clean and its so time consuming and id like to be doing other things 1I
really would like to be working on my genealogy and getting that stuff done
and theres no time for it id like to read more with my children and 1I try to
make that a priority and 1I do the best 1I can but there are so many other
demands that but id like to be more involved in their education A priority
for me is to help their little self esteems grow and so 1I spend a lot of time at
ball games and functions for them that help encourage that and help them to
learn about being beat and winning and all the avenues of life that you get
and so my children motivate me a lot 1I want them to learn as many lessons in
life as they can and work through them so that they grow from them instead
of letting them conquer them you know the problems we get in life and then
id like to be able to educate them all enough that they can grow and progress
as much as they want to and theyre not limited by what 1I didnt do as a
parent 1I guess thats a main priority that 1I feel like im failing in but 1I try to
do that
1I

WHAT ARE SOME
som14 OF THE
OVERCOME YOURSELF
d

you know

limitations YOU FEEL YOU ARE TRYING TO

think we live in a society as much as they probably try not to
jud gement and even when my children were
judge others we do we make a judgement
very young 1I used to say to my husband now honey dont cuss because theyll
learn to cuss and that will limit them and what they can do because if theyre
cussing in a home that is LDS and they dont approve of that then the parent
1I
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might limit that child from playing with them and maybe that comes from
the fact that my family wasnt a strong LDS family when 1I was little and 1I felt
those limitations and 1I felt bad about not being accepted or involved because
womens
were activities
of the community and you know primary and young women
that 1I saw the kids go to and do in your area and not that they mean to
exclude you its just their culture and so if youre parents arent up to date
on when those activities are and whats going on then you discover you may
not be included
YOU STARTED TO MENTION THE expectations OF THE COMMUNITY AROUND
YOU AND
CULTURAL judgements
JUDGEMENTS DO YOU HAVE OTHER
CONCERNS ABOUT COMMUNITY VALUES

inadvertent

you know this neighborhood that 1I live in right now is the best one yet some
of the others it seems like when we were starting out and were a little less
active in the church and in just kind of an apartment setting that you dont
community
unity it doesnt feel like no sense of community
get there isnt even a comm
or being able to go to your neighbor for help or and then we went to another
neighborhood that was similar to the one that were in but we lived in a little
house kind of off the edge of the kind of across the busy road from this
neighborhood and we still werent terribly active at that point but 1I went to
church and the kids went to church but 1I still felt kind of alienated because 1I
think more because of where we lived not being able to cross the street the
children couldnt children play a lot in how you get along in your
1I think kids tend to bond parents more than your social group
neighborhood
or church or whatever
the children flipping back and forth from home to
home make you communicate with you neighbor next door and you learn
1I
1I think thats the main thing
more about each other through your children
think that was what the barrier was the road and being across the street on a
little bit and just kind of alienated from the group and kind of at a different
level 1I was newly married five years but just one child and kind of a young
the rest of them had been married a few years and had a few children a little
bit different time of life you know but this neighborhoods been real
accepting of my husband and hes a little bit on the rebellious side so
theyve been accepting of him as a person hes pretty outspoken he says it
like it is and if you dont like it its no skin of his chin kind of person but
weve done well here and the people have been really nice and accepting in
fact people have said 1I like it how candid he is you always know where you
stand with my husband
hell say it like it is and you dont have to worry
about what he thinks of you
they seem to appreciate him more here than 1I
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have felt in other neighborhoods
im sure that has to do partly with our
religion and 1I think it has a little bit to do with the social economic part of it
too 1I dont know if 1I think the more education you have the more your
mental and
judgemental
worlds opened up maybe and youre more tolerant and less judge
1I feel maybe thats whats happened
people have been really kind to us here
DO YOU FIND ANY CONFLICTS IN ROLE expectations FOR YOU AS AN LDS
WOMAN AND HOW YOU WOULD REALLY LIKE TO BE

no

dont

in fact 1I wish 1I could be more like they 1I wish 1I could stay home
with my children all the time 1I wish 1I could be that mom that 1I didnt realize
how hard it would be to work and to be a mother and didnt realize what an
important job that was too 1I think you just think oh what a hard job it is
what a hard job it is
what are your feelings about the prophet asking women
you know ive got a wonderful balance so 1I dont struggle
to stay at home
with that weve never had to leave our children with a babysitter except when
we were getting our education and grandma was always the babysitter which
is a better babysitter than mom 1I think she loves as much or more than 1I do
and so 1I never had to struggle with that feeling that 1I was leaving my child with
somebody may not care about them as much as 1I do 1I guess for me and 1I
guess we all rationalize ourselves away but ive always thought like ive had an
ideal situation as a working mom 1I couldnt ask for a better situation and 1I
love what 1I do 1I love being a nurse after eleven years im starting to feel burn
out im starting to feel like 1I need a change but 1I still like taking care of
people and 1I love the people 1I work with theyre good friends thats kind of
my social out in some ways because
if 1I wasnt at work though id probably
ellse
find something elise
else in fact im probably more limited working because 1I come
eise
home and 1I dont feel like 1I should go to maybe a little scrapbook party to work
on my scrap books or relief society homemaking night because ive already
been away from my home three nights that week and so if it doesnt sound
really good or really important 1I tend to say 1I wont go to that tonight ill stay
home with my family unless 1I really need an evening out to myself and then
1911
1
lyli
1
I dont know
I
moms
how
manage
say
single
know
going
tonight
dont
im
ill
lii
how you can be a positive influence in your childrens lives when youre
working and not there
1I

WHEN WE LAST MET WE SAW A NUMBER OF IMAGES suggesting WHAT IT IS
TO BE A successful WOMAN WHAT ARE YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT THE WAY
SUCCESS IS DEPICTED IN advertising
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look at it and 1I think basketball players that are making millions of dollars
that have poor in my opinion have made poor life choices you know and
weare
we9re
were paying them so much money and teachers that get nothing for such a
hard job 1I just think our value system is so incredibly confused you know 1I
think that when we look at advertisements were supposed to be perfectly well
kept ideal weight a better homes & gardens home one child two child tops
and out in the work force doing your thing how do you feel about that 1I
1
I would
years
brings
know
you
great
it
happiness
maybe
that
ten
dont
probably would have said yes 1I want to climb to the top of the ladder 1I just
think theyre false and 1I think it brings an incredible amount of stress to try to
keep a perfect body and a perfect home and a perfect family and a perfect job
its impossible theres no way you can do that
do you find yourself making
comparisons oh sure especially when you hit thirty youd sure like to at 35
be as thin as you were when you were 18 have the same complexion and it
doesnt happen its unrealistic youre growing old old bodies falling apart
and cellulites where it used to not be and for me to go waste time to me it
would be a waste of time to 1I mean yeah go work out your half an hour a
day to keep yourself healthy but to go to work out three hours at a gym just to
be beautiful just to keep up that image thats just a fraud its not true 1I have
an image of myself as id like to be but 1I know im kidding myself the older 1I
get but 1I can probably tone up a little bit we all have these ideals what we
used to be and would like to be again but its impossible how important are
looks to you the more 1I start to grow old 1I think ive started to look at older
women and see how some grow old kind of gracefully and 1I think as long as
youre taking the time to stay well kept it doesnt
doeant matter if you get wrinkles or
doesn
you have an extra ten pounds or youll still think that persons attractive
ive look at people and thought shes attractive and then really analyzed them
and thought well shes got lots of wrinkles and could lose 10 or 15 pounds but
my first impression is that she was beautiful because she was well kept all
you need is to keep clean brush your hair and put on a little makeup
1I

IN WHAT WAYS DO YOU SEE YOURSELF DIFFERENT FROM WOMEN IN

advertisements
what ads are all trying to portray is what we all want to achieve and its
impossible As long as you keep them in perspective maybe its okay 1I mean
gardens
&
a
to
home all the time but it doesnt
have
like
homes
better
id
happen its lived in my homes lived in itys
its not a picture on a magazine page
1I dont know that im tons different but im not consumed with it
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WHAT VALUES FROM YOUR CHURCH DO YOU IDENTIFY WITH MOST
STRONGLY

probably 1I guess being a good mom 1I want my children to be pr
pared to
prepared
face the future and 1I struggle about how to do that 1I worry about how well
ill have them prepared or what theyll need to face being LDS gives me some
guidance and direction that women that arent LDS may not get just the
guidance about trying to be at home with your children as much as possible
the guidance to pay their tithing to be financially prepared to be spiritually
prepared 1I think the church tries to teach how to teach our children to be
well rounded and to be educated spiritually educationally and financially
1I

aw
1w

DO YOU HAVE CONCERNS ABOUT THE POSSIBLE ROLE differences THAT THE
CHURCH MAY TEACH YOUR SONS AND DAUGHTER

well they are different

think 1I know they are taught different 1I want
them all to know that they can accomplish anything they want to do 1I want
them all to know that the most important thing for them to do in this life is to
marry a good person have a family and that thats a top priority for them
and 1I dont think 1I care if theyre a mailman or a doctor as long as what theyre
doing they feel good about and theyre happy about and for my sons 1I want
them to be able to provide for their families 1I want my daughter to be
educated enough that she can take care of herself if anything should happen
1I think my sons need
in her marital situation
what about traditional roles
to know how to bake and iron and 1I think the church would say yeah youre
right 1I mean they head off on a mission if they are lucky enough to want to
chose that and 1I hope they dont end up in any kind of trouble because its a
hard thing for them to do they need to know how to bake and cook and iron
and clean and do all the things a woman needs to know too 1I want my boys
to contribute to the home as much as their dad does they have that example
my husband cooks and cleans and takes care of the home andl
and 1I can change a
andi
we through the years of
tire on a bike if 1I have to do you know what 1I mean
marriage have every time we have a baby we go through whos the most
picked on syndrome and then the chips start to fall and we take on different
tasks assigned to us and its not really a this is yours and this is yours and this
is yours and this is yours they kind of just fall that way but if hes not home 1I
can sure change a tire if it needs to be fixed and if im not home he can sure fix
dinner so they need to know it all and then in your relationship with your
spouse you decide whos going to cover what
1I
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DO YOU FEEL THAT YOUR VOICE AND OPINIONS ARE
IN THE AFFAIRS OF YOUR CHURCH

sufficiently NOTICED

feel like we have enough voice 1I dont have a problem with that 1I know a lot
of people do but my feeling is just that you know its a partnership and men
have priesthood power yeah and great and thats a good thing to have but a
woman has the power for creating life and it takes two to do that it takes a
partnership a priesthood holder and a woman to conceive a child you cannot
do it without a spouse its a total partnership theres a lot of concern in the
1I havent
1I dont feel that in my home
church about unrighteous dominion
seen that a lot in my neck of the woods but 1I dont have a problem with this 1I
dont feel like im any less powerful because im a woman

1I

WHAT ARE YOUR FEELINGS ABOUT FEMINIST

objectives FOR WOMEN

think some of the things they started out doing were great like a single
woman thats struggling to take care of children in a single home needs to get
paid for the same work their right to vote but 1I think what has happened is in
most revolutions when somebody is trying to obtain a right it was a we not me
kind of thing originally it was what was right for the people not what was
right for not for selfish reasons 1I think the most 1I dont know and 1I dont
even want to get into the issue of abortion but some of the things that theyre
trying to fight for their right now saying more of me not thee more selfish
kind of reasons and im not sure thats something to really battle for does
that make sense how do you feel about women choosing a professional life
over a family role 1I dont know what their situation is so 1I dont have a
judgement
jud gement 1I dont know if theyve never been asked to be married or if they
have just chosen that because thats their passion or you know maybe that is
their mission in this life do you see any differences between status of married
and single women in your own ward
im trying to think of any single
women 1I mean 1I know theres few but theyre still young 1I know we have
widowed women and they have their little elderly clique if you want to call it
that but they take care of one another and kind of check on one another im
sure there are women in our ward that are single and 1I dont maybe know it 1I
cannot think of one right now everybodys married laughs no and we dont
really have single wards anymore either but 1I guess they have accommodated
to that but usually that was a younger crowd
1I

ARE YOU AWARE OF ANY CONFLICTS IN YOUR LIFE IN BEING LDS
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yeah wearing shorts in the summer with my garments 1I started to look in
florida you know im like gol these things are hanging down to here and
then in utah 1I dont care because you know thats family underwear but in
florida 1I was doing a little wondering if people were saying oh look what that
girl has on you know thats not really a huge challenge is it
the real big
stuff is not hard for me like wondering if youre being honest in everything
you do when you fudge a time for a med that you give you know and you
cant remember you know you think am 1I being honest in everything 1I do
probably but you know 1I think some of those little things we rationalize and
wonder if we are really doing that commandment justice or not
YOU identified ISSUES ABOUT SOCIAL CLASS WHEN WE LAST LOOKED AT
advertisements YOU HAVE ALREADY identified YOUR OWN
neighborhood AS UPPER MIDDLE CLASS BUT WHAT DOES CLASS MEAN TO
YOU IN YOUR OWN LIFE

think its way more important to me than id like to admit 1I dont know why
that is 1I think its just a society kind of thing 1I dont know why we get caught
up in that why do we get caught up in that
but we do its bred into you from
or
the time youre very young Is it from the media or is it from your family
1
is it from
I probably wouldnt be comfortable any
comfortable
here
im
higher up or any lower down but how do we decide thats where we belong 1I
what is that you think would make you uncomfortable either
dont know
higher up and lower down
id probably lose a value system and maybe
thats where it comes from you know the value system id lose the children
my children play with are good kids and 1I may not have that 1I guess it boils
down to they have the same values 1I do 1I mean that maybe really wrong for
me to say my child may not have as good a friend in a lower class because
theyre little kids but theyre taught different values in their home what
values for example maybe that they wouldnt be 1I just maybe feel like
thered be a higher chance of my children getting involved in drugs or stealing
or being deceitful in some ways whether 1I feel the same way on the opposite
scale you know a higher class you know maybe the pressures from being in
that situation well maybe here 1I just feel like 1I have a sense of myself and
that 1I can be true to myself and 1I wouldnt be able to be lower or higher ive
you mentioned earlier
never tried it maybe id be fine lower or higher
yeah nobody
feeling excluded from the community in your first apartment
cared who we were or what we were this is one example and maybe this is
why 1I feel this way they didnt even care enough about us as people but
there was a family that lived in an apartment across the street 1I dont even
1I
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know what nationality they were but they werent 1I dont know that that
ail1I hhad
ali
ad one really nice car but didnt have the
makes any difference but they aall
money to buy the gas from the car so they would steal it from the cars in the
parking lot to drive this car and we kept on
co noticing that our gas tank was
empty and we the only reason we knew it was this family is my husband
said okay great im going to leave them a can of gas out there then with
some sugar in it and so he left it and we bought some locking gas caps that
the next day they couldnt get their car going my husband went out and
helped them push it into the driveway and said gosh it sounds like youve got
sugar in your gas you know because and thats my husband thats his
aggressive probably wasnt right but that was a way to teach them a lesson 1I
just thought like yeah exactly nobody valued us as a person nobody took the
effort to come get to know us and we meant nothing to them except for that
we were a kind of parking lot they could take gas from to drive their car 1I
didnt know anybody nobody ever took the effort was this an LDS
community 1I dont know if it was or not 1I mean im sure some of them were
it was here in utah in south provo which is kind of a iffy area if you want to
call it but what the ratio of LDS people there 1I dont know and when youre
in an apartment situation people move in and people move out that quickly
you know
what do you think makes the difference now im sure part of it
was us we were in school and working and not home you know 1I think like 1I
said earlier your children make you meet your neighbors they want to have
playfriends
friends and its easier for children to make friends with people its not
little play
hard for them at all but as you become an adult its so difficult to reach out
and put yourself on the line to meet another person 1I think maybe it is was
mutual kind of thing we were busy and not interested in getting to know our
neighbors and they werent really interested to get to know us
WHAT SPECIAL

challenges CONCERN YOU AT THE MOMENT

just look what our neighbors have done points to a large storage building
obstructing the rear garden view
its been really difficult because our
neighbors are in our ward and its a conflict between them and four other
neighbors surrounding them and weve been trying to handle it as tactfully as
we can but im not married to a very tactful husband and oh really hard
situation trying to be struggling with being christlike
christ like but not being taken
advantage of how you protect your investment in your home and community
what has been the
but without stepping on anybodys toes its impossible
response to your concerns from your neighbor theyre just not nice people
theyre just its been a struggle 1I went to try to talk to her to see if we could
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just come to some kind of a understanding of one another and she was so
angry with me that we would even feel like we had the right to say that
building was ugly that we even had the right to we had an appraisal done
30 thousand dollars and the marketability went
and it devalued our home 25
2530
from one in five to one in fifty because most people just wouldnt deal with
that kind of a building in their back yard we just didnt expect that when we
bought the home and we expected orem city to protect our investment by
their ordinances and laws and we felt like they didnt do that and hes in the
political picture and we felt that may have had some pull in being able to do
this and felt like they just didnt pay attention to us so were taking a stand
on it and our neighbors at the expense of these neighbors who didnt want to
work with us anyway that said to me that they didnt care about what they
did to me as their neighbor they only cared about themselves
and when 1I
went to approach her about it that clarified it she just gave me an ear full for
about an hour and 1I didnt go over there to fight 1I just wanted to talk and 1I
explained that to her but she certainly wasnt christian or mormon in what
she told me so yeah thats probably my biggest obstacle right now nobodys
going to win
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ALAN

VERSACE
TELL ME YOUR FIRST impressions ABOUT THIS AD

its black and white conservative pretty it almost looks like a family except
for points to seated asian youth he stands out 1I dont know if that draws
my attention probably more than anything else that there compared to
everybody else in the picture 1I dont know what theyre trying to say 1I dont
know if hes asian or what and then im drawn to this fellow because ive
seen him in other ads he looks familiar
TELL ME WHAT YOU LIKE AND DISLIKE ABOUT THIS AD

guess what 1I don
dontt like about it is what are they
advertising those clothes or are they advertising what
dont know what theyre advertising clothes 1I think
yeah
that but are all of their clothes black laughs
want to buy the clothes if thats what their intent is

well

1I

are they
advertising
1I
are they advertising
1I would have to assume
it doesnt inspire me to

IS THERE ANYTHING THAT YOU LIKE

not particularly

it doesnt really do anything for me

DOES IT HAVE ANY associations WITH YOUR OWN LIFE

no because it looks very european and ive never been

to europe

1I

dont

have any association with that how does european look well the
1I guess the old it almost
architecture and the building and the background
looks continental its a continental look to me

IF YOU COULD CHANGE ANYTHING IN THE AD WHAT WOULD YOU CHANGE

think 1I would state in it somewhere
because most people dont know what
a picture and it has a name and thats
photographed by bruce webber so

1I
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that theyre clothing other than couture
that means you know its just very its
about it what it is the smallest type

who cares

A family album

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE

characters IN THE AD

think they look fine they are supposed to look like a family but it doesnt
look like a family because youve got a mixture of ethnicity 1I guess and trying
to tie where does the african american come from or if he is african
are they trying to say everybodys a family or this a
american and the asian
no continuity
family or this doesnt pull together

1I

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE atmosphere OF THIS PICTURE

bleak

the

colors everybody seems to be either smiling or indifferent but its
the lack of color all the black 1I guess it doesnt excite me thats for sure

WHAT VALUES DO YOU SEE THE

advertisers USING IN THE AD

maybe theyre trying to appeal to all walks of life 1I dont know very
conservative and traditional values would be the best 1I could come up with
upper class wealthy just from the setting
DO YOU FEEL IT

no

represents
itrepresents A PICTURE OF SUCCESS

it represents old money

old money isnt success

its

PERHAPS

they hand it down

hes

pointing to elderly man probably the grandson of the original estate and
these are his offspring or family associations
its old money which is not
related to being successful
WHY DO YOU THINK THAT
1I guess 1I dont have a lot of respect
m glad its not my family
guess id say 1Iim
for money thats handed to people and 1I would think that old money would
view theyre conservative because theyre part of a social class and theyre
locked into that lifestyle by society rather than by virtue and values theyve
developed due to lifes experience theyre a family that have to maintain an

1I

appearance
WHAT DO YOU THINK THE CREATORS OF THIS AD HAD IN MIND

if you dont want

to look like a nouveau riche you could wear their clothes and
be part of the upper class or something
what do you think is the difference
between nouveau riche and upper class
well some people are trying to
escape the stereotypical yuppie upwardly mobile nouveau riche those who
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have gained money quite rapidly and new money and want to be part of this
lifestyle maybe thats what theyre trying to appeal to 1I dont know why
people would want to be like that 1I dont some people just live by pretense 1I
guess in this add they almost look like theyre ait
ali
ail
alt
all in uniform not very
individualistic
everythings black almost like they got back from a funeral
IN WHAT WAYS DO YOU USE advertisements

probably my motivation at looking at any ad is for specifications and
information if it doesnt tell me something 1I dont usually look at it 1I want to
know what it is the quality of it its specifications what it can do for me im
not a slave to fashion 1I guess its got to be functional which is the way 1I am
what makes the difference in ads is information thats provided like ive got
a vertex
watch 1I would want to know what functions it has what can it do
this is an altimeter it tells me what the altitude is it tells me what altitude is
thats what 1I was looking for what can it do as far as tell time give altitude
temperature those such things not just what it looks like some people are
different looks are everything for me its the function
CAN YOU THINK OF INSTANCES WHERE ADS HAVE BEEN HELPFUL TO YOU

yeah when 1I get on the internet 1I wanted to find out the specifications on a
watch and 1I compared it and got a comparison between maybe a casio and a
vertex and weighed the differences so thats what im looking for in an ad
no well it
information
what about pausing over ads in magazines
depends if its something 1I have interest in now if its clothing im generally
what about
not going to look at it 1I dont care that much about clothing ads
ads for luxury items
oh its nice to look at but theyre not practical im a
person whos pragmatic and dont waste a lot of time wishing its an image
theyre trying to project not an image im trying to project if you buy a rolex

there are
probably a lot of quartz watches out there that are more accurate than a rolex
if you buy a rolex youre buying it for one reason and thats to present an
youre buying it for
image to say

im

one reason and

thats to present

an image

rich

WHATS YOUR OPINION GENERALLY ABOUT advertising
think it appeals to its more focused on a market that they feel is more
vulnerable to an emotional response impulse buying its not directed at me
per se because like ive said im pretty practical pragmatic about things and

1I
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if it looks pretty glitzy and so forth that doesnt affect me its like 1I say im
looking for information 1I want to qualify it rather than if its pretty so what

JIMMY

oh here we go

theres

information here

HAVE YOU SEEN THIS AD BEFORE

yeah of the ads this is probably the only one
TELL ME YOUR FIRST

ive

ever seen before

impressions ABOUT THIS AD

theyre obviously going after

a marketplace the suburban housewife 1I guess
youd say 1I know that GM and all the manufacturers are trying to capture a
1I think theyre trying to appeal
marketplace and those are very popular items
to male or female they market that way theyre obviously trying to appeal to
the independent woman the equestrian sports type probably all aspects of
life of the upper suburban lifestyle
how do you define upper suburban
lifestyle
100000 a year
well probably upper income making 50
50100000

something like that
WHAT

associations DOES THIS AD HAVE FOR YOU

suburbia 1I mean theyve got planning styles okay
for the garden for the house to get up to the trails
you know just all
round trying to get the impression
allround
housewife that these are the types of things that the
facilitate in their lifestyle skiing fourwheel
four wheel drives

shes using it to haul stuff
with the horse get frames
across to maybe a
Jim
jimmy11
jimmylu
jimmyll
myli
myll11 be able to
Jimmy
its a utility vehicle

IS THERE ANYTHING IN THIS AD THAT REMINDS YOU OF YOUR OWN
LIFESTYLE
UFESTYLE

well this is more addressed to a suburban housewife but 1I mean 1I would not
be opposed to owning a jimmy because 1I like a four
wheel drive 1I have a four
fourwheel
wheel drive and the economy of it its a smaller version of what ive got but
this is trying to make an association with what she does pursing masters in

clinical psychology

husband mark

WHAT DO YOU LIKE ABOUT THE AD OR DISLIKE
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think its done well in that its set back it makes the jimmy stand out with the
its well organized
background
its putting the items that theyre trying to get
an association with in the forefront and making the jimmy stand out with the
color contrast its almost a monochromatic tone against a colored background

1I

IS THERE ANYTHING YOU WOULD CHANGE

no

think it states its purpose its a utility vehicle something to get things
done in economically and thats the purpose of that type of vehicle
1I

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE CHARACTER IN THE AD

just a suburban housewife maybe a doctors wife or something like that or a
1I guess youd
of
professional shes pretty typical thats what 1I see 1I see a lot afi
ofi
say shes middle aged a baby boomer at the time of their life where theyre
trying to get maybe a little bit conspicuous consumption
WHAT ABOUT THE ADS

the colors

atmosphere

give a warmer feeling country feeling

WHAT VALUES DO YOU SEE THE advertisers USING FOR THIS AD

theyre trying

this is a payoff for hard work and
saying ive arrived and that type of thing after say pursuing a masters in
clinical psychology shes in the mode of upwardly mobile maybe still
to appeal to success coming

climbing
WHAT DO YOU THINK THE CREATORS OF THE AD HAD IN MIND

theyre

definitely trying to appeal to the professional person probably
more stating pursuing masters in clinical theyre intelligent theyre trying to
appeal to a professional clientele particularly female that are independent
intelligent and more nouveau riche

DO YOU RELATE TO THAT DEPICTION OF LIFESTYLE

not really

im

not an equestrian

1I

guess there would be some little more
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pretension there and some people are trying to say all the time ive arrived
ive got lots of money im upper class that type of thing that doesnt appeal
to me because 1I dislike being made to feel like im not wealthy and therefore
T
even if thad
had money 1I wouldnt want to make others feel uncomfortable when
they came to my home or make them feel like 1I dont know some people
kind of get off on flaunting their money and looking rich and that 1I think that
has a tendency to cause resentment among other people and ostracizes them
maybe a little snobbish 1I guess

WOOL
WHAT ARE YOUR FIRST impressions

probably just trying to make the statement that wool is comfortable
something that you can live in and trying to dispel some myths about wool
WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE WAY THE AD IS TRYING TO DISPEL THOSE
MYTHS

if indeed the clothing theyre wearing is wool theyre not wearing anything
underneath it its on their skin theyre out on a spring day lying on the grass
and doing things that you would normally be wearing cotton for laughs
WHAT association DOES THIS AD HAVE

young and in love

its an effective statement about wool being comfortable

TELL ME WHAT YOU LIKE ABOUT THE AD

its simple the clothing is simple something to put on not trying to make a
fashion statement 1I dont think its not distracting by looking at some
beautiful models face or his face theyre pretty much not hidden but theyre
not the main focus of attention its not trying to say if you wear these clothes
you will look like them thats the way it is what you see is what you get
IS THERE ANYTHING ABOUT THE AD YOU DONT LIKE

not really
IS THERE ANYTHING YOU WOULD WANT TO CHANGE
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no
TALK TO ME ABOUT THE

characters

IN THIS AD

thinks for a long timei
aimel wouldnt say theres any particular class distinction
timel
theyre probably middle of the road
WHAT VALUES DO YOU SEE THE advertisers MAKING AN APPEAL TO

his haircut the clothes hes wearing maybe
1
I mean 1I could
a little more country clubbish but 1I dont know
not
thats
wear that what do you think about the couple making out
oh 1I dont know
its actually very
locked and you know
liplocked
that theyre making out theyre not lip
innocent its not selling sex theyre selling lifestyle theyre selling life itself

oh probably more conservative

you know this is an event in a day in life

why do
its not groping its a kiss
1I think theyre trying to say is
you think they would use that image in this ad
that when youre wearing this type of product you can enjoy life as it is and
the clothing is not going to be in the way of you carrying out a day to day
activity type of thing
WHAT DO YOU THINK THE CREATORS OF THE AD HAD IN MIND

well because of the photography 1I think maybe theyre trying to create it as
memory these were the clothing we were wearing when we met or when we
were in love or something of that nature trying to kind of black and white
romantic scenario
WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE PURPOSE OF THE ROMANTIC ELEMENT

well romance is something thats always very appealing to anybody and
anybody thats been in love they can say yeah 1I remember when we did that
1I was wearing when 1
1
I
I
what
d
remember
we laid out on the grass and kissed
kisse
first met my wife you know that type thing and clothes are kind of
important she remembers what 1I was wearing and in fact 1I was wearing a
shirt just about like that laughs
ANYTHING ELSE

well the framing of it the brush strokes draw attention to the ye olde dress
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code the text the font theyre using is trying to say this was traditional belief
and thats not the case any more
wool was a different fabric and what it was perceived to be
WHAT connection DO YOU SEE BETWEEN THE COPY AND THE PICTURE

theyre

trying to say its soft

BALLY SHOE
TELL ME WHAT THIS AD SAYS TO YOU

probably wouldnt give it a second thought because the shoe doesnt
doeant
doesn
appeal to me thats just a taste thing theyre trying to portray that this is a
party or dress shoe and by putting it where it is theyre trying to say youll
stand out if you wear it whats interesting is that its cut off from in the
picture 1I dont know what their purpose is in that it doesnt show him or
anyone else in the picture wearing it theyre just trying to say this is the type
of shoe 1I guess youd wear at this type of function you know probably a
reception or a party or a dance or something

well

1I

WHO DO YOU THINK THE AD IS TALKING TO

young urban professional 1I guess
PROMPT ANY associations FROM YOUR OWN LIFE
DOES IT PROMPTANY

no

1I

guess theyre trying to say its a comfortable dress shoe

WHAT DO YOU LIKE OR DISLIKE ABOUT THIS AD
1I dont
1I guess emotionally 1I wouldnt wear it
just dont like the shoe why
know what type of person would wear that shoe 1I mean its pretty much
no
restricted to a one occasion type shoe does bally have any association
never heard of it before switzerland theyre trying to break into the
american market

1I

WHAT ABOUT THE

theyre

having fun

characters AND VALUES IN THE AD
ive

always thought that when they use a black and white
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photograph its to say it refers to a memory a past event a good time in this
case when they got married or something and memories evoke and emotional
response
typically theyre happy times maybe theyre trying to make that
association
if its a wedding or reception everyones dressed to the hilt and
you canut
can9t
cant tell what their class distinction is theyre all dressed nicely or a tux
or whatever you dont go around dressed in a tux all the time its probably
I mean 1I wouldnt say this would be a
trying to be a very generic non
wealthy mans shoe its a dress shoe a slip on probably very comfortable
probably trying to say you can wear it anywhere
1
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ALAN
TJFE WORLD INTERVIEW
LIFE
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOURSELF YOUR VALUES AND

well yeah thats try to put that in a nutshell

motivations

guess if somebody was trying
to describe me 1I guess you would have to say 1I have conservative values and
that can be very encompassing but on the other hand 1I am not by any means
locked into a set mind set of values that would typically be understood as
being conservative 1I guess thats kind of vague because there are some things
19ve
lve
that 1I am passionate about which would not be mainstream conservative
ive
always been very actively involved with say civil rights and 1I believe
everybody should be given the same opportunity regardless of race creed
color gender etc and ive always made it a practice to start everyone 1I meet
some people start people at one and then youve got to prove
at level ten
yourself to me 1I give everybody the benefit of the doubt and if at all possible
try to maintain a ten there will always be people who will disappoint you but
you have to live with that As far as 1I guess you would have to say im a
thinking person like in advertisements 1I like to be informed im probably
more affected by what 1I can understand and glean about something rather
than how it affects me initially you know or emotionally im not emotionally
stimulated but not to say that im cold hearted like with my own family its
very important to me to communicate in all aspects of family 1I guess you
would say that our family is somewhat demonstrative very caring about each
being we have very close family ties from my parents and
other and our well
wellbeing
to my own children
1

1I

.1

WHY DO YOU HAVE SUCH A PASSION FOR CIVIL RIGHTS

guess you would say im a product of the sixties in my more formative years
1I grew up in new york and watched kennedy assassinated
and you can see the
front page news of robert kennedys assassination and 1I was very much
affected by martin luther king and as a matter of fact the first book 1I ever
king 1I
read page to page or cover to cover was martin luther king by
guess it affected me emotionally 1I guess you could say im pretty black and
white in my perception of the things 1I dont like 1I just dont like injustice and

1I
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dont want to

be a person who wants to facilitate any injustice
one who is trying to equal the playing field 1I guess

id

rather be

HOW DO YOU FIND THESE VALUES FIT IN WITHIN THE COMMUNITY IN WHICH
YOU LIVE IN UTAH

well utah typically was very isolated and as a result of that it has been
1I find that
somewhat ignorant of the values of other people other cultures
some of the people who are born and raised in utah are ignorant of other
cultures and ways of life and value systems and theyre somewhat intolerant
of other peoples beliefs rather than trying to learn about them and
understand why they believe the way they believe they just discount them
and say theyre wrong and were right and theyre not because truth 1I find
that truth is most cases and with most people the product of what they were
taught and how they assess truth based on those values not to say they are
right or wrong thats how theyve been taught thats how they believe then
there is what is called real truth and thats not always the same thing as what
people believe is true 1I believe very strongly that you cant understand
another man until you walk in his own moccasins you have to walk his walk
before you can judge him
WHAT VALUES

emphasized BY THE CHURCH MOST CLEARLY SPEAK TO YOU

that

every man on the earth who has come here was placed here has the
pre ordained or
same life potentials as any other man
there was no preordained
predestined results for any individual person we are all given the same
rights powers and potential as any other person because were here and 1I
everybody has to make a choice and
do not believe there were fence sitters
we all made a choice to be here

WHEN YOU LOOK AT advertising depictions OF VARIOUS
DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THEIR VALUE MESSAGES

lifestyles

HOW

see a lot of advertising what theyre trying to do is to appeal to certain
classes of people social economic appeal
the advertisers for sporting gear
will all usually typically mainstream either ages 15 through 25 and theyll
have them dress in those type of outfits
theyre going after markets which
are pretty much pigeonholed and a lot of times that involves social status and
class ive been in advertising quite some time and 1I know exactly what they
are going for 1I was in some advertising for named company and they had

1I
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two different campaigns
there was one campaign for white bread meal toast
ad and then there was a second ethnic ad campaign which was targetted
target ted to
black people so there was a separation of not just class distinction but race
distinction and so 1I find the advertising medium to be very bigoted socially
they are appealing and patronizing an unacceptable social statement that
exists in our country which is
That we distinguish between class and wealth
isthan
and millions of dollars are spent researching socioeconomic
socio economic class and what
markets to go after theyre not distinguishing or determining whether its
right or wrong just thats where the moneys at

isthat

HOW DOES THE accumulation OF GOODS AS THEY ARE PORTRAYED IN ADS
FIT WITH YOUR OWN VALUES

guess but im not swayed so much by how things
look socially or economically im not going to buy a lexus or BMW or
anything like that its a lot of money for transportation which is not its
luxury and 1I like to ride in nice cars like everybody else but to spend an
exorbitant amount of money on it just to say keep up with the joneses is not
my cup of tea and 1I do feel that people spend a lot of their conspicuous
consumption the games that people play to stay ahead of everybody else or
either that or keep up

it comes down to maturity

1I

HOW DO YOU RESPOND TO IDEAL TYPES

represented BY advertising

IMAGES

measure up 1I dont As a matter of fact it turns me the other way 1I guess 1I
resent it 1I dont like being manipulated and thats what a lot of advertising is
its manipulation and 1I think thats most of whats going on around me im not
really swayed by im not easily impressed but when 1I am impressed its
1I would be probably more impressed by someone
generally for genuine values
whos very very wealthy that wore a flannel shirt and jeans and drove a jeep
rather than a rolls royce or wore thousand dollar armanis that would
impress me more than the other 1I think its a flaw in character to have to try
to flaunt your wealth thats the way 1I feel
HOW IMPORTANT IS

appearance WITHIN YOUR LOCAL COMMUNITY

A hundred years ago brigham young said the day would come
when this valley speaking of salt lake valley that a man coming into the
latter day saint from a
streets of salt lake would not be able to distinguish a latterday

very much
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black dogs leg 1I guess that meant the gentiles and 1I think thats true so we
have adopted we are not latter day saints are not distinguished any more for
anything as far as appearance as far as 1I can tell from anybody else except for
temple going cormons
mormons
mor mons you dont generally see them with sleeveless dresses or
shorts that are too short so that would be probably the only distinction you
could find typically in the mix you would not find any differences 1I think
that advertising is very very effective in how we our dress standards not like
it was a hundred years ago and they all wore even out in the fields were
wearing heavy dark like black wool coats and jep shirts and hats and were
changed
completely covered from head to toe yeah things have ch
anaed
anred
chanaud
chanaed
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT AD MESSAGES TO BE DESIRABLE

guess it depends on the criteria As far as women its to be immodest nope 1I
dont like that and for men to be to emphasize machismo or you know
most of the
superiority or masculinity thats cheap and very shallow
emphasis that 1I see in advertising is very shallow rather than appealing to
peoples values they appeal to their most base instincts and sex

1I

LOOKING AT advertising AS IT ADDRESSES MEN AND WOMEN HOW WOULD
YOU understand THE differences IN SOCIAL expectations
A woman has to be glamorous she has to be thin sophisticated 1I guess A man
has to be successful has to be built like adonis has to have well has to be the

life of the party
HOW DO YOU FEEL THESE MESSAGES COMPARE WITH WHAT THE CHURCH IS
TELLING MEN AND WOMEN IS IMPORTANT

think the church is more emphasizing is that the greatest success you can
achieve is in your own home and that if you place your values first within your
seif
own home and your own self
selfactualization
actualization in your relationship with christ
that should be paramount before anything else success is not a bad thing its
just what you do with it and how much emphasis you place on it its a matter
or priorities and our greatest emphasis in values should be placed on those
things that will have the greatest consequences eternally in long term effects
rather than short term effects so build up your treasure in heaven and not
on earth and the rest of it will be provided for you
1I
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HOW DOES THE CONFLICT OF MESSAGES PLAY OUT IN YOUR OWN LIFE

guess my biggest priority is to make sure that my familys successful in
gaining a set of values will be long lasting and to avoid the appearance of
pretension trying to be something theyre not and 1I guess making sacrifices
that 1I need to so that 1I can fulfil that 1I had to make a decision seven or eight
years ago whether to say in the corporate world and spend all my time on the
road and seeking after the brass ring gold ring actually or which was more
important to me my family and my own personal fulfillment so 1I left that
world and here 1I am

well

1I

WHAT directions COME TO MIND ABOUT advertising FROM CHURCH
LEADERS

know that something that 1I have adopted and that has been said in church
rated movies period 1I draw lines in my life and
councils is not to patronize R
rrated
1
1
I
in
I
do
we
or
seen
years
we dont see R
movies
one
that
rated
wont
havent
rrated
cant expect my children not to do it if im doing it 1I have to keep the same
standards 1I expect them to keep not because im an adult and 1I can do it and
you cant
the church makes statements about violence and pornography on
television what was considered soft pornography when 1I was a teenager is
now mainstream dress code on television and in advertising today its not like
it hasnt gone unnoticed by the church and its standards havent changed
compared to everybody alses
elses this is becoming increasingly in conflict
because the church is not going to change its standards so as the gap widens it
the church will become more adamant and we will probably become more
criticized because of it but the church has never asked me to do anything that
has caused me harm or detriment so when they tell me to do something 1I do
1I

it
R
YOU MENTIONED RRATED
RATED MOVIES WHAT ABOUT ROOM FOR ARTISTIC MERIT
IN SUCH A WIDE SPECTRUM OF MOVIES THAT CARRY AN R
RRATING
RATING

no

1I

draw the line

yeah everybody says go see schindlery
lers list
Schind
schindlers

like

advertising advertising counts the dollar vote the dollar is a vote every
dollar stands as a vote and 1I will not patronize an industry that is in conflict
with my own personal values therefore I have in actually drawing a line its
a compromise because there are pg13 movies which in my estimation should
be R
rated and unfortunately its hard to decipher what is acceptable before
rrated
pg13
13 movies because they just
you get there my wife and 1I we walked out of PG
have to throw these things in there so 1I dont compromise but because of that
1
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attitude 1I find myself in conflict because sometimes the line isnt good enough
and its probably going to change probably eventually well have to draw the
line at PG and like 1I say the gap is continuing to widen as the adversary has
continued to win with society its become further and further separated
WHAT DO YOU THINK ARE THE IMPORTANT ISSUES IN TERMS OF MEN AND
WOMEN THEIR SOCIAL EQUALITY AND PLACE IN THE CHURCH

guess in the church 1I guess in order for the church to function properly there
are certain rules that played but its not a matter of class distinction within the
anybody who says
church there are differences in men and women
ignorant
orant 1I mean men are typically more straight lined from
otherwise is ian
irn
ianorant
point A to point B and maybe a little boneheaded in what they see around
them theyre not as involved in the periphery women on the other hand are
much more observant than men are and 1I guess thats partly why the church
hierarchy or church was set up the way it is because the men are the ones who
are expected to get the job done and unfortunately because of that they seem
to miss some of the emotional issues that are involved in their decision
making 1I think thats where the women are there to kind of pick up the pieces
for when I think any good priesthood holder who would have a position in
the church needs to have a wife to counsel him in his decision making 1I dont
think a wife should be left out of what a husband does obviously there has to
be confidentiality in a lot of cases but 1I dont find a problem its just a matter
of identity there has to be someone that has to openly make the decisions but
from the time of adam adam and eve they had to counsel each other and
make the decision together now that they messed up and what choice and
what path they would take 1I think thats one of the big problems that we
have men taking the attitude that they have to make all the decisions and not
have to counsel with their wives thats wrong As far as equality and outside
of the church and advertising or whatever a woman who is in an occupation
and has a position equivalent with a man should be paid the same work is
work whether its a male or a female if theyre doing the job they should be
paid and compensated equally
thats justice
1I

1
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66boyd99
OYIT

WOOL
HAVE YOU SEEN THIS AD BEFORE

no

1I

havent

TELL ME YOUR FIRST impressions OF THIS AD

it doesnt have anything that makes it really jump out at me just that 1I guess
first off looking at it im not sure what they were advertising 1I had to read it
twice to figure out what it was obviously its sweaters that theyre wearing
made of wool and you dont have to wear something under that the rules
have changed
DOES THE AD PROMPT ANY associations WITHIN YOUR OWN LIFE

no not really

more that 1I think its saying well just the way that
it puts it ye olde dress code the old rule was that this wool was and now the
new rule and they try to portray it 1I think in the accent of the day where they
always throw in sex with it you know and that kind of stuff and yet maybe
theyve put it in a black and white photo to make it look old as well that you
can have the old code with the new code mixed together
what does the
appeal to old and new codes say to you
it doesnt bother me they say never
reveal your figure to the opposite sex and the picture doesnt really reveal
either their figures too much any more so than what you see in everyday life
theyre both fully clothed
1I

dont think

TELL ME SOME THINGS THAT YOU LIKE AND DISLIKE ABOUT THE AD
1
I dont think they spur me on yet
a
big
fan
ads
and
white
black
not
of
im
they use the red type and thats what draws me in its a relaxing picture it
ou might have done or
puts you in mind of other thoughts or dreams which yyou
would like more of a romantic 1I dont think it pulls those emotions really
good its real subtle
dislike well im not sure what
what its advertising except
that you can still wear wool but it doesnt have a name on here you know you
dont know who its an ad for obviously just the wool industry probably but
no name brands you cant really get a look because its in black and white you
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cant tell colors or how it looks because theyre lying down too you dont get a
thling and if 1I was shopping for clothes this isnt
thi
really good look at the whole thing
1I mean it really depends on what youre
an ad that really catches me
shopping for but if 1I was looking for a sweater the ads saying yeah you dont
have to wear a shirt or anything under this but 1I still would whenever 1I wear
a sweater 1I always wear a shirt under it because 1I prefer that look and wool
has the reputation of being itchy
IF YOU COULD CHANGE ANYTHING IN THAT AD IS THERE ANYTHING YOU
WOULD CHANGE

have it in color instead of black and white and then maybe so that you can
see what theyre wearing better
of course thats not so much what theyre
advertising the look of a particular sweater but you can wear it next to your
skin and thats what theyre advertising theyre very close to each other and
obviously nothing on underneath

1I

HOW WOULDYOU
WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE

characters IN THIS AD

think they portray to me young professionals mid thirties successful
obviously nice clothes not only the sweaters but the nice pants he wears he
wears the sweater pulled out and even the way that they wear their hair that
theyre middle to upper income maybe single if you look close she doesnt
maybe just a
have a ring on
do you identify with the male character at all
little bit just from age but not a lot really 1I would never wear just the way
he has a pull up on his sleeve 1I think the woman is similar to the male
obviously single kind of yuppie theyre both attractive

1I

WHAT VALUES DO YOU SEE THE

advertisers USING

think what theyre trying to say is people who have time to go out into the
park and have fun wear wool if you wear wool you dont have to worry about
getting on the ground and just where its talking about the rules 1I think a
lower income dont really have dress code rules you buy whatever you can
afford those that have money can do whatever they want and be in style kind
of thats what theyre projecting styles of changed rules have changed
definitely a middle upper class its associated with having free time fun
loving time alone thats what you wear

1I
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IN WHAT WAYS DO YOU USE advertisements IN YOUR OWN LIFE
a lot 1I dont read a lot of magazines 1I watch quite a bit of TV
newspapers 1I look for stuff from magazines that are specifically for clothing
though when 1I do and thats why 1I think 1I like to see the style the full outline
of what it is youre looking at but if all theyre selling is wool then the ad
probably works okay but 1I dont think advertisements plays a huge role but
this one doesnt even have a brand name

1I

dont

WHEN YOU SEE ADS representing lifestyles DO YOU FIND YOURSELF
MAKING comparisons WITH YOUR OWN LIFESTYLE TASTES

oh yeah absolutely thats how trends start or fashions change because 1I dont
go the store and 1I dont go to the malls a lot so its from seeing whats popular
1I usually am a little slower to jump on if 1I see a trend starting 1I dont jump
right out and buy it 1I wait until its been out for a while before 1I adopt that
m slow to change 1I dont really care if im right up to date
why is that oh 1Iim
1I dont always want to be way behind but kind of middle of the pack is the way
setter
trendsetter
that 1I adapt to im not a real trend
CAN YOU THINK OF INSTANCES WHERE ADS HAVE BEEN HELPFUL TO YOU

think ads play a bigger part in bigger dollar purchases like a car or big
electronic kind of stuff but smaller items more of a brand name 1I think is
where everybody is you go to the store you see two items for sale priced
about the same which one do 1I buy the one that im familiar with the name 1I
dont look so much for information because so many products in their class are
similar and the features that they offer so its the look yeah if 1I have two
items that 1I like one 1I like better than the other one but im not as familiar
with ill probably still buy it the name brand only goes so far but if 1I have it
forever like 1I bought a personal stereo just last week for my wife you know
kind of looking at price there were three or four in the same price range 1I
ended up buying the one that was not the name brand because 1I liked the way
that it looked better you know 1I wonder well is it as durable maybe but 1I
bought it anyway
1I

HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT ADS FOR LUXURY ITEMS ROLEX HAND TOOLED
SHOES EUROPEAN SPORTS CARS ETC

like to look at ads for those kinds of things not that im pricing it just what
1I definitely
they have in the ad theyre usually taken in glamorous places

1I
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pause but mostly just for the look and to see whats different about it you
know like a rolex watch versus one you pay 25 for but even though 1I could
probably afford a rolex watch 1I would never buy one not now its really more
upper class at least for me if 1I bought one it would be for pride not that it
keeps better time or anything but its pride by wearing this people see me
with it on whats their opinion
WHAT IS YOUR OPINION ABOUT advertising GENERALLY

think more and more advertising gets more risque more sex 1I get tired of
advertising so 1I have to sort
advertising maybe when 1I buy a magazine its 75
through all that to get to what you really want to get to 1I think in some ways
its kind of a waste of money especially more on TV ads where 1I see things like
Super bowl they spend millions of dollars for an ad and 1I wonder if they
the superbowl
really recoup that if a company like coke quit advertising for a year would
they really lose that much market share or would they just make that much
money back by not spending the advertising dollars

1I

YOU MENTIONED THAT YOU TIRE OF SEXUAL APPEALS WHY IS THAT
1
I think maybe if my kids were older
me
really
bother
it
suppose
doesnt
oh
it might but they dont take much notice now but if they were teenagers then
1I think 1
1I would probably notice it more
I probably certainly stop to look at it
more you know you see an ad thats portraying sexuality 1I think 1I would stop
and look at it and thats what theyre trying to do so obviously it works but
does it affect me buying something probably not 1I dont make a lot of
impulse purchases probably made more when 1I was single just because 1I had
more discretionary income than 1I do now
9

1I

JIMMY
HAVE YOU SEE THIS BEFORE

no
TELL ME YOUR FIRST

impressions ABOUT THIS AD

like it more because its in color you can see the car if 1I was really
interested in buying a jimmy 1I would probably also like to see more
information and see more of those kind of things to compare it if 1I was

1I
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looking through a magazine 1I would definitely stop and look at this theyre
kind of portraying it just from the way that ladys dressed theyre showing
that its a luxury car its not a lower end this lady could buy what she wants
and she bought a jimmy
DOES THIS AD HAVE ANY associations WITH YOUR OWN LIFE

just from the picture or reading the copy or both of them together
whichever well the thing that really catches me is the skis because 1I ski and
1
a
I like to do that kind of stuff hey yeah theres room for
cause
gardener
im
skis in here its a luxury thing with the paintings but can be a little more

rugged
IS THERE ANYTHING THAT YOU LIKE OR DISLIKE IN THE AD

think its a more comfortable ad than the last one wool just because of
its color you can really see the product 1I know that its a jimmy that you see
and not just a car in general theres no question about exactly what it is they
are advertising
its a little bit of an odd thing because its definitely in most
ads they try to make them look more real this one is on a canvas which tells
you its a staged photo they try to portray this lady though just the average
everyday person going about her life and this is what she chose to do it in
does she seem to you like an average everyday lady not really 1I mean shes
pretty dressed up 1I dont really see someone like that driving a jimmy its a
little lower end for what she could buy for that or just the way that shes
dressed the kind of things shes saying here obviously theyre trying to make
jimmy more appealing to people aspiring to a higher end market image

well

1I

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE CHARACTER IN THE AD

dont identify

hiking skiing and
with her she has a cat a horse she likes biking
working out all of those fit that upper end yuppie kind of lifestyle no kids so
all those things dont relate to me but maybe she works you know pursuing a
masters degree if she has a horse she maybe has a rich husband you know
getting a degree in psychology is the in thing to do its socially acceptable the
saddle is not you know to go ride in the corral she has a regular riding saddle
a riding hat a more expensive horse
but they try to make her seem ordinary
jew ellery 1I think thats a lifestyle that a lot of
because she makes her own jewellery
people like to have those that dont have would like to have but its kind of a
hiking skiing working out she has a husband and a cat
selfish lifestyle shes biking

1I
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if it were
looks 40

a younger lady then okay or maybe newly married yeah but she
so she chose not to have a family and have a more selfish lifestyle

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT ADS THAT MAKE APPEALS TO CLASS

aspiration

think theyre fine if they have to if you dont have a market that youre going
after there are real definite breaks and most of them are more economic and
people that have more money generally want people to know that they have
more money so theyre not driving a small cheap car they buy a more
expensive car what these ads mostly try to do though a lot of it is to try to get
people to ride on the bubble to try to get them to bump up
to ride on the
bubble well if you said that you kind of have a break at an income of
50000 those above that have all the fancy stuff and those below it dont
theyre getting those that are 45000 47000 bring them up to the next
level with this advertisement
1I

ARE THERE OTHER associations WITH CLASS THAT ARE NOT PURELY
ECONOMIC
well there are but all of those have to run along lines of money because sure
you may love horses but if you dont have money you cant have nice horses 1I
think theyre all associated with money in some way
WHAT DO YOU THINK THE
AD TOGETHER

advertisers HAD IN MIND WHEN THEY PUT THIS

think that all the different props that they have that theyre saying the jimmy
fits all your lifestyles its luxurious its a car that fits everybody trying to
husband and a cat
make her out to be like everybody when it says she has a ahusband
no kids its just a vehicle maybe for two with room to put all your stuff in it if
youre a very active person you have all these things that you need to carry
around and do

1I

WHO DO YOU THINK THE AD IS DESIGNED TO TALK TO

that

age group between 35 and 45
wool chose to have one of each

obviously women where the previous one

BALLY
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HAVE YOU SEEN THIS AD BEFORE

no
AND YOUR

first

impressions

OF THIS AD

think that shoes really ugly 1I would never wear that just because its
ugly shoes are something that ive bought and spent quite a bit of money on
before ive bought nice shoes before so 1I like doing that you know its not a
look that im comfortable with or would ever wear so 1I would glance at that ad
for a real short time
what look is that the two tone 1I think a lot of things
that cost a lot of money are really ugly and 1I would never wear them its also
an ad out of switzerland which they have different tastes in some things so its
an ad for them and their industry but these are the kind of ads that youd see
in an upper end magazine not kind of good housekeeping or something like
that 1I wouldnt think so even though its advertising hey buy bally shoes 1I
think the shoe they chose for their model is 1I dont care for at all the
sleeker looking little tassel 1I guess thats the look that 1I like ive never seen
any shoe like that anybody really wear its almost like a shoe that someone
that was really poor would wear because often thats the way either the rich
wear it because they think its you know beautiful good looking thats
certainly right on the trend and that it maybe the kind of shoe ill be wearing
in two years because ive seen enough people wearing it for it to grow on me
and ill start to like it
1I

DOES THE PICTURE IN THE AD HAVE ANY associations WITH YOUR OWN
LIFE

no 1I dont dance but its also saying maybe not just the dancing but hey
theyre having a good time enjoying themselves 1I assume hes wearing bally
shoes hes out there having a blast and from that 1I would say more upper
class as well and thats what theyre advertising theyre not reaching out to
m their target market with this ad at all
me 1I dont think 1Iim
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT ADS THAT SEEM TO SPEAK TO PEOPLE IN A HIGHER
CLASS THAN YOUR OWN

it doesnt bother me at all

it is certainly speaking to a higher economic class

but when 1I see an ad for something that maybe 1I like like a very nice suit or a
tie that costs 200 or something if 1I like that tie ill stop and look at it and
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clothes are something that 1I would spend money on but even so 1I could get a
magazine like GQ and a lot of things that 1I see in there 1I wouldnt wear 1I just
dont like that kind of european style of thing or to be the first person out
there with that style maybe after two years
and 1I
wears it comes around to me
vears
think a lot of people wear these things just because its the name value it costs
a lot of money to buy these and thats all you can say about them when 1I go
to places where 1I see higher end people wear that 1I think 1I would never wear
that even if 1I had the money they had 1I would still not wear that
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT BUYING DESIGNER LABELS

kind of have mixed feelings it depends on what it is some things 1I think
theres better value and if you spend more money you get what you pay for
especially clothing but not everything like levis you can spend a 100 on a
pair of levis but 1I never would or like a tie you can spend 5 on a tie or
1I would be more likely to spend
100 on a tie than on a pair of pants
100
why 1I think its the look levis are not dressy wear for work you wear them
you
say
buy them
special
anything
to lay around in the house
they dont
for comfort and if you spend 100 dollar for a pair versus 20 you get nothing
more out of them 1I suppose you can use that argument about a tie but you
can wear it with a nice dress shirt and a suit its a focal point its just one of
those quirks about me 1I guess that 1I would spend more money on a tie than on
a pair of levis

1I

YOU SAID THAT YOU ENJOY BUYING CLOTHES TELL ME ABOUT YOUR
motivations WHEN YOU BUY NICE CLOTHES

think the reason that the reason that 1I spend more money on clothes is the
look it gives you it certainly makes you feel good if you wear nicer clothes
its the first thing people see and people do judge you on what you wear like
when 1I go to work and girls wear that 70s look 1I think are you wearing that
because you think you look nice or just because its the style

1I

HOW DO YOU READ THE MALE IN THIS AD

dont really like the picture of him 1I dont think hes good looking at all
ng a funny face 1I found more appeal in her just
pulling
theyve kind of got him pulli

1I

because she has a smile she has pretty face 1I wouldnt like to be like him at
all 1I think the look is more european and it just doesnt appeal to me 1I dont
want to that kind of a look you know when you read the copy and they talk
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about hand crafted workmanship styling yeah 1I look for those type of things
but 1I would probably look more at the picture if 1I thought he had those shoes
on
WHAT DO YOU THINK THE advertisers HAD IN MIND WHEN THEY PUT ALL
THESE DIFFERENT ELEMENTS TOGETHER

well putting them all together 1I guess you can never spend too much money
on shoes get the best wear the best shoes when youre wearing the best
clothes and going out to have the best time with your best girl you know they
have this girl in the background looking at them and smiling and shes
probably longing hey 1I wish that 1I was her dancing with the guy in bally

VERSACE
HAVE YOU SEEN THIS BEFORE

have not no looking at it 1I wouldnt know what they were advertising 1I
dont know if they are advertising like a photo studio or what clothing for
me id have to be familiar with that name brand 1I think to know thats what
they were doing because at first when 1I looked at all the ads 1I thought this was
an advertisement for a photo studio that took family portraits

1I

WHAT ARE YOUR impressions ABOUT THIS AD
ohy
oh if theyre advertising clothing and its a black and white photo 1I cant see
anything 1I like except basic styles for me 1I guess theyre going for some kind
of a shock feature there because they try to make this look like a family
album they have all these mixtures of different kinds of people and race

styles
hairstyles
hair
WHAT DO YOU THINK THE AD IS TRYING TO SAY
re going after some kind of a shock feature and 1I dont really
just think they
theyre
like this ad its like theyve run out of ideas to advertise their clothing so
1I

9

theyve got the white girl holding the black baby the guy with two earrings
kind of a punk hairdo look and this guy with a new age look maybe theyre
saying our clothes fit everybody
but theyre saying our clothes fit everybody
and then they kind of throw it in to make it look like hey this is our family
portrait they have the older people in the middle and all the kids and
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grandkids in the front
YOU MENTIONED THE SHOCK VALUE THE
THAT MAKE YOU FEEL

it doesnt work for me at all

interracial ELEMENT

HOW DOES

id

look at it and say what are they advertising
here they wanted to say hey its okay for you know white girls to have black
babies men to wear earrings or hey our clothes look nice thats what 1I think
a lot of advertisers do what advertisings gone to now they dont advertise
their product any more but more off the wall the better the ad is supposed to
be now
theyve gotten away from advertising a product just about
everybody well not everybody but a lot them have gone after a shock feature
or something
maybe they think that will draw the attention and people will
are you shocked no nothing really shocks me any more
say oh im shocked
1I dont think
do you find the ad distasteful well probably down front they
have the guy with the earrings and the white girl resting her shoulder on the
black mans shoulder and the white girl holding a black baby those are the
two biggest shockers that reach out and hit you and 1I think theyre trying to
go after something there but 1I wouldnt look at this and say im shocked 1I
cant believe they do this for me it just falls into that category of advertising
thats trying to do something or maybe ten years ago that would have been a
bigger shock
ARE THERE ANY associations IN THE PICTURE THAT YOU IDENTIFY WITH

well just that we have family portraits taken and we all dress up and wear our
nice stuff to look at it its a family portrait which im not sure if its really
supposed to be or not
whatever we live through and whatever happens trials
and struggles in our lives if they were really embarrassed about something
then they wouldnt have a family portrait no we dont want to have this
keepsake you know but they obviously feel good enough that yeah lets get
everybody together
WHAT WOULD YOU CHANGE IN THIS AD

would probably take out the girl holding the black baby because of shock
value or something else well not that its shock value more socially
unacceptable to me you know even if she had her husband with her they
kind of leave it to say to interpret shes had a baby out of wedlock and its
black and theres no father with her you know that happens more and more

1I
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and is more and more socially acceptable but in my life its not socially
acceptable not because 1I think im racist just that its easier you think of this
child growing up and what children have to go through and it works to no
ones advantage not that 1I dont mind what other people do so much for
myself 1I wouldnt feel bad if 1I saw them in the mall together but 1I wouldnt
want it in my family 1I wouldnt want to be associated with it the same thing
1I dont see why
with the guy with the earrings the guy wearing two earrings
guys wear earrings its something 1I would never do in fact its everywhere
around you you cant go any place without seeing that you know it used to
be fairly big shock value a few years ago what does the earring say to you
mostly and ive asked myself that before why would you do that you know
just because you think it looks pretty or good looking or tougher 1I think its
A pride issue for some or others a
more different people for different reasons
shock value rebellion kind of thing others just to fit in you see more and
more of it in prominent people like sports figures do it
WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE

characters IN THIS AD

theyre

very wealthy but 1I think thats almost in every ad they always try to
make if 1I buy this 1I will come across as being very wealthy it looks like
theyre standing on the steps of a big mansion a very elegant kind of look to
all of them the guys look very slick and upper class and even the dresses
you know they look very expensive and high class what do you think about
high class its fine in some ways everybody tries to reach into that if they
can maybe you dont own a million dollar home but you can buy an expensive
dress or something like that basically its pride to distinguish yourself from
others and the way it makes you feel thats why you buy it 1I could probably
go another three or four years and never buy another piece of clothing
because 1I have enough to wear but you do just because you want to keep
updated and you dont want to be seen in the same stuff everyday you feel
self conscious about it people love to watch upper end shows about the rich
and famous what they do how they dress how they act
do people like this have an influence on you oh you notice the way they act
and interact and you try to imitate those kind of things
WHAT DO YOU THINK THE
AD

particular

advertisers HAD IN MIND WITH THIS

just looking at the ad it was difficult to know what they were advertising its
definitely supposed to appeal to a higher lifestyle 1I look at ads very quickly
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some people get in them but if 1I dont understand it or the picture doesnt
appeal to me 1I will just ignore it because of the size of this ad too its a
centerfold
centerfold 1I might look at it and then id move on
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boyd99
OYIT

INWRVIIEW
TIFF
UFE
life WORLD INTERVIEW
HOW DO YOU IMAGINE YOUR FRIENDS PEOPLE WHO KNOW YOU WELL WOULD
DESCRIBE YOU

think the would say that im funny good sense of humor more laid back
not a lot of things make me upset pretty easy going and generally overall
fairly nice 1I think is how they would describe me

oh

1I

WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER TO BE YOUR MAIN

motivations

my family is important and my friends are important 1I think 1I I dont know
that im really driven towards things it kind of depends some things ill jump
right in and just go and get done and finish and then there are those 1I put off
forever im not one of those people that makes lots of lists or has lots of
goals 1I just do the things that need to be done and go ahead just because 1I
want to get it done 1I prioritize and move things back each day and those that
arent important but 1I like to have a lot of fun and 1I love to golf and those
kind of things 1I think those kinds of things motivate me you know 1I cant do
this unless 1I get this done the nicer things motivate you to work harder so if
1I cant afford it now if 1I work a little harder those kind of things
1

DO YOU FEEL

passionate ABOUT ANYTHING

really feel passionate about anything nothing really makes
1I think that rather than get mad about
me mad you know a topic or anything
things 1I find humor in things when some people a topic really sets them off
like that upsets me youre attacking this belief 1I have and to me 1I just take
that more as humor

1I

dont know if

DO YOU

1I

particularly IDENTIFY WITH ANY LDS VALUES

family values morality value 1I think thats a big strong thing and 1I think you
know if you said does that make me mad 1I think our societys morality or
morals are definitely you know gone and maybe thats maybe the route of a
lot of problems but it doesnt make me mad those things dont make me
mad if someone attacks my values but those are more my stronger values that
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family is important kind of having a faith or a belief in something when
people just live one day at a time 1I think it almost hurts society they dont
really have any responsibility to anybody 1I think it just really builds on the
moral value thing that youll just kind of decay you know if you dont have
that strong will or morals in your life in business practice for those kind of
people its more of an 1I thing thats maybe another value something that 1I
think about often and talk about often finances 1I mean those kind of values
go back to my church background stay out of debt live within your means
thats another thing that can really hurt society credit card debt live today
and well pay that off tomorrow but those things dont make me mad
DO YOU PROTECT YOUR FAMILY FROM UNWELCOME OUTSIDE
ANYWAY

dont think that you can

influences IN

think some people try to at home or school
being real selective with friends and people that you associate with 1I dont
think you can really do that there are certain guidelines you can follow the
kind of movie that you watch you have that control the language that you use
at home and how you handle things kids and people are going to go out into
society school or wherever and they will bring these things home but if youre
open and can talk about them ask why and 1I dont agree with that or thats
right or why we do what we do compared to what others do and what we
believe why we think this way is better than others thats how 1I handle those
things we can be sheltered to a small extent but you can shelter too much
you need to opportunity to figure it out for yourself

well

1I

1I

YOU MENTIONED CHOICE OF MOVIE AS ONE MEANS OF CONTROL DO YOU
HAVE ANY FEELINGS ABOUT THE CHURCHS DIRECTION NOT TO WATCH RRATED MOVIES
1I

feel fine about it its no problem whatsoever and the reason that 1I do 1I
think theyre wrong but you can take some PG movies and say this is worse
than this movie and 1I think some people try to say this is rated R because and
then it maybe language or it has this one little thing but the reason 1I dont
have a problem with that and 1I think its like other kinds of things the church
does because its a faith thing there are blessings for just following
directions one 1I can relate to is that several years ago the church used to ask
us to pay ward budget and you dont any more they just stopped it well
from the ward budget was where you where wards can have a lot of extra
money the more money you pay the more money you have for youth

1I
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conferences and fun things and those kind of ended when funds became very
limited some families said well ill just continue to pay that 1I have lots of
extra money let me you give you a 1000 and then my kids can go on these
things but to do it on a faith thing its a matter not so much about money as
it was faith its not what everyone can understand but its a matter of faith to
live these small principles
DO YOU EVER FIND YOURSELF IN CONFLICT WITH CERTAIN CHURCH
TEACHINGS AND YOUR OWN preferences

no

really dont 1I guess im fairly conservative 1I still think that the church
gives us lots of latitude 1I dont feel its a real limiting kind of thing in our lives
that theres all these rules that you live by all the rules are good for us but 1I
still think theres lots of opportunity to be individual and do your own thing
1I

DO YOU HAVE aspirations FOR YOURSELF

have a big goal sitting out there that im still waiting to achieve
1I think that 1I have already achieved a lot of what my goals would want to be
to own a home to graduate from college was a goal to have a family and have
a home those things ive done now 1I guess its just provide and try to live
within your means and 1I think maybe just long range not to let life get me
down keep it enjoyable for me to everyday get up and go to work if not that
1I dont want to be so
1I could have the means to quit and do something else
tied down that 1I lead a mean existence

1I

dont think

1I

WHAT MOTIVATES YOU AND GIVES YOU A SENSE OF GROWTH AND

progression
for

love sports 1I love golf snow skiing in the winter water
skiing and golf in the summer those kind of things keep me happy and
rejuvenated 1I like to do yard work and gardening those kind of things just
some people dread
working around the house little projects fixing things
them 1I look forward to them and look for search them out and just to have
the time to do those kind of things those are what 1I try to do on the weekend
when 1I have free time 1I think church falls into that too if you go to church in
the right frame of mind it can be a rejuvenating with friendships spiritual
part of it kind of stuff
me its sports

1I
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YOU MENTIONED THAT FRIENDS ARE IMPORTANT TO YOU TELL ME HOW YOU
THINK THEY

contribute TO YOUR LIFE

have three or four good friends that ive had since high school that im still
good friends with 1I see two every week some 1I see almost every day when 1I
do things like golf and skiing 1I do it with them these friends arent for me
just casual acquaintances 1I think its true friendship where at a minutes notice
you would do for them and they would do for me to help in any way you can
these long lasting friendships are an out that you can share your frustrations
or anger or joke 1I think 1I can make friends easy but 1I dont have lots of new
friends that ive met in the past year or two say that 1I spend a lot of time with
because 1I continue with these older friendships that 1I have
1I

WHAT aspirations MIGHT YOU HAVE FOR YOUR FAMILY

think mostly that my family is happy that my kids can kind of come home
and its kind of an escape not a dread and after theyre married and go away
that they want to come home even when they reach college age that they
would want to live at home or be home because thats the way it was in my
house some of my friends would say 1I cant wait to graduate high school and
then im out of here 1I didnt feel that way 1I always felt comfortable and to
just have my kids be happy and successful whereas so many people are so
unhappy and just in all kinds of trouble and stuff but 1I dont think you can
just hope that
what does successful mean to you well 1I think everybody
defines that different basic success for me is just being able to provide the
everybody would probably love the opportunity to
basic necessities of life
live in a million dollar home but a one hundred thousand dollar home still
provides your needs for you just being able to be successful enough that
some of the daily struggles are not constantly on my mind like
unemployment having the personality to get a job but for them if being
successful means being a doctor then 1I hope that they would have the means
to achieve that
1I

ON A PERSONAL DIMENSION HOW WOULD YOU DEFINE SUCCESS

think success in your personal life is just having friends and being happy with
yourself and your life so that youre not always wanting more or wishing
ish 1I had that 1I guess we all know people that
wish
looking at others and saying 1I w
success in your personal life is just being happy or
are always unhappy
how do you feel when you see peers who are
satisfied with where you are at
materially better off than you certainly 1I think we all have peers who have

1I
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more than us but
bat the older you get the more you realize everything that we
get comes from some sort of sacrifice they may have things but they have to
work a little harder and theres always a certain amount of luck its lucky they
got that job or lucky they got this so 1I think if youre looking at what other
people have you have to think that its because of the price they paid and
theyre still paying on it too if 1I truly wanted that 1I probably could afford if 1I
want to pay for it the next forty years you know and thats something that
my wife and 1I decided not to do we dont go into debt we dont own a credit
card whatever you see here we paid cash for it theres almost a certain
satisfaction and we still have money to go to the movies this weekend if we
want to but theres a trade off 1I think for everything most people who have
a lot of possessions earned it they worked a lot of hours they chose the kind
of job that took them away travel and things which pay more but all things
come with a price its just how much you want to pay
WE LOOKED AT atadvertisements
advertisements AT OUR LAST MEETING AND WE SAW
DO THOSE lifestyles INFLUENCE YOUR OWN
depictions OF
LIFESTYLE aspirations

lifestyles

think that and this is a big generalization for sure but the more money
people have the busier they tend to be they go to more functions dinners
balls the kind of things these advertisements had in them they have more
toys boats trailers campers which take them away more generally busier
and im very comfortable to just come home from work and be home eat
dinner watch a little bit of TV ive seen that battle when 1I was single and had
no
a fairly good job 1I would do more of those kind of things do 1I miss that

1I

IN WHAT WAYS DO YOU SEE YOURSELF AS DIFFERENT FROM SOME OF THE
IN THOSE ADS

characters

well the one that advertised the wool the man the woman on the lawn 1I
related very well with the others with the black and white versace and the ad
with the shoe are much more upper class stuffed shirt more formal in
everything they do fake somewhat the ad for the shoe the dance kind of a
fake thing 1I dont go out dancing in a tuxedo and all fancied up Is that a
no 1I would rather wear my levis and golf shirt
lifestyle that 1I am longing for
and just go out and golf and those kind of activities rather than all formal and
dressed up
what does fake mean to you well the whole thing you put on
your fancy shoes your suit and look happy and all is well and its probably

not
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WHAT SPECIAL

challenges DO YOU FEEL YOU HAVE AS A MAN IN TODAYS

SOCIETY

boy 1I dont know if there are any everybody always talks about the
challenges of being a woman in todays society the challenges 1I have in the
workforce theres quotas limitations that people have 1I think you have to be
more careful with what you do that youre important to the company or
whatever you do it used to be if you got a job that you were set for life but
now your job can be gone so fast average what five or six different jobs in
their lifetime different careers you realize that that is probably going to
happen to you but 1I dont think there are any real big concerns in being a
man in society
WHAT ABOUT WOMEN THEN DO YOU SEE PREFERRED ROLES FROM CHURCH
AND advertising

vague on that preferred roles for women they dont say
but if you can be at home with your children then do so
its that same thing if the income that your husband makes is enough for you
to buy a comfortable house and to provide then do that but if to buy a luxury
house you have to work too then your priorities are messed up but if it takes
both of you to live in just a comfortable house then 1I think thats okay to
the boat and the
provide basic essentials but if youre working to pay for theboat
thebout
cabin then thats what my personal interpretation of what theyre meaning
my managers a woman my directors a woman both are very good at what
they do and 1I dont have a problem with that maybe people who are a little
bit older who didnt have that for most of their working years thats where the
problem is what do you feel about the argument that women need a career to
remain stimulated 1I think for some women that is probably true but if they
try to put that on society as a whole you cant do that it totally depends upon
what each individual womans goals or aspirations definitions of success are 1I
think success comes because something has to give some place and yeah 1I
have a successful career but my home life is suffering then thats what suffers
but if my home life is great then my financial life suffers a little bit there is a
trade off for everything its what you want to do many of the women 1I work
with have children they go to day care all day for some of them 1I think its a
bit of a necessity others its not its just their lifestyle and what they have
and 1I think thats bad for society

the church is very
women cant work
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EL TOWARDS
FEEL
HOW DO YOU plit

advertising prescriptions TO BE DESIRABLE

think that its fine 1I think that its good to look desirable 1I think there are
some limitations from that but everybody likes to look nice and to look nice
for other people 1I think if you look successful you act successful A lot of
times what you wear determines on how you feel if the boss has a tie on
today watch out because dress evokes a lot of different emotions in people
but 1I guess what else would 1I want to see advertised if they advertised ugly
desirable in
things would you be interested in those
and 1I wouldnt be
1I guess thats interesting because advertising
terms of sexually desirable then
says in order for you to be successful you have to evoke some kind of desire
for sexuality but 1I think people should be judged not on that but on their
capability in the workplace dont judge me because im a woman but judge me
on what 1I do but thats not how they advertise it in magazines being
desirable has a huge effect but personality plays into that a lot too but how
you dress can also affect your personality as well it can affect your chances for
advancement you get noticed you look more professional put that together
with a good personality and good social skills then you have a very winning
combination those that dont learn that
if you see a woman who is more
educated they tend to dress well their personality comes out more
and
advertising teaches them that too if you want something you go after it if
youre a little more desirable its going to put you above the next contestant
and 1I think thats true if theyre being hired by a woman boss whoever you
hire is a portrayal of your success as a manager these are the people who go
you
with
talk
every
people
time
they
your
represent
and
department
out
want them to represent you well
1I
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clive

CLSVE

WOOL
HAVE YOU SEEN THIS AD BEFORE

no
TELL ME ABOUT YOUR FIRST impressions OF THIS AD

guess it discusses something about wool that 1I wouldnt 1I mean its hard for
me to see the relevance of never reveal the figure in the presence of the
1
I
and
way
wool
about
anybody
that
opposite sex reads
never
talk
heard
ive
dont know that it would impress me to buy wool it seems rather archaic
actually 1I mean the lady is obviously baring a fair amount of skin even
though she is apparently wearing wool so it seems like their message and the
picture doesnt coincide

1I

DOES THE AD HAVE ANY associations FOR YOU IN YOUR OWN LIFE

well

mean the man is young and handsome and the lady is young and good
looking and they seem to be having a good time and theyre carefree and 1I
assume that thats oh 1I see what theyre doing As you look at this you see
the rules dont any longer apply so apparently this is the old code this is the
new code and theyre applying the new code things that apply to me in my
life
other than 1I remember a time when 1I was young and vigorous and it
looks like they are young and vigorous but thats about it would it prompt
probably not
me to buy wool
1I

THE THINGS THAT YOU LIKE AND DISLIKE ABOUT THE AD
TELL ME THETHINGS

the photography

like photography and the fact its black and white and sort
of like similar to the photographs of ansel adams and forth that stress black
and white imagery 1I like that maybe 1I was a little thick in not connecting the
old message compared to the new down there 1I guess just the picture is the
primary thing that appeals to me and the fact that its black and white what
impressions does that have for you 1I guess 1I would concentrate more on the
figures in the picture rather than the color of grass and see that some of it was
yellow here it makes you concentrate more on the people and what theyre
wearing 1I assume is wool cant tell again 1I assume one of the things that
1I
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since youre thinking of an LDS market why these people are amorous and
maybe they are on the verge of having sex and so forth 1I dont know that
thats something that particularly crosses my mind and it doesnt bother me
that they are in that pose
IS THERE ANYTHING YOU WOULD LIKE TO CHANGE IN THE AD

guess 1I would try to make the association between this and this a little
more obvious old and new rules copy
if you look at an ad and youre going
1I didnt initially make
through a magazine youll obviously look at the picture
the association and so if youre trying to say this is the old dress code and this
is the new dress code and you should wear wool because the new dress code
aly
prominently
minen tly
applies this has to be associated with that a little more pro
prominent
prominen

well

1I

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE
USED FOR THIS AD

characters THAT THE advertisers HAVE

very young vital nice looking undoubtedly models

most normal folks dont
look like these two people but then again 1I dont know that a middle aged man

and woman in wool would sell wool so
they look like yuppies why well
they are both young they are both well dressed well groomed they have the
time to lay out on the lawn and frolic and not be in the office working so 1I
assume that they have some disposable income that they can spend the time
doing this
how do you feel about yuppies values 1I was a yuppie at one
yuppie dom gets them some
time 1I dont particularly apologize for that 1I think yuppiedom
things done it spurs people on to invent microsoft and so forth 1I dont mind
it again shes in modern day dress is fairly scantily clad the neckline is low
you can make out the outline of her breasts there so it assumes that her
morals are not puritanical but again that doesnt particularly bother me
WHAT OTHER VALUES DO YOU SEE THE AD APPEALING TO

that

these people are young they have enough money to spend on the
product theyre carefree thats about it

WHAT DO YOU FEEL ABOUT APPEALS TO CLASS

aspiration

again these folks are young good looking thin and the same thing as
cigarette ads appeal to you know those people are always young thin good
looking and they dont put somebody in there with emphysema and cigarette
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burns on their fingers to try to sell cigarettes and wool why these people are
young and thats the kind of life that we are led to desire
IN WHAT WAYS DO YOU USE advertisements IN YOUR OWN LIFE

think that advertising is largely like throwing out a net in a big fishing
boat and you trawl along and you catch some fish occasionally and
occasionally you dont advertising to me if its very striking if its an image
that is something that 1I havent seen theres an ad on television for jeep
where they have three young people who throw a frisbee and its been on so
much that im getting somewhat tired of it but initially it was a fairly striking
ad because you look at the scenery there you see again young people theyre
vigorous theyre doing things that most of us would desire to do and if you
were in the market for a vehicle that allowed you to do those things then
probably that would have you stop and consider the jeep most
advertisements 1I dont particularly pay a lot of attention to it really depends
upon what 1I am in the market to do at the time that 1I look at the ad As a male
perfume ads dont do much for me 1I dont like snooty ads this is more
so it really depends upon what im in the
upscale but its not snooty wool ad
market for ads just by themselves unless they have a significant visual effect
1I bring up
as im thumbing through magazines 1I wouldnt pay much attention
the jeep ad because the things that they are doing grab your attention and
make you notice the product

well

1I

WHEN YOU HAVE NOTICED A PRODUCT HAS IT AFFECTED YOUR BEHAVIOR

well at my age in life one of the things 1I want to do before my protoplasm
stops working is travel and so if there are ads that show places that are
particularly exotic or comfortable to visit places that im not going to be
for instance the people in the jeep ad are young theyre in their walking
shorts theyve driven their jeep up to this place and thats striking but 1I dont
want to do those things so if an ad shows a 1I guess my reason for going to
kenya is because the ads that weve looked at have shown the masai natives
and the animals on their migrations and the tundra and so ive looked at
those ads and thought that thats a place on earth that 1I havent been and 1I
want to be there before 1I die so that persuaded me to look into it and go
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT ADS FOR LUXURY ITEMS

they used to have

an appeal

although rolex watches have never affected me
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me that seems like you can tell the time with a timex as easily as you can
a rolex and it seems like kind of an extravagance which 1I would never buy
ive had a few people who ive known that have done that and theyve not been
the kind of people 1I would particularly want to emulate
in contrast sports
cars ive enjoyed speed over the years ive owned two porsches and ive
bought those not from any ad but 1I enjoyed the speed and things like rolls
royces have never appealed to me or bentleys theyre a snooty kind of
peoples car 1I dont particularly identify with those folks but the porsche with
its sleek design and 150 mph top speed is something that used to appeal and
still appeals to me a little bit 1I guess 1I enjoy that kind of thing speed

to

WHAT IS YOUR OPINION ABOUT advertising GENERALLY

it reflects the feelings of society at the time its kind of fun to go back to old
life magazines that are 40 or 50 years old and see what was advertised and
how it was advertised because im sure that advertising is a reflection of the
general mood of the times and so 1I think its interesting to look at 1I think it
can be carried to extremes calvin klein and his ads for young people who look
like heroin addicts 1I would never buy anything calvin klein ever and 1I
wouldnt buy it for my kids or family or anybody and quite frankly because
of those ads if they wanted to buy calvin klein 1I would not buy it because
somebody who panders to that kind of image who promotes that its something
desirable thats reprehensible and 1I think if there was a way without a lot of
effort because 1I dont have a lot of time to devote to that but 1I could write to
so do you
somebody and have them stop buying their product 1I would do it
think advertising has a powerful influence oh sure 1I think it does 1I think
joe camel and all of the hearings that have been held about joe camel and his
influence on getting young people to smoke and the glamorous image of

you never see anybody in the last throes of
young people when they smoke
life just before they die as theyre gasping for air because theyve smoked for
40 years you never see that its always the young people who are vital who
1I think the
are enjoying life because they have a cigarette in their hand
danger part of advertising is much more a problem with the young than the
old 1I think by the time you reach 50 or 60 youve had enough experience of
life that you may be influenced by certain images like 1I was by the pictures of
kenya but 1I think as far as being seduced into using cigarettes or something
like that then by the age of 50 the dangerous part of it is far less
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BALLY
TELL ME YOUR FIRST impressions OF THIS AD

this

seems to be sort of stretching it that you can have this feeling because you
have that on your foot but again the image is very stylish young people who
are having a good time just as these folks are and its a little more obvious
here you know its not separated and quite as obtuse as the previous ad but a
little too obvious that you can have this good feeling because you have that
shoe on your foot

DOES THE AD PROMPT ANY

associations WITH YOUR OWN LIFE

nope 1I cant other than it being in black and white not a whole lot 1I
wouldnt wear a shoe with white on the top and brown on the bottom thats
who do you think that shoe is
not me very little association with my life
some young missionary type who has been ex missionary type who has been
very successful on his mission who has found that image often more than
substance seems to play well and would want to make a statement in his foot

wear
WHAT DO YOU LIKE AND DISLIKE ABOUT THE BALLY AD

again the black and white photography ive always liked

dont like the shoe
or consider particularly attractive 1I dont
1I

its just a shoe that 1I would not buy
know that 1I could get that feeling from this shoe

WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO CHANGE ABOUT THIS AD

well to me a shoe is more something that you again at my age it needs to be
comfortable and this applies
applie
apalies to somebody who iiss 56 im looking for
something that would allow me to spend a day in comfort not party and boogie
at night so thats probably because of my age that 1I would look at it that way
nd that
find
again if 1I were and 1I use the term sarcastically back from a mission 1I fi
a lot of missionaries once they have been out and theyve experienced the
fairly superficial exposure to life that they have on a mission come back and
do those sort of things As opposed to someone who has spent two years in the
peace corps 1I dont think thats a peace corps volunteer shoe
Is shoe image
important to you no not a whole lot
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WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT APPEALS TO IMAGE
1
I think its something that we are subject to as human beings and one
okay
its
of the things thats interesting about advertising is that it does exploit our
feelings and it does that in every age and 1I think if one would try to legislate
it as being a first amendment right why 1I wouldnt want that done 1I think
that well maybe 1I would take that back because again 1I think in instances of
things that appeal to young people and how they appeal to young people 1I
think they ought to have their cigarette ads up and half the page ought to be
the warnings and some sort of visual image with the warning because 1I see a
cigarette ad and then 1I see this little thing down here that says carbon
monoxide may be hazardous to your health thats a pretty puny warning
compared to the big message of a cigarette ad 1I tend not to want the
government to meddle in things but when it comes to things like cigarettes
and the dangers of alcohol 1I think there probably ought to be some rules and
regulations when it comes to shoes or wool yeah fine

HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE THE IMAGES IN THIS AD

they

are a little more yuppie than these folks these folks are a little more
down to earth wool theyve chosen the grass to frolic in whereas this is
probably an upscale party and so these folks are a little more party animals
than these two people

DO YOU SEE THE advertisers USING ANY VALUES TO MAKE THEIR APPEAL

young attractive people and trying to make the association that if you wear
this shoe you can have that scene
WHAT DO YOU THINK THE
AD TOGETHER

advertisers HAD IN MIND WHEN THEY PUT THIS

think they probably chose that shoe because its kind of a shoe that youre not
going to see a guy in from blanding utah you will see it on maybe someone
whos a stockbroker or the really yuppie folks and 1I guess if you have a
j ect
p ledom
object
dom 1I didnt ob
yuppie
yuppie dom but this getting near the
act to yuppiedom
yuppiedom
spectrum of yup
end of the spectrum that 1I would not feel comfortable with so this ad has far
less appeal than the wool ad the people in the wool ad looked they were
actually having fun these two people look like theyve just had a few drinks
and theyre loosened up and its less appealing

1I
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VERSACE
TELL ME ABOUT YOUR FIRST impressions OF THIS AD

Kenn edys theyre well dressed high class
kennedya
these people remind me of the kennedys
sitting on a railing which is fairly high class that would quite frankly turn me
off because its a little snooty these people all have the model looks they
dont look like a real family they have the kind of in your face look that
models have when they walk down the runway
its unreal heres grandma
and grandpa who are very stylish im trying to pick out father and mother
and 1I dont
these all look like little urchins that have been out on the streets
and have kicked the drug habit and spiked their hair and put on some clothes
and come to this snooty place to have a picture taken it is in black and white
again 1I enjoy black and white but this would not impress me at all and
versace couture which 1I assume is fashion the family album so if its for
fashion and this is a line of clothing 1I would not buy versace because 1I
wouldnt want to be associated with these people
WHAT DO YOU ASSOCIATE WITH THESE PEOPLE

decadence

they are too superficial they look like they are just trying to

theyre

all snooty and 1I guess the oriental down there with his two earrings 1I
dont know if hes gay or bisexual or thiss guy looks like hes really ticked to
grandma and grandpa look like theyve had some affection for one
be there
another but all of these progeny if thats what they are have kind of gotten
on their nerves and its the kind of thing 1I try to spend my life not doing is
getting into this in your face snooty kind of role
retting

thi
thl

WHAT DO YOU FEEL ABOUT ADS THAT APPEAL TO THESE

aspirations

they would be more towards the cigarette ads again 1I dont think the ought to
be particularly regulated or anything but to me theyre silly
they appeal to
more of the negative aspects of getting ahead 1I think than the two previous
ads
which are the lack of ethic the get ahead no matter what that being
thin and your hair spiked and earrings and
ive had problems with folks who
look like that again this guy looks like hes just kicked his habit just a few
weeks before and is till you know pretty edgy people whove had a lot of
problems and theyve had a lot of problems because they figure that style is
much more important than substance
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ARE THERE ANY associations FROM THIS AD THAT RELATE TO YOUR OWN
LIFE

no
DO ANY VALUES STRIKE YOU WHEN YOU LOOK AT THIS AD

again snooty comes to mind the first word

snooty uppity troubled
superficial not the kind of things that 1I want to associate with

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT CLASS

think class is 1I think theres a certain amount of class 1I dont want to be
on the other hand 1I think that sometimes
perceived as being classless
european
p ean countries are a little too stratified
particularly euro
that once youre
born or adopted or however you get into this sort of group that youre stuck
there and you cant get out of it and 1I think thats a little too rigid so 1I think
the class barriers or stratification in europe are a little too burdensome

1I

HOW DO YOU THINK THIS AD MIGHT APPEAL TO AN AMERICAN AUDIENCE

well we were in japan about ten years ago and everything over there was new
york new york really appealed to the japanese and so 1I think haute couture
and so forth the french fashion is supposed to appeal to people of the world
and particularly americans who think jeez im not quite as good as the
french and so if 1I get one of these pin striped suits and if 1I spike my hair my
couture is going to be up to the standards of the french again the ad evokes
the feeling of something french and the french have always been a little too
effete for me
ANY FURTHER COMMENTS ABOUT THIS AD

well the house is nice looks like the house has been there for a while because
the mold on the so its a nice old english country manor that all of these ex
derelicts have gotten together at to have this picture taken and once they get
through here theyre going to jump into their ferraris and porches and go back
to screwing the people of the world and generally messing up the rest of our

lives
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WHAT DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE RACIAL DIVERSITY IN THIS FAMILY PHOTO

dont know that doesnt bother me
that as long as theyre 1I dont see the black

he looks oriental rather than black

1I

particularly if people want to do
father so 1I assume that she had him out of wedlock and was trying to do the
right thing by raising him and that again is a sort of politically correct thing
now it doesnt bother me one way or the other

JIMMY
WHAT ARE YOUR FIRST impressions OF THIS AD
is more of a homey a western kind of thing the saddles there this is
something that 1I could relate to again its a vehicle and being a male 1I relate
to much more than the shoe ad the little note at the top to do 1I make notes
to do and 1I do them through the day so its something that would appeal 1I
dont particularly care for GMC trucks but as an ad in general its better than
the others its not as artsy as the others because its color and plain spoken

this

WHAT APPEALS DO YOU SEE IN THE AD

to

the people who are not as yuppie as these kind of folks theyre married
this lady probably has a family but she has some money that is disposable
because she has her saddle with her little polo hat there and of course shes
been skiing and of course shes been out buying frames for her van gogh
copies and shes again nice looking shes not sexily dressed like the lady in
the wool ad but she looks like she would appeal more to the homey values
that 1I would identify with

WHO DO YOU THINK THE AD IS SPEAKING TO

folks who are in their mid thirties who have now gotten through school and
are finally earning some money and have some disposable income to be able to
do these things and buy that car
WHAT ARE HOMEY VALUES

they are the opposite of the versace ad

homey values are things that youre

trying to nurture family and home and get these things done as opposed to
stand around and look like youre in withdrawal
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WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE CHARACTER IN THE AD

think shes attractive she looks like she would be a person that would be easy
to get along with shes out doing her do list and shes not in a mini skirt and
high heels and nothing low cu yet shes attractive so shes a person who
would be pleasant to be around

1I
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CUVE
EVMRVIDEW
LIFE
UFE WORLD INTERVIEW
TELL ME HOW YOU THINK YOUR FRIENDS AND FAMILY WOULD DESCRIBE YOU

think they would say ive changed a bit in the last few years when 1I was
younger 1I was very driven to succeed materially and 1I think because of that
some of my values as far as the amount of time that 1I spent with the family and
so forth were put aside and we could spend a lot of time on what 1I perceive
as my justifications for that but 1I think they would say that when 1I was
younger 1I was very driven ive always been fairly sarcastic 1I view that as
realistic but they prefer to use the word sarcastic 1I think 1I care a lot about
people and 1I think they would say that but that 1I can be fairly judgmental at
times and want things to be done my way want them to be done now want to
get on with life thats one of the things that 1I say and my wife kind of picks
up on that one
other people say that im not the only human being on earth
but it seems to me that after youve discussed and debated a certain issue you
just need to get on with other things so fairly hard driven get on with things
enjoy life as much as 1I can there was a book 1I read many years ago by george
bailout sp whos a professor of psychology at harvard and it was a study
ballent
they started back about the late 30s and they took a class that was entering
harvard not medical school but just harvard and they followed them over the
years and the name of the book is adaptations of life and when 1I first read the
book was about 1970 so it had been going on about four years the studys
still going on and the people are dying off but it went into great detail into
you dont
many of the peoples lives and how these were intelligent people
get into harvard if youre stupid and they had very privileged lives and yet
some turned out to be great
they had many many troubles through their lives
successes other people became alcoholics other people attempted suicide and
it tried to discuss what they felt were the origins of their difficulties and one
of the sections in there towards the last there was a paragraph that said one of
the greatest tragedies in life is a man whos on his death bed the chest pain
from his heart attack as hes about to die and he thinks of all the things that
he could have should have done over his life and how he wishes he could turn
back the hands of time and do those things
and then theres another man in
the next bed whos going through the same thing and yet has this wry smile on
his face that he thinks ive squeezed that lemon for every drop of goodness
that 1I could get out of it and ive often heard that life is not a dress rehearsal
1I
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that you go through it once and when you get to the end you cant say whoops
jeez 1I want to go back and change a lot of things so you have to make the
right decisions about career about marriage about how you spend your time
about how you spend your money about how important money is and those
things are you cant go back twenty years later and say well 1I wish 1I had
done this differently there are things 1I wish 1I had done a little differently
but when 1I think about them in relationship to my situation in my life and
how 1I was raised and so forth theres not a whole lot that 1I would change

dramatically
YOU MENTIONED BEING VERY DRIVEN WHEN YOU WERE YOUNGER WHAT
WERE THE motivations FOR YOUR DRIVE

primarily to show my dad that 1I was not a son of a bitch a useless son of a
bitch
and those are very harsh words but my relationship with my dad has
been very very poor in my life 1I came find when 1I was oh mid forties and it
in law was doing some genealogy work and my
turned out that my mother
motherinlaw
mother became very upset because 1I was born at probably seven and a half
months and id never stopped to figure it out you know 1I didnt know so
apparently my parents were
she was pregnant before they got married and
this was back in 1939 and that is something that is still in the church
considered something you obviously should not do and back then it was
much more frowned on so once 1I found that out 1I tried to analyze my fathers
feelings about me in relation to how that may have influenced them when 1I
was about eight why 1I remember my dad telling me that if 1I didnt like the
way he did things or the things 1I was required to do there was the door 1I
could leave and so when 1I find out he had had to marry mother 1I pictured
him as figuring that 1I was this little literally bastard who had essentially
ruined his life and he was not close to me is not close to me we visited there
just a week or so ago and we got into a very heated discussion hes now 83
very believes the same way he did 35 or 40 years
ativevery
but still a very comb
combative
ago he and my mother dont get along my feelings for my mother are
tremendous
she helped me through life 1I would not have made it without
her she protected me against him both physically and mentally and so 1I was
very driven to show him 1I was not this little worthless piece of flesh that had
ruined his life
RE
WHEN DID YOU BEGIN TO REEXAMINE
EXAMINE THE MOTIVES FOR BEING DRIVEN
ohy
oh 1I guess it was

1I

dont

know that there was any one point
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As 1I got older in

life and found out about him and mother and tried to think that through
probably 1I was about 43 actually his position has changed not in the way he
talks or the things that he pugilistically stands up for but 1I dont know where
the quote is 1I think its in shakespeare when someone doth protest too much
and one of the things that happens when we go over there now is he says do
now ive heard it fifteen times so yes 1I
you know what makes me happy in life
know which is that hes very happy that ive succeeded as much as 1I have and
hes never envied that sounds very nice but when you put it in the context
of how hes lived his life if you go over to my dads house he has at last count
29 vehicles around his house in various states of disrepair cars trucks
tractors generators etc etc it is trashy its junky every piece of property he
has ever had has turned out that way the house has turned into that its a
source of constant friction between him and me and between my mother and
him and so 1I dont know that he has changed but 1I think his recognition of
his assessment of me when 1I was 8 or 9 and 10 and so forth has changed
although he has never admitted that hes not said so 1I think as ive gotten in
my late 40s and early 50s why the need to succeed for that particular reason
to show him that 1I was not worthless has changed and at this point in time 1I
now work two days a week in the clinic and im attempting to write lym
im
attempting to do some other things that 1I just want to do just because of
wanting to do it 1I feel secure enough now that whatever comes 1I can live and
exist and keep food on the table ive put money enough away to help my kids
through college ive become less liberal with them as well as providing for
them our first son we put through law school and he got through law school
and decided he didnt like law and now hes back into teaching hes at BYU
getting his teaching certificate so theres 75000 down the tube well our
next children if they go to graduate school are going to end up with some bills
rather than having everything paid for so id say probably towards my late
forties and im now just 57 and so over the last decade or so 1I have gradually

shifted
FEEL ABOUT ACQUIRING MATERIAL
HOW DO YOU
YOUFEEL

possessions

think theyre important 1I think that it allows you to do things in life which if
you didnt have those material things you couldnt do weve been to europe
re going on a fairly long
we
ve seen various parts of the world this summer we
were
weve
trip and so its certainly allowed me to do things that 1I would not be able to
otherwise do it has allowed our children to do things that most kids their age
have not been able to do 1I think that you can pursue material things just for
material things sake and 1I dont know that ive done that because ive gotten

1I

9
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to the point where you know if 1I were a really big spender 1I mean 1I like
airplanes 1I have an airplane 1I have a boat but 1I dont own a jet if 1I were a
really big spender 1I would lust after a gulf stream 5 at 25 million but 1I think
to achieve that 1I would have to become 1I would have to compromise some of
my ethical values and spend less time with my family and so material things
are important but from my own personal perspective ive
lve got enough now that
1I can live comfortably and 1I dont want to achieve materially much more than 1I

already have
WHAT ARE THE VALUES THAT YOU THINK MOST DEFINE YOU

guess number one would be hard work quite frankly its important that
somebody get up each day and do something which is of benefit to the world
1I think that as you take the long view you should try to make your life so that
when you do die the world is a better place because youve lived than it was
without you and that could be a very simple thing from having raised good
national
plants each year and given them to folks to creating a multi
multinational
1I
organization that employs thousands or hundreds of thousands of people
mean a big spectrum but 1I think that you should try to make the world a
better place when you finally leave it than it was before you came 1I think one
should do as when 1I was in medical school there was a saying first do no
harm 1I think whatever you do you should not harm other individuals we
were involved with an investment person about ten years ago when we lost a
huge amount of money and it put me back about five years and spoiled my
plans for when 1I could back off and do other things that 1I wanted to do this
individual was fairly high in the church and 1I think what he did was amoral
and did harm other people certainly it harmed me so 1I think that one
should not harm other individuals through the process of making the world a
better place or working hard 1I think that you should try to have a family
our oldest son is not married hes 32 and 1I think that if one goes through life
without experiencing that theres many things in life which are very good
which will have otherwise been missed and you wont be able to experience it
1I have four kids
nobodys married 1I have no grandkids they say they want
to get married but nobodys done it yet 1I hope they do because 1I think
without that they will miss a tremendous part of life which cannot be
experienced in any other way
1I

HAS YOUR CHURCH
DESCRIBED

membership influenced THE VALUES THAT YOU HAVE
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back when 1I was young 1I viewed the church as being the vehicle by which a
person would gain happiness in the world that if you didnt do the things the
church required that you could look forward to unhappiness both here and in
the here
hereefter
hereafter
efter my change of heart actually changed while 1I was on my mission
it was my first time really outside of utah and 1I saw hundreds of very good
human beings who had no association with the church but whose values were
similar in scope and so 1I think religion in general 1I think people need religion
the human being as a creature needs some sort of organization to help them
through the vicissitudes of life the ups and downs the uncertainties so forth
and thus 1I think the church is a good organization to do that 1I dont think
that one has to be a mormon to make it into heaven whether or not thats the
celestial kingdom or whatever so early on it was an important thing as ive
gotten into my later years in life in my particular circumstance where 1I live 1I
think its important to stay a part of the mormon church because without that
you become rather cut off from the community and 1I think that its a good
organization as ive looked at it compared to other churches other
organizations 1I feel comfortable in that and thats largely because of the way 1I
was brought up but if somebodys a good catholic or a good methodist or a
good lutheran or a good buddhist or even non christian a good muslim these
things make the world a better place works to further humanity 1I dont think
they are going to end up in the hereafter any place below me at all
DO directives FROM CHURCH LEADERS HAVE ANY INFLUENCE IN YOUR LIFE

no very little at the moment why

because 1I think that well number one ive
heard them one thousand times each the message hasnt changed
and one

could say well thats because people havent
havent changed you know they need to
have the same message they did 35 or 40 years ago and 1I guess because of
my change in heart that 1I think that religion in general is a good thing in most
instances 1I think that the heavens gate organization sort of thing can be a
As you think over history probably thousands 1I dont
very negative thing
know that more than any other cause but between the crusades and various
other people doing heinous things for religious purposes religion can also be a
very bad thing in peoples life it can be very difficult can cause a lot of
murder because theres nothing scarier than the zealot who thinks he doing
something because god told him to and so as ive gotten older my
dependence upon a particular source of knowledge has been lessened thus
when it comes from church 1I look at it and say interesting but as far as really
influencing my life it doesnt to a large degree
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HOW DO YOU RESPOND THEN TO
RATED MOVIES
materialism RRRATED

directives ABOUT AVOIDING
competitiveness ETC

1
some of them are worthwhile 1I think sorr
e
I didnt watch
about
counsel
the
of
soire
a lot of conference but the little bit 1I watched 1I watched president hinckleys
last little discussion plus my wifes been reading a book and ive read part of it
about his life and 1I picture him as a fairly practical person rather than being a
religious dogmatist there was one other talk that 1I heard that was a hellfire
and brimstone that if you dont do this and dont go through the temple and
dont do these ordinances blah blah blah why youll end up regretting it etc
etc and it irritates me and 1I shut it off but president hinckley talks about
recognizing the rights of others to be different than us the pluralism that
exists in society and 1I think the church has sort of been forced into that
because of number one the growth here in utah and number two the growth of
the church throughout the world that people down in tonga now 1I hear are
allowed to wear their traditional dress to church and you cant wear
traditional tongan dress and wear garments at the same time unless you want
to show a lot of garment with your grass skirt so that 1I think that some of
them are very useful some of them 1I think are silly 1I think the one about R
rated movie and 1I think the
Schind lers list was an R
rated movies is silly schindlery
schindlers
rrated
1
I think
on
be
Schind
should
to
message of schindlery
generation
each
passed
schindlers
lers list
rated movies which are excellent movies with tremendous
there are many R
rrated
messages and 1I think to make a blanket statement and have people you know
robot like follow that is silly so some of them are good others are asinine

ARE THERE
DESIRABLE
LIFESTYLE
UFESTYLE

differences THAT YOU SEE IN THE WAY MEDIA PROJECTS

lifestyles AND WHAT YOU CONSIDER DESIRABLE IN YOUR OWN

1
1
I could
though
a
an
even
I
mercedes
own
drive
suit
armani
dont
dont
afford one it would be interesting to discuss with you why you chose those
1I assume that you looked at many advertisements before you chose
four ads
those four so you must have had specific things in there that you looking for a
person to react to 1I picture myself as being not snooty 1I dont dress terribly
well 1I dress to be comfortable As ive gotten so that 1I rub shoulders with
people who are more and more well off 1I find that theres a certain segment
who are really not very well off less well off than 1I am actually who have this
veneer and they need to try to impress you with what they own and where
theyve been and so forth and you can recognize those folks and 1I dislike them
immensely and 1I find the folks who really do have quite a bit materially but

well

1I
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yet they dont flaunt it they dont show it off and they dont have to make an
issue of it and those folks 1I enjoy they are usually folks of a fair amount of
substance who thought about issues and can discuss things with in a serious
way and they wont be bent out of shape these other folks are very
superficial and if you try to discuss things of substance why they either dont
know about it or have no opinions or theyre just not the kind of folks 1I
enjoy being around so 1I picture myself from being fairly different from most
of the people in the advertisements the young couple on the grass wool
you know they look like they were having fun and 1I dont know what it would
lead to the family with the kid in withdrawal and the lady with spiked hair in
the back versace and the lady holding the black child because she had an
affair 1I didnt identify with that group at all at all and the lady with the car
she was fairly wholesome and was not provocatively dressed she had her list
of things to do which goes along with my idea that you get up and work and
make the world a better place and so 1I probably identify of all of them with
that the one of the shoe it was very hard for me to make the connection
between the folks partying and the shoe having much effect on their party life
ARE THERE CHURCH VALUES THAT PRESENT YOU WITH CONFLICTS IN
LHESTYLE
UFESTYLE

the

need that 1I should obey the brethren just because they say is probably the
greatest conflict having meetings just for meetings sake you know we have a
meeting just because the brethren say we should have a meeting 1I hate
meetings unless theres really a purpose for the meeting now if we have
something lets decide it and get it over with home teaching bugs the pick
out of me when 1I was in the elders quorum fifteen years ago 1I handed out a
questionnaire and asked people to answer it anonymously as to what they
thought about home teaching whether they thought it was useful how they
would change it didnt have to sign their name and it was very interesting
people would remember it
and 1I was know for years for that questionnaire
and 1I found that most people didnt think that home teaching was that useful
there are a small group that its very useful to and those should continue 1I
think they ought to make it optional that if you want to be a home teacher
that should optional if you want to be home taught that should be optional
that each month it shouldnt have to be that you have to give these numbers
up and you know and blah blah blah its a big waste of time some people
need it and therefore it should be done it shouldnt be abandoned as a
program but it ought to be modified going to the temple 1I find the temple
ceremony not to be very fulfilling 1I was married in the temple 1I know what
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the temple ceremony was like years ago 1I know what its like since 1990 its
less offensive than it was before 1I find the fact that you have to wear an
undergarment really makes you different from other people
if you get into it
lots of people say no its a sign that youve accepted these covenants and 1I say
1I can accept them without having to wear this particular piece of underwear
in the temple one of the pledges is that you will if asked to pledge everything
1
I dont know that 1I can
to the church of jesus christ of latterday
and
saints
day
latter
my temple attendance is very rare 1I do have a recommend
do that honestly
why probably because 1I have a very liberal bishop laughs
WHICH VALUES RESONATE MOST STRONGLY FROM YOUR membership IN THE
CHURCH

probably family its stress on family 1I think thats very good its stress on
honesty although a lot of people can use that in a negative way again
financial folks can set up pyramid schemes based upon their church
membership which the church advises them not to do but in fact little
networks that exist almost foster that kind of thought 1I guess the only real
lasting value that resonates for me is the importance of family and the
importance of maintaining a family relationship of being kind and
understanding to your family members and trying to work to have a
harmonious family relationship
and as ive gotten older the importance of
family we have four children we went seven years between the first two we
tried to have one at about three
three it took us four years to have one thats kind
of a gap 1I wish we had another child there on the other hand 1I dont think
that theres little spirits on the other side just waiting for a body to fulfill their
destiny 1I think thats just a fig newton of somebodys imagination and 1I
de
notice that the church lately has deemphasized
emphasized that that thats not a reason
for getting pregnant occasionally youll hear a fire and brimstone talk from
the pulpit but its a lot emphasized than it was ten or twenty years ago and
the church does change with the times 1I was reading a very interesting article
in dialogue that talked about the thrust of patriarchal blessings how theyve
changed over the years and back when the church was first formed it was that
church members would be able to participate in a redeeming of the prophets
blood not a redeeming but almost a revenge for the spilling of the prophets
blood that they would participate in getting back at folks for doing that in
the early part of this century up to about 1960 it was that people would see
the second coming of the lord since about 1965 or 70 its been that you
should live a good life so that the blood atonement part was a big part then
we were going to see the second coming of christ now its just as the end of the
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millennium gets closer and the church doesnt want to look flaky why the
patriarchs have been instructed to make it much more general so 1I think the
church is a pragmatic organization and changes its doctrine as time goes on
does that diminish its validity to me no not really in fact it probably
increases it 1I think as they go along and as the church does become much
more multicultural
multi cultural around the world that many of these other proscriptions
will have to be changed for it to really succeed
DOES THE CHURCH PLAY ANY ROLE IN THE aspirations YOU MAY HAVE FOR
yourfam11ly
YOUR FAMILY

well as 1I see families any family whether or not its a catholic family and a
jewish family or a mormon whatever any marriage where there are different
religions it makes it more difficult and so in that sense 1I hope that my
children marry within the mormon church because mormonism is much more
than a religion its an ethic getting away from mormonism is like trying to get
away from judaism
its always there how you were raised your belief system
and so forth
and it takes literally generations to change that because you
have your children and theyre baptized and then theyre married in the
church and then their children are blessed in the church and then theyre
married in the church and their grandchildren and it goes on and on and on
and on and so 1I think since it is a good organization 1I think the positives in it
much more outweigh the negatives in it 1I would like them to participate in it
so my aspirations are that as a family we can stay in it how active they are its
up to them how many meetings they go to As far as the good part of it the
family values the honesty 1I would ask them to espouse those things but as far
as feeling that a person has really achieved if they turn out to be a bishop or
stake president that means absolutely zip to me in fact 1I would be a little bit
worried about it because it seems when you get into those leadership positions
its because youve been a yes man and been almost too much robot like
HAVE YOU NOTICED advertising MESSAGES influencing THE aspirations
OF YOUR CHILDREN AND THEIR LIFESTYLE VALUES

well my daughter likes range rovers

think they look like a shoe box with
wheels but they are supposedly high class she subscribes to a lot of womens
magazines all the folks in them tend to be thin and well coiffed and so forth
and my wife 1I was discussing with her a little bit the discussion we had last
time and one of your questions was if 1I was influenced by advertising and 1I
didnt think that 1I was that much and she thought that 1I was well she said
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1I

the clothes on your back you buy them 1I dont buy them whatever brand they
are
but 1I think that theyve been influenced to some degree probably less
than many kids 1I think they want to drive certain cars because theyve seen
them my son wants a snowmobile with a big big engine because hes seen it
advertised my other son will buy nothing but a honda because its rated by
consumer digest as being the highest so to a certain degree 1I think they are
but not a tremendous amount not as much as 1I see many kids none of them
run around with these pants with the crotch down to the knee and chains
hanging out and nobodys had anything pierced beyond their ear the girls
none of the boys have pierced ears so all of this kind of grunge stuff in the
media has not rubbed off on them 1I guess young people wanting to get
married and have a whole bunch of stuff initially 1I think thats one of the
reasons our older son has not gotten married he went through law school
didnt particularly care for it went to the navy in the JAG judge advocate
general program there for five years and was moving all over the world and
he likes to travel and he was doing it partly for that reason but came back and
now hes getting his teaching certificate hes not going to make very much
money as a teacher but itll be enough that 1I think hell finally feel secure
enough that he can put food on the table and buy a reasonably nice car and
make payments on a house when my wife and 1I were married my dad owned
a small house divided into two apartments and it was very run down and for
allowing us to live in there 1I fixed it up and my wife 1I remember her salary
she worked at BYU her take home salary was 90 every two weeks and 1I
worked part time at BYU installing fire alarms and we had very little when we
got back from our honeymoon one of the things we both remember is that we
had 7 to our name thats all me had in the world and 1I drove a car that cost
900 1I got on my mission 1I drove it until 1I finished medical school so that
was about nine years never got a new car 1I got so 1I could literally take the
engine out of the old volkswagen myself and fix it and put it back in within an
hour and a half so 1I think the expectations of what they expect to have in life
a house a car travel buy whatever brand is in for the kids is much greater
now than it was when 1I was their age and 1I think thats because of the
proliferation of advertising and creating expectations so 1I think its important
not to expect too much in life too quickly
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